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FOREWORD

It is important to the author to:
1. have a true, documented genealogical table of the family
to correct the so-far incomplete and loop-holed records;
to screen this critically and to create a new genealogical
table from old documents and records that, according to
church ledgers, bring out new facts,
2. establish the true facts of the ancestry of the family
based on the oldest documents and establish proof of the
family, proceeding so far through a hazy and controversial
past, and
3. gather together all monuments, honorary plaques, etc. and
also old crests and to put them together in an artful
display.
It is not my intention to go into family squabbles,
political differences and all other unimportant matters. Therefore,
only the important history of the family will come to light.
I would like to express my highest esteem and deepest
appreciation to the Honorable Chief Registrar of Schwerin who has
been of most invaluable assistance and also I would like to include
Privy Councillor Dr. Grotefend; also to our Chief Registrar
F. Rusch whose labors in my efforts have been of the greatest
help in making the Schwerin documents available to me.
I also feel obliged to mention the helpful and worthwhile
assistance that I received from our Chief Registrar Muller of
Neustrelitz; and last but not least my thanks to the archivists
in Hanover, Dresden, Wolfenbuttel, Haag and other places.
The cost of the family book will be the joint effort
of the author and of his relative Ulrich Barner of Trebbow, Bulow
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K. BARNER
at the Eskildstrup Estate
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This has been changed through the untimely death of the author.

FOREWORD

OF

THE AUTHORS

On August 13, 1903 my dear relative the Danish
Chamberlain Konrad von Barner died in Wiesbaden following an
emergency operation on his larynx. In my opinion he was one
of the kindest and most highly esteemed of Christian noblemen.
Simple and nobly thinking, with a heart full of charity and
a character of true worth.
To achieve the history of the Barner Family on which
my cousin labored, we both had a lively and stimulating correspondence and I am happy to say that I was able to bring forth
records that were of great value to him.
Following my cousin's untimely death before the
completion of his work I took it as my natural obligation to
finish what he had started. I acquired the confidence of Herr
Rusch, head archivist of Schwerin who had already been of
immeasurable help to the deceased author over the years. This
has been the main source from which was developed the information
of the family history and family trees, commencing with Otto
Berner in the year 1302. Some material that through screening
appeared as unreliable and some other data of the original
documentation have been corrected. Certain facts have been added
and the family records have been brought up to date. For the
important work which Chief Archivist Rusch has undertaken with
great effort and true devotion, thanks are given by all persons
interested in the researched documents of my cousin and of the
Barner Family history.
The paragraphs: "Name, Heritage and Lineage" and
"Crest" I have gone over and included in accordance with my
cousin's documentation just as they are described here. I have,
however, taken the liberty of departing somewhat from my cousin's
research by bringing out the fact in the first paragraph that
I presume only the actual heritage of the Barner genealogical

VI history, whereas my cousin was convinced of his ancestry in the
Wendish branch of the Wamacker on the Upper Warnow (River) .
In the section about the Crest I mentioned that the so-called
Hulf insignia, which is actually the helmet insignia carrying
three little flags, was made of a flat screen, whereas that of
my cousin shows the structure of a pointed fence around the
helmet on which the flags were mounted (helmet seal of Martin
1519) .
I have added
history, chiefly
those
Barner who was1 born on
to my father's brother
26, 1838.

several facts concerning the family
relating to my grandfather Ulrich von
December 9, 1786, and others relating
Friedrich Magnus who was born on May

The section describing the author of this book was
obtained from his daughter Margarethe von Barner of Wiesbaden.
The additional data concerning the Hildesheim Barners
from which the section "The History of the Hildesheim Barners"
written by Johann Letzner is chronicled, has been added by the
author in unchanged form. This was actually the main source
of the story that followed.
The completion of this documentation has taken some
time to prepare mainly on account of unforseen difficulties
which would take some time to explain; also, due to my own
illness the work on this project has been delayed.
Trebbow, April 1910.
ULRICH von

BARNER.

TRANSLATOR'S

FOREWORD

The Barner Family is much indebted to the former Royal
Danish Chamberlain Konrad von Barner and to his cousin, a former
Mecklenburg Chamberlain, Ulrich von Barner for their careful
research that gives us the genealogy of this particular branch of
the family as well as the origins and development of various
family crests and the biographies of many members who lived
principally in Germany and Denmark. Some have been traced to
England and America. It is only natural that we welcome a
translation of their efforts from the German language into English.
This first volume is based in no small part upon the
documents contained in Volume II, and references are made to these
documents throughout Volume I . The sources are in most cases
excerpts from records, legal papers and correspondence. They span
roughly six centuries during which time there were remarkable
changes in language, customs and conditions. The most conspicuous
name change was from Berner to Barner and later the adoption of the
use of "von" before Barner, eventually to be abandoned, as explained
in the text. Given names were frequently spelled in a variety of
ways, as well as nicknames of the same. We have endeavored to
spell all names as read in the German text. Some liberty has been
taken with place names - for example, "Braunchweig" might well be
read as "Brunswick" or "Bayern" as "Bavaria".
Despite the fact that this translator has served for
many years as a member of the Bar following study in England of
early common law, the most difficult part of the translation has
been concerned with land and money transactions. This is due
partially to the change from early feudal procedures to presentday titles. Land that was originally enfoeffed came to be leased
for long terms and gradually progressed to full ownership, all of
which was recorded, the transactions at the outset having to be
approved by the Noble in whose jurisdiction the land lay and in
later years the assent was documented by a Registry. This was
complicated by the land frequently carrying with it tenant farmers,
or the property often being pledged to secure loans, the land and
buildings being appraised for tax purposes, plus a separate registry
for horses which had the dual value of agricultural and military
purposes.

- VIII To a genealogist dates are fundamental because they
establish sequence and, although we have followed dates closely
as given by the authors, there is still some ambiguity because
the early chronology is extremely hardto pin down. There was a
sixteenth century calendar change to New Style that was not
generally accepted until the eighteenth century and, especially
in the documents contained in Volume II, various calendars are
relied upon. If the only date given is a certain Saint's Day
of a given year, we have accepted that. The authors have done
remarkably well in reconciling dates to prove or disprove varying
degrees of relationships.
The authors have also carefully reported the exact
amounts of money involved in every transaction, usually in currencies unfamiliar to the reader. It will be noted that the values
and names of these have changed from time to time and from place
to place. The basis of medieval currency was the "libra" or pound
of silver and the currencies referred to in this work such as the
florin or mark were theoretically more or less equivalent to this
original pound. The equivalency of the florin (minted in Florence)
was its gold content, originally containing 3.5 grams in the midthirteenth century
However, the equivalency kept changing, as
did the gold and silver content so that it is difficult to translate
these various currencies into the equivalent of only one.
Tribute should be paid to members of the American Barner
Family who have participated in arranging for this translation.
The former President of the Barner Family, Harry William Barner
of Newport News, Virginia was first instrumental in getting Vol. I
and Vol. II photocopied in Berlin from books found in the Schwerin
library in former Mecklenburg. The project of getting the books
across the wall from East Germany to Berlin was accomplished by
Prof. Raymond Wolff of Berlin. We are also indebted to our Chairman of the Barner Family History Committee, Leroy E. Barner of
Ann Arbor, Michigan, for his careful planning and arranging for
the financing of this work. My deepest thanks go to my assistant
throughout this entire translation, Irmgard Morin, a native of
East Prussia who is acquainted with much of the territory described
in this work. We have done our best to translate the German, and
occasionally Latin, Danish or Dutch, into readable English, but
by no means do we suggest that our results are without faults.
There are many, for which we apologize, and hope that in the course
of time these can be corrected.
Wells, Maine
June, 1980.
GEORGE

BRENNEMAN BARNER.
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I.
FAMILY

HISTORY

Sec . 1
NAME,

HERITAGE AND

LINEAGE

^

The present day customary use of "von Barner" is
fairly recent. Up until the year 1800 they wrote and called
themselves only "Berner" as well as Barner or Borner, without
the "von" in front. It developed approximately after the
Thirty Years War that more and more members of the family
called themselves "von Barner". During the Middle Ages only
a few families in Mecklenburg of noble heritage thought of
using the word "von" in front of the name. So also the Barner
family did not make use of the word "von". The "von" in front
of the family name during that time indicated vast estates and
was used only by families whose names were taken from a town
or village. Since this did not apply to the Barner family,
the family was simply named Barner. In Germany, probably because of French influences, it was customary that the noble
families made use of this epithet as a sign of nobility. It
was then that the Barner family put the "von" in front of the
name. The simple use of "Barner' came at the second half of
the eighteenth century.
Berner means "Brenner" and is a pure German name.
The tracing of the name in the old form is substantiated by
family legends.
The founding father took part in an attempted overtaking of a castle which had been long tried in vain. On a
night almost at the end when the attempt was about to be given
up as hopeless this founder swam the river undetected by the
enemy and set the castle on fire. As he was swimming back he
held the torch in his hand high over the water and shouted
"It's burning!" Through the chaos that he created his party
was able to storm the castle and consequently it was taken over
(1) Edited by Chamberlain Ulrich von Barner of Trebbow
and Billow.

Because of his valor and extreme heroic deed the
founder was given the name "Berner", that is Burner, and in
memory of his deed his crest carried the arm with the torch.
This is an age-old legend but is still preserved over the
centuries. Unfortunately, there are no records of the time
and place although it would have been extremely important for
the research of heritage and genealogy. There is no reason
to give this less credence just because it is not in writing.
Also unfortunately, because of this there are a few
dark places in the records - but so much for that. Although
we like to bring some light into the shaded parts, one would
like to have a picture of those times and the historical conditions that prevailed then so that the genealogy could step
out of the dark and we would know of the historic happenings
that took place at that time.
At the outset we will give here in short what a
distinguished historian had to say about the origin of the
family. In his work "Mecklenburg Incidents" in volume VIII
dated 1591, von Behr says: The Family is of Germanic origin
and the name signifies burning, which is indicated by the
family crest, the crest certainly bearing this out by displaying a lighted torch. Obviously, the fact of the burning
accounts for the word "barnen" in the vernacular.
On the other hand,
some evidence leads us to
believe that the family came from Italy, namely from Verona,
which translated means "Berne" in German, or from Bern in
Switzerland, or from Schwaben. Another source w
tells us
that they stem from the North country which the name explains
in that the founder was in one of the migrations during the
ninth and tenth centuries and preferred to stay in the South.
It is not wholly possible to determine the origin
of the family by names alone, as some of the sections of this
book indicate.
Around the year 1000 we discover in the Hildesheim
and Braunschweig surroundings a noble lineage by the name of
Barner. It is told that this lineage came to the northern
part of Germany in the year 999 with Bernwardus who was the
(1) Kneschke "Adelslexikon" I, 202 (Leipzig 1859)
(2) See Simons en.

t

13th. Bishop of Hildesheim of the lineage von Sommerschenburg
in Schwaben. (1)
It was the son Banwerds Barner, wealthy in property,
who was an extremely good horseman, and because of his valor,
daring and excellence in various battles was called Banwerd
the Horseman. According to information in the "Book of Bishop
Banwerd's Life" (2) it is not established that there is a connection between the Barner of the Mecklenburg family and the
Barner of the Hildesheim family with a similar crest, one having
two silver firehooks on a blue background and the other having
just a torch on the crest. (3) Legend has it that the aforesaid Barward, Banwerd's son, sired two sons, Barward II, also
called "the Warrior" who died without heirs, and Curt whose son
Heinrich "with the beard" (bearded) was still alive in 1194 and
was at the palace of Henry the Lion in Bavaria. So it is to be
assumed that between Barward in the year 1020 and Heinrich in
1194 there is more than one generation. Heinrich, the one with
the beard, could not possibly have been the great nephew of
Barward. The son Heinrich also goes under the name of Curt and
it is extremely surprising how frequently the two names,
Heinrich and Curt, should appear in the family having its crest
with a torch. Refer to Seal Table I where all of the owners of
the first three seals lived at approximately the same time and
all went under the name of Heinrich. We never come across those
names in the Hildesheim lineage that had the firehook crest. It
is not unlikely, although not otherwise proven, that the Knight
Heinrich, the one with the beard, belonged to the lineage with
the fire torch crest and can be considered the founder of the
later established Mecklenburg lineage. The family came to Mecklenburg during the time of the Crusades against the enemy in the
middle of the 12th. century, under the German knights, under
which Duke Henry the Lion capitulated, the conquered territory
(1) Dr. Johann Michael Kratz: The Cathedral of Hildesheim.
III. 15. 16. Not.
(2) Abt. Theoderich: Bishop Bernward's Life. Page 22 and
24. M.S.C.
(3) Johann Letzner, Hildesheim Chronicles. Manuscript
in the State Library of Munich, with observations
by Count Oeynhausen.

-6being turned over under lease. (•*-)
Through historical events more support is given by
information about the heritage of Knight Heinrich Barner with
the beard whose crest was the torch.
When Henry the Lion settled his differences with
Pribislav in 1167 he returned all of the land that had been
taken from his father Niclot with the exception of the Earldom
of Schwerin. This earldom alone reserved the right to be
turned over to the governor Gunzelin von Hagen whose heirs as
the Earls of Schwerin ruled in this earldom until 1359. The
rulership was in German hands only in this earldom while all
of the rest of the Mecklenburg country was given back to
Wendish rulership. We find Knight Heinrich Barner, the Bearded,
and his son Curt only in the principality of Henry the Lion,
residing in his castle. And then in 1302 in the Schwerin
earldom we discover for the first time the name of Barner with
the first name Otto, the first founder, according to legend,
of the present Mecklenburg lineage. It is very easy to conclude
that there is a connection between the Mecklenburg Barner with
Knight Heinrich Barner, the one with the torch in his crest.
This circumstance brings one to believe that there is a bridge
between the two families in that Otto Barner who was connected
with the Earl of Schwerin and who originated from an old Hildesheim line emerges at the same time as the Mecklenburg Barner,
one bearing the crest of the torch and the other bearing the
crest of the firehook.
No definite connection between the two families has
been found in our search. Although without definite proof, it
seems more than likely that the connection is a fact.
Even so, we have to admit what has been previously
said. No basis of truth can be built on names alone. It is
standard practice that crest similarity and kinship give us a
clue, which is not the case when two of the same names go under
different crests. It is not unlikely and cannot be ruled out
that at times there will be slight changes in crests. It is
therefore left to each ones discretion to form his own conclusions about family origins relying on names alone.
(1) All that is written of the origin of the family stems
from reputable genealogists who through either heritage
of older genealogists or word of mouth or written
documents should not be disputed. No question has been
raised of the authenticity of these facts. Only a few
newer critical historical genealogists are in doubt
about the findings of the older genealogists, without
having definite proof.

It is documented that the family was settled through
more than six centuries in what today we call Mecklenburg. This
is also indicated as far back as about the year 1300 from the
foggy record of Knight. Otto Berner„ Shortly after his time, in
the year 1313 Johannes Bernere appeared in the Earldom of Schwerin and was related to the Preen and Negendank families. In
135 2 the brothers Otto, Martin and Heinrich Barner owned the
village of Lenchow, a small stretch north of the old Wendish
city of Parchim. At the same time this first mentioned Otto
owned estates in Holtzendorf (5 kilometers southeasterly from
Sternberg) and in Steinhagen in the vicinity of B'utzow, not far
from the old Wendish fort Gdstrow, and was closely related to
the von der L'uhe and Strahlendorf families. About the same time
Heinrich Barner, 1361-68, was overseer of Sulten between Bruel
and Sternberg, where, according to the family records of Johann
Barner of Zaschendorf, he owned a salt mine for a long period of
years. Around the year 1540 the family is shown with large
estates in Weselin (Kaartz), Kobrow, Laase, Necheln, Nepersdorf,
Zaschendorf, Penzin, Kuhlen, Bulow and others. These estates
are all close together east of Schwerin around the Schwerin Lake
and on the Warnow (river); farthest north are Lenchow and Bulow
and the remainder of them are in the vicinity of Bruel over
Sternberg, the latter being the city where the family, according
to documents, owned a huge manor in the fourteenth century.
Although the family appears on documents around this time, there
is no doubt, considering the vast estates that they owned, that
they had settled there long before that. Also, according to
documents, the Mecklenburg Barners are found at the head of the
Warnow River in the triangle between Crivitz, Parchim and Sternberg, in the vicinity of Warnow or Warnaker, a small Wendish
settlement that gave the name Warnow to the river.
It is therefore very possible to conclude that in
these regions in which the Barner family was settled for six
centuries, the origin of the lineage is found. We cannot dispute
the German spelling of the name. Around the time of the conflict
between the Wendish and Germanic peoples families found reason
to give their names a German spelling, either through pressure
or advantages, or by conversion to Christianity. Evidence of this
is not quite clear.
None the less, it is more than likely that the origin
of the lineage is found either in Mecklenburg, and certainly in
the surrounding territory between Crivitz, Parchim and Sternberg,
or, should they have migrated from other places, their origins
always trace back to Henry the Lion.
For those who consider the latter the truth, the connection between the lineages of the firehook crest and the torch
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being blue and silver) would not be unlikely.
The author of the family history has added a small'
addition to the history of the Hildesheim Barners which will
be found at the end of this book. Old chronicles which frequently skimmed over the facts often mixed generations of people of the
same surname together so that people who lived about the same
time and answered to the same name could not be differentiated.
The Hildesheim Barners died out in the 1700s . They were an
assortment of warriors and eventually became monks.
Apart from Hildesheim we discover Barners in Oldenburg
and Holstein wherein Vinatus Barner (around 1300) and the noble
Schauenburg bailiff Hans Barner of Pinneburg (1564) carried the
Hildesheim crest of two crossed firehooks inside an Andrew's
cross, as shown on their seal.
Furthermore, about that same time we come across a
Gerhardus Bernere and his son Winanus Berner whose crest consists of two wings opposite each other. To whom these belong is
not quite clear. One Bernardus de Berne vl) was mentioned in
1300 in connection with Duke Nicolaus von Werle and belongs
to the von Berne lineage which has the crest with two bent horns
facing upwards, and (2J possibly the origin was taken from the
town of Berne in Oldenburg. Perhaps the Gerhardus and Winandus
Barners belonged to the same lineage, although the differences
of names and crests put this in doubt.
The crest of the Esquire Hinricus Bernere which was
documented by the Earl of Oldenburg on February 14, 129.1 and
December 31, 1295 in Delmenhorst has not been obtained.'-^)
There is documentation that aside from the nobility
in the Barner family are also to be found commoners. Around
1187 a merchant Bernerus is found in the Pomeranian ledger I
on page 82. The Barners of Ltfbeck were held in great esteem
in their home city. Heinrich Berner who appears in 1367 (4)
and who was again mentioned in 1373 (£) was mostly an Alderman at Liibeck.
(1) Mecklenburg Record book No. 2618.
(2) Siebmacher, Mecklenburg Deceased Nobility, and Crull
Mecklenburg Family Seals, in Mecklenburg Year Book
Vol. 52, Page 133.
(3) von Hodenberg, Hoyer record book II, Abt. V, No. 51
and 62.
(4) Lubeck Record book III, Page 162.
(5) Lubeck Record book IV, No. 214.
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living in 1366 (1) and in Wittstock in 1415 an Oppidanus Jacob
Berner (2). In the 16th and 17th. centuries a Barner family
was living xn Elbing and there we frequently come across the
first name of Martin. In their crest is found a man clothed
in black holding a burning candle in both hands.
The name Barner (Berner) then is found quite early in
different places and in different social classes and as a result
one has to be cautious not to draw conclusions simply from names.
We are unable, at least at this time, to present an
authentic history of Otto Berner's (3) ancestry. For his background we depend simply on guessing at combinations. Obviously
his noble heritage remains pretty much in the dark.
The family migrated from Mecklenburg to Denmark. At
first only a few went as members of the army but later they
decided to stay and they acquired vast holdings. In 1877 one
branch of the family left Denmark for America and became quite
prosperous there.
The records indicate (4) that the Barners are also
found in Sweden, but one may assume that where some members of
the family were connected to the palace and the army, there was
the possibility of a mix-up in names with the old noble family
of Banner.
Also, it appears to be certain that in England a family
developed under the title of Lord Berner. The confusion here
stems from a mix-up with the long died-out Berner barons of the
family of Wilson (around 1455) .
(1) Brandenburg Diplomatic Code A.5. Page 335.
(2) Brandenburg Diplomatic Code A.l. Page 411.
(3) Mecklenburg Record book V 2790.
(4) von Zedlitz-Neukirch, Prussian Nobility book.
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Sec. 2
THE

CREST (l)

In the history of crests the crest of the Barner
Family has various descriptions, i.e. :Barner. On the family
crest, with an azure background with an extended arm covered
with silver armor, holding a burning torch (2). Or: On a blue
background a stretched out arm facing right with sleeve covered
by silver armor, carrying a black burning torch; on a crowned
helmet between flags attached to golden flagpoles, a burning
grenade. Various branches of the old lineage carry instead of
the grenade a red wheel and four peacock feathers - among them
the Barners of the houses of Necheln and Weselin (3).
Or: The right arm covered with a golden glove and
armored sleeve on the aim; facing right carrying a burning
torch mounted on a shield with a blue background. Over the
crowned helmet a black lighted ball of fire mounted with three
little flags of which the middle one is white, the right one
blue and the left one red. The helmet has its center in white,
the right side red and the left side blue (4).
In the Bulow lineage which is the only branch that
still remains in Germany up until the present day is found the
following crest: On a blue shield a mailed arm facing right,
holding the burning torch, all in neutral color; over the uncrowned helmet a black lighted ball of fire or grenade, three
little pennants whose poles are golden and whose colors are red,
white and blue. The background of the shield is white inside
and blue on the outside and occasionally blue to the left on the
outside and red on the right side. (No. 34 of the Seal Table)
(1) Research by Chamberlain Ulrich von Barner of Trebbow and
Bulow.
(2) Behr, Mecklenburg Affairs, book eight, VIII, 1591
(3) von Meding III 33.
(4) Tyroff, Study of Crests II, 1194.
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to Denmark had a golden glove and mailed arm. The ball of fire
under the flags was not shown. Instead of the vari-colored
flags some of them displayed three split flags.
We will have to find our way through a variety of
crests to arrive at a true picture of the Barner crest.
The Barner lineage goes back to very old nobility.
It was not the custom to have crests conferred and so, in our
research one must rely on the oldest seals in order to arrive
at a correct picture of the family crest.
Since their origin the Barner seals always show a
shield with an arm holding a torch or, in some crests, a branch
of a tree or a piece of wood encircled by fire. This is the
main feature of the Barner crest. In almost all representations
of crests that follow the original crests the symbol is the
same but with variations in incidental features.
The oldest of the seals so far discovered as shown
by the crest tables that follow here go back to the year 1361,
namely the seal of Hinrik Berner of Lenzkow and that of Hinrik
Berner von der Slflten (No. 1 and No. 2) . Both show the arm
with the torch; the first shows a bare arm facing to the right;
the other a protected arm facing left. Here we already see
differences in representation. Later, as shown in the seal table,
the arm is almost always turned to the right. The earliest seals
showed the arm bare and the later ones showed the arm protected.
In the crest of Gottschalk, Elder of the Sternberg church, because of his clerical position, the arm was covered by a wide
sleeve (No. 7 of the seal table). Also, the torch, although not
very noticable, has a small variation in representation. Some
seal engravers concentrated especially on the burning flame.
Others put more emphasis on the burning tree branch. Although
we cannot find the crest engravings to coincide in the various
crests in exact details we do know that all of them have the
symbol of the burning fire (Brenners). In later years the burning fire "Brenner" became a peaceful burning torch. This change
occurred around the end of the 1600s. On the crest at the altar
at Klutz dated 1587 is found a semblance of a torch. At least
a burning fire can be seen. About the same date on the silver
wine chalice of the church one sees only the fire. - Also on
the crest of Ulrich Barner who lived from 1605 to 1652 which is
shown on the windows of the church at Jesendorf a torch is shown,
whereas on the crest of his grandfather Claus (1543) only the
fire is shown. The differing representations have different
meanings. The flaming natural fire symbolizes the spreading of
the flame, which is signified by the name, while the artificial
torch indicates only a quiet and peaceful burning.
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Barner crest pictures of the Bulow lineage previously mentioned
is never found in the crests of ancient lineage. This is a
negative added factor of recent times and is arrived at by a
completely misguided sense of beauty.
It is extremely difficult to understand the reason
for the so-called decoration on the helmet and how it originated
on the crest.
The reason for owning a crest was the proclamation
by the family that they now belong to carriers of crests; and
every crest should have a shield and helmet. The shields with
crest figures on them are the oldest forms used. It is believed
that around the 1300s the helmets had begun to be used on crests
of families with military records. They dressed up these crests
by adding precious stones and decorations and around the 1400s
the cover was added. (1)
In accordance with the tradition of the decoration
of the helmets, in the Barner crests three little pennants were
used. Later on a few members of the lineage added peacock
feathers. It is uncertain where the precious stones were attached
to the helmet. Even those who came before and those afterwards
had different views of the place of attachment of stones and this
proves that the matter was of little consequence. A uniform
usage is found for only approximately 200 years, at least in the
I?ulow branch of the lineage, but there is still room for further
investigation.
In the earliest years of the records unfortunately we
have no knowledge of a seal of the Mecklenburg family that
carries the shield and helmet. The oldest helmet crest is the
one of Merten Barner of Zaschendorf of May 2, 1519 and of Jan.
25, 15 25. This seal (Seal table No. 16) shows the so-called
projecting helmet, a further development of the pot helmet. On
top is found a tooth-shaped form similar to a comb. In the later
crest pictures and seals is clearly seen a rounded shape on top
of the helmet, usually circled and sometimes half or threequarter circled, or even oval, but always in a rounded shape.
Sometimes this arc is missing but a swelling of some sort is
always shown.
(1) Friar Crull, Crests up to 1360 within the present
boundary of Mecklenburg, indicating the lineage of
the armed forces (Schwerin, 1887) Page 3 ff.
Mecklenburg Yearbook 52, Page 34 ff.
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june 13, 1626 (No. 22 in the Seal table) shows a half-circled
arch which is empty underneath. This seal was carried on a
ring by Christoph's brother Joachim Barner of Zaschendorf and
bears the initials C.B. We conclude that it belonged to brother
Claus and was inherited by Joachim, being used to seal on Feb 4,
1601 and Jan. 10, 1606. These two signet rings (No. 19 of the
Seal table) carry three little pennants on top of the helmet
which are attached directly on the Relmet without a base. Christoph's son Henneke pictured on his seal of June 15, 1626
(No. 24 of the Seal table) an arch on top of the helmet which
was three-quarter round. The oldest son of Christoph, Klaus of
Klein-Gx5rnow, carried on his seal which was of the same date as
before (No. 23 of the Seal table) as a base for the pennants a
circled object which was either a round ball or a circled disc
but which cannot be determined by the picture alone. In the
seal of Heinrich of Zaschendorf of the same date (No. 21 of the
Seal table) one sees on top of the helmet a round ball which is
surrounded by a half-circled arch as a base for the pennants.
It is also possible to describe it as a three-quarter round
circle with a belly in the middle. Also, the brothers Gottschalk
and Bastian of the Schimm lineage had seals of August 20, 1598
and Sept. 18, 1591 (No. 18 of the Seal table) with a ball or
disc on the helmet. We might mention here that between the flagposts two devices are apparent that are club-shaped and which
one would guess are meant to be peacock feathers. As for Bastian's
son Gottschalk of Rostock, there is to be found (No. 20 of the
Seal table) in 1619 a flat round disc with the center removed
or what more likely is a rounded center. Also, here between the
flagposts are found two peacock feathers. As for Ulrich, the
other son of Bastian of the Schimm lineage, who had his own and
his grandfather's, Claus of Schimm, seal placed in the window
of the Jesendorf church in stained glass (See picture Sec. 41,
IV of the Family History) this seal has a round ball on top of
the helmet with only three small pennants, whereas Claus' crest
in the same window shows a round disc with a smaller white disc
in the center, on top of which are three little pennants and four
peacock feathers . The crest shown on a funeral flag at the
Gustrow cathedral in memory of Colonel Joachim Friedrich von
Barner of Ganzkow (died in 1688) shows a similarly described
helmet with "... three pennants between four peacock feathers
of neutral color which have a red wheel in front of them. This
is not found anywhere else." In the seal of Anna von Preen,
ne'e von Barner, there is a wheel with six spokes and a pronounced
hub (No. 25 of the Seal table) . On the seal of Christoph Magnus
of Kressin of Feb. 20, 1706there is a round ring on top of the
helmet (No. 33 of the Seal table).
On St. Anthony's Day, 1588
Karsten Barner of Neperstorf had only a protuberance on top of
the helmet on his seal. Surprisingly, only two flags and three
peacock feathers. Decorations on a pew in the church at Musselmow
in Necheln dated 1603 (See the picture in Sec. 42 I of the Family
History) show only a protuberance and three pennants on the helmet.
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Schonberg (No. 32 of the Seal table) has no disc or ball but
just a row of peacock teathers, or something to that effect,
and the three pennants. The Barner crest of 1587 can be seen
quite clearly as it is frequently portrayed on the chancel of
the church at Klutz. (See the picture in Sec. 7 of the Family
History). On top of the uncrowned helmet there is a disc which
has a bulge in the center. This disc is crowned by three pennants
and four peacock feathers. This crest originated about the same
time as the one already mentioned as being on the silver wine
chalice. Here the design is entirely different and the decoration
on the helmet is different but still there is the suspended arm
with the burning flame. The arm is not covered with armor but
appears to have a tightly enclosed sleeve. The decoration on
the helmet consists of four straight lances pointing upward but
without the pennants between five peacock feathers. This type
of design is found only this one time and here again is found
the swelling at the top of the helmet.
On a chest of 1672 in
the church at Hansdorf (See the picture in Sec. 21 of the Family
History) three pennants are shown attached to a disc containing
at its center a white spot which most likely is a bulge. The
two. seals of Johann Hugo of Sept. 29, 1670 and his brother Magnus
Friedrich of Bulow of 1676 both show round balls (Nos. 26 and 27
of the Seal table). On top of the ball, aparc from the three
little pennants there are four little objects which are not quite
identifiable but which appear to be peacock feathers. The seal
of Joachim Barner of Zaschendorf of Aug, 17, 1676 (No. 28 in the
Seal table) displays a ball which carries the three little pennants and rays pointing upwards. We presume that the rays could
be interpreted to be flames. For the first time there is something shown that looks like a flaming ball.
The seal of General Field Marshall Christoph Helm in
a plaster representation at Kirchheim is somewhat different
(Compare the picture in Sec. 31 of the Family History). Again
there is to be found the three pennants and the bulge at the top
of the helmet, but the seal seen in the church differs somewhat
from the seal on the gates of the little castle. On the gates
there is a round object flattened on top which gives the appearance of having feathers. The object, one surmises, is a pillow
which frequently was used as a base for the pennants. The crest
dated seven years later over the altar of the church shows the
half-rounded object as a completely rounded ball with flames
shooting out of it. Also, in memory of the General Field Marshall
a copper engraving was erected showing the flaming ball. On a
tombstone at the Kirchheim church there is to be found an object
whose shape is almost identical to the one shown on the gates of
the little castle. Instead of lattice work there are small evenlyspaced holes. A crest similar to the one with holes just described
is found on the tombstone of Christoph's daughter who was wed to
a von Pfuel and buried at that same church. Taking a closer look
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fire which later became the torch. The torch consists of a rod
which is topped Ly an iron container out of which the flames
are shooting. This container has a great similarity to the object
on the helmet which we formerly guessed to be a pillow and, on
the tombstone of Mrs. von Pfuel the similarity of the crest leaves
little room for doubt. It is possible that the upward pointing
feathers symbolize the flames. The fact that a flame is found in
the headdress and also in the shield makes a close connection the old and the new using the same symbols.
There is a legend that in 1683 General Field Marshall
Christoph Earner "to improve his crest" received from Emperor
Leopold I the additional symbol of a burning grenade. This legend
has absolutely no basis in fact. A eulogy by the Emperor is
recorded, actually in 1683, in the archives at Vienna e.g. that
"in appreciation for your loyalty and efforts to preserve the
welfare of the city" a huge golden chain was presented. Although
recorded, we cannot find more definite proof of this. In fact,
on June 27, 1667, sixteen years before the alleged improving of
the crest, Christoph Barner, at the wedding of his brother Magnus
T^xedrich, showed a crest with a flaming ball. The same device
is found both on a crib and at the same time in 1682 on a chest
in Bulow and also in the united Barner-Liftzow crest. These items
stem from Christoph's brother and if no later improvement is found
which would indicate a change from the original crest one must
conclude that there is no truth to the legend. At least, nothing
points to the truth of such a happening. A lot may be said against
it. There is also the circumstance that the General Field Marshall
did not always use a burning ball in his crest, which would not
have been the case had the Emperor, according to legend, entitled
him to the improvement of his crest. (See No. 31 of the Seal table)
It is a fact that since that time the crest of the burning grenade or burning ball is found in the Bulow lineage which
began with the seal of Joachim Barner of Zaschendorf in 1676.
About the same time one sees in the Zaschendorf lineage the elimination of the bulge as base for the pennants, with the pennants
being attached directly to the helmet.
We come now to the colors of the crests.
Unfortunately we do not have any of the old crests in
color but we know without a doubt that all data points to the
fact that the crests were colored. The background of the shield
was always blue. The armor-clad mailed arm was silver and out
of a black tree branch the shooting flame was shown in natural
colors. On the memorial window panes of the Jesendorf church
the silver sleeved arm is shown with a gold border.
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are all three pennants found to be white, on a crest in the
church at Musselmow. In one other case, on an old chest in
Bulow which has no name or date on it but its construction
indicates that it is of the 17th. century, all three pennants
are red. To our sorrow we found that the crest in the church
at Klutz has no color due to the chancel being all wood color.
The crest of Claus Barner in the Jesendorf church shows from
left to right one blue pennant and probably two red pennants .
His nephew s crest shows a blue pennant on the left side and
is followed by two faded red or perhaps golden pennants. Over
all one finds one pennant to be blue, one white and one red
but the sequence of the colors differ.
The round disc can be recognized only in one instance
by its color, namely in the Jesendorf church (the colors of the
Hanstorf church chest are too faded) where the hollowed disc
belonging to Claus and the completely round disc or ball of
Ulrich are both blue. The part of Claus' disc that is hollowed
is white. In later years when the flaming balls or grenades
replaced the disc they were without any exception black. The
poles of the pennants in the Jesendorf crest are golden and those
shown on the church Dews in Musselmow are yellow. Later on they
are to be found in a darker tone of yellow. The helmet cover is
usually white on the inside and blue on the outside. A few
variations show the outside blue and the other side red. The
Jesendorf crest of Claus has a crest canopy only on one side but
with all three colors present, blue on top, red in the middle
and white on the bottom. There is no canopy on Ulrich's crest.
We have followed the development of the Barner crest
from its first appearance up until the present time and have
followed the crest change from an open fire into a peaceful torch.
We have also seen how the original bulge in the crest became in
time a disc or similar object and ended up as a grenade and how
different members of the lineage displayed pennants between peacock feathers and now, in place of these, in the crests of the
Bulow lineage, flames shoot out of the grenade.
There is no doubt but that the crest of today has
undergone many revisions. In looking at the picture of the crest
one realizes that throughout all of these years blue was the
backgound color„ On this blue background there is without exception the suspended arm, turned either to the right or to the
left. At all times this arm carries a torch. At times it is
almost bare and at other times covered with armor or other
clothing. And so in this regard it is better to follow the rule
rather than the exception. As a rule the arm shows a covering of
mail and, in fact, this symbol has been observed as far back as
1361. We can only conclude that few changes have taken place
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are some variations to be found, depending on the discretion of
the engraver, e.g. the crests on the chancel at Klutz and the
one in the Jesendorf church show a variation in the sleeve dress.
If we determine the type of helmet shown to be a pot helmet, one
could rightly assume that the sleeve would be covered with a
chain metal. It it appears to be a tournament helmet the sleeve
would be covered with armor. In every case the color of the
metal sleeve was silver. It is questionable whether the sleeve
on the crestsof Claus and Ulrich had golden borders, as shown in
the Jesendorf church. The Jesendorf crests are the only ones in
color left over from the early days and therefore are our only
reference to a color scheme. It is ofcourse possible that a
golden border could have been added to the silver sleeve. It
was a common practice at the time to obtain variations in the
armored sleeve coverings by adding gold, and this practice was
not evident where the old armor covered the arm. The beautiful
simplicity of the crest could be enhanced by making small ornamental additions. However, they would have done well to have
omitted the golden glove that appears with the Danish Zaschendorf
lineage and have kept the mailed or armored arm in plain silver.
The cloudy sky in w^ich the arm seems to be suspended has absolutely no meaning.
The most realistic symbol of the Barner crest is the
"Brenner" (burning), the wood fire which is held by an ungloved
fist. There is no doubt but that the torch that developed in
time originated from the name of the family. The reason for
finding the symbol of the black branch with raging red flames
in the old seals is self-explanatory.
At the top of the crest ehield the helmet and its
ornaments are placed. The main feature of the latter consists
of three pennants. The color of their poles had to be golden
although some other colors might be considered. The only proof
of colors used in the olden times may be found in^the Jesendorf
windows. There the poles are golden and in the Musselmow crest
they are yellow. The color is green at the bottom. They were
listed as golden in the crest registers but in more recent times
as yellow. The colors of the pennants in the majority of instances are white, blue and red. The sequences of these colors
vary so much that they cannot be standardized. If we would like
to establish a sequence it could be decided that that the crest
colors on the outside are blue and white with the red pennant
which symbolizes the red flame, in the middle. The directions
in which the pennants fly also differ. In that of Merten Barner
(Seal table No. 16) they are flying towards the left and this is
wrong because they should fly opposite to the direction that the
helmet is facing. At some times all three flags fly in different
directions. Only in a few instances, as in the case of Claus
Barrier's in the Jesendorf church window, do the three pennants
fly backwards, which ofcourse is the correct direction.
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pennants rest. The oldest Barner seal showing the helmet is
that of Martin Barner of (May 2) 1519 and (Jan. 25) 1525. The
1519 seal is so dim in its contour that nothing can be learned
from it. The other is of no help to us in that part that would
be of most interest to us, namely the object at the top of the
helmet. It is impossible to go into deeper research of these
seals because they are so old and, consequently, one cannot determine any uniform understanding from them.
The painstaking researcher in the Mecklenburg Crest
Research Department gave the following opinion on May 22, 1908:
"I am convinced that the objects on top of the helmet are rooster
feathers sitting on a base which is either a bolster or pillow
concealed by the actual attachment of the pennants, similar to
the ornate tracks of Moltke and Sprengel and the half-shield, etc.
of Levetzow and Preen, and I believe that my findings are correct
as
one with a bolster bedecked with a helmet ornament
of rooster feathers on top of which are three pennants,
and at the creation of these crests orders were given (to Gamm)
to portray the bolster in black, all three pennants in red and
the helmet cover in blue and silver.
Thus it becomes clear how the development of the "black
and golden burning grenade" (Masch-von Lehsten) came about."
ii

Other sources discuss this point in this manner: We are
considering the seal of Merten Barner which is a fan-type umbrella
arch more related to a fan or the 'waele' as an attachment, the
purpose of which was to project various colors and radial stripes.
This umbrella-like arc came in various forms - in shield-form,
thistle leaf shaped, half circle and full circle. Feathers were
generally attached to the points or protusions. In this case the
umbrella shape looks like a picket fence made up of stave-shaped
pieces attached together, in various colors, and topped by three
little pennants."
The author of this work, the deceased Royal Danish
Chamberlain Konrad von Barner, had a similar idea. Although he
widened the picket fence structure on his crest with eighteen
protusions, he topped three of these with pennants so that only
the three pennants and four parts of the fence structure were
visible.
In the opinion of one archivist the description of the
crest is as follows: "In the shield a silver armored sleeve shown
at the left side of the shield on a blue background and holding
in its hand a black torch with red flames. On the helmet various

-19types (but usually four-pronged) blue silvered umbrella-shaped
structures topped by three blue pennants on golden flagpoles.
The helmet cover is blue and silver."
The Director of the esteemed and principal archive at
Schwerin gave his opinion about the helmet on Martin's seal in
the year 1908 - a flat, umbrella shape, rounded on top but with
pointed protusions and with little pennants attached, similar to
the picture of the umbrella-shape of the 1500s, according to
Gritzner's Handbook of Heraldic Terminology (Ntfrnberg 1890),
Table 32, No. 103 (compare the first illustration below) although
a little flatter - something more similar to the second illustration shown:

The re-examiner of the family history had the same
opinion when he wrote: It is my opinion that one sees on the
top of Martin's helmet a half-moon pointed disc with an umbrellashaped dome fashioned out of metal and extended from the front
to the back and was used as a base for the three little pennants."
The author of this work concurs with his opinion.
Whether this umbrella-shape (we believe that this can be called
a prop) consists of small slats attached together or is simply
a pointed disc is not quite certain. Only the outer contours
can be distinguished and these leave us open to various interpretations. But when we consider this fan-type, umbrella shape
as shown in the later crest illustrations, although there is no
known connection with the half or three-quarter disc, we do know
as a fact that there is a connection with the pointed half disc.
In the latter, the development of which has been fully described
and shown in the illustrations, there is a definite connection
and similarity. Martin's nephew Christoph displayed a half-circled
shape; his younger son Henneke, a three-quartered circle, and
his older brother Claus, a complete circle. We have no definite
explanation of the development of the fan-type umbrella shape
available but we are sure of the rounded umbrella shape which
eventually became a half, three-quarter or completely rounded
disc. The points on the original umbrella shape were the basis
for the vari-colored rays which are to be found in the later
crest illustrations. These rays shown in the later illustrations

-.20developed into flames which then in time became the burning
torch. Also, the often discussed feathers between the pennants
(usually peacock feathers) were subject to development. The
conclusion that this is correct is apparent by referring to
Martin's seal in association with the helmet illustrations. The
illustrations on Page 19 show us the development of giving up
the fan-type umbrella shape which eventually became the rounded,
pointed disc. The umbrella shape is either flat and single
colored (silver) or is bulged in the middle as we have frequently
observed on Martin's seal. In the latter case the outer pointed
part is blue and the bulging center is silver colored. This fact
is supported by the colored crest pictures in the Jesendorf church
windows, inasmuch as the custom was generally followed to constantly repeat the main colors of the crest. The author of this
work supports this opinion.
If one is not convinced that the helmet ornament on
Martin's seal is not a genuine base, then one can say for certain
that the crest illustration in the Klu*tz church leaves no doubt
about it. (See the picture in Sec. 7). In this sharp illustration
there is a disc with a bulging center. It is the same disc that
we have seen in the Jesendorf church crest picture, and as repeatedly shown in the old crests. In time the ball develops into
a grenade. Most important one finds that the disc in the Klutz
crest is topped by three pennants between four peacock feathers.
These peacock feathers are often found and in cases where they
are not apparent there are rays or points between the pennants
(as can be seen on Martin's helmet sealX- The^pennants are rarely
found without additional ornaments - in the Klutz crest there is
an example that leaves no doubt about its interpretation. The
same development that originated in old heraldic times was carried
on through the Zaschendorf lineage which later blossomed in Denmark, while the other branch of the family remained in Germany as
the Billow lineage, in fact the only one that still exists in Germany. And in looking again at the Klutz example, it is obvious
that nothing was included in the Barner crest that did not have
rhyme or reason - if anyone would think that the disc attached
at the top of the helmet is stiff and stumpy as well as not being
in accord with heraldry, no proof of this can be produced by the
writer of this work because, if such were the case, the pennants
in the Barner crest would be found to be attached by a stationary
prop. We have endeavored to arrive at the simplicity of the
crest by omitting all spurious descriptions. The helmet ornament
in the current Barner crest is undoubtedly wrong. The flaming
ball of the Bfllow lineage should be discarded. It was a strange
addition to the crest. Out of the prop whose only function was
to carry the helmet ornament it became the chief ornament. In
whatever manner the burning ball or grenade developed, it is definitively wrong and the Zaschendorf lineage in Denmark had no part

-21in such a down-grading of the crest. It was not right for them to
omit the prop altogether. It would have been right to reinstate
the prop into the old helmet ornament. The disc with the bulge
in the middle, the three pennants between the four peacock feathers
as seen in the Klutz crests and various other details give us the
uncontestable right to arrive at this crest portrayal.
In the opinion of this writer and of the majority who
know, the Martin helmet seal should be brought back to the original seal interpretation. On this basis this writer is inclined
to deny the use of the prop as the chief ornament, but rather to
reinstate the original description which has been down-graded
over the years, on the helmet seal of Martin Barner of 1519 and
1525.
Finally we come to the helmet cover. Let us disregard
che cases where we see the color red and we can come to the conclusion held by the majority that the helmet cover was silver on
the inside and blue outside.
The main crest colors are blue and white (silver).
In bringing together all of the material that we have
so far considered we come to the conclusion that the Barner crest
should be described as follows:
On a blue background a bent arm covered with a silvercolored mailed sleeve projecting from the left side of the crest
or armor-covered and silver-cuffed at the wrist; in the uncovered hand a black torch with red flames; on the uncrowned
helmet three pennants on golden flagpoles, flying backwards, of
which the middle one is red, the front one (heraldic right) white
and the back one (heraldic left) blue; on the top a round but
pointed umbrella shape colored blue but centered with either a
disc or bulge in silver (or, according to the example of the Klutz
pictures: the pennants between four peacock feathers on top of a
round disc of blue color with a silver bulge in the center); the
helmet cover is silver on the inside and blue on the outside.
A portrayal of the crest picture just discussed, being
one of the Klutz crest pictures is shown on page 22. Underneath
on this page is shown the illustration of the Danish von BarnerCharisius that was bestowed on the royal Danish Chamberlain Helm
Gotthardt von Barner, owner of the foeffement in trust of Constantinborg through a royal patent dated May 6, 1846, and being a
composite of the Barner crest and those of the Barons von Marselis.
Seal of von

^

Barner-Charisius
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- 27 Sec . 3
ORIGIN

OF

THE

MECKLENBURG

BARNERS

OF

TODAY

In the first section we were trying to shed light
on the Mecklenburg Barner lineage. In the following sections
we will try to determine how, according to documents and
historical sources, the lineage spread and settled in the
territory of Mecklenburg.
Documents show that the old founder of the Barner
Family in Mecklenburg, Otto Berner, witnessed in 1302 the
grant of a village by Count Nikolaus von Schwerin to his city
of Crivitz for the enlargement of the territory. (Doc. 1). All
four witnesses were knights. Otto Berner was listed in second
place. We can conclude from that listing that the two following
witnesses, Heinrich von Aderstadt and Johannes von Lutzow, were
younger than Otto, inasmuch as documents during the Middle Ages
were signed according to seniority, (l) Since all of the witnesses had already been knighted and therefore could no longer
have been young and Otto Berner was the second oldest, it seems
logical that he must have been born quite a few years before that,
and possibly have been born before the year 1250. The fact that
he is found to be a subordinate of Count von Schwerin supports
this theory.
The County of Schwerin consists of the lands of Schwerin,
Wittenburg, Boizenburg, Silesin, Crivitz and Brenz. The Silesian
land was a strip on the east shore of Lake Schwerin and at the
present time consists of Kirchspielen Retgendorf, Zittow and
Pinnow. The Crivitz land edged south and east of it but did not
include Bulow since this belonged to Mecklenburg, Price John of
Mecklenburg having loaned the Dobbertin Cloister two "hufen" land
areas in Bulow in 1262/2^Today the Brenz land is territory in the
Neustadt domain.
According to a Mecklenburg legend (Studemund, Mecklenburg Legends, Vol. I (1823) Page 78ff) the old and esteemed city
magistrate Berner" lived in the city of Wittenburg in 1349, which
belonged to the Count of Schwerin. He could have been a brother
or a son of Knight Otto Berner or even a commoner Berner who did
not belong to the family.
(1) By following this genealogical method one has an
important scale to determine the approximate ages
of people and to distinguish between people having
the same first names.
(2) Mecklenburg Documents, Vol. II 935.
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and one whose name we do not know. The descendants of Johann
proliferated for several generations until the middle of the
1500s and could be considered to be of the Lenschow lineage.
Otto (the son) is the one whose descendants are still to be
found in Mecklenburg, Denmark and other places.
Knight Otto's son, whose name we do net have, had
a son named Werner Berner. He is mentioned in documents dated
1336, 134 2 and 1353 (Docs. 4, 6 & 9) and seems to have resided
in Sternberg or that vicinity. The document of Nov. 1, 1336
names his debtors, Wismar patricians who after his death were
to pay their obligations to Heinrich von Sulten and his father's
brother, Otto Berner. The use of this word ("patruus") in this
case means 'uncle' and not 'cousin' as used in the Middle Ages.
This substitution of two new creditors in case of his death
leads us to believe that Werner left no heirs and therefore had
to provide for the future. The inclusion of Heinrich von Sulten
along with the relatives gives us something to think about because we will come across a Heinrich Berner later on who lived
at Slflten. It^is important that we distinguish these two. If
Heinrich von Sulten was a member of the Barner family he would
have been mentioned, just as Otto was shown to have been the
uncle of Werner Berner, or he would have been named as a brother
or other relative. Heinrich von Berner was a citizen of Wismar
in 1317 and later in 1349 became an Elder (1).
Sec. 3a.
LENCHOW

LINEAGE

We consider Johann Berner to be the founder of this
lineage, the one indicated to have been Knight Otto's son. On
April 9, 1313 Johann Berner witnessed (Doc. 2.) a deed of title
from Eckhard Negendank to his nephew Konrad Gtttern of various
properties in Brahlstorf and the capital Schwerin. Because his
name appeared on the document as next to the last witness we
assume that in 1313 he was comparitively young. Brahlstorf which
is referred to in the document is in Silesian land in the County
of Schwerin which is in the vicinity of the original home of the
Barners. Also, the second document of 1344 (Doc. 7.) points
directly to that vicinity. According to the document of 1344
he loaned Borchard von Lutzow a small amount of money. This man
is frequently mentioned in the entourage of the Count of Schwerin
and in 1343 sold property in Zittow (2) which is located in
Silesia. Johann Berner and Borchard Lutzow most likely were
(1) F. Crull, Lineage of the Elders of Wismar (Halle 1875)
Page 23.
(2) Mecklenburg Documents, Vol. IX, 6309.
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Lenschow which lies between Crivitz, Sternberg, Goldberg and
Parchim. Until 1261 the property in Lenschow belonged to the
Parchim-Richenberg which at one time was part of the County of
Schwerin and later became part of the principality of Mecklenburg. It is possible that the Counts of Schwerin who we consider
to be the first landlords of the Mecklenburg Barners, in order to
strengthen the holdings which they had obtained in 1261 by a land
deprivation of the Pribislav parcel and surrounding territory,
gave the Lenschow village to Knight Otto Berner or to his father
who was their vassal at the time. These holdings were held in
the family for at least one hundred years since we find Heinrich
Berner still living in Lenschow in 1361.
Johann Berner's sons are: Otto the elder, Martin,
Heinrich and Otto the younger. (1) In the document of August 21,
1352 (Doc. 8) they are named as brothers; the younger Otto was
a juvenile at the time. As owners of the Lenschow village, a
suburb of Parchim, these brothers took the solemn oath not to
take vengeance on account of the arson and plundering that was
taking place at that time.
Martin and Otto the younger are not again mentioned
in the documents.
In March 31, 1361 (Doc. 12) we come across Heinrich
residing in Lenschow and first named as guardian of the children
of his oldest brother Otto. - On December 6, 1361 (Doc. 14) an
Esquire Heinrich Berner witnessed the sale of proceeds of Gomtow
(Freidrichsruhe, today); the transaction took place in Parchim.
Gomtow is approximately one mile from Lenschow, the residence
of Heinrich Berner, son of Johann. Therefore the Heinrich Berner
of December 6, 1361 could be identified with the Heinrich Berner
of Lenschow. However, we find now that the seals on the two
documents, the one of March 31, 1361 and the other of December
6, 1361, differ greatly, which can be easily recognized by
reference to the seal table. It seems scarcely possible that
the Heinrich Berner of Lenschow would adopt another seal so soon
after the first one. It is more likely possible that there was
another Heinrich Berner who was one of the three esquires (possibly
the youngest) signing as a third witness in Parchim on December
6, 1361. We would like to consider him to be a relation in the
kinship, possibly a great nephew of Knight Otto whose descendants
are not clearly defined. For other not clearly definable Heinrich
Berners, see the end of this section.
(1) Both brothers had the same given name of Otto.
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lineage, most likely received his name from his grandfather
Knight Otto. We come across the name "Otto" as a first name
in the Berner family during the Middle Ages. Otto of Lenschow
could not have reached a very advanced age because, according
to both documents, he was not alive on March 13, 1361. On that
day the guardian of his children: his brother Heinrich of Lenschow,
Claus Wamekow (of Sternberg) Henneke Bohnsack of Raden and
Heinrich Berner of Sulten sold four parcels in Steinhagen which
belonged to the bishopric of Schwerin in the vicinity of Butzow.
And so the family holdings were stretched out over the County
of Schwerin, the principality of Mecklenburg, and into the
bishopric of Schwerin. On January 6, 1354 Otto Berner (Doc. 10)
witnessed the sale of the rights on Grosz-Gornow and on May 18
of the same year (Doc. 11) he served as witness when Baron Johann
of Mecklenburg-Stargard leased parcels that he had purchased in
the village of Pastin and leased to a priest. Because this
Baron called Otto Berner to serve as a witness in a goverment
transaction one can conclude that Otto was at that time accountable to the Baron and also had Lenschow leased to himself. Aside
from the Lenschow and Steinhagen properties Otto also had proceeds
from Holzendorf, near Sternberg (Ksp. Dabel) the character and
size of which are not readily determinable, according to a
document of 1381 (Doc. 24).
We are certain of these sons of the Lenschow Otto
Berner: Claus and Hermann. Possibly Gottschalk and Heinrich,
residing in Zaschendorf in 1397 (Doc. 32) could also have been
his sons. The latter two are nowhere else documented. It is
remarkable that their residence at Zaschendorf was later purchased
by Martin Berner and became the seat of the lineage for centuries
afterwards. It is possible that already in the XlVth century
the Barners had holdings in Zaschendorf and that these came back
into the family at a later date.
Otto's son Hermann appears only in 1381. According
to a document (1) of the cloister archives in Dobbertin,
Hermann Berner, son of Otto of Lenschow, served as a witness
when Baron Johann of Mecklenburg-Stargard and his judges compensated him by way of Jakob Pentzin (who bought the house and
furnishings of Holzendorf from Nikolas Schade in 1369) dtermining
that Pentzin was to pay him 50 Marks out of the money that his
father Otto Berner and his heirs had gotten from the proceeds
of the holdings in Holzendorf.
(1) The document itself is not available any more just an outline of the same, documented by the
church curate Clandrian, by researching the
Dobbertin cloister documents, which was done in
the second half of the XVIth. century. (Doc. 24).
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in documents. It is necessary to point out that at that time
there was at least one other Claus Berner and it is difficult
to distinguish these two men of the same name. However, we
think that we have found the correct distinction between the
two Claus Berners by reference to the position and witness sequence as well as the object and places of documented transactions
and by seals and other evidence.
Otto's son Claus was born about 1343 because he is
documented on November 1, 1368 as having become of age (Doc. 17).
On a certain day in 1361 the guardians of Otto's children sold
four parcels of land in Steinhagen and also deeded the lending
rights to the purchasers; Claus Berner was not of age at the
time of this transaction and therefore could not sign away his
lending rights of Steinhagen; however, he entrusted the lending
rights of the parcels to the Schwerin Bishop Friedrich (of Bulow)
This Claus Berner appears again as a witness on January 23, 1369
(Doc. 19) and because of his early age is listed the last in the
order of signing. That he is listed last in the three documents
from April 2, 1390 (Docs. 27, 28, 28a) is due to the fact that
the men signing before him had to be older. Furthermore, in
these three documents of 1390 as well as one of January 6, 1396,
(Doc. 31) where he again officiates as a witness, the transaction
was the sale of Werderhof which is located on the northwest shore
of Lake Tempzin. On the document of 1396 is to be found Claus
Berner's seal. Additional information about the Lenchow Claus is
not available.
Perhaps the Heinrich Berner who appears in Gustrow in
1445 and 1468 (Doc. 59 6c 83) was a son of his and the last of the
Lenschow lineage.
It cannot be determined who the Heinrich Berner was (1)
who owned a house in Warnemunde for 18 years in 1373 which he
sold between 1378 and 1382 to Tesmar von Oertzen. Perhaps he
was not a member of the knighted family. Warnamunde was at that
time a small and unimportant fishing and shipping port which was
not a proper residence for a nobleman, but the fact that Heinrich
Berner sold his home to another nobleman attests to the nobility
that the Barner family possessed. It is entirely possible that
for reasons of health and the desire to have some peace and quiet
after a very active military career, life by the ocean away from
the family was found preferable. Could he be the same Heinrich
Berner who was listed as one of the witnesses Qn December 6, 1361
in Parchim?
The Heinrich Berner who is recorded in the church
records of Alt-Gaarz in 1364 can be considered to have been a
farmer (Doc . 15) .
(1) See documents No. 22, 23 & 30.
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was documented in 1426, 1437, 1441, 1446 and 1449 as the Baron's
magistrate of Neubukow and who passed away between 1449 and
1460 had belonged to the Mecklenburg family. Many circumstances
point to a common heritage. His wife's name was Gherberghe, a
daughter was married to Hermann Knochenhauer in Wismar. (Docs.
50a, 56a, 58a, 61 and 61a.)
Sec. 4.
THE

SULTEN-GUTOW-STERNBERG-SCHIMM

LINEAGE

(Family Tree A.)
We can distinguish this lineage by the bounded territory of its members. Later it branched out into the SchimmWeselin lineage through the son of Claus of Sternberg: Tonnies,
and through his son Martin, the father of the Zaschendorf lineage,
and also Hermann, a son of the aforementioned Claus, the founder
of the Schimm lineage. We have descendants of both branches
still living. The Zaschendorf Berners are living today in
Mecklenburg and Denmark and there are descendants of the SchimmWeselin lineage in Denmark, America and other places.
The genealogical foundation is also based on a combination of the Sulten-Gutow-Sternberg-Schimm lineage.
We presume Otto Berner to be the first member of the
entire lineage and he has been previously mentioned as being the
uncle of Werner Berner in a document of November 1, 1336 (Doc. 4.)
This aforementioned Otto was most likely a son of the Knight Otto
and is mentioned on November 28, 1340 (Doc. 5.) as a witness next
to Heinrich Stralendorf in a transaction of holdings sold by
Konrad von der Luhe in Old Gaarz (in the borough of Bukow). One
can conclude from these two documents that he resided not far
from Sternberg, possibly in Sulten, where Heinrich Berner had his
residence and who, we believe, was his son. This Heinrich shows
up in 1361 and in 1368 in a transaction concerning the lending
right of holdings in Steinhagen and as guardian of the children
of his cousin Otto Berner of Lenschow. (Docs. 12 & 17). Most
likely Heinrich gained the holdings of Gutow in the vicinity of
GrevesmCfhlen through marriage (1) , the marriage having taken
place between him and Ermgardis von Gutow, the last heiress of
(1) In the proceedings over half of Necheln, in 1583
Achim Berner of Necheln documented that the first
Berner of Gutow was named Heinrich. This can only
be the Sfllten Berner, especially when the following
Sulten inheritance is examined in the Zaschendorf
and Schimm lineages.
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Heinrich 's brothers most likely were: Henneke who
was exiled out of Wismar (Doc. 16) in 1368 and Peter who was
mentioned in a financial transaction (Doc. 21) in Wismar in
1373 and who was most likely dead by 1393. One arrives at this
conclusion because it was at this time that the Wismar holdings
of his small sons were auctioned off (Doc. 29). However, the
membership of these two Berners in this knighted family is
questionable.
Heinrich Berner of Sulten and Gutow who at that time
was already the owner of Neperstorf, had three sons: Claus,
Johann and Otto. We would prefer to take up first the latter
two sons because very little is mentioned about them. Claus,
being the founding father of the large lineage that followed,
has a stronger connection with the descendants.
Johann, Heinrich's son, was a priest in the Schwerin
diocese (2) and as such was present on November 15, 1410 (Doc.
39) when the Preceptor of the Tempzin cloister dedicated the
proceeds from Julchendorf for memorial purposes. The fact that
Johann Berner, together with Knight Nikolaus Reventlow, paid a
large sum of money to Heinrich and Johann Moltke for the Barons
Johann and Albrecht of Mecklenburg, indicates a close personal
relationship with the Barons, and perhaps even a governmental
position.
His brother Otto shows up four times in the documents
(Docs. 37, 47, 52 & 54). On January 6, 1407 he was a trustee
along with other persons and, together with his oldest brother
Claus was involved in a transaction in behalf of Joachim von
Plessen comprising the sale of the von Zahrenstorf property to
the Tempzin cloister. He is mentioned again on September 29,
1420 as a witness in a Zahrenstorf transaction, residing at the
time in Neperstorf. Later he moved his residence to Gutow where
in 14 28 he settled a difference with a neighbor Curd von Plessen
of Damshagen, the settlement being concerned with a lake. Gutow
is also mentioned as Otto's residence. On May 14, 1430 he is
listed as a witness next to his nephew Hermann in a transaction
concerning property in the vicinity of Gutow.
(1) Later on we find a von Gutow family in Niekrenz The ones in the Mecklenburg Yearbook 11 Page 443
shown as von Gutow, Gottschalk, Hermann and Hinrich
who sold Gutow in 1430, were not von Gutows but
Berners.
(2) The Jo. Berner, a secular priest who lived in Lubeck
in 1409, is not to be identified with this Joh. Berner.
The first mentioned most likely belonged to the
Lubeck family. See Doc. 20 and explanation.

- 34 Otto had a son Martin residing in Neperstorf on
November 13, 1455 (Doc. 63) who, together with his cousin
Heinrich Berner, witnessed the sale of holdings of his second
cousins Gottschalk and Hans Berner of Schimm. Martin died on
December 5, 1465 and most likely left no heirs. His holdings
in Neperstorf went to the sons of his cousin, namely Martin of
Zaschendorf and the Weselin lineage, with half to each. Nothing
is known of the eventual disposition of the Gutow half that
belonged to Martin's father Otto Berner. Very likely the
Quitzows acquired this property at some later date. See pages
36, 38 and 43.
Sec. 4a.
We come now to the oldest son of Heinrich of Sulten:
Claus and his many descendants. Most of his life he lived in
Sternberg which at that time was the residence of the Barons of
Mecklenburg-Stargard. Its notoriety was due to the fact that
much of the nobility maintained residences there. Their estates
were located in the suburbs in the vicinity of the castle on
the Knights Street (Ritterstrasse). Claus bought one such
property in 1399 fromHenning von Pressentin and this same property
was still owned by the Bulow Barners during the lifetime of the
Sternberg Commander Frank (1) who died in 1756. It is probably
identical with the residence that the Elder Magnus Friedrich von
Barner owned in Sternberg - and died there in 1792. Claus Berner
bought his holdings in Kobrow from the same Henning von Pressentin
in 1397 (Doc. 32). These also remained in the Billow lineage until
1754 when they were exchanged by Magnus Friedrich von Barner for
property in the principality of Eickelberg. Through loan rights
of Bede in Kaarz which Claus received in 1416 in the highest
courts of Kaarz and Weselin (2), he very likely established
ownership in Weselin. There was a document dated 1410 which is ,
no longer available in the original but which a Schwerin archivist
Johann Schultz found evidence of in his research on the Barner
family, which refers to him as an Esquire of Weselin. According
to that document on Holy Mary's Birthday (September 8) 1410 Claus
Berner pledged his Penzin holdings to the head of the Tempzin
cloister for the sum of 50 Marks. He most likely acquired the
Weselin holdings first without involving the higher courts and
in order to get a foothold there he lived there for some time.
Later on the higher courts awarded him the property, first on
the basis of the loan and then as an inheritance. Very likely
the same thing happened in Kaarz in which village he received
rights over a period of time which gradually be@ame his own
property. Possibly the consequent ownership may also have been
(1) See Franck, Old and New Mecklenburg VII, 87;
also the Mecklenburg Yearbook XII, 200, 201.
(2) Weselin does not exist as a town today; it was located
on the right side of the Warnow in the vicinity of Kaarz.
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had at least three or four estates in his name. In 1410 Penzin
was already owned by the Barners. The aforementioned Martin had
four tenant farmers in Penzin. However, the holdings in Laase
which Claus had acquired in 1413 were not owned for a very long
time by the Barner family.
The acquisition of the Schimm property in 1427 (Doc.
51) was of great importance. Although the holdings actually
belonged to his son Hermann which he had acquired by way of
marriage to the Schimm heiress Dorothea Hoseke, the loan right
passed to Claus and his heirs. This was the basis of giving
the family a tighter hold on their properties. In case of
Hermann's death without living descendants Hermann's brothers
and their heirs were to be contingent beneficiaries. This wise
provision by Claus enabled the first Zaschendorf Martin Berner,
Claus' nephew, to include himslf in the drawing up of new loan
rights in 1476 and later, in 1481, the inheritance of half of
the Schimm property passed to his grandson and great grandsons.
(See Sec. 9). Although Claus had included himself, certainly
Hermann was the real owner of the Schimm property.
According to a document that is no longer available
(Doc. 38) which was recorded in the visitation to the Sternberg
churches in 1570 by the Notary Clandrian and which was most (1)
likely drawn up before 1410, there is mention that Claus Berner
of Sternberg owed on a church loan an annual interest of 5 Marks.
We do have a document of April 3, 1418 (Doc. 44) wherein Claus
appears as a trustee of the Tempzin cloister and in it we find
receipts that he signed in the sum of 200 Marks, an amount which
was quite substantial for those times. His seal is placed on
that document. On the reverse of the document there is some
handwriting which was added at a later date in Latin ( to more
readily identify the registered cloister documents so as not to
have to open the document itself) reading: Receipt for 200 Marks
(II marcis) absolving Merten Berner.
That we find Merten instead
of Claus on this writing can be blamed on the negligence of the
writer, to whom, no doubt, Merton was more familiar.
Claus is found repeatedly either as witness or trustee
in transactions concerning the Antonius cloister of Tempzin,
namely on: August 30, 1387, July 12, 1398, July 24, 1398, April
5, 1400 (twice), Jan. 6, 1407 and Jan. 15, 1420. (Docs. 26, 33
up to 37, 45) .
Claus died a short time before October 18, 14 29 because
on that day his sons who survived him completed the work that
he had started (Doc. 53) in behalf of the foundation in the
Sternberg vicarage, which he had hope to finish before his death.
(1) It was shortly before 1410 that a loan was donated
by the Parchim priest Dietrich Krain. (Franck, Old
and New Mecklenburg VII, 126) .
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in Buchholz (in the borough of Mecklenburg).
Of his five sons: Tonnies, Gottschalk, Otto, Hermann
and Heinrich, Tonnies died before him (Claus).
Tonnies (Antonius) Berner shows up in the documents
of 1422 and 1425 (Docs. 48 & 50). He lived in Gutow. The Barner
holdings that we discussed earlier were acquired by Heinrich of
Sulten and were divided between his sons Claus and Otto as an
inheritance. Otto chose Gutow as his residence while Claus,
probably because of other holdings in the vicinity of Sternberg,
gave his share of Gutow to his oldest son Tonnies to be used as
a residence and to live off of the land without sacrificing the
ownership of the property. When Tonnies died before his father
the residence which was also part of Greschendorf and Reppenhagen
fell back into the father's hands. In 1429 when Claus died his
then living sons Gottschalk, Hermann and Heinrich (Otto died soon
after Oct. 18, 1429) sold the property to Johann von Quitzow.
(Doc. 55.) The sale gave no consideration to the children of
Tonnies Berner who, representing their father, were among the
heirs. It was this circumstance that prompted Martin, a grandson
of Tonnies, to bring an action in court against the von Quitzows,
the owners of the property that had been sold, to protect his
rights as heir to these holdings.
Tonnies had two sons and one daughter: Martin, Johann
and Sile. Martin was the founding father of the widespread Zaschendorf lineage that we have today. We will discuss him in Sec. 5
Johann, Tonnies' son (as we surmise) was a cleric and
also in the baronial government. From the many documents (Docs.
75, 90, 95, 96, 101, 102, 107, 111, 112, 115, 117, 118, 126, 127,
128, 130, 133, 134, 134a, 140, 156), that are available about
him one sees that he achieved notoriety both in temporal and in
spiritual life thoughout his long life. He was listed in the
register of the University of Rostock and became a vicar in the
city of Gadebusch. He also had benefices from the vicarage at
St. Jurgen and St. Marien in Wismar and in the latter part of
his life he became canon of a branch at LUbeck without losing
the aforementioned benefices. Besides this, he was also in the
Baron's service (1465) as a writer and today would be called a
Secretary. He became a magistrate in Gadebusch (1475) and in
Grevesmuhlen (1478). As the Baron's "advisor" he frequently took
part in state affairs and the Baron liked to make use of his
services. In 1487 and 1491 he served in the capacity of negotiator between members of the principality and the nobility and
between the Baron of Mecklenburg and the City of Rostock. The
reason for the disputes was the construction of the Jacob Cathedral in Rostock, the city wishing not to have it, but after
repeated urging and a lot of chaotic wrangling it was finally
approved. Also, Johann Berner was a member of an arbitration
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and the von Maltzans concerning the land rights of Maltzan
ownership. As arbitrator in 1498 he sat on a dispute between
the cloister at Broda and the city of Neubrandenburg concerning
a fishery on the Tollense. He reached a remarkably esteemed
position with the settlement of differences between the Bishop
of Ratzeburg and a priest in Wismar which was accomplished by a
written document in behalf of the Tribunal of Zehnten, at Johann's
residence at Gadebusch in 1483. We also find him negotiating
between the years of 1465 and 1513. Johann most likely died
before August 7, 1513 because that is the first date on which
his inheritance is mentioned.
His sister Sile (or Tzile, Czile, Silige, probably
being nicknames for Caecilie) belonged to the convent at the
Neukloster cloister. From 1465 to 1489 she is referred to as
the vice-prioress, and then in 1495 as the prioress. She most
likely died between March 29, 1495 and December 4, 1497 since
on the latter date the prioress and vice-prioress mentioned were
Irmgard von der Lu*he and Marta Bibow. (Docs. 74, 76, 77, 80, 89,
104, 113, 120, 124) .
We now go back to the sons of Claus of Sternberg.
According to age Gottschalk followed after his aforementioned
son Tonnies. He was a clergyman in Sternberg and shows up in
documents dated 1416, 1429 and 1430 (Docs. 41, 53, 55). The
next brother in line, Otto, was still living in 1429 when the
brothers arranged for the memorial in Sternberg to their father
(Doc. 53) but was not alive in 1430 when the other living brothers
Gottschalk, Hermann and Heinrich, sold the inheritance which
they shared at Gutow. Therefore, Otto must have passed away
meanwhile. Heinrich, the youngest of the sons of Claus is mentioned (Docs. 53, 55, 58, 63) in the negotiations of 1429 and
1430 previously discussed. On August 27, 1440 he appears as a
witness and again on Oct. 16, 1441. It seems likely that he
received property right in the house at Sternberg as an inheritance from his father because he is listed as residing at Sternberg on November 13, 1445.
One would surmise that there were no male descendants
of Otto and also of Heinrich. Heinrich's Sternberg holdings
were left to his nephew Martin and they remained with Martin's
descendants until the 1800s .
who was
the von
Weselin
section

Hermann, the fourth and next to last son of Claus,
mentioned earlier in connection with his marriage to
Schimm heiress, is the founding father of the Schimmlineage of the Barners. He will be discussed in a later
(Sec. 37) which treats this branch of the family.

- 38 Although Hermann was a generation before Martin we
still consider Martin to be the founding father of the Zaschendorf lineage and we consider this lineage to be the older.
Martin's father Tonnies, being the oldest son of Claus, could
be considered to be the father of both lineages. We prefer to
call the Zaschendorf Barners members of the oldest branch and
after that the Schimm-Weselin Barners.
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THE

ZASCHENDORF

LINEAGE

THE PERIOD UP TO THE BRANCHING OFF OF THE BULOW LINEAGE
(Family Tree A.)
Sec. 5.
Martin Berner, the founding father of this lineage
was, as we have mentioned before, a son of Tonniesof Gutow,
a grandson of^Claus of Sternberg, and a great grandson of
Heinrich of Sulten. Martin most likely was born in Gutow and,
due to the untimely death of his father, became an orphan and,
later on when the Gutow property was sold in 1430 by his uncles,
probably was raised by his Uncle Gottschalk who was a cleric in
Sternberg and whose sister Sile was a nun. The very fact that
since 1451 Martin frequently served as a witness in dealings of
Baron Heinrich IV (the Fat One) of Mecklenburg, attests to the
close relationship between him and the Baron. It is possible
that during his youth when he did not possess land holdings and
wealth he was a steady guest at the baronial mansion and possibly
even held a position in the household. He inherited considerable
property holdings but they most likely were in the nature of
tenant farmers who produced some income but not on a scale to
maintain a residence. Baron Heinrich, always in the need of
money, frequently borrowed from his subservients and Martin
could not have been poverty-stricken because in 1460 he loaned
the Baron 150 Marks at 107o interest (Doc. 67) . In this transaction Martin is mentioned as an Esquire of Zaschendorf. At
this time (1460) he was living in Zaschendorf, perhaps as
mortgage holder, which he sold in 1462 (Docs. 68, 69, 70). The
fact that Martin's lien on Zaschendorf was placed a few months
before the official sales contract is immaterial because this
often occurred in other documents. Possibly Martin could not
come up with the entire sales price and did not want to force
the Barnekows to any commitment. Martin gained the necessary
funds through the sale of the proceeds from the property to
the Nicolai church at Wismar.
According to a document of May 13, 1397 (Doc. 32),
it is possible that the Barners already owned the holdings in
Zaschendorf and perhaps Margin enlarged them by the purchase
of the larger part of the Barnekow holdings. As a result,
everything, the manor and the village, came to belong to the
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as residing in Zaschendorf and from that time on he is always
mentioned in connection with this residence. For two hundred
years Zaschendorf was the seat of this old lineage of his
descendants, which gave these descendants the name of the
"Zaschendorf Barners" as distinguished from the Schimm-Weselin
Barners.
Apart from Zaschendorf, Martin had holdings mostly
through inheritance in Penzin, Sulten, Kobrow, Panstorf, Kuhlen,
Rubow and Neperstorf. He and his cousins in Schimm each inherited
half of the last mentioned place from their second cousin Martin
Berner, Otto's son.
Martin's connection to the Schimm Barner line is very
doubtful. As has already been mentioned, those holdings belonged
to Claus Berner of Sternberg together with his heirs, both male
and female, in the year 1427, deriving from a lease from Baroness
Katharina of Mecklenburg. The baroness was the guardian of her
minor sons (Doc. 51). She promised that her sons (Heinrich and
Johann) after becoming of age, and if Claus Berner and his heirs
assented, the lease of Schimm would be renewed. This event took
place on December 28, 1475 (Doc. 91) in Schwerin through the
auspices of Baron Heinrich IV (his brother Johann was dead by
this time) and, keeping the promise of his mother, Baroness
Katharina, he renewed the lease of Schimm to the cousins Martin
and Gottschalk Berner and their heirs.
This was proper inasmuch as both: Martin and Gottschalk
were grandsons and heirs of Claus to whom the property had first
been loaned. The authority had been given to Claus rather than
to his son Hermann who, as husband of the Schimm heiress, Dorothea
Hoseke, would actually have been more entitled to it. The reason
that they let seniority rule was to bring the Schimm holdings
into closer ties with the Barners. Had Hermann been put in a
position of authority and had he died without heirs, the holdings
would have gotten out of the Barner family. By making Claus the
owner the descendants had nothing to worry about, since in case
of the untimely death of Hermann his brothers and their descendants would become the heirs of the Schimm property. Apart from
that, the property was also declared subject to a 'petticoat hold".
If Hermann had only daughters the holdings would have gone to
their husbands and eventually to other families. All of this
was well planned by Claus who had the interest of his heirs and
the Barner family at heart. In spite of his calculations Hermann
remained the one who had the physical ownership and the undivided
reaping of the rewards of the Schimm property. It is easy to
understand that Martin, together with Hermann's son Gottschalk,
was mentioned in the new agreement of 1475 (as the son of Claus'
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mentioning of his name was of no real importance because there
was no actual physical ownership or interest involved. And in
this connection it is very strange to recall the event in 1481
(Doc. 97) wherein Martin sold half of the Schimm holdings to his
cousins Hans, Otto and Claus Berner (1), although they belonged
to Hermann, and one might conclude from this that Martin did have
a right to half of the Schimm holdings. Possibly he was helping
his cousins out financially and they in turn may have given him
partnership rights or some other interest in Schimm which he sold
back to them almost six years afterwards. It is also possible
that the sale in 1481 was a camouflage to cover up something that
Martin, the seller, did not own and possibly, according to the
agreements between the cousins, he was to receive a guarantee of
part ownership of Schimm for himself and for his descendants. The
whole situation is so vague that the legal action brought by
Martin's grandson Johann and his sons over the Schimm property a
century later never did reach a definite conclusion. The authenticity of the 1481 document is unquestioned. However, the fact
that the original document was cut four times according to witnesses and was declared invalid adds to the murkiness of the entire
situation.
As has been mentioned before, Martin was frequently
either a party to or witness in legal transactions, as shown in
documents dating from 1451 to 1493 and beyond that we can mention
some documented occurrences that took place during his lifetime:
During that time Baron Heinrich IV of Mecklenburg-Schwerin
was determined to end the plundering and vandalism that was taking
place against the nobility and in 1467 Dietrich von Plessin of
Wredenhagen was arrested. He was a captain in the army of Baron
Ulrich of Mecklenburg-Stargard. The reason for the arrest was
that he was allegedly robbing the merchants of Rostock. This
action was an affront to Baron Ulrich and he immediately went
from Sternberg to Schwerin to face the Baron and it brought matters
to a show-down. Thus the animosity between the two baronial
houses became a feud. The fighting among the baronial relatives
spread to Wenden and Stargard and on May 22, 1467 a preliminary
settlement was agreed upon. The stipulations of the contract were
that Baron Ulrich would free all of his prisoners and make restitution for the losses that they had suffered. This agreement was
confirmed by the subordinates and they went before Baron Heinrich
and his son Magnus at Plau on June 8, 1467 to give them an accounting of the losses that they had suffered from the attacks by
Ulrich's men (Doc. 81). Martin Berner took part in this accounting
(1) Gottschalk, the oldest brother, must have died without
leaving heirs.
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35 florins, a coat of mail and two breastplates valued at 11
florins. On March 30, 1468 with Baron Ulrich's assent, Baron
Heinrich returned to the city of Sternberg as a peace emissary
and the citizens of the city pledged to maintain peace. This
truce between the Baron and the city of Sternberg was negotiated
through the offices of the head of the cloister at Tempzin and
the subservients Curd Sperling, Woldemar von Plessen and Martin
Berner (Doc. 82) .
There is a mystery, the facts of which are not quite
clear, about a confiscated wooden crate which Bishop Johann von
Ratzeburg referred to in a letter dated July 30, 1492 directed
to the Elder of Wismar wherein Martin, Hans and Claus Berner
supposedly had an interest (Doc. 119). According to a letter
written by Baron Magnus on June 1, 1494 to the Wismar Elder
concerning handing over several pieces of jewelry, one would
gather that Martin had several children (Doc. 123). He most
likely died between 1494 and 1502.
On a tombstone honoring Martin's grandson, Johann
Berner, which was given by Joachim Berner in 1606 and placed
in the church at Zittow, there is a crest and the names of four
ancestors of Johann Berner and his wife Magdalene Pentz carved.
The maiden name of Martin's wife must have ended with "sen".
Unfortunately, the beginning of the name became illegible because
the stone was laid in the floor of the altar room of the Zittow
church and for hundreds of years many people had walked across
it. The maiden crest of Martin's wife shows four attached crossbeams, but such a crest is not documented. It is possible that
the crossbeams were wave-patterned ribbons which was the crest
of Wotsetsen (or Wozenitz). According to this Martin's wife
might have been a Wozenitz -- another source tells us her name
was Kirchberg. Anyway, we are told of a witness, Dorothea Kerchberg,
formerly Borchert Rappen, a widow of Sternberg, in the trial that
concerned half of Schimm in 1578. Her grandfather and Johann
Barner's grandmother were brother and sister. Also, in the same
trial one comes across a Vincenz Kirchberg of Netzow who was
Johann Berner's uncle. However, we cannot definitely conclude
that Johann Berner's grandmother on his father's side was a
Kirchberg.^ It is possible that the grandfather of the widow
Rappen, nee Kirchberg, on her mother s side was a Velroggen and
a brother of the mother of Johann Berner's mother, being Mrs.
von Bulow, nee Velroggen. Based on the tombstone in Zittow we
are quite certain that Martin's wife springs from the Mecklenburg
Wozenitz lineage.
Martin had at least two children: Martin and Anna. The
latter was, just like her Aunt Sile, in the Neukloster cloister
where in 1516 she appears in 19th. place among 54 nuns (Doc. 158).
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Martin the younger, as we like to call him, in order
to distinguish him from his father, was, according to the testimony
of a farmer in a trial concerning half of Necheln (1580), a "small
potato". Around 1539 he died and was buried in Zittow. His
property holdings were as follows: All of Zaschendorf, the mansion
as well as the village, nine to ten tenant farmers in Billow, four
to five farmers and a manor in Neperstorf, five farmers in Sulten,
four farmers and one cottage in Penzin, four farmers in Panstorf,
four in Klein-Gornow, three or four in Kaarz, one manor in Tessin
(the two last named held by mortgage by the Plessens, the mortgage
being discharged later on). Besides these he owned seven parcels
of waste land on the Schamper field near Liibzin and Witzin; and
the same amount was owned by the Schimm cousins. There was an old
Barner holding mentioned in the document of Feb. 12, 1483 (Doc. 99)
which was located in the neighborhood of the Butzow land and was
mentioned as early as the year 1261 and later went under the name
of the village of Scampen. On August 5, 1502 Martin the younger
gave a mortgage in Weselin to his cousins Gottschalk, Hermann,
Claus, Jakob and Lorenz, the sons of Hans Berner of Weselin,
covering half of Weselin, part of Kaarz and some parts of the
Mewitzer fields, the mortgage to run for ten years (Doc. 132).
According to this, half of Weselin belonged to the Zaschendorf
Barners and half to the Schimm Barners.
It is certainly just
and right that all holdings that belonged to Claus of Sternberg
were equally divided between his two sons Tonnies and Hermann.
The Weselin mortgage of 1502 became important in a trial in 1577
involving Martin the younger's son Johann concerning half of
Necheln. This will be discussed later on (Sec. 10).
Martin the younger also tried to acquire the Gutow
property that had been previously under Barner ownership and
that had been taken over by Eggert Quitzow. The Barons denied
his request, giving the reason that the Quitzows had been owners
of long standing, which they were able to prove by letters and
seals (Doc. 14 2). It is very possible that originally in 1430
a mistake had been made in the sale of Gutow when the three living
sons of Claus Berner negotiated the sale, excluding the guardians
of the children of their brother Tbnnies. This circumstance may
have been the reason for Martin's attempt to acquire the property.
Martin the younger had a long, drawn-out legal battle
with the Schwerin cathedral regarding revenues and finances due
to him from Zaschendorf, Neperstorf and Sfflten. The Barons Heinrich V and Albrecht VII made a finding in 1510 and immediately
the case was appealed to Rome by the Schwerin cathedral and was
finally concluded on May 27, 1524 confirming the decision of
Baron Heinrich (Docs. 143, 146, 150, 155, 165, 167, 168).
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farmers of Dassow and the Lubeck fishermen and there was a rift
between the noble section of Klutz and Lubeck, and as a result
the entire countryside was vandalized by the LubeckiEassow
troubles. Baron Heinrich V of Mecklenburg-Schwerin intervened
by offering the services of his entire military forces (5050
infantry men and 1369 men in the cavalry) in order to establish
peace. Due to this circumstance Martin the younger was 6bliged
to loan four of his horses for the cause and, because in those
days there was a personal onligation by subordinates toward their
superiors, most likely Martin performed this obligation personally,
also putting three of his horsemen at the Baron's service (Doc.
136) .
In the year 1523 the Prelates, Elders (everyone)
including the cities of the areas of Mecklenburg, Wenden, Rostock
and Stargard, united for their mutual support and formed a union,
established by two documents on August 1, 1523, the first containing the articles of confederation and generally called the
"Great Union" , the other being the representation of the people
of Sternberg called the "Little Union". The latter, the "Little
Union" was signed by the Barner family, Martin and Claus (of
Necheln) (Doc. 166).
The oldest known Barner helmet seal appaears on two
documents (Docs. 162 and 169), namely the one of January 25, 1525
and the other of May 2, 1519 that Martin the Younger signed with
his seal as both sponsor and witness. See No. 16 of the seal
table on page 24.
Generally one finds documents about Martin the younger
between the years of 1502 and 1544.
Martin the younger was married to Sophie von Bulow of
House of Potrems and they produced two sons: Johann and Jurgen
and two daughters: Margarethe who married Johann von Plessen of
Musselmow and Barnekow in 1545, and another daughter who was
married to Hans Kirchberg.
Sec. 7.
JOHANN AND JURGEN
(Family Tree A.)
Both brothers very likely held positions under Baron
Magnus III, the Administrator of the monastery at Schwerin. In
a letter to his uncle, Baron Albrecht VII, he wrote (Doc. 176)
that "his valets" Johann and Jorgen Berner had complained about
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on their property in Panstorf in 1543. Their close connection
to Baron Magnus is demonstrated by the fact that the two young
brothers the same year on February 5, 1543 were witnesses to
the promise made to King Christian of Denmark by Baron Heinrich
V of Mecklenburg regarding the dowry that the King's daughter,
Princess Elisabeth of Denmark, presented on the day of her engagement to Baron Heinrich's son Magnus. The understanding was
that in case of her untimely death the dowry would be returned
to the King. Jurgen appears only once more, in the Land Register
in 1543. He must have died between 1543 and 1548 because his
brother:
Johann pledged half of his holdings to his cousin
Achim Berner of Necheln between the 6th. and 13th. of January
1548 for twenty-five years without Jurgen's participation. (Doc.
179). Johann Berner must have been born around 1518 because his
age was given as 53 in 1571. Probably this is not correct because we are told on several occasions that he was born earlier
than 1518. In 1548 he acknowledged a loan against his property
at Bejendorf (Biendorf ?) and in 1549 he loaned 100 florins to
Martin Halberstadt of Cambs. After Baron Magnus died in 1550
Johann Berner became guardian of Magnus' cousins, the Barons
Albrecht and Ulrich, and in this capacity signed a declaration
on June 10, 1554 between these two Barons and their representatives. In the land registry of 1562 he is listed as residing
in the borough of Crivitz and at Zaschendorf and in the "Registry
of Loan Horses" of 1575 he pledged the use of two horses (Docs.
181 and 188).
One can see by the existing documents that Martin the
younger diminished his wealth through mishandling and we can
also see that Johann was determined to protect and expand his
claims. In behalf of his young sons he improved the holdings
in Bulow in 1560 by redeeming the old revenues from the Dobbertin
cloister at Bulow (1) and in the same year obtained four parcels
in the vicinity of Bulow (of better quality) exchanging seven
parcels of worthless land at Schamper Feldmark. (2)
(1) By the year 1262 Prince Johann of Mecklenburg had
loaned two parcels of land to the Dobbertin cloister
in Blilow (Mecklenburg Documents - Vol. II, 935).
(2) At the same time his cousins Achim Berner of Necheln
and Hans Berner of Weselin exchanged their seven
Schamper parcels for eight sovereign parcels in the
vicinity of Wewitz. This is how the family lost the
old Schamper holdings. (Doc. 187).
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was loeated on the old Barner property at Sulten. Because he
was unable financially to meet the expenses for all of the construction involved, through the authority of the loan commission
Johann Berner gave the salt-pit as a life-time gift to his sonin-law Henning Ballich of Parchim and wife (Johann's daughter)
with the stipulation (Doc. 190) the proceeds during the first
eight years would be applied towards the construction and that
pans and appliances would be purchased at Ballich's expense.
Immediately after the execution of this contract salt-pit experts
were imported from Hessen and the construction was commenced.
About this time Hans Berner of Weselin who owned the other half
of Sulten intervened and made a statement contesting the ownership of the wells and veins of the salt mines and it was only
after furnishing a bond to reimburse Hans for any possible damages
that Johann was able to get the work finished. The struggle
between him and Hans never really came to a head because both of
them died soon afterwards. The salt works under Johann's son
Joachim Berner and Henning Ballich was very productive and yielded
18 tons of salt annually. This induced Baron Christoph who loved
chemistry and took an interest in such undertakings to negotiate
with Joachim Berner and his brother-in-law Henning Ballich to
become a joint owner "of a third of the salt well , the two being
in agreement. The negotiation, however, was never realized because of the opposition of Johann's other son: Christoph of Bulow.
Sulten remained intact in the Barner Family.
Johann Berner also acquired holdings in Klein-Gornow
with the hope that one of his#three sons would be able to live
there. Prior to that Klein-Gornow was simply a group of small
farms - at least the Barner Zaschendorf part of it.
Johann's animosity against Dinnies von Pressentin of
Prestin and Stieten and his widow Elsa vom Lohe, and his fight
with von Preens of Nutteln over fishing rights in Lake Mirow can
be disregarded inasmuch as they are of no interest to the family.
His responsibility for the welfare of his family and
for the old Barner tenant farms caused Elder Johann Berner in
his ripe old age to bring a court action against his cousins of
the Schimm lineage in order to acquire holdings that were half
in Necheln and half in Schimm. This will be discussed more carefully in Sec. 9. Johann died during these proceedings around
Easter in the year 1585 but had already transferred his holdings
to his sons Joachim and Christoph in 1579 (Doc. 191). His son
Claus was at that time in the army in Holland. Johann Berner
was married to Magdalene von Pentz, the daughter of Joachim von
Pentz and Anna von Raben of the house of Stuck.
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Epitaph in the church at Zittow
dating from 1606.
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Johann's oldest son Joachim and his wife Anna Sperling had a
memorial stone placed in the Zittow church in the year 1606.
Originally the memorial stone was set into the floor but, to
prevent further destruction caused by walking over it, on order
of Ulrich von Barner-Trebbow, it was taken up and placed on the
inside wall of the church. This epitaph which is shown on page
47 displays (heraldic) right (on the left side for the observor)
the Barner crest, the Bulow and (we presume) the Wosenitz and
that of the Velroggens; on the heraldic left are shown the crests
of the Pentz, Raben, Plessen and Lutzows. On the right are the
ancestors of Johann Berner and on the left those of his wife,
Magdalene von Pentz.
On the chancel of the church at Klutz one finds today
the ancestral table dedicated in 1587 to Wipert von Plessen of
Arpshagen and his wife Margarete von Barner, the daughter of
Johann of Zaschendorf. It is in five parts, each containing
two carved wooden crests which all together name ten people.
These are: Wipert von P&essen and Margarete von Barner, both
sets of parents and tbe four grandmothers. The pictures reproduced on page 49 show the named couple in the middle, their
respective parents to the right and left, both grandmothers of
the wife (von Billow and von Raben) and the Plessen ancestors on
the outer edge.
According to the two ancestral tables in Zittow and
Klutz and other information (1) the following branches of Johann
Berner and his wife are listed as follows:
[Martin the Elder von
Martin the younger
J Barner ofCNJZaschendorf
von Barner of Zaschen^
_»
dorf
N.N. von Wosenitz
*(Wotsetsen)
Johann von Barner ]
Sophie
von
Billow
of
T
N
.
N
.
von
Blflow-Potrems
of Zaschendorf
fv3
, XT von Velroggen
x
/0
xr n
^ the House of Potrems J ,N.N.
(2;
OO
Joachim von Pentz
Hans von Pentz
of Toddin
J „ , .
^
Sophie von P l e s s e n
oO
Magdalene von Pentz
Anna von Raben
N.N. von Raben of
of t h e House of Stuck*}
co
^Stiick
N.N. von Lutzow
(1) von Meyenn, Story of the von Pentz
I Page 189 ff.
(2) The Velroggens are a branch of the
lineage of Wartenburg, known since
in Prignitz and in Havellande, and

Lineage
old Prignitz
the XIVth century
died out by 1674.
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Ancestral t a b l e of the Plessen-Barners
on the chancel a t Klutz
dating from 1587.
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(Sec. 11), Claus (Sec. 8), Christoph (of Bulow (Sec. 23),
Margarete who was married to Wipert von Plessen (1) of Arpshagen,
and Sophia, wife of Henning von Ballich who was a baronial commissioner in Schwerin and later in Parchim. It was Joachim, one
of these sons, who carried on the Zaschendorf lineage and on
account of him that the Zaschendorf Barners are to be found living
in Denmark today; Christoph was the founder of the younger
Zaschendorf lineage at Bulow and therefore is the founding father
of the lineage remaining today in Mecklenburg at Bulow-Trebbow
and Trams.
(1) He married a second time to Magdalene Reventlow. Wipert
vonaPIessen and Margarete von Barner had a son named
Bernd von Plessen whose widow was Anna Sophia von
Weltzien and who in 1631 remarried to Vicke von Barner.
Aside from the aforementioned ancestral table there
is to be found in the church at Klutz also a wine
chalice dating from the year 1579 which was donated
by Wipert von Plessen and Margarete von Barner. The
Barner crest imprinted on the chalice is shown below.
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JOHANN'S SON

CLAUS.

Johann's second son Claus Berner probably never
married and was left nothing at the time of his father's distribution of his property. His was an army career and was
stationed abroad and was made an invalid during a shooting that
was the result of another Mecklenburg nobleman s malice and
treachery. We will discuss his sad fate in more detail because
it serves to illustrate the callousness of that period.
In 1579 Claus Berner was in the Dutch army in the
service of the King of Spain. One evening when the army around
Pfingsten was stationed at Mastricht he was, together with
various other noblemen, a guest in the quarters of Otto von
Butzow. As the evening progressed and wine and conviviality
raised their spirits a fight broke out between Claus Berner and
David Schonow who was the heir to Schema u near Waren and who
at that time had no specific reason to be there. The fight was
caused by a woman with whom both of them had been dancing and
although Berner repeatedly admonished Schonow, the latter did
not let up and eventually became nasty towards Claus who gave
him#a cuff behind the ear. This slap created such a rage in
Schonow that he threw everything off of the table, including the
candles, and turned the room into darkness. Then in the dark
Schohow stabbed Berner with his dagger three times, wounding
him on his nose, shoulder and arm, Claus was quickly removed
from the tent by his friends and bandaged and was relatively
well again after three to four weeks. Schonow managed to effect
a truce after Berner's recovery, yet at their first meeting after
that he committed another treacherous act. There was another
wine-drinking episode between the two who had again become friends
and they were invited by one of the celebrants to another party
that was going on in the tent of a Count von Hanewalt. All of
the members of the party went along. On the way to this party
they met up with a drunken soldier who got into a fight with
Claus Berner's aide and Berner immediately assisted his aide and
warned the soldier by drawing his weapon to show that he meant
business. The soldier in turn attacked Claus but his other comrades intervened to stop the trouble and everything appeared to
be quiet. Suddenly David Schonow who was standing five or six
steps to the side aimed a "long gun" at Berner and fired a load
of shot into both of Berner's knees. The wounded man collapsed
at once. There was no reason for this second attack on Berner.
Yet he must still have harbored a grudge. As the party departed
he was heard boasting "I have enoughammunition in my gun and I
am going to use it on someone tonight".
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52 When the soldiers reacted to Schonow's behavior
they called him a coward and told Berner that if he wanted some
revenge just to say the word and they would retaliate by beating
him. However, Claus was generous and forgave his enemy inasmuch
as the damage had already been done. In the meanwhile the
Provost appeared on the scene and inquired into the creation of
the incident and then arrested Schonow. This arrest was not to
Schonow's liking and he dispatched two of his friends to Berner
to try to get him to request the Provost to release Schonow.
And sure enough, through sweet talk and a promise of indemnification Claus Berner was persuaded to effect the release. As soon
as Schonow was free he never bothered to get in touch with the
wounded Berner again nor did he make good any of his promises.
Instead, he took the first opportunity to get out of Holland.
After a period of time when Claus' wounds allowed him to travel
he returned home and was under the doctor's care for a long time
continuously having shot removed from his knees. A complete recuperation was never accomplished. He was lame and his military
career was finished.
When Claus realized that Schonow's promises were not
to be fulfilled to compensate him for his injury he brought suit
at the Mecklenburg baronial court demanding a compensation of
20,000 talers. He never saw the conclusion of this court action.
He died between April 12 and July 4, 1586 and his two brothers
and heirs, Joachim and Christoph continued the suit and on Oct.
19, 1593 received a favorable judgment from the Gustrow court
whereby Schonow was ordered to pay the medical expenses and court
costs and some compensation.
It is not known whether Schonow's
appeal to a higher court was successful because there are no
documents available from this court.
The memorial shown below which is on the rear side
of the church at Klutz most likely was placed in memory of Claus
Berner and probably donated by his sister Mrs. Margarete von
Plessen of Arpshagen.
See pages 13 and 25 regarding his seal ring: Seal
table No. 19.
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THE

SUITS BETWEEN THE ZASCHENDORF AND
BARNERS OVER SCHIMM AND NECHELN

SCHIMM

The two suits commenced by Johann Barner of Zaschendorf
and carried on by his sons Joachim and Christoph went on for
years and were very costly. Unfortunately, no definitive result
was ever obtained because the appeals to the higher court were
indecisive. As a result nothing was changed and no decision is
shown in the old records. It is possible that meanwhile the
cousins declared a truce and allowed the suits to lie dormant.
Perhaps the Zaschendorfers decided to relinquish their claims on
Schimm and Necheln and exchanged some jointly owned property
for other holdings. It appears that Bulow was divided between
the Zaschendorf and Schimm Barners . Part of Billow at least was
owned by Hans Barner of Weselin before 1576. Also, a Barner
witness in the trial mentioned property that this Barner from
Weselin had in Billow. Yet after the suit the title rested solely
in the Zaschendorf-Bulow lineage. It is possible that the WeselinSchimm part may have been employed as a medium of exchange in the
family dispute. One can see by this suit how vague the ownership
of different holdings in a lineage could be in those times. There
are documents upholding title and mortgage records to establish
the real title to property where it is important to know the true
ownership and yet at times even they were inadequate because frequently there was no definite proof of their origin and negotiations were made by word of mouth which, as might be humanly
expected, often gave rise to mistakes.
A.

The Schimm Suit.

Turning to the suit concerning half of the Schimm
property, we see that it was commenced by Johann Barner of
Zaschendorf by giving Heinrich Cammerarius a power of attorney
on October 7, 1578 to make a written complaint against Claus and
Jochim Barner of Schimm, the minor sons of Christoph, and against
their guardians Jochim Lehsten of Gottin, Gottschalk and Bastian
Berner, brothers, and Jurgen Bibow of Berendshagen and Reimar
Plessen of Bruel. In the procedures of the courts in those times
the plaintiff was obliged to set forth his case in the form of
interrogatories to which the opposition was required to give
answers, with witnesses being present and also questioned. In
turn, the defendants submitted their interrogatories and presented
their witnesses to reply to the plaintiff's allegations. Johann
Barner's case proceeded as follows: 1. Is it true that on Luke's
Day in 1481 the plaintiffs' grandfather Martin Barner mortgaged
half of the estate and half of Schimm village to his cousins, the
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and his brothers Otto and Claus Barner and their heirs for 975
Marks and gave his heirs the right to redeem and resell? 2. If
so, is it true that the plaintiff's father, also named Martin,
received from the defendants ' grandfather, also named Claus
Barner, in addition to the aforementioned sum, one hundred shillings on loan and gave him the right to redeem and resell the
Schimm half and replace the old mortgage with a new one? 3. If
true, then today half of Schimm is owned as the patrimonial
estate of the plaintiffs and the other jointly owned half is
just a mortgaged estate of the defendants. 4.... 5
6. That
being true, rumors have it through the gossip of older people
that the Zaschendorf Barner part of Schimm village and the surrounding villages is patrimonial and the part belonging to the
defendants is a mortgaged estate. 7. True, that on Easter 1577
the plaintiff Johann Berner gave the defendant a release of half
of Schimm and at the proper time offered to return their half of
Schimm to him in exchange for the mortgage money, but unfortunately he was unable to achieve this.
On October 6, 1579 additional interrogatories were
added by the plaintiff as follows: 1. Is it true that in 14 27
Dorothea Hoseke, the real daughter of Gotkes, forfeited and
transferred the Schimm village to the Baroness Katharina and
also that Claus Barner and his heirs were enfoeffed with Schimm;
and did not the Baroness promise that when her sons became of
age she also would give them written confirmation of this. 2. If
so, that Johann 's grandfather Martin Berner and also Gottschalk
Berner, at their request, obtained a loan in 1476 from Baron
Heinrich. 3. If so, that when the documents of the Berner family
were read and registered two years before in the presence of the
assembled family in Schimm, the first mentioned document was
among these documents and was again safely locked away. 4. Is
it not true that the seal of Johann Berner, among others, was
previously on the outside of the document container, and when
Johann this time again wanted to put his seal on the drawer
containing the two Schimm documents, his cousins would not allow
it, and when Johann's son Joachim wanted to put his father's
seal on the drawer Karsten Berner put the drawer under his arm
and walked out. 5. Is it not true that when Christoph Berner
settled the matter of the paternal heritage with his brothers
Christoph's brothers agreed that they would not lay claim to
half of the Schimm heritage of Johann Berner if Christoph would
reimburse his brothers with something more. During the questioning of witnesses another interrogatory was added: 6. Is it true
that when Otto Berner, the grandfather of Karsten Berner of
Neperstorf, along with Martin Berner, Johann's father, divided
Neperstorf, Otto then said to Martin: Now cousin, we have divided
Neperstorf, and let us move to Schimm and do the same.
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Berner on which he based his suit for half of Schimm. The interrogatories of the defendant are too voluminous to set forth.
Also, we are unable to go into details concerning the entire
procedure - we can simply emphasize what seems to be most important .
Because of too close a relationship with the defendant
and also because of having an interest in the subject of the
litigation - Schimm - the following witnesses refused to testify:
Dorothea Berner, wife of Reimar von Plessen of Bruel, Katharina
Berner, widow of Heine Brahlstorff, and Hans Berner, all three
being uncles and aunts of the defendant.
The following persons were named as baronial commissioners in the investigation of the Schimm case: Vicke von Bulow of
Harkensee and Bernd von Plessen of Hohensch'onberg. On a scheduled
day, March 7, 1580, at Sternberg, Joachim Berner offered in evidence a mortgage deed written in his father's name on parchment
in 1481. A copy was made of this instrument and added to the
pleadings and the copy was notarized by Nikolas Dase and also by
Markus Tanke, a notary representing the defendant. At this trial
four witnesses were heard.
The first witness, Achim Sperling, told the following
story. He said that approximately 14 years ago Johann Berner
approached him at the time when Christoph Berner and his brothers
had reached a settlement, to ask Christoph Berner if he did not
know that half of Schimm belonged to Johann Berner. Christoph
replied that he could not decide this by himself and would have
to consult with his brothers.
The second witness was Karsten Berner of Neperstorf,
where he had been residing for 14 years, and he was 44 years of
age. He did not know how closely he was related to the plaintiff.
When sometime earlier in Wismar Johann Berner asked Christoph
Berner about the half of Schimm, he answered: He would not devise
any of Schimm to him by will, and he then stated his close relationship to Hermann Berner and Dorothea Hoseke. This Hermann
Berner who was owner of part of the Schimm property was Christoph's
grandfather; Johann Berner did not descend from Claus Barner of
Sternberg and his son Hermann, but rather from the Gutow Barners;
they were only cousins to each other and Johann and his forbears
were trying to "interlope". He had heard this from Christoph
Berner. His grandfather's brother Claus Berner had inherited
the entire village of Schimm and resided at Neperstorf. On his
deathbed Christoph Berner had begged him to stand by his children
in the dispute over Schimm and said that someone should ask
Johann that if he now is demanding half of Schimm, how closely
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would shut him up. Karsten did not claim to have heard that
Martin the elder was an heir of Claus Berner of Sternberg. In
case the Claus Berner inheritance failed, Martin should then be
invested with his share of the Schimm property. Gottschalk who
was mentioned in the mortgage deed of 1475 and his (Karsten's)
father Otto were brothers (1). Because Johann Berner had taken
several Barner documents a short time earlier at Wismar and Sternberg (2) was the reason that the cousins had denied Johann the
right to place his seal on the drawer of the document vault. The
cousins insisted upon the return of those documents before they
would allow Johann's seal to be placed on the drawer. When Johann
Berner gave up half of Schimm, he (Karsten Berner) was present.
The next witness Achim Berner of Necheln, and who had
been residing there for 40 years, was 62 years of age and was the
plaintiff's cousin and intimate friend. Supposedly he knew nothing
about the mortgage deed since his father Lorenz and his brother
Hermann owned all of Schimm.
Vincenz von Kirchberg of Netzow testified as the last
witness in this trial, a man 57 years of age and uncle of the
plaintiff. He had frequently heard from Johann's father, Martin
Berner, how this same person had constantly complained that Claus
Berner was determinedly trying to take away his inheritance, half
of Schimm. The witness was also present when they got together
in GSrnow and often there was an argument about Schimm; and he
also witnessed that Claus was persuasive in his arguments with
Martin and was able to settle them peacefully, and then the arguments died down. At that time the witness had been in Martin's
service for eleven years and in this manner he was looking after
his own interest.
For a long while after this evidence presented in the
year 1580 nothing happened in the proceedings of this trial. The
plaintiff Johann Berner died and his two sons, Joachim and Christoph, stepped in and took over the case. On October 8, 1585 Claus
Lutzow and Henning Halberstadt were appointed to the baronial
commission to take more testimony. The second part of the trial
took place on April 14, 1586 at Sternberg. Eight witnesses were
heard but their testimony added few facts, and so they need be
mentioned only briefly.
(1) This is not true. There is a confusion between
two Gottschalks.
(2) According to the statement of a later witness these
documents concerned the estates of Bulow and Kobrow.
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Jochim and Christoph Berner was his (the witness's) great aunt (1).
Claus Berner, 30 years of age, of Necheln and a resident there for 11 years, said that Hermann Berner had received
Schimm as compensation for the loyal services that his wife, Mrs.
Hoseke, had performed.
Dorothea Kerchberg, widow of Borchert Rappen, 60 years
of age and residing in Sternberg, is another relative of the
plaintiff. Johann Berner's grandmother and her (the witness's)
grandfather were sister and brother (2). This witness had heard
repeatedly from the wife of Martin the younger that half of Schimm
would be inherited by her sons.
The remaining witnesses knew nothing about the claims
that the Zaschendorf Barners had to Schimm or that they ever had
any holdings in Schimm.
Hans Restorff of Cummin, over 80 years of age, is
related to the plaintiff by marriage. Jurgen Grabow of Suckwitz,
over 70 years of age, called the plaintiff his "uncle". How the
relationship and the use of the word uncle came about was never
mentioned.
One more witness, Willa Berner, was sworn in on the
witness stand at Ruhn on January 12, 1587. At^that time she had
been a nun for nine years in the cloister at Ruhn and she was
almost 60 years of age. She had heard from her father Otto Berner
that her father along with his cousin at Schimm wished to divide
Wesselin and Necheln. Martin Berner, Johann's father, gave her
father these words of advice: "Cousin, you don't know if you're
doing the right thing about this property. If you want to divide
with your cousins, take your share of Neperstorf, Schimm, Kobrow,
Bulow and Gornow".
(1) Therefore Martin (the elder) Berner and one Barnekow
who sold him Zaschendorf must have been brothers-inlaw. Both of their wives were of the family Wotsetsen
(Wozenitz) .
(2) The witness must have meant her grandfather on her
mother's side since her paternal grandfather Kirchberg
could not have been the brother of Johann Berner's
grandmother - at least not a blood brother. On the
epitaph in the church at Zittow are a nee Wotsetsen
and Velroggen. Consequently the witness's grandfather
(Kirchberg) must have been related on the mother's
side as either a Wotsetsen or a Velroggen.
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Again Death appeared among the litigating parties and both defendants, Claus and Joachim Berner, died early in life. Because
of the mortgage deed and the litigation their uncles, Gottschalk,
Hans and Bastian Berner, stepped into their places and on March
13, 1591 were listed as the defendants in the case. Gottschalk
was eliminated by his death, which must have happened between
January 13 and May 25, 1592.
A decision was finally reached by the baronial courts
on June 28, 1593. The defendants in the litigation were ordered
to vacate half of the estate and half of the village of Schimm
and to pay the plaintiffs the sum of 975 Marks as money received
on a pledge, and the plaintiffs were issued a new mortgage contract
inasmuch as the old one dating back to 1481 had become so delapidated and had to be restored (1). The old document which was a
form of receipt had been sliced four times and the crest and seal
were no longer legible.
Hans and Bastian Berner felt themselves to be cheated
by this baronial court decision and filed an appeal to a superior
court. However, an actual trial was never held at the appellate
court. The parties exchanged documents at the Mecklenburg court
which were intended to expedite the decision of June 28, 1593.
The plaintiffs had intended to present an original unpaid mortgage deed to the court. This was not possible. They
explained what happened to the original of 1481. Johann's father,
Martin, had made a loan of 100 Marks some years earlier and put
up Schimm as collateral and a new document in this amount was
issued and he took the old document of 1481 with him. Later when
Johann was rummaging through old documents he came across it.
He thought it to be worthless because a new document had been
issued and, without thinking, he cut it up.
The defendants questioned the authenticity of the
original document, claiming that it was impossible to read the
names signed to it because of the cuts and also the crests and
seals were illegible; and furthermore, the mortgage deed, if
valid, should have been in the hands of the creditor rather than
with the debtor.
On May 8, 1598 the baronial court made a final decision
whereby the defendants were absolved from all liability because
the plaintiffs had been unable to produce a valid original mortgage deed (Doc . 201) .
(1) This decision in itself is not spelled out, but the
contents are understood from further entries.
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now become the appellants objected to this decision at Speier.
The Supreme Court requested the record of the lower court trial
and ordered a hearing of witnesses before a council at Wismar.
Years went by before this took place. Again the chief witness
was Karsten Berner who gave his age as 70 at the hearing held on
April 16, 1602. He could not add anything new to his testimony.
Neither did any of the other witnesses bring in anything new to
change the result of the hearing at the lower court trial. Besides
Karsten Berner other witnesses from the family testified: Christoph 's widow Margarete Lehsten, residing at Ribnitz, their daughter
Margarete, Claus Berner of Necheln and Dorothea von Plessen, nee
von Barner.
The Supreme Court trial ended with this witness hearing.
The trial was most likely stalled in the appeal stage, as was the
case with so many trials in those days and was never brought to a
conclusion.
It is definite that Hermann Berner, the son of Claus of
Sternberg, acquired the Schimm estate for the family through his
marriage to the Schimm heiress, Dorothea Hoseke. The litigating
Zaschendorf Berners were never linked to Hermann, not being Hermann's heirs. He had plenty of blood heirs. Hermann's descendants, the defendants and appellants, were right when they framed
No. 18 of the interrogatories in their suit: Is it not also true
that Martin Berner, the Berner parental grandfather of Joachim
and Christoph who are the appellants in this case, did not belong
to the lineage of Hermann Berner, nor can we count on that?"
Although Hermann was the first owner of the Schimm
estate, the mortgage deed was not in his name alone because the
mortgage deed of 1427 went to his father Claus Berner of Sternberg
and to his heirs. By way of the latter Hermann shared in the
heritage and there were other heirs of Claus who inherited a
rightful claim to Schimm through the 14 27 mortgage deed. Among
these was Martin Berner through his father Tonnies who was a son
and heir of Claus. When the first mortgage deed was renewed in
1475 it was logical that the mortgagee should mention Martin
Berner, at his request, as one of the mortgagors since he was an
heir of one of the first mortgagors. Also, the fact that Martin's
name is mentioned in the mortgage deed before his cousin Gottschalk, Hermann's son, is not very surprising since Martin was
the son of the oldest and Gottschalk the son of the youngest son
of Claus. Martin represents the older and Gottschalk the younger
lineage of the descendants from that earliest mortgage encumbrance.
Although Claus and his heirs were officially the mortgagors of Schimm, it was Hermann who was actually the first to acquire
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alone. It is not certain if any others in the family had any
holdings in Schimm. All of the witnesses at the trial were aware
only of the ownership by Hermann's heirs.
Yet, according to a document dated 1481 Martin Berner,
Hermann's nephew and friend, should have known of his right to
Schimm wherein he held the mortgage given by Hermann's sons to
half of Schimm. Martin loaned out money on property that he
did not own and, because there were so many descendants and heirs
of Hermann, he therefore obtained only a small mortgage right.
It is completely unexplainable how the cousins should receive such
a large sum of money from the mortgage proceeds, which was property that they already had title to through their father.
One can only surmise that the document was counterfeit.
This possibility was mentioned at the trial and in this connection
the name of a counterfeiter Ulenoge (1) came up. This fellow did
his shady work at Rostock up until 1569 and as a Notary had contact with wide circles of the nobility. During the business conferences that he had with the people as Notary he let it be known
here and there that he had seen old documents the ownership of
which would prove to be of great benefit to them or to their
relatives. Through his occupation he always knew which families
were fighting over property. If someone were to go along with
him it would be easy for him to produce an instrument, the contents
of which would give an edge to the interested party in a law suit.
If the original document were asked for, then Ulenoge would make
it up and sell it to the interested party. These people were
always, as he later confessed, convinced that they were buying
authentic documents and were not therefore a party to the crime,
but rather became themselves the injured party.
We do not believe that the mortgage deed of 1481 was
one of UlenPge's counterfeits. We surmise that Johann Berner
who had acquired a document from Ulenoge discovered that it was
a counterfeit or at least questionable after he had been exposed
in 1569, and then several years later did not dare to produce it
in the court proceedings. Most likely upon order of the barons
he would have handed it over. On January 30, 1570 there was a
proclamation that went out to all prelates, men of distinction,
etc. that, on the pain of forfeiture of all loans and mortgages,
any association with Ulenoge or ownership of instruments handled
by Ulenoge be revealed and turned over or produce the original
instrument.
(1) About this person, see the Mecklenburg Yearbook 66,
Pages 7-64.
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of counterfeiting having been done by Ulenoge. The plaintiff
must have had in his hands, not only a signed and sealed original
document but also the content of it since the plaintiff introduced
in the appellate proceedings a transcript that deviated substantially from the original that had been presented in the lower
court trial. The second copy had bpen prepared on the basis of
contents. On such an occasion Ulenoge would not have deviated so
much from the original in making his copy. Furthermore, between
the original and the draft the dates differed. The first gave as
a date Luke's Day while the latter was dated "the last day in the
Gallen days at Sternberg". Both dates occurred on October 18.
The latter dating in the draft is rarely used and points to the
fact that the instrument was truly written on the third and last
day of the Gallen fair at Sternberg. Such dating would have been
foreign to Ulenage who resided in Westphalia.
Therefore, we can pretty well assume that a counterfeit
did not exist.
One other possibility concerning the mortgage deed lies
in the theory that the document was spurious. Through his manoevered lease Martin most likely could have finagled with his cousins
for the rights to half of Schimm since his mortgage right was not
enough to give him legal title.
Still, the connection between Martin and Schimm is
vague and all attempts to shed light on the situation remain only
attempts without any concrete findings .
In spite of this situation we can assume that Johann
commenced the litigation in good faith, believing in his legal
rights. Although the true ownership regarding Schimm spoke against
it, Johann nevertheless did have in his possession: the two
mortgage notes which entitled him, as descendant of Claus of
Sternberg and Martin of Zaschendorf, to bring suit, and also the
mortgage document of 1481 through which he had to be satisfied
with the originally divided part of Schimm.
Sec. 10.
B. The Trial over Half of Necheln.
At the same time that Johann Berner of Zaschendorf was
in the legal fight with his cousins over Schimm he had commenced
litigation with his Necheln cousins over half of that property.
Since this trial has not nearly so much interest for us we will
discuss only the main events. Johann's suit was against Achim
Berner of Necheln and his son Claus.
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that in 1548 he (Johann) gave the Nelcheln manor and surroundings
to his cousin Achim Berner of Necheln for 25 years, the contract
to be redeemed upon the payment of 175 Marks . He attached a copy
of this transaction and named Claus Berner of Schimm as a witness
to the arrangement (See Doc. 179). This half of Necheln which he
(Johann) had mortgaged was left by Achim to his son Claus, which
he most likely did not have the right to do. He (Johann) released
the obligation on Easter 1575 and put up the money with the stipulation that his cousins would turn his half of the rights back
to him in 1576. This the cousins failed to do. Instead, they
were engaged in depreciating the value of the property by excessive
removal of timber. The Baron was asked to put a stop to the sale
of the wood and order Achim and Claus Berner of Necheln to restore
his rights to half of Necheln in 1578 as originally agreed.
In his reply to the Baron concerning this letter, Achim
Berner denied that Johann should have the right to half of Necheln
since his (Achim's) father Lorenz Berner, according to an enclosed
copy of a sales contract executed on the Saturday after Pantaleonis
in the year 1511, bought from his brother Claus Berner for his
(Lorenz's) share of Schimm the whole property of Necheln and the
five Lake Karpen acres (See Doc. 149). When the place was released
in 1548 he (Achim) was not aware of the document of 1511, having
been in Weselin at the time. He had taken Johann's word and therefore had no hesitancy in accepting the money that was offered. Now
he has received the sales document from Weselin and rejected Johann 's release. When both of them discussed this matter in Gornow
Johann produced the sliced and therefore worthless documents and
tried falsely to obtain the rights for himself.
Johann continued to explain further that the Barner
Weselin property lies half on the left bank of the Warnow in the
principality of Mecklenburg and half on the right bank in the
principality of Wenden. The left side was called Necheln and
half of it was leased in 1502 by his father Martin Berner to his
cousins, among them Claus and Lorenz Berner (Doc. 132). In 1547
he (Johann) then cancelled the lease to the owner of that time
of the leased part to which part of Kaarz also belonged. Through
friendly persuasion and negotiation by Achim's uncle, Claus Berner,
he (Johann) was satisfied with only a part of the Kaarz property
and leased the other part in Necheln to his cousin Achim Berner
with a renewed lease in 1548 for 175 Marks again for 25 years. He
took the original note of 1502 back cancelled since the new lease
of 1548 made it obsolete without losing proof of ownership. Claus
Berner, Achim's uncle, was a witness to this transaction in 1548
and he pointed out the boundary between the two halves of Johann
and Achim. Claus would not have been able to do this if the whole
property of Necheln had been his own originally, and inasmuch as
he had sold the whole property to his brother Lorenz, Achim's
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in 1548 that he did not have to acquire half of it by leasing,
inasmuch as he would have inherited it anyhow. In reality, in
1511 Claus was not able to sell any more than what his inheritance
had given him. The sale of an inheritance over and beyond what
had been inherited would have been invalid.
Johann also made a general statement that he was entitled
to half of all of the Barner mortgaged property, and in this case
where he is not a part owner of the same it is to be assumed that
either he or his ancestors had exchanged properties. Zaschendorf
belongs to him and to his lineage alone. - To head the investigation at the baronial commission andMfor the interrogation of witnesses, mthe following were named: Jurgen von Bulow of Zibuhl and
Claus Lutzow of Eickhof.
On January 19, 1580 Hans Berner appeared as the first
witness . He gave his age as 60 and was not the owner of property
since he had been bought out by his brothers. His kinship with
Johann was that of cousin as the result of one of them most likely
having married the other's daughter (1). He was not aware that
Necheln had ever been named Weselin. Also, he was boasting about
the ownership by his Schimm-Weselin relatives, which we have to
make allowances for. The other witnesses who were Barner farmers
gave interesting testimony about their employers, and this testimony is useful to us in knowing more about these people.
We would like to set forth a genealogical background of
how Johann originally got involved in this legal action against
Achim, for the plaintiff's attorney had said that his testimony
was not detailed enough and needed something to be added. Therefore, we have the following lineage: Johann - Martin - Martin Tonnies - Heinrich of Gutow. We can see that so far it is correct
but that between Heinrich of Gutow (-Sulten) and Tonnies, Claus
of Sternberg, the mutual founding father of the Zaschendorf and
Schimm Barners is omitted. This was done either out of ignorance
or was intentional and on account of the Schimm legal action that
was pending at the time. Achim correctly reported the family table
of his lineage in its entirety.
On January 11, 1586 the higher court at Gustrow in the
matter of the Zaschendorf trial made a favorable decision whereby
the defendant was obliged to vacate half of Necheln in favor of the
plaintiff in exchange for mortgage money (Doc. 196).
(1) There was a canon proscription banning marriage between
relatives within the fourth degree of relationship.
Hans was related within the fourth degree under the
canon law but Johann's daughter was within the fifth
degree and therefore he was able to marry her.

- 64 We cannot report anything further as to the progress
of this action because no subsequent documents are available. We
do know that the case went up to the appellate court and that
the defendants were able to remain at Necheln.
According to a document dated January 17, 1606 (Doc. 213)
we see that##on that date Achim Barner of Zaschendorf and Christoph
Barner of Bulow attended the sale of Nelcheln in behalf of their
cousin Christoph Barner of Necheln, Claus' son. As lending cousins
they gave their assent. By this we can conclude that the contest
between the cousins over Necheln had already been brought to a
peaceful end by 1606.
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Sec. 11.
(Family Tree B.)
Joachim (or Achim) Barner, Johann's son, took over
Zaschendorf during his father's lifetime and recorded his mortgage
at the principality mortgage registry on May 14, 1579 (Doc. 191).
We find him among the nobility, or more exactly, in the registry
of Knights in service in 1585, 1597, 1605 and 1612, residing in
Zaschendorf and listed as duty bound under a horse-loan obligation
(Docs. 195, 200, 209, 221) .
Apart from Zaschendorf Joachim also received in the
division of his father's estates a part of Penzin in which there
was a bicameral magistracy consisting of an upper and a lower
court. In those days any nobleman who owned at least four acreages
was able to acquire a herd of sheep and place them on his property.
Already in 1557 the father Johann, after establishing a farm in
Klein-G'ornow, removed his sheep from there to graze in the fields
at Penzin. With the agreement of his sons Joachim who at that
time was not interested in acquiring a sheep herd of his own, gave
permission to his brother Christoph, whose inheritance had been (1)
the Klein-Gornow village and estate, to herd sheep in the Penzin
fields . By May 1585 there developed disputes on the one side
between the Barner brothers and on the other side the farmers of
the princely estates of the Sperlings and the Wopersnows, which
were part of Penzin. The latter did not permit grazing in their
fields. The case came before the princely commissioner and the
farmers were required to allow the Barner sheep to graze and were
penalized for their unseemly behavior. In 1600 when Joachim Barner
purchased two inheritances from Jurgen Sperling consisting of 5 \
mortgaged acreages in Penzin be established his own herd of sheep
in Penzin which again gave rise to a dispute between him and the
other farmers and a long legal battle ensued but it finally ended
in Joachim Barner's favor.
As we have already seen##in discussing Johann, Joachim
also received the salt works at Sulten. Aside from that he also
had a maltery and a brewery and dealt in malt, beer and salt from
(1) The Weselin Barners also had holdings in Klein-Gornow
of which we have a record in 1653 (Doc. 276).

- 66 the property. This gave rise to complaints on the part of the
Wismar people. They accused him of taking the food from their
mouths.
In the joint purchase by Joachim and Christoph Barner
of four acreages in Sparow in 1590 only Christoph was really
interested because the acreages abutted on to Bulow and were
in part already used by the Bulow tenant farmers. Therefore
Joachim did not participate in the signing of the contract of
May 2, 1604 regarding Sparow.
According to the Sternberg church ledger of 1606 Joachim
owed the church 250 Marks on which he had to pay an additional
interest of 12 Marks 8 shillings (Doc. 212). His name and crest
were displayed at the Hall of Knights in Rehna - the Zaschendorf
church still has in its possession a brass candalabra donated by
Joachim Barner and Anna Sperling (Schlie, Monuments III, 430).
A##few months before his death Joachim bought Hanstorf
c.p. from Gunther Fineke for 13,200 florins and received the
principality acknowledgement and mortgage deed on December 30,
1613 (1). This laid the foundation for a centuries long ownership by the family in the area between Rostock, Doberan and
Schwaan which was quite a distance from the rest of the Barner
holdings. Joachim died in the month of February, 1614. By his
wifeAnna (Margarete) von Sperling, daughter of Cord von Sperling
of Ruting, Oberhof and Rubow and by Mette von Stralendorff of the
House Goldebee he had 17 children, namely: 1. Johann (died at the
age of 4), 2. Hans (Sec. 12), 3. Claus (died at the age of 20
sometime before December 11, 1614), 4. Heinrich (Sec. 13), 5. Anna
(Sec. 16, 1 ) , 6. Vicke (Sec. 14), 7. Mette (Sec. 16, 2), 8. Christine (Sec. 16, 3), 9. Magdalene (Sec. 16, 4 ) , 10. Cord (Sec. 15),
11. Jurgen (Sec. 15 note 2), 12. Cord Josua (Sec. 15 note 2),
13. Christopher (who died in December 1614 before reaching the
age of 11), 14. Sophie (Sec. 16, 5 ) , 15. Elisabeth (Sec. 16, 6 ) ,
16. Claus Dietrich (Sec. 15 note 2), and 17. Clara (Sec. 16, 7 ) .
At the death of their father the remaining children
were all minors except Hans who most likely reached adulthood
about that time. This Hans, together with his mother who was
acting mainly for her six minor sons, took out a mortgage of
Zaschendorf and each received a mortgage deed on December 11,
1614 (Docs. 223, 224, 225). Joachim's widow probably remained
in Zaschendorf with her several children.
(1) According to a ledger, the observance book, in the
Hanstorf parsonage there is mention that "Hans" Barner
already in 1590 was owner of Neuhof and Hanstorf, but
entry must be an error. In the loan documents in the
Schwerin Archives there is a notation that the first
Barner ownership in that vicinity was in 1613, namely
through "Joachim" Barner (Doc. 222).
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HANS,

SON

OF

JOACHIM

OF

ZASCHENDORF AND ANNA SPERLING

This man was born in 1580 and died in 1652. Only good
and noble things are known about him. He seems to have been a
very intellectual man and to have lived in prosperous circumstances
in spite of the fact that he lived through the trying times of the
Thirty Years War 0
In 1607 Hans Barner offered a thesis at Rostock University on the subject of the division of property and the acquisition
and ownership of the same. This appears to have been his final
effort in his juristic studies (1). The fact that on February 24,
1629 the City of Rostock tried to recruit him to become a Senator
attests to his juristic knowledge and over-all convincing appearance. Rostock was at that time not only the foremost city in the
land with many prerogatives ahead of other Mecklenburg municipalities, but, because of its position in the then already disintegrating merchant guild, had an importance throughout all of Mecklenburg. In spite of the influence that a Rostock senator acquired
Hans Barner declined the honor that was offered to him. He preferred to remain an independent nobleman looking after his holdings.
As we have already previously read, Hans' father acquired
the Hanstorf estate in 1613. According to one record we read that
the father was the purchaser only as a "straw" and that the actual
purchaser was Hans who became the owner of record of Hanstorf
immediately after the death of his father. In 1615 Hans Barner
sought to increase his holdings by purchasing from Jochim Fineke
of Neuhof the Neuhof estate and Konow manor which were subject to
antichresis for a term of 6 years (Doc. 226). It is not clear
why he sold his Hanstorf estate to Kaspar Fineke in 1626 (Doc. 233),
since he tightened his holdings in Konow by purchasing the hereditary Konow manor from Jochim Fineke in 1627 for 3000 florins (Doc.
235). The sales contract of 1626 which exists in its original
state at the Grandducal Archives at Schwerin, the last part of
which is shown on page 68, sets forth the signatures and seals of
the contracting parties: Heinrich and Vicke Barner as brothers of
the seller; Christoph Barner of Bulow as uncle, and his sons
Johann, Hans, Claus and Henneke. The additional signatures are of
Jochim Sperling and Hans Barner (the seller - this one appears
twice) as guardian of the minor Barners of Zaschendorf (Kord,
Kord Josua and Claus Dietrich).
Kaspar Fineke, the purchaser of the Hanstorf estate, did
not honor the provision in his contract regarding the payment of
(1) Hans vor Barner was not matriculated at Rostock
University during the years between 1591 and 1607.
In August 1608 there was a Joannes Bernerus matriculated there. He must have been of commoner lineage
because no status of nobility was mentioned.
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- 69 purchase money and as a result an action followed whereby Fineke
was ordered by the court to release his ownership in Neuhof,
Hanstorf and Konow to Hans Barner for 23,000 florins. And then
because Fineke kept on being difficult about the release of the
property an effoeffement was obtained on July 24, 1646 in favor
of Hans Barner as the new owner in fee (Doc. 262) . After Josua
Barner in 1676 also acquired the baronial share of the estates
(Doc. 306), the holdings stayed in the Barner family until 1738.
Neuhof, which was the chief manor and at the same time
the residence, had been until several decades before this a large
medieval fortress and, according to an old-time legend stood as
a robber's castle. Most likely it was in truth the castle of the
nobility who owned Neuhof etc. and probably served as the Barner
residence. Today Neuhof is an outwork of the Konow baronial
leasehold estate separate from the fortress and more a part of
the adjacent marsh land. Today one can find there an old and
very solid foundation (1).
Apart from his holdings consisting of the Neuhof, Hanstorf, Konow and Hastorf estates which were located approximately
2 miles west of Rostock, Hans Barner owned, at various times,
other property. In 1627 he moved into the Stuck estate near
Schwerin. Furthermore on February 6, 1635 he had assigned to him
the Bellin estate in the borough of Goldberg by order of the
baronial chancellor of Gustrow, one Magnus von Linstow, and, to
redeem his paternal Bellin loan to Hans Barner "of Zaschendorf"
a payment in the amount of 10,000 florins was made (Doc. 246).
Also, Hans, together with his brother and sister Heinrich and
Anna, was in partnership in the estates of Moidentin and Lambrechtshagen which are mentioned later on (Sec. 13) in the documented discussion of the life of the brother Heinrich. In the
declaration of Great Exemptions which the Mecklenburg Knight and
province passed in 1620 to regulate the payment of the national
debt which had been taken over by the Baron, Hans Barner is shown
on March 7, 1627 as creditor in the amount of 14,000 Guldens
(Doc. 234) .
Hans Barner was married twice. He had no children by
his first wife Dorothea von Gentzkow. His second wife was Magdalene von Winterfeldt who was the daughter of the Saxe-Lauenburg
equerry Franz von Winterfeldt of Dalmin, Blengow, Tutzen, etc.
and of his wife Magdalene von Lutzow of the house of Seedorf, and
she gave birth to four children: Kord, Josua, Dorothea Elisabeth
and Anna Magdalene. See Sec. 21 about them.
In 1648 Hans Barner was so weak physically that he
appointed guardians for his children inasmuch as he was unable to
(1) Mecklenburg Yearbook, 48, Page 296.

- 70 oversee their upbringing and manage the properties as well. One
of the guardians was Valentin Vieregge, husband of Hans Bamer's
sister Elisabeth, who in 1650 secured the capital in the sum of
12,579 florins invested in Neuhof and Konow that belonged to
Mrs. von Barner, ne'e von Winterfeldt. This was accomplished
through a lending right on the estates of her husband (Doc. 268).
Hans Barner died in 165 2; his widow followed him in death on
April 23, 1666.
Sec. 13.
HEINRICH, SON OF JOACHIM OF ZASCHENDORF AND OF ANNA SPERLING
(Family Trees B. & F.)
Heinrich Barner was supposedly born on January 1, 1589
most likely at Zaschendorf and died on June 20, 1670, probably
at Penzin. He was the founding father of the Danish Barners who
were without property holdings and whose descendants today are
scattered throughout Denmark and North America. He was married
twice. His first wife Anna Sophie von Barner whom he wed in 1644
was the daughter of his cousin Henneke Barner of Bulow and his
wife Anna Margarethe von Lutzow. She died on March 9, 1651. That
Heinrich re-married at an advanced age might be due to those
unsettled times and to his own uncertain position. How bad his
situation was at the time of his first wife's death is indicated
by a letter which he wrote on July 26, 165 2, sixteen months after
her death, saying that his lack of finances made it impossible to
bury her, although she had died so long before this date. Yet by
1653 he was already re-married to Anna Margarete von Grabow, the
daughter of Moritz von Grabow of Ruthenbeck and of Anna Elisabeth
von Moltke of the houses of Samow and Woltow.
When we consider the frequent infractions of the law
that are associated with Heinrich Barner one would conclude that
he probably possessed a mean disposition. To find any excuse
for his behavior one could blame the cruelty of the Thirty Years
War and the accompanying disintegration of morality. In 1636 he
was accused of an insult on one Ulrich von See. Then in 1639
to 1640 he was sued for slandering a minister and also for maligning baronial officials and for writing libelous letters to the
baronial council, the latter then being instrumental in securing
his conviction. Also in 1639 he was the defendant in an action
charging homicide brought by the Attorney General accusing him
of assaulting a farm servant with a fence post, followed by using
an iron maiden torture instrument which resulted in the servant's
death. The trial of this case lasted until 1646 and ended in a
conviction but the only penalty was the payment of an heavy fine.
Because of this kind of behavior it is not surprising
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have absolutely nothing to do with him. In later dealings between
the Baron and the Barners it was Hans Barner of Neuhof who represented his brother.
Heinrich had acquired the Preen property at Moidentin
before 1636, paid off the creditors and restored the buildings
that had been demolished by the war. Many demands were being
made on Moidentin from several sides and the situation became
so involved that the Barner ownership became quite questionable.
Therefore, the interested parties of the Barners were delighted
when Baron Adolf Friedrich decided to take over. The ones interested in the property, Hans, Heinrich and Anna Barner (widow of
Jurgen Preen of Rederank)insisted that since they shared the
ownership they should be the first ones to be reimbursed. The
Baron sided with the Barner clan and settled the Moidentin situation in 1640 for 20,400 florins. He promised 1000 florins in
cash and his Meierhof Lambrechtshagen estate to their use for
18 years. Heinrich Barner was not mentioned in the document of
February 15, 1640 relating to the settlement (Doc. 250) although
he was owner of the Moidentin property because he was in the
Baron's disfavor at the time. Between 1640 and 1645 he served
as administrator of the Zaschendorf property for the family. The
two brothers Kord and Kord Josua who were succeeding owners had
both died. In 1645 Heinrich officially appeared on the mortgage
of Lambrechtshagen. However, the other two interested parties,
his brother and sister, ousted him two years later because he
did not comply to their satisfaction with the terms regarding
Lambrechtshagen.
When the relatives interested in Zaschendorf split up
on March 25, 1651 (Doc. 271) Heinrich was awarded the Penzin
estate and a share in Sulten. He was ordered to reimburse the
owner of the Penzin Buseke property who had made many demands
and who was reluctant to leave the place. Heinrich Barner remained at Penzin until his death.
His widow Anna Margarethe von Grabow, after being
harassed constantly by creditors, out of sheer desperation sold
Penzin and also the share of Sulten on April 7, 1676 for 6500
florins to a Wismar merchant, one David Schmidt, inasmuch as he
had previously loaned her money to pay for the burial of her
husband and to cover her other debts (Doc. 305).
Heinrich's children by his marriage with Anna Sophie
von Barner were (1) Joachim (died young); (2) Kord (killed at the
Battle of Groningen)(1); (3) Henning Christoph, (died young);
(1) This Kord was raised by his uncle Kurd Barner of Kressin,
He must have been still living in 1676 because in a
settlement of the distribution of the proceeds from
Penzin on June 2, 1676 Kurd Barner-Kressin acted as
guardian for his ward Kord Barner.
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(died young). From Heinrich's second marriage to Anna Marg. von
Grabow there were born: Jochim Hinrich who was the founding father
of the Danish lineage of the von Barners (Family Tree F and Sec.
22) and Friedrich August (2) .
We should also mention that the old Barner Penzin
property definitely was lost to the family by sale in 1676. Josua
von Barner of Neuhof tried to regain it in 1691 since he was not
a party to the mortgage. Unfortunately, he had no luck because
the then owner of Penzin, Georg von Plo*nnies, was officially entitled to the property and could not be moved.
(1) According to the older family trees all three sisters
died young, but it is possible that this does not hold
true for Anna Elisabeth and one of the others. In the
year 1695 (in the Fall) a noble maiden, Anna Elisabeth
von Barner, became the second wife of the mayor,
Christian^Hartwig of Lubz. He was buried on August 31,
1709 at Lubz and she on March 9, 1721. In the year
1703 there lived in Lubz a noble maiden von Barner who
was buried there in December 1713. One can conclude
that Mrs. Anna Elisabeth Hartwig, ne'e von Barner, and
the other person were sisters, and, since we have no
knowledge of another Anna Elisabeth von Barner, we can
go one step further and conclude that the one living
with her sister Anna Elisabeth in LUbz was Heinrich s
daughter who was erroneously shown in the older family
table as having died at an early age because no one
knew of her whereabouts. Anna Elisabeth must have
been over 45 years of age when she married the elderly
widower Hartwig.
(2) In the above mentioned Note 1 on Page 71 Jochim
Heinrich Barner is shown as the oldest son of the
widow Barner, ne'e von Grabow. If this should be true
then Heinrich's second marriage must have produced
at least one other son. The researcher considered
Friedrich August to have been the second son. Konrad
von Barner, the creator of the genealogy, listed
Friedrich August as being the son of Joachim of Zaschendorf and his wife, A.M.G., nee Techmeier von Lehrbach. According to the Zaschendorf mortgage records
this would not have been possible. Compare the note
on Page 83.
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VICKE, SON OF JOACHIM OF ZASCHENDORF AND OF ANNA SPERLING
(Family Tree B.)
From the time of Trinity Sunday in 1628 Vicke held the
office of princely administrator of the jurisdictions of Gadebusch,
Grevesmuhlen, Pol and Neukloster, which lands had been inherited
by Baroness Anna Maria from her husband Baron Adolf Friedrich as
a widow's jointure. On September 3, 1629 he was located at Redefin, a manor belonging to the Baroness at that time. He must have
lived in those days in good financial circumstances because he is
recorded as having loaned 1000 Reichstalers to Baron Adolf Friedrich on February 12, 1631. At the time of Vicke's death this
princely loan was still unpaid because his widow was still collecting on it as late as 1651 U)oc. 239).
On April 27, 1631 he married Anna Sophia von Weltzien,
a daughter of Jaspar von Weltzien, widow of Bernd von Plessen of
Arpshagen (1), who had died on December 26, 1629. She had most
likely been born about 1599 because she gave her age as 61 years
on November 13, 1660, and had been an heiress to a share of Weisin,
Grambow and Benthen which were a part of the Weltzien holdings.
The couple resided in Weisin most of the time.
In 1633 Vicke had a disagreement with Joachim von Weltzien
and his son Heinrich Karl of Benthen on account of an interference
in his jurisdiction. They were accused of an assault on a Benthen
subordinate, a matter which was under the jurisdiction of Vicke
Barner.
By a contract dated July 5, 1636 "Victor" Barner bought
the Moisall estate from Hartwig von Wackerbart, an estate near
Butzow, for 16,000 florins and authorization for this sale and
mortgage was received on July 31, 1636 (Doc. 248). When he defaulted in his payments the seller sued and, after judgment by the
justices of the Helmstadt court, an order was given on May 16, 1640
whereby Vicke Barner was obliged to pay or the previous owner
would be given permission to share in the use of the property.
After an appeal by Barner in the Appellate Court in Speier to
obtain a lesser finding was denied he had to forfeit his rights
to Moisall. Hartwig von Wackerbart who was the owner of Blftzow
in 1644 and newly installed in this estate by the manastery administration (2) sold Moisall in 1647 for 9,500 florins to First
Lieutenant Gotthardt von Vogelsang following this long-standing
court action.
1. This Bernd von Plessen was a son of Wipert von Plessen
and of Margarete von Barner, the daughter of Johann of
Zaschendorf (Sec. 7.) The two husbands of Anna Sophia
von Weltzien were therefore genuine cousins (sisters'
children).
2. Moisall was a manor of the Schwerin monastery.
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There was a farm in Kuppentin belonging to the Barner
share in Weisin which had been deserted by its proprietor Adam
Beyer on account of the war-time troubles and its buildings and
fields were completely ruined, so much so that any reconstruction
would have been a very costly undertaking. The financial situation of the Barner married couple was poor and money at that time
was scarce. Vicke Barner used this opportunity to restore this
wasted farm land for his own financial gain. An HolsteinGottorpisch steward, one Luder von Dessin of Daschow, loaned the
couple 400 florins and received unlimited use of the acreage. On
August 28, 1645 there followed an authorization for this loan.
The further encumbrances in the years 164 2, 1644 and 1646 indicate
the poverty existing at that time. (Docs. 253, 257, 261)
Vicke Barner must have died between the year 1648 and
St. Anthony's Day in 1650.
His widow as heiress was a patroness of the church at
Benthen and on June 3, 1650 presented the then pastor Peter Gunnibert a run-down homestead on the church yard located on the Werder
ascent of the church where one of her servants had formerly resided, the location to be used for the purpose of erecting a place
where he could retreat, free from all worldly concerns. This
excellent donation unfortunately was never consummated because
the document used to confirm it which had been executed by a
magistrate as elder patron on December 10, 1651 was never requested
by the interested parties. (Doc. 267)
On February 5, 1659 the widow von Barner willed a part
of Weisin and Grambow, together with the Benthen estate (Doc. 288)
to her cousins Hinrich and Gerd Friedrich von Weltzien and in 1664
she released her personal servants, Joachim Rumpe and son, from
service at Weisin. Her death must have occurred before July 7,
1671.
Vicke Barner left no descendants.
Sec. 15.
CORD BARNER, SON OF JOACHIM OF ZASCHENDORF AND OF ANNA SPERLING
(Family Tree B.)
During his minority Cord was under the guardianship of
Heinrich Sperling of Rubow, Henneke Reventlow and his mother.
Later on (June 15, 1626) under Jochim Sperling and his oldest
brother Hans. Cord joined the rifle corps at Bruel in 1633 and
paid an initiation fee of 4 florins - 2 Talers (Doc. 244).
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Penzin and Sulten were already owned by him during his minority.
About this time the Barner holdings in Penzin were increased by
the purchase of two Sperling inherited farms. Although Cord had
received vast holdings from his father (1) and also by way of
his marriage, these were the unhappy times of the Thirty Years
War when everything had gone to pieces so that at the time of his
early death his financial situation was completely shattered.
His wife Ilsabe Maria von Warnstedt was the daughter of
Detloff von Warnstedt of Bruel and of Anna Maria von Petersdorf
of the Houses of Kentzlin and Potzen and, as a dowry for this
marriage, she received a part of the Cambs estate located in the
borough of Schwerin, which the Warnstedts had acquired in 1616
from the Halberstadts. The other part of Cambs was acquired by
Cord Barner in 1635 as an antichresis loan (Doc. 247). When he
died in 1638 at approximately the age of 40 the paternal estates
of Zaschendorf along with Penzin and Sulten became properties
of his brother Cord Josua (2), and Cord's widow moved to Cambs
with her children. In 1643 she applied at the institution that
had the loan for permission to cut down 30 trees in the Camb forest,
(1) Zaschendorf was assessed for 40,000 florins in 1637.
Of the other noble estates located in the same borough
only Bruel reached an higher tax bracket, being assessed
for 48,000 florins. All other properties stayed far
behind Zaschendorf (Doc. 249).
(2) Perhaps we can identify Cord Josua with the Swedish
Colonel von Berner who in 1644 (?) together with
Colonel von Dewitz and many other officers in Mahren
was taken prisoner by the imperial army and taken to
the imperial General Count Gallas at a camp near
Cremsier. For these and other heroic acts in behalf
of the imperial army the imperial leaders Schultz
and Meerheimb were created barons. Cord Josua von
Barner perished in the war as a Colonel in either
1643 or 1644. Also, Claus Dietrich, the youngest
son of Joachim of Zaschendorf, must have died in
that war. At least, nothing more is known about him.
Georgius (Jurgen) a Barner and Conradus Josua a
Barner were students at the university affiliated
Latin School at Rostock as shown by the Rostock University register of June 1616. Being under 14 years
of age, they could not take the university oath.
In 1622 Cord Josua was at the grammar school at
Stettin.
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and had a 40,000 florin investment in Cambs. This sum was made
up of the 7,000 florins which her honorable husband had loaned
to the Halberstadts and the capital that she inherited from her
father which she brought into this estate. Because of her rights
and demands on Cambs which were greatly devaluated by reason of
the Thirty Years War there followed a court action between the
Barner and the Halberstadt interests and a finding was reached
on July 14, 1653 (Doc. 278). The parties were on one side the
widow Ilse Maria von Barner ne'e von Warnstedt together with her
childrens ' guardians, namely Baltzer von Ziilow and Valentin von
Vieregge (the husband of Elisabeth von Barner, Cord's sister);
and on the other side Margarete von Halberstadt, Honorable Joachim
von Mollendorff's widow, and the children of the deceased Samuel
von Plessen and his wife, nee von Halberstadt. Through this finding the Barners completely relinquished their right to Cambs and
received a total of 12,900 florins in cash, of which sum Mrs. von
Barner was to receive 12,000 florins as principal and 360 florins
interest, her eldest daughter to get 200 florins and the other four
children together to receive 360 florins. Furthermore she was
allowed to stay at the Cambs estate until St. Anthony's Day in
1654. We can understand this overall very meager settlement when
we consider the conditions of those times wherein properties were
greatly devaluated and cash was scarce and very much at a premium.
How the conditions at Zaschendorf were, we shall see in
the case of Clara von Barner who was by marriage the Countess
Branford (Sec. 16, 7 Page 82). The children of Cord Barner and
of Ilsabe Maria von Warnstedt (died October 17, 1672) were:
1. Joachim (more about him in Sec. 17);
2. Detlof, alive on November 20, 1650 and was then
15 years of age;
3. Anna Maria was born approximately in 1636 and married
in 1658 because, according to the Bruel church register she died
on January 9, 1714 at the age of 77 and after 55 years of marriage.
Her htasband was Helmuth Joachim von Restorff of Radepohl who was
buried on May 15, 1716 at Bruel and he was a son of Curd von Restorff of Radepohl and his second wife Anna von Barner. On October
8, 1651 he forfeited his right to Radepohl which had come to him
by way of his marriage. It is not known whose daughter Anna von
Barner was. Older genealogists refer to her as Anna Maria of the
House of Zaschendorf. Possibly she was Joachim's daughter (Sec.
16, 1 ) . Curd von Restorff died in 1666. His first wife was
Magdalene von Plessen of the House of Herzberg;
4. Clara Maria, lived in Ziesendorf in 1706 with the
Elder von Petersdorff and died at Rostock in October 1713. She
was buried at Buchholz;
5. Anna Linya married a von Rappen of Weselin in 1682.
In the Zittow church register of 1680 a Sophie von Barner is
listed as a godmother; she might have been one of Cord's daughters.
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16.

THE DAUGHTERS OF JOACHIM BARNER OF ZASCHENDORF
AND HIS WIFE ANNA VON SPERLING
( F a m i l y T r e e B .)

1. Anna was married to Jurgen von Preen but was widowed
very early. Most likely her husband lived in Rederank but had
interests in Golchen and Moidentin. Because of these interests,
later when Baron Adolf Friedrich acquired Moidentin and Golchen,
this widow was compensated and received a share of Lambrechtshagen
that the Baron, as seen in Section 13, had given to her and to
her brothers Hans and Heinrich for the mortgaged amount of 20,400
florins. In the contract which the three siblings signed in
Rostock on May 26, 1643 (Doc. 255) estimating their shares, the
share of Anna and her daughter Marie Eleonore (1) was estimated
at 4,200 florins. Mrs. von Preen and her daughter lived in Wismar.
The mother signed this family settlement on March 25, 1651.
There is still to be found today a communion wafer case
relating to this Preen couple in the church at Satow, Old Doberan.
(Schlie, Monuments III, 54 2). Anna's seal is shown as seal No. 25
of the Seal Table. - As for the eventual second marriage of Mrs.
von Preen, ne'e von Barner, see Sec. 15, Page 76.
2. Mette, born approximately 1594, married to Hans
Valentin von Vieregge of Barentin, signed her name as a widow on
the family agreement concerning Zaschendorf, etc. on March 25,
1651 (Document 271).
3. Christina was married to Jurgen von Bulow of Kressin.
She was dead by the year 1645 and he by 1648. The family agreement
of 1651 was signed by her son Ernst von Bulow.
4. Magdalene was married to Cord von Plessen of Grundshagen who had died by 1638. She was dead by 1645. By 1651 there
were no heirs, or none apparent at least, because in the family
agreement there were no participants on the von Plessen side.
5. Sophia, wife of Henning von Both of Kalkhorst. Both
were living at the time of the family agreement. Also:
6. Elisabeth, wife of Valentin von Vieregge of Raden,
Kronskamp and Barentin. He was guardian of the children of his
brother-in-law Hans Barner (Sec. 12).
(1) This Marie Eleonore von Preen married Andreas Muncke,
a Swedish Major in the Flemish Regiment.
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was descended from an old noble house but was personally an
highly esteemed man who, with the benefit of his winning personality, obtained the highest honors. The Barner lineage which at
the time of the consummation of this marriage was itself at the
height of its standing, was able to congratulate itself upon the
marriage to this foreign General. Because of his esteem he was
able to be of great benefit to the family in those difficult war
days .
Patrick Ruthven was the son of Willaim Ruthven of
Ballindean, a grandson of the first Lord Ruthven, and was born
approximately in 1573. He joined the Scottish mercenaries in
the Swedish Army at a very early age; in 1615 he was a Captain
in the Swedish Army and participated in the Thirty Years War under
Gustav Adolf. This King knighted him in 1627 and in 1632 he became
a Colonel and in the same year a Major General. His elevation to
Count von Kirchberg followed in April of the same year. As a
widower he married Clara von Barner in the following year. After
a stay in his home for the purpose of recruiting new Scottish
regiments for Sweden, a practice that had been forbidden by the
King of England, he was made a Swedish Lieut. General in 1635
and was sent by his commander Bane'r with 4,000 cavalrymen and
800 musketeers to replace von Domitz in Mecklenburg. The fortress
there was in the hands of the Swedish commandant Jefzvitzky and
had been under besiege by the Saxon General Baudissin since November 1635. Ruthven made an attack on the Saxons at the same
time that Jefzvitzky was making his attack from the fortress. As
a result half of the Saxons were killed and a great number taken
prisoner and thereupon forced to join the Swedish forces. Only
by swimming across the Elbe was Baudissin able to save himself (1).
For reasons not known Ruthven soon afterward terminated his Swedish war career and joined the English Army as a General. In 1639
he was made Lord Ruthven of Ettrick and in 164 2 the Earl of Forth.
In this same year he commanded the Royal army against the army of
the Parliament and in October was victorious in the Battle of
Edgehill, as a result of which he became Field Marshall and Commanding General. After the Battle of Brentford on November 15,
164 2 he was elevated to the peerage with the title of Earl Brentford on May 27, 1644. Ruthven was a true patriot in the service
of King Charles I of England and Scotland and after the monarch's
dethronement and execution he transferred his allegiance to the
King's son, the Prince of Wales. When in 1649 in the latter's
service he was sent as Ambassador to Stockholm he was also most
likely propagandizing for his throneless master in Sweden, where
(1) Balck, Mecklenburg in the Thirty Years War. Mecklenburg
Yearbook 68, Page 96.
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he was still held in high esteem and where he was also still
receiving a pension (1) .
We would like to take this opportunity to mention one
of his special abilities for which several of the powers engaged
him for diplomatic missions. Ruthven was able to consume a great
deal of alcohol without it clouding his senses. It was through
this drinking prowess that he was able to gain important secrets
by getting his drinking companions who had less stamina to have
their tongues loosened by the wine and their senses fogged.
Ruthven must have died before March 25, 1651 because
on this day the documented family agreement was signed by his
wife as Clara Barner, widowed Countess von Branfordt. According
to another source of information he died in Dundee on December 2,
1651 (2) .
Due to the long lasting wars the financial situation
of the Barner family went from bad to worse and it is not surprising that help from Ruthven, the wealthy brother-in-law, was soon
appreciated. By April 18, 1636 Cord and Cord Josua Barner had
borrowed money from their brother-in-law and in return gave their
assent to him and to his wife, their sister, Clara, to a mortgage
right to Zaschendorf. Probably he frequently repeated making
these loans to save the Zaschendorf holdings in order to cover
the war and other levies . In 1646 he loaned the large sum of
16,675 florins on Zaschendorf and as the main creditor he had
the first claim on the property. His powers of attorney were
(1) Compare the above with Axel Oxenstiernas Skrifter och
Brefvexling. II Senare afdelingen. IX. X. (register
Page 1024) (Stockholm). - Otherwise see concerning
Ruthven: Puffendorf, History of the Swedish and German
W a r V , Sec. 40.89. VII Sec. 63.70. 95-98. 116. VIII
Sec. 21.22.85. IX Sec. 7.28. XXI Sec. 120. - Then
Great Univ. Lex. (Halle and Leipzig 1733), IV. Furthermore: Clarendon, History of the Rebellion and
Civil Wars in England.
(2) His name is frequently mentioned in documents in the
Schwerin Archives, and also additions and titles are
given which are not otherwise known. We find that
he is named i.e. B. Patrich Rittwein (Ridwin), Baron
of Ettrich, Lumbholm and Bredwich. His widow went
for the most part under the name of Branfordt.
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Swedish Governor of Wismar. Together with the guardians of the
Cord Barner minors they leased the property in 1646 to Heinrich
von Taden for 6 years, increasing the mortgage interest from
year to year to earn from 500 to 1,100 florins. Before that
time Heinrich Barner operated the property at the expense of the
debtors, his sister who still had her inheritance in Zaschendorf
and the minor children of his brother Cord.
Because the encumbrances on Zaschendorf became so heavy
and it appeared desirable to the many interested parties to clear
the situation, a resolution by way of a settlement was sought.
On March 25, 1651 the following persons participated as princely
commissioners: Elder and cloister head Paschen von der Ltihe of
Thelkow and Curd Valentin von Plessen of Tressow. Zaschendorf c.p
was appraised at 23,000 florins, which included the tenant farmers
of Zaschendorf and Sulten. For this amount the creditors were compensated free from duties. The Countess Branfordt, being the
largest creditor, was given the first choice of acquiring lease
ownership. Because of his 5 years of service as administrator,
Heinrich Barner was given the Penzin c.p. estate and forfeited
his rights to the Zaschendorf tenant farmers of Sulten. We can
pass over the other stipulations in this family settlement of
March 25, 1651. Consent and confirmation of this document by Baron
Adolf Friedrich took place on February 16, 1652 (Doc. 271).
Countess Clara Brentford, nee von Barner, took over
Zaschendorf and leased it to Hans Diesteler and then to Dietrich
Schmidt, both inhabitants of Wismar. On St. Anthony's Day 1654
she borrowed 5,000 florins from her sister-in-law U s e Maria von
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After a few years Countess Clara of Zaschendorf acted
again and on March 4, 1659 from Haag requested the Mortgage Registry for confirmation of a document whereby she bestowed her rights
to Zaschendorf to her nephew Joachim von Barner, the son of her
brother Cord. Because of this relinquishment a dispute arose
between her and her step-grandson Eduard Ruthven who challenged
her decision regarding Zaschendorf and as heir of his grandfather's
estate he undertook to withhold the annual widow's pension of
2,000 Marks which were due her and which rightfully belonged to
her.
Setting about to establish her ancestral nobility
Countess Branford from Baron Christian Louis of MecklenburgSchwerin a document attesting to her Barner nobility. Such evidence
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at London. The document is written in Latin.
She died in England in August 1679. Her will was filed
for probate and allowed on November 26, 1679. Nothing is known
of its contents.

If we were to go according to the ages of the members
of the several lineages we would now consider the descendants of
Hans Barner of Neuhof because his was the oldest lineage of the
descendants of Joachim von Barner of Zaschendorf and Anna von
Sperling. However, since we are discussing the history of the
Zaschendorf estate the connection between Zaschendorf and the
descendants of Cord Barner and his wife U s e Maria von Warnstedt
should take precedence. We will also learn how the family lost
Zaschendorf.
Sec. 17.
JOACHIM,

SON

OF

CORD

AND

ILSE

MARIA VON WARNSTEDT

(Family Table B.)
As we have already seen in discussing Cord (Sec. 15),
he left at least five children of whom Joachim Barner was the
most important in the family lineage. According to information
obtained from the borough head at Crivitz on November 20, 1650
(Doc. 266), he was at that time 16 or 18 years of age and therefore
had been born about the year 1633. His father had already passed
away by 1638 and his widow most likely had moved from Zaschendorf
to her leasehold at Cambs where she resided until the first part
of 1654. Consequently, Joachim had spent his earliest years at
Zaschendorf and his youth and teen-age years in Cambs and it is
also possible that he had a position at the baronial Brunswick
manor. Then in 1666 he took part in the funeral procession of
Baron August of Brunswick along with 15 other noblemen carrying
torches that displayed the baronial crest.
His father's Zaschendorf estate had been mortgaged by
his Aunt Clara, the widowed Countess Brentford, who, in turn, had
leased it out. When Joachim became of age he requested this mortgage at the Mortgage Registry and on January 25, 1659 received a
temporary claim. In the same year the aforementioned aunt, after
many difficulties with the tenant farmers, forfeited her rights
and completely handed the property over to him. Joachim's mother
had already given her sister-in-law Clara 5,000 florins as a loan
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the amount of 12,600 florins for the purchase of Zaschendorf and
so again became the owner of the old Barner estate. From the
very beginning he had to battle huge debts and therefore should
not be judged too harshly later on when he was forced to declare
bankruptcy.
Joachim's first wife whom he married in 1658 or 1659
was Wulfiane von Barsse, a daughter of the Swedish Lieut. Colonel
Wulf von Barsse of Rambow and Anna Sophie von Negendank of the
House of Zierow. She had been orphaned at a very early age and
until 1662, the year of the wedding, was under the care of three
guardians. It is said about her that she possessed extraordinary
beauty and yet, unfortunately, she was a deaf-mute. She brought
into her marriage a dowry of 12,600 florins which Joachim used for
the purchase of Zaschendorf and an additional 4,280 florins in
miscellaneous cash. In 1662 her grandmother Ilsabe von Reventlow,
widow of Paschen Negendank, being conscious of Joachim Barner's
precarious financial situation, insisted upon security for her
granddaughter's investment into the Zaschendorf estate. As a result, a document was executed on May 16, 1663 (Doc. 292) between
Joachim Barner and his then wife whereby his wife's dowry gave
her a lending right in Zaschendorf. We will see later in the
crumbling of his financial affairs how important this document
became. He was already in no position financially to give his
mother a burial in accordance with her rank but on St. Anthony's
Day in 1673 had to borrow 1,400 florins from a relative whereby
he had to give the lender and other persons the lending rights
to both of his holdings in Sulten (Doc. 301). Also the sale of
his Panstorf farm house in the year 1675 for 2,300 florins could
be attributed to his bad financial situation (Doc. 304).
During the first years of his marriage Joachim entered
the military service but not much is known about this. At least
in 1670 during the war he was out of the country; his wife and
children were at that time living with his grandmother, the aforesaid Mrs. von Negendank, nee von Reventlow, in Wismar.
After Joachim lost his first wife who died on September
20, 1676 he soon re-married, most likely during the following
(1) U s e Maria von Barner, nee von Warnstedt, made the
following stipulations on December 6, 1658 about the
5,000 florins: Her son Joachim was to receive 1,000
florins immediately and another 1,000 florins after
her death; the remaining 3,000 florins were divided
as an inheritance between her other children.
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House of Linden in the Luneburg area. She probably did not bring
any dowry into the marriage because otherwise she would not have
borrowed money in 1679 from her aunt, Mrs. von Raben, nee von
Dalldorf (Doc. 311) . Joachim died on November 15, 1682 by reason
of a fall from a horse and was found dead in front of the Zaschendorf home. His children were:
First marriage: (1) Kord (Sec. 19), (2) Wulff, (3)
Luder Henning (Sec. 20) , (4) Joachim Detlof, (5) Anna Sophie;
Second marriage: (6) Klara Dorothea Elisabeth, (7) Anna Regina,
(8) Rudolf August (also called Anton Ulrich). Look at the
Family. Tree B. for further information about the children 2-9.(1)
As for Anna Sophie we should mention that she was
married to Bernd Bugislaus von Holstein of Mollenhagen and left
a daughter whose descendants were shown in December 1771 to
include the following Barners: Anna Magdalene von Barner; Margarete Elisabeth von Barner of Dobbertin; Wilhelm Gotthardt von
Barner, a Danish Major General of Vedbygaard in Zeeland; August
Berthold Friedrich von Barner, Lieut. Colonel; Franz Bogislaus
(Bogislagus) von Barner, Lieut. Colonel in Brunswick; Daniel
Friedrich von Treuenfels of Neuhof through his wife Charlotte
Elisabeth, ne'e von Barner; Gottfried Christian von Barner, Cavalry Captain of Zullichau.
Sec. 18.
THE

LOSS

OF

ZASCHENDORF

TO

THE

FAMILY

After Joachim's death his finances came to complete
ruin and the consequent bankruptcy of the Zaschendorf estate. In
accordance with the lending right regulations in the year 1683
the guardians of Joachim's children by his first#marriage acquired
the Zaschendorf mortgage for their wards Kord, Luder Henning and
Jochim Detlof Barner. However, the estate was in the hands of
the creditors. At the turn of the year between 1684 and 1685
Joachim's widow Anna Margarete Gertrud Techmeier von Lehrbach
married again, to Paul Christoph von Zulow of Zulow. And meanwhile
(1) If a Friedrich August von Barner is also mentioned
in the older genealogy as a son of Joachim, it is
a mistake. He was never mentioned during the sale
of Zaschendorf and the forfeiture of the lending
right of the same. On the other hand, we find among
others around the year 1699 the names of Joachim's
three living sons: Kord, Luder Henning and Rudolf
August. - Friedrich August was a son of Heinrich of
Zaschendorf and Penzin and of Anna Margarete von
Grabow. Compare Sec. 13 a.E. and Page 72, note 2.
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1688 the situation was determined (Doc. 321) whereby Gottlieb
Von Hagen was assigned Zaschendorf for 20 years for the sum of
18,000 florins with the stipulation that should any member of the
Barner family appear meanwhile to repurchase the property or should
any other purchaser be found, in recognition of the debt he would
then have to give up his rights in consideration of being reimbursed the amount of his investment.
Inasmuch as the new ruler, Baron Friedrich Wilhelm von
Mecklenburg Schwerin, had jurisdiction over the approval of new
loans, the Zaschendorf loan was approved for the benefit of Kord
Barner, being of legal age at the time, and the Barner brothers
(Luder Henning, Joachim Detlof and Rudolf August were still minors
at the time and were not mentioned by name) and a mortgage deed
was issued to Kord and the Barner "Brothers" on December 30, 1693
(Doc. 328) .
Shortly thereafter Kord attempted to acquire Zaschendorf.
It was his intention to transfer the purchaser's rights which were
in Gottlieb Hagen's widow to Karl Levin von Stralendorff, the
lessee of Tarnewitz, and in order to achieve this Kord would have
to go to the Mortgage Registry to revoke her rights. He treated
the matter in a supercillious way and was able to accomplish
nothing. Probably there was a question of money that stood in
his way. On March 31, 1694 the decision of the Mortgage Registry
appeared (Doc. 332) absolving Kord but he w^s required to reimburse von Stralendorff in the amount of 200 talers for compensation
and interest, the reason for this being that Barner proved to be
a poor negotiator in the contract between the widow Hagen and
Stralendorff and had seriously failed to consider the consequences.
Kord Barner showed additional interest in the family
estates. In 1697 he brought an action against the then occupant
of Zaschendorf, Major Ludolf Dietrich von Degingk, for destruction
of the property. It is therefore surprising that on July 5, 1699
he sold his lending and ownership right which, together with his
brothers, was still owned, to the just mentioned occupant von
Degingk for 250 talers upon the understanding that his brothers
would approve the sale (Doc. 348).
When Paul Christoph von Zulow of Zulow who had married
Joachim Barner's widow, Anna Margarete Gertrud Techmeier von Lehrbach and who had therefore become the step-father of the still
living third son of Joachim Barner, Rudolf August (1)heard about
(1) Surprisingly, Rudolf August was frequently called
Anton Ulrich by his stepfather. He was a Page in the
Wolfenbiittel Army in 1699 and became an Ensign in
1706, a Captain in 1773, Major in 1722, Lieut. Colonel
in 1730 and Colonel in 1747.
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Henning Barner and both filed a protest with the Land Registry
on July 19, 1699 and asked for a rescission of the contract.
There followed a correspondence between the parties and finally
a decision was reached. Major von Degingk paid Ensign Luder
Henning von Barner from the 250 talers, Hamburg value, which
would have gone to Kord von Barner had he fulfilled his promise
to obtain the consent of his brothers, paying half with 250 gulden
and to the other brother Rudolf August 200 talers, Luneburg value.
In return, both brothers relinquished their rights to Zaschendorf
by a declaration dated January 13, 1702 which was further confirmed by the stepfather under date of January 18, 1702.
Von Degingk applied for his mortgage of Zaschendorf
and received it on February 9, 1702 after signing the instrument
under oath and the document of rescission whereby he assured the
use of hunting lands, forests and fields for himself and for his
descendants .
In the following year Josua von Barner and his son-inlaw, the Danish Lieut. Colonel Jochim Hinrich von Barner, as
parties next in interest, appealed in order to revoke the loan
decision and sued Lieut. Colonel von Degingk on the main retraction, requesting him to relinquish his rights to Zaschendorf at
the following Trinity term upon the payment of the amount of the
purchase price, and they offered to pay this in cash. In the
course of the suit they were obliged to show proof of their relationship to Kord Barner's father Joachim, and this was attested
to by Klara Maria von Barner, Kord's aunt, who at the time (1706)
was residing with the magistrate Bugislav Ernst von Petersdorff
of Ziesendorf. In the course of these proceedings which eventually came before the baronial court Josua von Barner assigned his
rights in Zaschendorf to his son-in-law Jochim Hinrich von Barner.
In 1615 the genealogy of the Zaschendorf Barners was memorialised
on canvass.
We cannot explore very deeply into the different phases
throughout the years and the repeated struggle over the rights to
Zaschendorf. We simply would mention only the changes through
various ownerships: Lieut. Colonel von Degingk died in 1716 and
his widow Anna Sybilla Christina von Wienhagen replaced him as
defendant and finally their son-in-law Hauptmann von Bulow took
over. In 1748 Magnus Friedrich von Barner of Bulow appeared in
the role of plaintiff and he was finally given the rights to
Zaschendorf by the other remaining Zaschendorf Barners, mainly
by the Danish Guard Lieutenant Hinrich Adolf von Barner who was
the son of Josua and grandson of Jochim Hinrich. On September 10,
1761 during these proceedings Magnus Friedrich received a mortgage
document of Zaschendorf from the baronial registry. And so, the
fight over the right of ownership continued.
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the Magistrate Magnus Friedrich von Barner on the one side and
.Qaptain Christian Ludwig von Bulow and his wife Sibylla Christina
Olgard, nee Degingk, on the other. By decision of the Mecklenburg baronial court and the royal court the defendant von Bulow
was accordingly obliged to relinquish to the plaintiff von Barner
his rights to Zaschendorf. Thereupon, von Barner gave von Bulow
the property by way of antichretisch ownership for 20 years during
which time he (Barner) was to receive the sum of 14,000 talers.
After that time, should a notice not be given one year in advance
by the Barner faction, the originally decided mortgage contract
would, for this reason and by this fact, be converted into a sale
and resale contract and the Zaschendorf estate (Always without the
Sulten appurtenance) be sold as inherited and personal property.
The mortgage money or eventual purchase price was set at 45,000
talers of which sum Barner actually received only 14,000 talers.
Upon request to the magistrate on April 27, 1774 a
restraining order was invoked to determine whether the Barner
agnates would present themselves to lease Zaschendorf for 20 years
and eventually purchase it for 45,000 talers. At the time of the
decision Magnus Friedrich von Barner had no intention of recovering the property after the period of 20 years because in the
meantime he had purchased other property that successfully established the well-being of his sons. Therefore Zaschendorf became
lost to the family.
As for the two Zaschendorf acreages in Sulten which had
been for a long time before under the ownership of the baronial
house but which Magnus Friedrich von Barner considered to have
belonged to Zaschendorf, an agreement was reached whereby Magnus
relinquished his rights for the sum of 3,100 talers. For another
500 talers he also gave up his# rights to formerly owned Barner
Weselin holdings located in Sulten. This was the way that the
Sulten property which as early as 1368 had been documented as
being held by the Barner family also became lost to the family.
The descendants of Magnus Friedrich von Barner have no
reason to complain about a loss that occurred so many years ago.
Considering the wealth of the family trust that was established
by Magnus Friedrich for the benefit of his descendants, together
with the 29 valuable acreages (each acre yielding 600 bushels)
or roughly 5,350 hectares, or in other words almost 400 land
surface measurement, the small loss was of no consequence.
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KORD ( l ) BARNER, SON OF JOACHIM OF ZASCHENDORF AND OF
WULFIANE VON BARSSE, AND HIS
DESCENDANTS.
(Family Tree B.)
I. It is reckoned that Kord was born about 1660 because
in 1683 he was in his 24th year. Being a young nobleman in the
House of Brunswick-Luneburg, he could probably credit his father
and stepmother for his connections with the Luneburg royalty. His
half-brother Rudolf August served in Wolfenbtittel first as a page
and later as an officer.
Kord was married twice and both of his wives came from
L'abeck families. His first wife was the daughter of the Cavalry
Captain Hans Schultze of Greater Welzin c.p. and of his first
wife whose maiden name was Hundt of Lubeck. Kord's wife is named
"Almoth Dorothea Schultz" in the documents concerning disputes
over inheritance with her stepmother, the widow Maria Schultze,
ne'e Kerckring. In the church records of Perlin where her marriage
was recorded her first name is shown as "Elisabeth". In other
documents she appears with the same first name. Through his first
wife Kord Barner acquired the holdings in Greater Welzin and
Dummerstuck. Both of these properties originally belonged to the
wealthy Andreas Hundt, a Lubeck citizen and baronial magistrate
at Walsmuhlen and during the division of inherited property in
1654 the property passed to his son-in-law Cavalry Captain Hans
Schultze. After his death it went from there to the only living
child of the Hundt marriage and then by way of marriage it came
to the Barners. The wedding took place at Greater Welzin in the
Perlin church on April 2, 1687. She passed away in 1697.
In 1687, the year of his marriage, Curt von Barner
donated an oval silver communion tray to the Perlin church which
is still in existence. (Schlie, Monuments III, 76).
Kord's relationship with Zaschendorf has already been
discussed in the previous section and does not have to be repeated
Concerning his occupation at Welzin, he and his wife, together
with a master glass worker, Jobst Gundlach, entered into an agreement whereby the latter was given the right to operate a glass
works at a yearly rent of 1000 Marks . This amounted to a considerable annual income but, on the other side of the coin, there was
an enormous consumption of wood from the forest to fuel the glass
works and the property was being tremendously depreciated.
(1) The spelling of the first name is mostly Kord or
Cordt, in rare cases Curt, Churt, etc.
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subordinates concerning the distribution of services to be performed.
A baronial commission was set up to settle the argument and Colonel
von Mardefeld was asked to bring in armed forces to subdue the
incalcitrants.
The holdings in the village of Dummerstuck acquired by
way of Andreas Hundt (the grandfather of Kord's first wife) in
1642 from Baron Adolf Friedrich were again lost by the Barners
in 1702. Baron Friedrich Wilhelm had released the property for
4,000 talers. A protest by Kord Barner was of no avail in spite
of the fact that he went to the influential Count Horn who had
previously been of great help to him. In the process of accounting
Kord Barner was accused, of using too much wood and also of poaching
animals on the Dummerstuck property, and he avoided serious consequences only because Baron Friedrich Wilhelm was himself a noted
hunter and was willing to drop the complaint in 1706 on condition
that Barner would completely devote himself to the protection of
hunting rights.
Kord acquired the lending right of Koltzow from the
Privy Councillor von Lutzow for 1,000 talers, which was approved
on March 12,1704.
In 1706 he acquired from Gotthard Heinrich (von) Kerckringk of Lubeck his rights to the Ganzow property in the borough
of Gadebusch for 12,800 talers, using 4,000 talers of his wife s
money as a down payment. The sale was never consummated because there
was a felony suit pending against the seller Kerckringk.
On September 16, 1702, after Kord Barner married his second
wife Magdalene Salome von Wickede of an old Lubeck family (born in
1677 as the daughter of Alexander von Wickede of Ackerhof in
Holstein and his second wife Anna Elisabeth Schinkel, who was a
daughter of the Lubeck Alderman Konrad Schinkel) the relative and
guardians of Hans Gottfried Barner, his son by his first marriage,
came forward to demand their maternal inheritance consisting of
the aloidal holdings in Greater Weltzin and the Dummerstuck down
payment of 4,000 talers. A suit by the father followed in 1706
demanding the aforesaid payment. Although on two occasions the
suit showed Kord to be at fault nothing was accomplished. The
only change that occurred was in changing the guardians of Hans
Gottfried from his Lubeck relatives to his father-in-law, Major
von Lutzow.
II. Hans Gottfried (born April 3, 1689, died May 31,
1753) .
The concern about the preservation of Hans Gottfried's
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Weltzin property had been disintegrating under Kord's handling
as Hans Gottfried reported to his great regret after his father's
death on July 26, 1714. (1) We conclude from the fact that Hans
Gottfried von Barner and his wife Dorothea Maria von Lutzow (2)
soon had to put several mortgages on the property that the 4000
talers down payment for Dummerstuck had also disappeared. The
sale of Greater Weltzin to Johann Christian Tarnow followed in
the year 1721. In the years to come Hans Gottfried pursued a
restless life style, considering that he was frequently changing
residences. At a later date he was a lessee in the Vellahn church
parish at Brahlstorf, lessee of the Barner holdings in Neuhof and
Hanstorf, and also lessee in Nutteln where his widow was still
residing in 1763.
Hans Gottfried von Barner was also affected by the
chaotic conditions that prevailed under the rulership of Baron
Karl Leopold. In a dispute between the Baron and his vassals the
Baron commissioned a body of knights to travel about the country
ordering subordination of his subjects. Hans Gottfried von Barner
of Greater Weltzin was one of the signers of the declaration in
1718 but the following May he retracted his signature before the
Sternberg legislative assembly. This action prompted Baron Karl
Leopold to station him at Rostock and his holdings were declared
to be confiscated during that exile but nothing really came of
this because Karl Leopold's rulership was overturned shortly
afterward.
Of his eleven children, the lineage was carried on by
August Barthold Friedrich and Helm Gotthardt, the latter being
in Denmark.
III. August Barthold Friedrich, eldest son of Hans
Gottfried, was baptized in Greater Weltzin on May 16, 1712 and
died at Grabow in Mecklenburg on December 7, 1780. He served
first in the Danish army, was made Ensign on December 29, 1738
in a Schleswig cavalry regiment , was promoted to 2nd. Lieutenant
on June 5, 1740 and retired on April 12, 1748. He then entered
the Mecklenburg-Schwerin service and was promoted in the same year
to Lieutenant, to Captain on December 6, 1751, to Major on October
14, 1760, LieutTColonel on March 31, 1769 and finally was made
high commander of the Grabow garrison and at the same time Adjutant
General to Baron Friedrich of Mecklenburg-Schwerin. On account
(1) Kord's widow died onMay 14, 1762.
(2) Dorothea Maria von Lutzow, born September 26, 1682,
passed away at Dobbertin on February 11, 1764, was
the daughter of the Danish Major and later SaxonLauenburg bailiff August Barthold von Lfltzow of
Dreilutzow and Seedorf and his wife Magdalene Katharina
von Thien of the House of Kuhren. The marriage with
Hans Gottfried von Barner took place on November 22,
1709.
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and caused his widow Johanna Maria Wilhelmine, nee Freiin von
Forstner, many difficulties which arose out of a defalcation in
the final accounting of finances under his command. She had been
born in Tubingen, daughter of the Wurtenburg Privy-Councillor
Christoph Peter Baron von Forstner and of Maria Charlotte von
Weitersheim. After the death of her husband she received a
monthly pension of 16 talers and 4 cords of wood, and she died
at Schwerin on March 28, 1800. Through the kindness of Baron
Friedrich Franz I the pension was continued for her daughter
Charlotte until she entered the cloister at Ribnitz. (1)
None of the 10 children of August Barthold Friedrich
von Barner left descendants. Several had died in youth and the
others were never married.
Sec. 19a.
HELM GOTTHARDT VON BARNER AND THE YOUNGER DANISH
LINEAGE OF ZASCHENDORFS
(Family Trees B, C, D and E.)
Helm Gotthardt was baptized as the second son of Hans
Gottfried von Barner and his wife Dorothea Maria von Lutzow of
Greater Weltzin on June 30, 1713. His father had died before 1736
leaving nine children but no wealth and so it was up to the oldest
sons to enter into occupations that would support the family. As
a result, the two oldest sons, August Barthold Friedrich and Helm
Gotthardt, at an early age emigrated abroad. Although the first
of these two sons later returned to his Mecklenburg homeland, Helm
Gotthardt remained in the Danish service and eventually became the
founder of the still flourishing Danish lineage.: ZaschendorfAlkestrup-Egemark, Zaschendorf-Barnersborg and Zaschendorf-Eskildstrup.
Helm Gotthardt started his military career as a cadet
and non-commissioned officer at the Royal Danish Foot Life Guards,
was promoted to 2nd. Lieutenant in 1738, to 1st. Lieutenant in the
Holstein Company of the Funen National Infantry Regiment on May
11, 1739. In 1753 he retired as honorary Major of Infantry but
on December 24, 1756 was reinstated as Lt. Colonel. After he was
promoted to Colonel on April 25, 1769 on the following year he
requested his retirement and on March 29, 1770 retired with the
honorary commission of Major General of Infantry. Helm Gotthardt
von Barner died on March 20, 1775 at his Alkestrup estate which
(1) Tott, History of the City and Cloister of Ribnitz
(1853), Page 226.
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Conrad Wilhelm Tycho,
* i n X p s t v e » 1 2 8 , 8 . 1868,
Assi>ti'iil ini C c n e r a l P i r c k t o r a t fiir r<-st\vp=cn iii KoppJiHfljreti,

Regilze Wilhelmine
Lowisc Augusla.
i n Knponlin?cn
28. 2 . 18:14,
StiftM!nine in
Vnllonnd decoriert
init d e r
Verdfcn"1inedaille.
"

Leopold Theodor
Christian.
* i n N V > t v c d 2. 1.1871,
cand.polvt., Insenieiir
•/.n
fr>hjprp.

Amalifl T a g e n d r e i c h ,
• in A l k e s t r n p 2 1 . 5. 1768,
| 18. 7. 1703.
cv> I.Q, 2. 1791 M a r c u s G j o e
Rnsenkra ntz,
• 2 2 . 1 . 1762, | 1 1 . 5 . 1838,
anf L e e r n a p k n n d
Borrepaard in N o r wepen, Staatsr.it
(Minister) i n N o m e p e n ,
Kammerherr,
H i t t e r holier O r d e n .

Christian,
* in A l k e s t r n p 2 8 . 6 . 1 8 0 1 ,
| 2 0 . 2. 1861 i n K i i p e n h a g e i i , a n f K a l Inndborjr, l«adejiaard, Hefsnep-raard.
Lpi'hpiitelilt.
o j 24. I I . 1826 M i k k e l i n e C h a r l o t t e
Ftorpiitinc l.ndovicp H r n t i s ,
• 16. 0. 1802. | I. 3 - 1881, T . t L
Majurs Peter Nicolai ». Frederika
Cbristiane S c h m i d t .

Leopold
Theodor,
* 21.8.
1827,
f 20. 5.
1323.

Leopold Theodor,
* i. Dorothea*!vst
21. 6. 1820,'
| in K a l l n n d h . Ladpsr.

6. l.l8«8,aiirKaIlnmll».
LadPtfaard.
ov 12. 12. l*ftQ
Matbible L e o n t i n e
Mntffnretbe
Kedderseti,
• 10. (10V) 10. 18H6.
| 27. 6. 1001
in N e e l r p , l l a m i o v e r ,
T . d. J n n t i t a r a t s K.

Charlotte Wilhelmine,
* i n l l - f s n c s p a a r d 20. 6. 1858,
<N) 1 . 8 . !8S2 in K n p r n h n i r e n K r n s t
Rndnlpb
l l i l m e r William (Mto
Se<rebanil v o n R s t o r f mil X e e t z p ,
* 17. 6. 1855. W i d m o r t : N e e t z p
(Ltlnelmrp).
Caroline Mathildr,
* 2 8 . 4. 1*36.

1

Dorothea,
Maria.
4. 10. 1772,

+ j"'"g.

Charlotte Amalie,
• in A l k e s t r n p 20. 5.1803,
f » . 1. 1840.
r\> 3. 12. 1830 C o n r a d
v. R n r i i e r , * 24. 1. 1707,
f 26. 4. 1853, cand. jiir.
Kumnierjtmker,
a. d. H . E a k i l d a t r n p .
(Tafel F , XVI.)

Sophie Regilze,
* in K a l l n n d b .
Ladesr. 22. 6. 1831,
-J- in Ko|>pnha<rPii
22. B. 1S02.
t v 18. 5. 1«52
Vincents
Craf L p r c b e anf
l.errbcsiiiindc tun!
Moltrnp,
* 29. 6. 1815,
t 8. 7. 1 W I ,
HofjilgiTnipister.

Christian,
* 5. 10.
IS33,
f 30. 3.
1811.

Conradine
Wilhelmine,
• in K n l l . I . n d e p .
24. 6. 1836. | 2 8 . 0.
1870 in D i r k e n d e e ; . ,
^ 25. 4 . 1R56
Wilhelm Graf
I j e r c h p a. H i r k c n d e c a a r d , • ;W. 7.
1820, f 2 . 7. 1806
in H i r k e m l e p a a r d .

Christian Leopold,
" in R e f s n e s g n a r r i 7. 5. 1862,
r o 16. 7. 1885 i n O d e s s a C a r o l i n e
L a i m e , * 28. 8. 1800, T , d. A r z t e s
F r e d r i c k M a r t i n J a c o b nnf Clleniose
mid S t a h i i k g a n r d .

Charlotte Wilhelmine,
* 1. 5. J8S0.

Ellen Marie,
' in K i m e i i h a f i e n
2 4 . 3 . 1S96.

Bent Frands,
' in P e t e r s b n r g
20. 3. 1808.

Carl
WaMeaMT
Ladwig,
Aaomt,
* in K a i l . * i n K a i l .
I.fulejj.
IjHleg.
3. 2. 1830, 24.0.1041,
wnrde
He)
18.4.1864
verI KM
\vmidet
Hflppel.
15.3.1804,
Ofiiciera| 24. 3.,
aspimnt.
Lenten.
S l o b , I. § 19b, 11.

FAMILY

TREE D.

ZASCHENDORF-BARNERSBORG

LINEAGE

S e c o n d B r a n c h of Y o u n g e r D a n i s h L i n e a g e of

Zaschendorfs

Tafel P.
Haus Z a s c h e n d o r f - B a r n e r s h o r g .
fZweiter

Zweig der jongeren dttnischen
der Zaschendorfer).

I,inie

Hartwig Gottfried v. Banter,
anf Barnersborg,
co I. Margarethe Krnbbe Freiin von Lelm,
PO II. Conradioe Erika Jobanne v. Fabritioa-Tengnagel.
(s. Tafel C, XV).
Christianc Henrirlte,
•1.1.1733, f 26. :t. lWrfi hi L'rehvffMnl,
Freiin zn den Freiherrnschafteti
G u l d b o r g l a n d n. l,phn.
c~ 1. 1. 0.

|80l

i H l i i Deilcv

Kaas

Freilienn Knas-Lehu anf Xedcrgaard,
' 3. 6 1772. f 21 12. 1811,

Adolphine,
• 5 . ft. I7W, f 31.5.1813,
war mit dem im J. 1861
Yendnrhenen Grafen
Khrenreich Christopher
L n d u i g MoTlkc vertobt.

Kanimerlierr.
<v II. 2. 7. 183ft Henrik Christian
ltosenorn K r e i h e r r n Kospnorn-Lchn
n.d. I I . N.irholm •«.!». 1782,f H.H.I847,
K n m m e r h t - r r . Oherst.

XVII.

Dorathea Conradine Adolphine,
* I. 7. 1820 in Kopenhagen,
f 3. 4. 1870.
cu I. Pastor Hajri-riip Oep.).
co II. Hans Peter Otto Rmlnlph
HtHlerberg, Kisenbahiibennitci,
entlasspii 1895.

Dorelte Sophie
Wilhelmine,
* Hi. 3, 18-15
in Friisholt.
co 15. 5. 1878
Johanne Hotiig,
* 14. 8. 1836.
Besitzer.
Wohnort:
Hvessinpe
bei GloNtnip.

Harriet
Gottrriede,
* 26. IM. 1846
in Friisholt,
f 4. 10. 1892
in (Copenhagen.

Margarete Gottrriede,
30. 6. JH76 ;n Yeile.
Wohnort: Vallo.

Joachim Gottfried,
* in Vedbvgaard 6. 3. 1708,
f in Kopenbagen 22. 3. 1824,
Majoratshcrr anf B a r n e r s b o r g , Kaminerjtinker, Lieutn.
co 8. 1. 1819 Fridericu
Wilhelmine van Denrs,
* 21. 11. 1790,
i 2. 3. J353 Friisholt,
T. d. Jiistfzrntn Christoph
anf Idid.strup.

Joachim Christopher Gottfried,
• 15. 8. 1821 in Kopenbagen,
f I- 10. 1860,
Majoratsherr des F.C. Barnersborg,
a. Friisholt. Hjortshorlmid.
co 21. 5. 1811 Henriette Mnrgnrete
Johnsen. * 0. 4. 1820. f 23. 5. 18*1,
T. d. Kassierers F.C Johnsen nnd
Sophie Amnlie Wflnholdt.

loachimGotffried,
' 21. 2. 1H1H in
Friisholt,
Majoratsherr d.
F.C.
Barnersborg,
I.eiitnnnt.F.isenhahlibeainter.
~ 3 . 11. 1874
Kmilie
Margarete Bull,
* 2;-.. 2. 1852.

Clara Wilhelmine Gottfried*,

John Cart
Friederike
Wilhelm,
Wilhelmine,
9. 12. 1850, * 25. 5. 1853,
7. 11. 1851. f 15.8. 1870.

Ida Ingeborg Clara,
* 2.'). 4. 187H.
Wohnort: Thnnrnptritard.

* 20. :

t si. •

1823,
1826.

Wilhelm Tugendreich,
" 14. 2. 1800 in Vedbvgaard,
f 2. 4. I8H0 in Kopenbagen,
Kammerjnnker, Oberstleiitnant
co 1. 8. 1838 Hertba Adelaide
von Herhst,
' 27. 11 1808, f l i •• 1«M,
T. d. Qeneralkriegscommissairs
.Inli, Christian v. Ilerbst
it. Michella Klisabeth Charlotte
(Christine von Stiboll.

Chris Han Frederik,
* 15. 12. 1801 in Vedbvgaard. | 23. 0. I860 in
Kopenbagen,
I*eaclitt'eiterinspektor in
I-*angelnnd.
CSJ 1832
Sophie Magdalene Bull,
* 21.5. 1H07.
f 15. 11. 1R50,
T. d. Majors Hull.

Conrad iae,
• 23. B. 1830 in SUgelse,
oo 21. 3. 1880 Olaf Holger Carl
Johann Aagaard, * 28. 9- 1853,

Hartwig Conrad Franz,
• 15. 2. 1834 in Fakkcbjiiggaard,
f 30. 7. 1^02 in Kopeiinngen,
mif Vindingegaard.
oo I. Borigt 1. 10. 1863 Marie
Louise Krmntha Stoltze — —
• 4. 8. 18l2,f 27. 6. 1864.
c o l l . 24. 10. 1873JohanncCharlolle Marie Jessine DorpliPetersen, • 25. 7. 1840,
T. d. Gntsliesitzera P. auf
Barf red,* hot.

Oberlehrer.

Wohnnrt: Krederiksborg.

Clara
Adolphine,
• 22. 12. 1855
in Hjortshorhiml.
Wohnort:
Vallo.

Gottfried Joachim Christopher,
* 11. 8. 1870.
Verwnlter. Wohnort:
Sondcrris bei Ksbjerg.

Herman!
Erinard,
• 9. 7. 1857
in Hjortshorliird,
cand. polyt,
Ingenienr.
Wohnhaft in
Argentinien.

Marie Lnise Enaatha,
* 25. G. 18';4
in Vindingegaard.
co 3. 7. 1801 Lndwig
Carl Moe.
Besitzer auf ltosenlnnd
bei Slaogerup.

Carl Otto Frederik,
• 23. 8. 1874
in Vimlingegnard.
Wohnort:
Visborgnannl bei
Hndsnnd.

Carl,
• 13. 9. 1803 in Vedbvgaard, f 14. 6. 1833,
Genera I major,
Chef der Leibgarde za
Foes etc.,
ttnvertnnhlt
(§ 19b, III.)

Wilhelm Christian,
• 0. 10. 1836 Fakkebjogg.
n. Dangnard, a. Miirdrupgaard, 129 0.1902 in Milrornpg., begr. Helsingor.
eo 29. 7. 1S59 Bonne
Wilhelmine Constance
Hay, * 3. II. 1837,
f 2 . 12. ISOHinMordriipg.,
begT. in Helsingor. o. K.

Wilhelm Frederik
Sophaa,
• 16. 0. 1876
in Vindingegaard,
Ver waiter.
Wohnort:
Gottesgnbe bei
Nakskow.

Cari,
• B. 6. 1838 in
Fakkebjgg,
fl4.8.1874in
Bannerhoi,
auf
Bannerhoi.

Peter,
•113.1845111
Fakkebjpg.,
Kechtsanwalt, zn
Terslose bei
Dianalund.

Sophie Caroline,
Sophie Charlotte
Margarete,
* 21. 2. 1880
in Vindingegaard,
• 12. 1. 1878
in
Vallo
eingesehrieben.
in Vindingegaard.
Wohnort: Vallo. eo 21. 6. 1901 in Kopeuhagen mit
Agner Barfed,
* 1. 6. 1873.
Besitzer anf Storgaarden
bei Haslev.

FAMILY

TREE

E.

ZASCHENDORF-ESKILDSTRUP

LINEAGE

Third Branch of Younger Danish Lineage of Zaschendorfs.

TtME
H a n s Zaschendorf-Eskitdstrup.
(Dritter Zweig der jftngeren dinischen Linie
der Zaschemlorfer).

Frederik Holger von B a r n e r ,
anf E s k i l d s t r n p ,
eo Christ lane K r n b b e .
(S. Tafel D, XV.)
XVI.

Frederikhe Miekaeliae,
•9.8.1792 in Eskildstrnp,
f 21. 7. 179S ebendaselbsL

•a. 12.1704 in Eskildstrnp,
t 19.8.1802ebeodaselbst,
ertrankineinemBriinncn.

Christiane Sophie Eleonore,
* C. 10. 1833,
t 19. 12. 1854),
fOrWallo eingeschrieben.

Coarad,
•24.1.1797 in Eskildstrnp,
f 26. 4. 1863 in Kallnndborg Ladegaard,
Kammerjunker, rand j a r .
co 3. 12. 1830 Charlotte
Amalie Barner,
* 20. 5. 1803, f 9. I. 1849,
a. d. H. Alkestrnp.
(Tafel D, XVI).

Frederikke Miekaeliae,
•11.6. 1801m Kskildstrnp,
f 5. 0. I860 in Kloster
Weminelstorf.

Christian Frederik Theodor,
•8,1,1836 in Kopenbagen,
| 2 0 . 4 . 1874 ebendaselhst.
co 27. 10. 1865 Johanna.
Christine Mrdler,
die als Wittwe im J. 1876
lieiratete Thomas Rov.

Kenrad.
Hans Frederik
Christian,
Hans Sophos
• 2. 10. 1834 in Es- •26.10.1831! Eskild
Helger,
Wilhelm,
• 23. 8. 1833 kildstrnp, a. Sobo, strap, f 13. 8. 1903 • 31. I. 1839 in
Wiesbaden,
Pflchter, Land
Eskildstrnp,
in
a. Eskildstrnp,
Eskildstrnp, wpsenskommissar. Kammerherr, Oberco 6. 5. 1868 m.
zollinsppktor,
Kammerherr.
Seeknpitan
Sophie
Brigitte
Majoratsherr
des
cx> 15. 7. 1864
a. SundersC«roline Forsl»erg
Itnsenfeldsrhen
Berta Entilie
kovgaard
adopt. Sehested,
Fideikoniinisscs,
Mathilde
(verkanfC.
* 28. 10. 1847,
OJ24. 4 lS63Nannn
von Lowzow,
t 211. 12. 1891 in
Etisabelh Iselin
• 8. 8. 1839,
Liiwenborg, T. d.
Fabritin^-TeiiKt 5. 12. 1876 in
l.:idoIph Frederik
nagel,
Provegtirden,
St'lo-slcd ii. Sophie •12.9. l&JIOOdense, T. d. GeheimBrigitte Caroline
f 25. 7. 1883
rats Frederik
Kopenbagen.
Mil tern p.
v. I,, n. Sophie
Wohnort: Injwen- Nilb. s. S 19 c der Charlotte Marie
borg bei Heist nip.
Fam.-Gesch.
von Blncher.

Edele Margrethe,
• 10. 5. 1870 in Sobo.
co 4. 0. 1807
Frederik Septimus
Wilcken, geb. 7. 8. 1804,
Gntsinspektor
in Lerchenborg bei
Kalnndborg.

Edert Marnretbe,
• 18. 10. 1803

in Eskildstrnp,
t I. 1. 1841.
co 8.3.1833 Carl Frederik
Steenscn von Letb n.
Egelvkke, " 81. 5. 1708,
f 19. 10. 1880,
Kammerjunker.

Christian,
• 27. 6. 1876,
f 16. 3. 1896

Kay Sophns,
• 30. 8. 1876,
f 20. 11. 1H93

Soffy Inlie,
" 18,5. 1878 in Eriksholm.
co 24. 4 1904

LOvenborg.

Lovenborg.

(' I. 1. 1877, f 20. 9. 1905).
Wohnort:
Kildevntdd bei Morsens.

Henning O l i o ,

Leopold Theodor,
" 19. G. 1809 in Kskildstrnp,
t 22. 11. 1887 ebendnselbst,
a. Eskildstrnp, Hofjagenneister.
co 17. 4. 1832 Julie Amelia Mimk,
• 28. 7. 1809, f 28. 3. 1883
in Eskildstrnp,
T. d. Hans Mimk,
Kominnndeur im See-Etat,
n. Mette Dorothea Borcbhorst.

Anna Margrelhe Iselin,
• 12. 5. 1864
in Kopenbagen,
lilrWatln enigeschriehcn.
Inbaberin
des Rosenfeldtschen
Fideikommisses.
Wohnort: Wiesbaden.

Dorothea
lulie,
* 1. 12. 1810

in
Eskildstrnp,
f 19. 6. 1845
in Nestved,

Leopold Theodor Mathias
Otto Iselin,
* 23. 6. 1870
in Kopenbagen,
f 16. 1. 1887
in llerlnfshotin,
Majoratsherr d. F.C.
Rosenfeldt
von 1883—1887.

Edele
Margrethe
• 18. 10. 1812
in
Eskildstrnp,

Oltilde
Sophie,

• 3. 2. 1817
in Nestved.
co 26.0. 1871
f 20. 0. 1000
(Gustavl
Lndwig
in Kopenhagpn.
August
co 6. 11. 1863
SteensenCarl
Leth anf
Freiherr von
Hvolgiiard,
Gulden crone, • 16. 1. 1846,
a. Wilhelinsennd. phil.
borg.
• 27. 7. 1833,
f 22. 3. 1895,
Kammerherr.
Frederik

Holger Wilhelm

Carl Iselin,
• 14. 11. 1871

in Knpenhageii,
•f 11. 8. 1001 i n Aarbns,

Mnjorntsherr it, F.C.
Kosenfeldt, a. Lnndhon"
bei Odder.

- 91 was located, together with his Egemark and Seeland estates, in
the borough of Holbak and which had been acquired by him in 1764.
These estates were sold in 1809 after his death by his son Leopold
Theodor.
Helm Gotthardt was married twice. His first wife whom he
married on September 8, 1758 was Lovisa Christiane Charlotte Magdalene Adler, born on May 27, 1731 as the daughter of Privy Councillor
Friedrich Adler of Gundetved and Bradsberg and his wife Anna Beate
Rosenkrantz, and she died in the night of May 26-27, 1759 after
delivering a still-born child. On October 28, 1760 Helm Gotthardt
married a second wife, one Henriette Margarete Lente-Adler who was
born on September 8, 1731 at Lykkesholm and died at Barnerborg on
October 3, 1786. She was a daughter of Conference Councillor
Theodor Lente-Adler of Lykkesholm and his wife Leopoldine Katharina
Rosenkrantz. From this second marriage there were three sons and
two daughters. By these two marriages and by Jochim Hartwig Johann
von Barner marrying a Miss Rosenkrantz, the Danish Barners and the
prominent Rosenkrantz family became well intermarried. Both wives
of Helm Gotthardt were buried in the Barner chapel in Rudsvedby,
the cemetery of Barnersborg, with great ceremony. This subject and
the fate of the Vedbygaard Barnersborg trust which befell Helm
Gotthardt von Barner and others and his second son and descendants
will eventually be discussed in Sec. 20, II.
It is not our intention in this study to go any deeper
into the family members and their adventures and life styles and,
since the time after 1700 is important only for genealogical reasons, we can obtain information about the descendants of Helm
Gotthardt von Barner from the thoroughly researched family trees,
tables C, D and E, and the lineages of Zaschendorf-AlkestrupEgemark, Zaschendorf-Barnersborg and Zaschendorf-Eskildstrup. A
few exceptions concerning some persons from these lineages can be
made and a few remarks will be found in Sec. 19b. In recognition
of the importance of Konrad von Barner, this family father will be
discussed more thoroughly in Sec. 19c.
It will be of further interest to cover briefly the
holdings and trusts which at one time were or still are owned by
the Danish Barners.
Vedbygaard-Barnersborg is treated in Sec. 20, II.
For Alkestrup and Egemark, see page 90.
The Constantinsborg Trust (194,000 Reichs talers, Danish
Reichs Marks): The Constantinsborg property was converted into a
right of primogeniture by Sophie Elisabeth von Charisius (d. 1741)
She was married: First, to Colonel Constantin Baron von Marselis

- 92 of Marselisborg (d. 1699), Second, to Privy Councillor Baron
Peter von Rodsteen (d. 1774) . After the passing of several
generations the trust decsended to Chamberlain Helm Gotthardt
von Barner-Charisius whose mother was: Regitze Sophie, nee Krabbe,
daughter of Christiane Charlotte nee Charisius, and whose grandfather was a nephew of the original donor of the trust. The just
mentioned von Barner-Charisius left only one daughter and after
his death (1851) the trust descended to Baron von Holsten of the
House of Holsten. The right of primogeniture is a seniority right
and the trust could eventually return to the benefit of the Barner
family.
Eskildstrup in Zeeland in the borough of Soro was purchased by Friedrich Holger von Barner for 57,000 Reichs talers.
The acreage yield was estimated at 350 tons of hard corn (1).
GSldborgland and Lehn. The baronial Guldborgland in
Laaland in the borough of Maribo, consisting of the properties
of Ourebygaard, Berritzgaard and others, was inherited by Christiane
Henriette von Barner inasmuch as she was the only child of the
marriage between Hartwig Gottfried von Barner and Margarete Krabbe,
Baroness of Lehn, daughter of Baron Paul Abraham Krabbe von Lehn
of Lehn and Guldborgland. Also the baronial property of Lehn in
FOnen in the borough of Svendborg, consisting of the properties of
Hvidkilde, Nielstrup and Lehnkov, was inherited by Christiane
Henriette von Barner. Her inheritance became effective after the
death of the then owner, Baroness von Holsten-Lehn, nee Baroness
von Rantzau-Lehn, on January 1, 1860. The just mentioned Baroness
was also a granddaughter of the original owner.
The Rosenfeldt Trust (125,000 Reichs talers, Danish
Reichs Marks).came to Chamberlain Konrad von Barner, the family
genealogist, through his marriage to Miss Nanna Elisabeth Iselin
Fabritius de Tengnagel. After the death of her uncle, Chamberlain
Adolf Neuberg Fabritius de Tengnagel on December 28, 1863 the
ownership of the Rosenfeldt Trust was left to her, which up until
then was held by the aforementioned uncle whose father-in-law,
Major Matthias Leth Fabritius de Tengnagel had died and left it
to him in the year 1859. The present beneficiary of the trust is
the only living daughter of Konrad von Barner, Miss Anna Margarete
Iselin von Barner of Wiesbaden.
(1) A ton of hard corn is an estimation for valuation
of acreages in Denmark and is a basis for tax
evaluation on a taxed acreage.

- 93 Sec. 19b.
I. Carl Ludwig von Barner (Family Tree C XVII) . son
of Christian of Kallundborg-Ladegaard, was a farmer by occupation
but when war broke out in 1864 between Denmark and Austria on one
side and Prussia on the other he defended his country as a reserve
officer in the Third Field Regiment. The first battle that Carl
von Barner participated in was a victory for the Danish forces
and took place at Missunde on February 2, 1864. He marched forward
to Duppeler Schanzen to set up an advance position. In the course
of a scouting expedition on March 16 he was shot in the chest and
arm and was brought to the hospital at Augustenburg where he was
visited by his brothers Leopold and Waldemar. On March 23 during
an inspection of the hospital he experienced the happy occasion
of seeing his King Christian IX visiting at his bedside. The almost
comitose young warrior recognized his King looking down on him
sadly and young Barner, unable to speak, lifted his uninjured arm
to his forehead to give his Commander a last military salute. The
following day this wounded soldier died.
II. Waldemar August von Barner (Family Tree C XVII), the
younger brother of the above-named, also died a hero's death for
his Fatherland. At the onset of the war against the mighty German
power Waldemar left his occupation as a farmer and prepared himself at the reserve officers' school in Copenhagen and in March
travelled to Alsen. He came across his dying brother Carl in
Augustenburg and then, as an aspiring officer of the Danish Second
Regiment he participated in the glorious battle, though heavily
costly of lives, at Duppeler Schanzen. Hardly 300 men survived in
his regiment. He himself^was killed on April 18, 1864 when the
Prussians were storming Duppeler Schanzen. The following morning
the enemy brought his remains to Copenhagen where he was buried
at the side of his father who had died two months before and also
his brother Carl. This event took place on April 27, the burial
day of many war heroes of the Diippel battle, and was a sad ceremony
performed with great pomp at the military chapel in Copenhagen
in the presence of representatives from the royal family.
III. Karl von Barner, youngest son of Hartwig Gottfried,
(Tree D XVI), was at first a student, passed one examination in
1820, and then left his studies and entered the military service.
On December 15, 1822 he was promoted to Second Lieutenant in the
Royal Foot Life Guards, on April 24, 1832 First Lieutenant; on
May 7, 1839 Captain and head of the Company; and Major on June 21,
1848. In this capacity he participated in the Danish-German war
of 1848-51, excelling with heroism in many battles, particularly
in the battle at Diippel (June 5, 1848) as head of the First Company, and at Ystedt (July 25, 1850) where he was awarded a Medal
of Honor. During the war he advanced to Lt. Colonel and on May 24,

- 94 1851 to Colonel in the Royal Foot Life Guards. He had already
been a chamber apprentice since January 22, 1824 and his elevation
to Chamberlain took place on October 6, 1851. In the Spring of
1861 Barner was promoted to Major General and he retired from the
command of the Life Guards to fulfill a special mission given to
him by the King. When this special mission did not take effect
he was reinstated at the War Ministry. However, that was not to
Barner's satisfaction and when he elected to retire his request
was granted. During the reign of King Friedrich VII bad influences
had been emerging at the royal household, the King being determined to appropriate the power to himself.
Sec. 19c.
KONRAD VON

BARNER,

The Author of the Family History.
Konrad von Barner (Family Tree E XVII) was born on
October 26, 1836 at Eskildstrup. In the Autumn of 1844 when he
was 8 years of age he entered the Gymnasium at Herlufsholm, and
from there in 1856 he entered the University of Copenhagen and
graduated with a law degree in 1862.
In 1863 he married Anna Elisabeth Fabritius de Tengnagel
who was born on September 12, 1836. In the same year Konrad von
Barner was hired as a volunteer in the General Customs Service.
In 1866 His Royal Highness, the King, made him a chamber apprentice
He was appointed to a directorship in the Customs in 1875 in
Copenhagen. In 1876 he became a member of the Copenhagen Harbor
Control, to hold this position for 6 years. In Autumn of 1877
he was elevated to the office of Royal Chamberlain and when in
1881 the royal head steward died he was offered this high position.
The Copenhagen newspapers discussed in detail the matter of his
planned retirement from the civil service to enter the royal
service and there was great regret that such a popular civil servant would be lost to the public service. Persuaded probably by
the urging of the public and his duty to the people, Konrad von
Barner remained in his civil service capacity. Never ending
devotion was the story of his whole life. After completing his
day's work he would set upon writing the history of the old
Rosenkrantz family and this work was later published. In 1882 he
was given another 6 year term as a member of the Copenhagen Harbor
Control. He also was extremely helpful in many other ways, i.e.
as negotiator for the civil servants with the bank commission
and as a member of the Copenhagen "Lining Commission". In the
Spring of 1888 the Copenhagen government sent him to Paris, Havre
and Antwerp and in the following Fall he was sent to London,
mainly in connection with the duty on sugar. A lot of his time
was occupied with the importation of sugar products and with the
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- 97 construction of sugar factories in his home land. In the Spring
of 1896 he returned to Copenhagen and was made Customs Director
of all of the Danish islands.
During his free time Konrad von Barner wrote the Barner
Family History and when he requested his retirement from civil
service in 1902 he was not looking forward to a life of idleness
but had hopes that he could spend many years on his study of the
family history. He had served his Danish fatherland loyally and
received from his royal employer well-deserved gratitude. He
desired now to return to the country of his ancestors - the country
which was the home of his forefathers and which he considered in
his heart to be also his own homeland. He left Denmark with the
best wishes of those who were close to him and his subordinates
were greatly saddened by his departure. Many were the citations
that he received from his royal employers and other noblemen. He
was made a Knight of the Order of the North Star and Order of the
Dannebrogordens, Commander of the Second Grade in the Order of
St. Olaf, etc.
In September 1902 Konrad von Barner resided with his
daughter in Wiesbaden. There he devoted his time to the study of
the family history, and trying to do that in a most precise and
accurate way. He was unable to give much energy to this beautiful
work so that his efforts remained unfinished.
As the result of a throat operation he died in Wiesbaden
on August 13, 1903. According to his wishes his body was buried
in Bulow in Mecklenburg where for centuries the people of his
lineage had lived and worked, a Barner among Barners.
Sec. 20.
LUDER

HENNING

VON

BARNER AND

HIS

DESCENDANTS

I. Luder Henning (Family Tree B, XII) was born on
April 18, 1670 at Zaschendorf, the son of Joachim and his first
wife Wulfiane von Barsse. In the same manner as his brothers after
the re-marriage of his father, he entered service in Luneburg
and was married in Greater Weltzin at the estate of his brother
Kord on July 21, 1694 to Esther Maria von ZOlow, daughter of
Hartwig von Zulow of Alt-Karin and his wife Anna von Bibow of the
House of Danneborth. During the first year of his marriage he
resided in the small city of Rehna in Mecklenburg where his three
children were born and where he owned a house which he sold in
1698 for 850 talers, and probably thereafter moved to the Fahrendorf estate. He must have lived in rather poor circumstances. In
1703 at the age of 33 he enlisted as an Ensign under the command
of the Mecklenburg Lt. Colonel Karl Gustav von Maltzan who had been
authorized by Baron Friedrich William of Mecklenburg to form a
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battalion in the service of King Friexlrich IV of Denmark. Barner
was in the Fifth Company together with Lieutenant Christoph Ernst
Hartwig, a son of the Mayor Christian Hartwig of Lubz who was
married for the second time in 1695/toAnna Elisabeth von Barner
(See page 72, note 1). The Maltzan Battalion was engaged in the
service of the Kaiser first in Germany against the Bavarians where
it participated in a battle at Neuberg on the river Inn, then
later in the Hungarian revolution where a large number of fatalities
were sustained. Also. Luder Henning von Barner died in action in
Hungary in 1704 (?) at a great loss to his wife who was left with
four small children without proper support.
His children were: 1. Anna Katharina Maria, baptized
at Rehna on November 10, 1695; became*a novice in the cloister
at Ruhn 1723-28; 2. Lovisa Dorothea Lieschen, baptized at Rehna
on April 14, 1697; 3. Jochim Hartwig Johann, baptized at Rehna on
March 26,1699 (born March 25); 4. Kord Viktor, who died very young.
II. Jochim Hartwig Johann, (Family Tree B, XIII), son
of Liider Henning, lost his father when he was 5 years of age and
moved to Denmark at a very young age where in 1718 he enlisted as
Ensign in a newly formed regiment whose chief Commander was Prince
Christian August von Holstein-Sonderburg. In this regiment he
advanced to Second Lieutenant on June 30, 1719; on June 10, 1722
he advanced probationally and on May 17, 1723 became a full First
Lieutenant. Then on April 15, 1726 he was promoted to Lt. Captain
in the Zeeland National Infantry Regiment and on April 10, 1730
became Captain of this regiment; on January 15, 1731 he became
Captain and Reform Officer in the Royal Foot Life Guards where
on February 11, 1733 he became head of the Company. On November
25, 1737 he became Lt. Colonel in the Life Regiment of the Queen
and was transferred to Laland Infantry Regiment on May 11, 1739
where in the same year on December 14 he was made full Colonel.
When on June 23, 1740 he was transferred to the Funen National
Infantry Regiment, Jochim Hartwig Johann Barner retired from the
military service. A short time afterward the King requested the
use of his services in behalf of some civil matters. In 1746 he
was put in charge of the monastery at Christianssand and was made
a magistrate of Nedenas in Norway, and then in 1751 he was made
head magistrate of the boroughs of Kallundborg, Dragsholm, Sabygaard and Holbeck in Zeeland. On March 31, 1759 he was summoned
by King Friedrich V to the castle in Christiansborg to receive the
Great Cross of the Order of Dannebrog, and during the investiture
he recited an oath of allegiance"
"To God and the King alone
I will always be loyal".
In appreciation and gratitude for his service King
Christian VII bestowed on him the office of Privy Councillor on
May 20, 1768.
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- 100 Jochim Hartwig Johann Barner did not inherit any wealth
from his parents but he was promoted quickly to Colonel during
his military career and, remaining unmarried throughout this period,
it was easy for him to gather together some fortune. He had
an investment of 6,500 Reichs talers in the Wedbygaard estate (in
the borough of Holbeck) as early as 1735. This property formerly
belonged to Sievert Grubbe (d. 1672) and his wife Hille von Bulow.
The latter married a second time to Matthias (Magnus) Friedrich
von Lutzow and there upon the ownership of Wedbygaard was divided
between the Grubbes and the Lutzows. Sievert Grubbe's daughter
Lene Christine Grubbe brought the Grubbe share of Wedbygaard to
her two husbands: Friedrich August von Barner (d. 1712; and Karl
Friedrich von Barnewitz (d. 1736)as a dowry.
The other share of Wedbygaard was owned by the two
daughters of Matthias (Magnus) Friedrich von Lutzow and Hille von
Bulow: Anna Katharina von Lutzow and Sophia von Lutzow. The first
named was somewhat feeble-minded and remained unmarried. In 1748
she was living in Wedbygaard along with Helm Gotthardt von Barner.
Her sister Sophie von Lutzow was allegedly married to an Adam von
Barner who was a Danish Lt. Colonel in 1711 but nothing further
is known about him. (See Sec. 44a E.)
It is not quite clear how Jochim Hartwig Johann von
Barner acquired the Wedbygaard estate in 1738. Most likely he
purchased the Grubbe share which became available through the
death of Lene Christine and later acquired the other share through
the death of the Lutzow sisters. In any case, when on May 17, 1767
he declared it to be the ancestral home under the name of Barnersborg, he was the sole owner of Wedbygaard,
Joachim Hartwig Johann von Barner was married twice.
At the age of 41, after the purchase of Wedbygaard and holding
the rank of Colonel, he married Mette Amalie Rosenkrantz on February 26, 1740. She belonged to one of the oldest and most prominent
Danish families and no doubt brought a rich dowry into the marriage.
She was born on June 4, 1707, the daughter of Justice Counsellor
Jens Rosenkrantz of Roseneye and of Maria Elisabeth von Rochling,
became a lady-in-waiting to Queen Sophie Magdalene, and died at
Wedbygaard on November 6, 1755. Jochim Hartwig Johann von Barner's
second marriage took place on June 21, 1757 to Elisabeth Tugendreich von Grambow who was born on May 25, 1732, the daughter of
Lt. General Senior Councillor Levin von Grambow and of Barbara of
the House of L'uhe, and she outlived her husband, passing away on
January 3, 1777. He had three children by each of these two wives,
4 sons and 2 daughters, all of whom died at a very young age. He,
himself, died on December 17, 1768 at Barnersborg and was buried
at the beautiful chapel of the church in Rudsvedby which was
originally constructed by him. His first wife and his children
were also buried in this chapel. Furthermore, the two wives of
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of them in caskets lined with yellow velvet and decorated with
ornate metal cornices, and each with silver name plates carrying
appropriate inscriptions.
The Wedbygaard trust estate descended to Helm Gotthardt
von Barner, the son of Jochim Hartwig Johann's cousin and later,
during Helm Gotthardt's lifetime, to his second son Hartwig Gottfried (Family Tree C and D ) . On March 14, 1794, under his ownership
and probably by his order, it was granted that the Wedbygaard estate
be sold and in its place a trust fund be set up, amounting to
60,000 Rd. which is 120,000 kronen. Hartwig Gottfried purchased
the estate for his own personal use and therefore became the
proprietor of the Barnersborg trust estate and owner of the Wedbygaard estate. Besides, his son Joachim Gottfried came into both
legal titles. However, in 1828 his widow sold Wedbygaard for
60,000 specie talers to Assessor Neergaard. The Barnersborg trust
fund remained in the family. The succession of this trust fund
can descend only for and through agnates.
Sec. 21.
THE

HOUSE

OF

ZASCHENDORF-NEUHOF-HANSTORF
(Family Tree B) .

The founder of this lineage was Hans Barner who was
discussed in Sec. 12 and who was the oldest son outliving Joachim
of Zaschendorf and his wife Anna Sperling. The oldest son of Hans:
I. Kord entered the Royal Swedish service at an early
age, first under King Gustav Afalf, and then under King Karl Gustav
as the palace marshall. Also his services were used in diplomatic
missions. In this capacity he went with the delegation that the
King sent to Russia to negotiate a peace understanding between
Sweden and Russia. The delegation was detained in Rfissia but
Kord Barner was chosen to return from Moscow to Sweden to bring
back more detailed orders from the King in order to continue the
negotiations. In March 1658 when he brought additional information
to the Russian palace he not only was helpful in obtaining the
release of the other members of the Swedish delegation but also
achieved better cooperation from the Russians.
During the grandeur and ostentation of the funeral
procession of King Karl Gustav in 1660 Kord Barner, in accordance
with his high official standing, participated in the entourage
together with Reichsmarshall Count Gabriel Oxenstjerna, His name
is found etched on the copperplate memorial to this royal procession reading: "Dominus Conradus Berner".
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died on July 23, 1669 after giving birth to a son on July 16,
1669 who was christened Gustav Adolf, yet the boy died on August
14 of the same year. Kord's second wife Katharina Dorothea von
Preen had no children by Barner. She was the daughter of Hans
Albert von Preen of Wehnendorf, Vitow, Nikrenz, Lesser Tessin
and Gramsdorf and of his wife Sophia von Platen of the House of
Pantelitz. The gravestone of this couple is located in Petschow,
Wehnendorf being part of the parish, and carries the following
inscription: Hans Albrecht.Preen, March 6, 1672. Sophia Platen,
February 20, 1674.
On April 10, 1674 the two brothers, Kord and Josua von
Barner, reached an agreement at Rostock concerning their paternal
properties, Neuhof, Hanstorf, Konow and Hastorf (Doc. 303). Since
Kord had no heirs and his wife was blessed with a rich dowry, he
turned the paternal holdings over to his brother for 11,800 florins,
providing that there would be no children by his marriage. During
the time that this arrangement was being made there was also a
settlement made of the inherited portions of the two sisters,
Dorothea Elisabeth who had been a cloistered nun in Dobbertin
since 1669 and Anna Magdalena, wed to one Winterfeldt, and also
the demands made by the wives of Kord and Josua concerning their
dowries.
On August 30, 1676 Kurd Barner and wife Katharina Dorothea Preen granted their claim to two-thirds of the Roggentin
holdings amounting to 2,000 florins, old money, to the cathedral
at Giistrow-, and the grant was approved by Baron Gustav Adolf von
Mecklenburg-Gustrow on June 25, 1678. Together with his wife Kurd
acquired the loan rights to the Preen appurtenances in Helmstorf
in 1678 (Doc. 308) . He died on March 21, 1680 at Wehnendorf.
In 1683 his widow sold Lesser-Tessin and Gramsdorf for
10,700 florins to Franz Hinrich von Sperling of Goldebee, the later
husband of her niece Magdalene Dorothea von Barner, Josua's
daughter, and in 1684 married again to Gideon du Puits, a Mecklenburg Colonel and Commandant of Rostock. The crest of this du Puit
couple is to be found at the church at Wehnendorf on a church seat.
Their name is etched on the front of the seat and on the back is
the crest of both parents and the wife with their names: H.A. Preen
and S. v. Platen, done in painted form.
II. Josua, second son of Hans von Barner of Neuhof, was
a very highly esteemed man in his country and was rewarded with
titles and high positions in the baronial council and as magistrate. As we have already seen in the mention of the agreement
with his brother regarding the paternal holdings, he acquired
ownership of Neuhof, Hanstorf, Konow and Hastorf. In Hastorf
and Konow the baronial borough of Schwaan received a share of
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- 104 income from tenant farmers. This noble share which was situated
in the borough of Stargard was given up by Josua in 1676 to the
baronial council but the remainder of his holdings were owned
without any common rights. (Doc. 306).
In 1691 Josua also appealed to the mortgage registry
in Schwerin for repossession of the family holdings in Penzin
and Schimm. These old Barner properties had been sold in 1676
without consulting him and, as a close agnate, he had been entitled
to notification and was therefore trying to effect a revocation.
His suit was not successful. On April 15, 1712 Josua's sons, the
Holstein Major General Hans Albrecht von Barner and 1st. Lieut.
Franz Bugislav von Barner officially relinquished all claims to
Penzin. - On April 7, 1696 upon Josua's appeal, Baron Friedrich
Wilhelm gave a mortgage on the Schimm property which was in the
hands of the creditors . In the dispute over Schimm with the then
owners, Josua settled the matter in 1697 by turning the mortgage
down (Docs . 337 and 343) .
In 1695 Josua and his second wife donated a silver wine
carafe to the Hanstorf church which is still being used to this
day for Holy Communion.
Because of its unusual nature we should mention that in
1697 there took place in Hastorf the burning of a witch on one
of the properties owned by Josua. This event bore sad testimony
to those superstitious times.
Josua, just like his brother, was twice wed. His first
wife was the sister of his brother Kord's second wife and was named
ChristianeM&rgarete von Preen. Their marriage was childless. In
contrast, his second marriage to one Augusta Juliana von der
Kettenburg, the daughter of August Julius von der Kettenburg of
Wustenfelde and of Sophie von Platen of the House of Pantelitz (1)
was blessed with 10 children: 1. Magdalene Dorothea, 2. Sophie
Emerentia, 3. Christine Hedwig, 4. Margarete Juliane, 5. Hans
Albrecht, 6. Kord Friedrich, 7. Augustus Josua, 8. Franz Bugislaus
(Bugislav), 9. Kord Gustav and 10. Katharina Regina. His second
wife also died before him on March 20, 1700 and was burid at Hanstorf on March 23.
There^is some evidence that Josua was also married to
a Barbara von Horstenborstel. Whether or not this information is
true and that this lady was his third wife has never been established
(1) Unless we should have two people of the same name
and of the same House, Sophie von Platen must have
been first married to von der Kettenburg and afterward to von Preen of Wehnendorf.
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this fashion) permitted his sons to settle among themselves
their inheritance consisting of the estates of Neuhof, Hanstorf,
Konow and Hastorf and a house in Rostock. Thereby, the youngest
son Franz Bugislaus became the sole owner. Josua died at Rostock
on April 2, 1706 and was buried at Hanstorf on May 19, 1706.
III. Hans Albrecht of Neuhof, the eldest son of Josua
by his second marriage, acquired great prominence as a warrior
and, like his Bulow cousin the General Field Marshall Christopher
von Barner who was living at the same time and participated in
the same wars, gave great honor to the name of Barner throughout
Europe.
Born on August 10, 1666 at Neuhof, Johann Albrecht de
Barner matriculated at the University of Rostock in November 1683.
Soon tired of the monotonous studies, he entered the Danish
military service and in 1686 became a Second Lieutenant; in 1690
he went to Ireland with Prince George of the Danish Regiment under
the command of King William of England and participated there in
battles against the exiled King James II winning citations for
his great valor. After 1691, having been promoted to First Lieut.,
he again went with the Danish troops to Flanders and again fought
in behalf of King William of England against King Louis XIV of
France. After peace was declared at Ryswick (1697) at the time
that the war was over Hans Albrecht von Barner entered service
in Mecklenburg as a Mecklenburg-Schwerin cavalry guard. Then when
the flames of war were again ignited in the Spanish War of 1701
this Mecklenburg Major became tired of his quiet garrison life.
At his request he received his retirement on May 11 and joined the
Holstein troops who were fighting for Queen Anne of England and
in 1704 he became Chief Hans Albrecht von Barner. Under the high
command of Baron von Marlborough he participated throughout the
entire war and excelled through his heroic deeds and military
prowess. He also fought at Hochstadt (Blenheim) on August 13, 1704
After Marlborough's glorious defeat of the French at Ramillies in
the Netherlands on May 23, 1706 Barner was seriously wounded,
which ended his participation in further battles. At the end of
hostilities on May 20, 1712 we find him at the headquarters of
Marchiennes in Belgium as a Major General.
Besides Hans Albrecht, others of the Barner Family who
participated in the Spanish War were: the General Field Marshall
Christoph,,Magnus Friedrich, the son of Henning Adolf of the
House of Bulow, Hans Albrecht's brother August Josua as an officer
in the Danish Life Guards, and Josua, son of Jochim Hinrich, also
in the Danish service.
In 1714 Hans Albrecht as a Lieut. General was sent as a
representative of Baron von Holstein and through his finesse and
diplomacy excelled in handling negotiations over the payment of
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from the Holstein service and returned to his home in Mecklenburg.
While at home troubles broke out between Baron Karl
Leopold and his constituents and Hans Albrecht von Barner was
sent by the body of Knights in 1716 to the royal household to
represent the Knights against the Baron. On this occasion rumor
has it that Barner developed an attachment to Karl Leopold's first
wife, ne'e Princess of Nassau-Dietz, from whom Leopold was divorced
soon afterward, and this behavior brought about the wrath of the
then ruling (third) wife of the Baron, Katharina Iwanowna. His
alleged act was also severely criticised in the Holstein House.
It is a well known fact that later on Baron Karl Leopold on account
of the court action by the body of Knights was stripped of his
power by the Emperor.
In Vienna Hans Albrecht von Barner met up with his
cousin August von Barner of the House of Billow in 1716, the latter
at that time being a Captain in the Emperor's Lankisch Foot Regiment, and assisted in the "bribe" of the Company by lending him
1000 Talers.
Probably it was as a result of his Vienna visit that
Hans Albrect followed the Austrian flag as a volunteer when the
Emperor Karl VI went to war against the Turks. Or perhaps it was
the glamour of the famed Eugene of Savoy under whom Hans Albrecht
had fought in the Spanish War which had ended so gloriously for
them that persuaded him to participate with the old warrior in
this voluntary struggle. Barner was also fortunate to be a part
of the victory at Peterwardein and through his valor and heroism
was able to inflict heavy casualties to the Turkish side. After
the Peace at Passarowitz in 1718 Hans Albrecht went to NUrnberg
and from there to Holland where his adventurous and notable life
ended on June 7, 1725. (1)
The high esteem in which he was held and how much his
heroism in warfare was appreciated is well established. During
his stay in Nurnberg he was besieged by the German Emperor, the
King of Denmark and by the Netherlands Confederation to accept
the title of Field Marshall, all of which he declined.
(2)
The inscription on his tombstone read: "Monumentum viri
(1) Presumably he died in Borkhout. He is not listed in
their burial register. The Barkhout church where we
probably would have found his memorial burned and was
ruined during the eighties of the XIX th. century.
(2) Konrad von Barner, the author of this history, found
this accidentally in the school library at the
Herlufsholms-Stift monastery in Denmark while a
student there in 1850.
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qui, nobili prosapia in ducatu megalopolitano oriundus, primam
aetatem litteris subsequentem armis impendit, quae intra trecennium
ita fortiter feliciterque gessit, ut summus praefectus copiarum
holsatarum anglia foederatoque belgio militantium constitutus et
dignitate locum tenentis generalis decoratus consilio atque virtute
singulari haud exiguum momentum fuerit victoriarum ducibus summis,
fama super aethera notis, Eugenio et Malburgio a Gallis in Brabantia
et in Flandria reportatarum; pace vero restituta aeterna fluxio
anteponens Deo soli vacare satius duxit et mori antequam moreretur,
ut viveret, postquam vivere desiisset. Natus 10. Augusti St. Vet.
Anno aera Christi 1666, denatus 7. Junii Anno 1725, aetatis 59.
Tu viator, quod tota vita discendum est, pauci tamen discunt, ejus
exemplo discas: Bene mori." A rough translation of the tombstone
inscription reads as follows: "Memorial to the esteemed hero,
Baron Johannes Albrecht von Barner, who was born of noble lineage
in baronial Mecklenburg; in his youth devoted himself to various
sciences and later turned to the science of warfare, and thereupon
as chief commander of the Holstein troops throughout 30 years
fought so valiantly and victoriously for England and for Belgium;
then as Lieut. General achieved many victories through his diplomacy; and achieved great honor for his Commander Eugene (of Savoy)
and Marlborough against the French in Brabant and Flanders. Even
after peace again arrived he preferred to face Death rather than
pursue a slow, dull life and would rather have faced his Maker and
die before his allotted time, for without his military career his
life would have gone out of him. Born on August 10 (old style)
1666, and died on June 7, 1725 at the age of 59 years. Wanderer!
What throughout a lifetime can be learned from him, which few have
learned, namely: To Die with Dignity".
Hans Albrecht had been married since 1711 to Dorothea
Elisabeth von Plessen, daughter of the royal Danish Privy Councillor,
Chancellor of the Exchequer and Knight of the Elephant Order,
Christian Siegfried von Plessen of Hoikendorf, Parin and Kiissow
and of Klara Eleonore von Bulow of the House of Scharbow. She bore
Barner a son on July 22, 1713 in Haag (who was baptized the following day in the Lutheran church in Haag under the name: Christian
Siegfried) .she died the following year and was buried on March 27,
1714 at Haag in the "Store Church". The son also did not live long
because as a student at the University of Strasburg he ended his
life on October 2, 1732 and was buried in the Thomas Church in
Strasburg. His tombstone bore his crest and the following inscription: "Hie quiescunt ossa generossimi juvenis Christiani Siegfridi
de Barner Megapolitani, Nati Hagen comitum die XXII Julii MDCCXIII,
Denati argentorati Die II Octobris MDCCXXXII." *
*

"Here lie the bones of the noble youth Christian
Siegfried von Barner, a great citizen, born at
Haag July 22, 1713 - died at Strasburg Oct. 2, 1732".
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Josua was baptized in Hanstorf on December 9, 1671. Until his
death he was in the Danish military service where he enjoyed a
career distinguished by rapid promotions. He was an Ensign in
the Foot Life Guards in 1693 and became a 2nd Lieutenant in 1696,
and in this capacity went to Flanders with the Guard battalion;
was promoted to 1st. Lieutenant on March 8, 1698, and then Captain
on August 25, 1699 and after his promotion to acting Lt. Colonel
on October 11, 1702 in the First Danish Regiment, under the.German
Kaiser's Volunteer Foot Regiment, he received the full rank of
Lt. Colonel on January 19, 1704 and was given command of the 3rd.
Company on August 19, 1704. Just like his cousin Luder Henning
von Barner, he participated in battles in Hungary for the Emperor,
Danish troops being employed there as mercenaries. The First
Danish Foot Regiment which Barner served was under the command of
Lt. General Adam Friedrich Trampe and under Major General Friedrich
von Gersdorf as subaltern. After May 1704 several major battles
were fought in the vicinity of the river Raab in which Barner
participated victoriously. Conditions of the regiment were rather
poor due to neglect by the war department and as a result August
Josua was sent in June 1704 to Vienna along with the Danish representative Weyberg to appear before the war high command and to complain
about these conditions, but to no avail. A second mission in August
of the same year brought better results. Barner and the Danish
representative received an audience with the Emperor who listened
patiently to their grievances about the neglect of the Danish corps.
As a result Barner took part in a conference regarding the bad
conditions and was promised that there would be an improvement.
In September the regiment was still in Pressburg but in the middle
of the month was moved to its Winter quarters for overdue rest and
recreation.
During that Winter Lt. General Andreas Harbo took over
command of the Regiment. The following Spring the Emperor's army
advanced in Hungary and conquered Fort Leopoldstadt. On their
return march on August 11, 1705 they faced a heavy battle at
Biberburg against a far outnumbering enemy which took place in
a small mountain pass. To handle this attack two royal battalions
and one battalion of the Harbo Regiment under Lt. Colonel Barner
were employed. They were forced to retreat and the Barner battalion
found itself in a difficult position. At this point Barner seized
the flag and roused his men to action, challenging them whether
they would want to desert their flag and be captured by the enemy.
This action caused the battalion to re-form and, excited by the
heroic action of their leader, they attacked the enemy with such
rage that they were able to clear the ground of the enemy forces
and make way for the Emperor's troops to pass through.
At the end of August Fieldmarshall Herbeville with 16,000
men, a third of whom were Danish troops, moved into Siebenburgen.
Here near the village of Szibo a battle took place on November 11,
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"heroic" Lt. Colonel Barner fell. August Josua was not yet 34
years of age and had never married.
V. Franz Bogislaus von Barner, Josua's son, was baptized
at Hanstorf on January 7, 1674 and when his father on February 10,
1702 left his holdings to his sons to bicker over who should become the rightful owner he was awarded the paternal estates of
Neuhof, Hanstorf, Konow, Hastorf and a house in Rostock. Franz
Bogislaus at that time was a Captain in the Mecklenburg-Schwerin
Dragoon Regiment at Krassow and on December 8, 1702 was promoted
to Lt. Colonel of this regiment. On September 13 in the following
year he married Magdalene Sibylle von Lehsten at Rostock, daughter
of the Mecklenburg privy councillor Georg Heinrich von Lehsten of
Wardow, Wesselstorf, Ridsenow and Wozeten and of his wife Magdalene
Ilsabe von Rothstein (Rodsteen) of the Houses of Rubengaard and
Langholm.
Through this marriage Barner became mortgagee of the
baronial jurisdiction of Crivitz. During the Thirty Years War
the Crivitz and Lubz jurisdictions were mortgaged by Baron Adolf
Friedrich to the Danish Council and Chamberlain Joachim von Barnewitz for usufruct and until 175 2 were under the ownership of the
Barner heirs. Through the lineage of her mother Mrs. Magdalene
Sibylle von Barner was one of the heirs and by way of the agreements that were arrived at between the Barnewitz-Lehsten heirs
and Franz Bogislaus von Barner in 1705, 1716 and 1719 her husband
was given the rights to the use and administration of Crivitz.
When Mrs. von Barner died in August 1734 she left a will that had
been executed at Rostock on August 31, 1733 awarding her share of
the baronial mortgage to her husband. Through an agreement dated
October 8, 1734 between the widower von Barner and the heirs of
Lt. Colonel Jens Christoph von Lehsten who were the Barnewitz
inheritors, Barner was given further rights and use of the Crivitz
jurisdiction. His share of the mortgage was estimated to be worth
38,000 Talers and it was stipulated that after Barner's death the
Crivitz mortgage jurisdiction would again return to the Barnewitz
heirs. This was consummated on November 21, 1737 when the Barner
and Lehsten heirs entered into a liquidation and distribution
agreement at Glistrow.
The Neuhof holdings suffered heavily during the regime
of Baron Karl Leopold. The lumber which was the greatest value
of the properties was ruined by the Russian troops which the Baron
had employed against the Mecklenburg body of Knights, so that
there was not even the necessary amount of building lumber available. An estimated 400 oak trees, 1000 beech trees and countless
numbers of softwood trees were cut down by the Russians in the
year 1716. (1)
(1) An historical document concerning the regime of
Baron Karl Leopold, 1719. IX. 155 Sec. 11 and
appendix notation No. 370.
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with Dr. Joh. Hinrich Dugge on December 12, 1725 whereby his
Hanstorf holdings and two tenant farms in Hastorf would be leased
for 22 years subject to antichresis for the sum of 1200 Talers
N 2/3. Upon Barner's application to Baron Karl Leopold for consent
to this arrangement he received a reply on February 19, 1727
saying that the Baron would in no way approve the mortgage loan
before full payment was made on the land and the ownership rights
that were already encumbered.
On March 11, 1735 Franz Bogislaus married for the second
time. His second wife was named Dorothea Lucia Sophia von Cramon,
born on July 17, 1717, the daughter of Cuno Hans von Cramon of
H o w and Lischow and#of Anna Eleonore (Hippolyta) von Bulow of the
House of Pluschow-Prutzen, and died on June 20, 1760 and was buried
on the 24th. day of the same month at St. Peter's Church in
Copenhagen. After Barner's death she was re-wed twice: in 1739
to the Royal Prussian Lt. Colonel Karl Samuel von Goerden who
died at Wischau near Brunn (Mahren) in 1742, and on October 1,
1748 she married the Royal Danish Cavalry Colonel Hans Albrecht
von der Luhe of Goldberg who was born on January 20, 1708 in
Dambeck and died in Goldberg on January 5, 1770.
Both marriages of Franz Bogislaus von Barner were
childless. He died on August 3, 1736 at Neuhof and was buried
on August 9 in the same year at St. Jacob's Church in Rostock.
According to his will August Bogislaus von Barner became heir to
his estates at Neuhof, Hanstorf, Konow and Hastorf. Furthermore,
this man, as the oldest great grandson of Heinrich Barner of
Zaschendorf and Penzin, who was the oldest brother of Hans Barner
of Neuhof and grandfather of Franz Bugislaus, was the nearest
agnate to receive these holdings. Being a minor heir, his guardian
Cuno Hans von Cramon of H o w , the father-in-law of Franz Bogislaus,
in his capacity as guardian requested a baronial decree for transfer of property regarding the Neuhof estates on February 13, 1738
and sold them on March 24, 1738 to Christoph von Lowtzow, formerly
of Teschow, for 32,000 Talers 2/3. Why this sale took place or
whether it was necessary or desirable is not clear. Yet it seems
to be worth mentioning.
VI. Magdalene Dorothea was born in 1661, the eldest
daughter of Josua von Barner of Neuhof, and was married at Hanstorf
(Neuhof) on March 6, 1685 to Franz Heinrich von Sperling of Goldebee,
Klein-Tessin and Gramsdorf, who was mentioned in connection with
his wife's uncle Kord von Barner when he purchased Klein-Tessin and
Gramsdorf in 1683 from Kord's widow for 10,700 florins. He died
on September 1, 1690 and was buried at Rostock in St. Mary's Church
where the gravestone with an inscription and the crest of the
married couple can still be found. His widow also found her last
resting place here on February 5, 1716.
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Magdalene Dorothea married again, a Brunswick-Luneburg
cavalry Captain, subsequently Major Hartwig von Lutzow in 1692
who died 'nine weeks before the birth of his son born on November
15, 1694. The Lutzow couple had purchased the mortgage on the
Goldebee property of the first husband. When this little son
Hartwig Christian von Lutzow died in the Spring of 1696 there was
a question about the widow's title. She (having purchased the
Goldebee property exclusively with her own money) insisted that
Goldebee be declared aloidal by the mortgage authorities on July
23, 1696, thereby making her sole owner of the property (Doc. 34 2)
Her brother Hans Albrecht when he was travelling in February of
1699 to Paris stopped over in Hamburg during the carnival season
and appealed to Count von Horn, the Mecklenburg-Schwerin minister
who happened to be in Hamburg at the same time on account of
succession difficulties in baronial Giistrow, in order to assure
the royal confirmation of the aloidal decree regarding Goldebee.
Mrs. von Lutzow also acquired property in Hornstorf.
On January 21, 1698 the mortgage authority consented to a mortgage
of 600 Talers that Joachim Bahlen had given on two building lots
in Hornstorf (Doc. 345).
In the year 1703 she tried to sell the Goldebee property
to Lt. Colonel von Bornfeld for 12,000 Talers because of the constant disagreements and unpleasantness regarding its ownership.
However, the agreement was not
consummated by both parties.
Widow Magdalene
Dorothea von Lutzow, previously von Sperling and nee von
Barner, passed away at Goldebee on December 25, 1715 at
the age of 54 years and 5
months. As we have previously
mentioned, she was buried at
the side of her first husband
in Rostock. On December 21,
1716 her sons-in-law: Otto
Friedrich von Hobe, in the
name of his wife Auguste Juliane von Sperling, and Schack
von Buchwald for his wife
Dorothea Ilsabe von Sperling,
requested at the mortgage
registry a confirmation of the
aloidal Goldebee inherited
property. The title went to
von Hobe.

- 112 VII. Sophie Emerentia, second daughter of Josua of
Neuhof, was baptized at Hanstorf (Neuhof) on October 17, 1662,
died on October 23, 1725, and was wed since September 11, 1679
to Kuno Hans von der Kettenburg of Matgendorf and heir to Schwetzin
and the mortgaged Wustenfelde. He was born on June 23, 1653 and
died April 8, 1729. According to documents (Doc. 310) we have a
list of her dowry which was filed in a court action between the
Danish Lt. Colonel Reimar Heinrich von Barner representing his wife
Katharina Marg. von Freiburg as Plaintiff and Kurt Valentin Hartwig
von Freiburg of Passow as Defendant concerning the distribution
and part ownership of the inherited Passow estate, a matter that
had been in litigation since 1743. A son of Kuno Hans von der
Kettenburg and of Sophia Emerentia von Barner, namely Franz Heinrich von der Kettenburg married Margarete Elisabeth von Barner,
daughter of Lt. Colonel Friedrich von Barner of Bulow.
VIII. Christine Hedwig, third daughter of Josua of
Neuhof, baptized at Hanstorf (Neuhof) on October 27, 1663, entered
the Dobbertin Cloister in 1682 and allegedly left the cloister
again in 1699. An entry in the then Domina Cloister at Dobbertin
reads: "In the year 1682 the young maiden Christina Hedewig Barneren
entered this cloister; has duly paid her money; has properly served
well as a novice. (In the year 1699 she left the convent)" (1) The
last sentence in parenthesis cannot be correct because Christine
Hedwig von Barner had already married Nicolaus Schlottmann of Passow
on February 10, 1695. He, together with his brother Christian of
Bruel had been knighted through the Emperor's patent on December 31,
1703 under the name of Schlottmann von Freyburg. The nobility of
the brothers was recognized by the then present regime in 1705 and
1706. Nicolaus Schlottmann von Freiburg of Passow was the War
Commissioner of the Body of Knights and after the death of Christine
Hedwig von Barner (who was buried on July 9, 1707) he married again
to one Sophia Eleonore Charlotte von Muller. Of the first marriage
only Katharina Margarete von Freiburg who was baptized at Passow on
April 17, 1697 outlived the father. She married the Danish Lt.
Colonel Reimar Heinrich von Barner of Benzonslund (of the WeselinKucksdorf lineage). The latter married couple had, as already
mentioned under VII of this chapter, an inheritance dispute with
the von Freyburgs of the second marriage of Nicolaus.
IX. Margarete Juliane, fourth daughter of Josua of Neuhof,
baptized at Hanstorf (Neuhof) on March 19, 1665, died in the month
of May, 1736. On November 20, 1685 she married her second cousin
Jochim Hinrich von Barner who at the time was in the Danish military
service but as Colonel returned with her to Mecklenburg in 1720.
He will be further discussed in the next chapter.
We would like to end the documentation of the Neuhof
lineage with dignity and point out that every member of the same,
(1) von Meyenn, Account book of the Dobbertin Cloister.
Mecklenburg Yearbook. 59 page 208.

- 113 male or female, followed the example of the founder, Hans von
Barner. Their noble position was always looked up to with high
esteem and brought honor to the name and respect for the lineage
both in Mecklenburg and beyond its borders.
Sec. 22.
OLDEST

DANISH

ZASCHENDORF

LINEAGE

(Family Tree F .)
As we have already seen in Section 13, Heinrich von
Barner of Zaschendorf and Penzin had two sons by his second
marriage to Anna Margarete von Grabow: Jochim Hinrich and
Friedrich August. We also find both of them in the Danish
military service.
I. Jochim Hinrich was born in 1654 or 1653 and probably
in Penzin inasmuch as his father had property there since 1651.
Most likely when he saw that his paternal inheritance could not
be maintained after the death of his father he then entered the
Danish military service. In 1675 he became an Ensign in the
Queen's Life Regiment and then a Lieutenant on November 12, 1677;
in 1681 a Lt. Captain, then Captain on February 18, 1672, and on
January 20, 1688 Major of the 3rd. Company of the Fiinen National
Regiment in which capacity he was transferred to Saxony in 1698-99.
In the latter year the Corps was sent back to Holstein to take
part in a battle against the Gottorp Baron. Barner proved himself
to be very heroic in this battle. It was on May 10, 1700 at the
storming of Fort Tonning that the Danish troops under Haxthausen
made a charge and particularly the section commanders: Baron
Philipp Ernst von Glucksburg, Major Jochim Hinrich von Barner of
the Funen Regiment and Lt. Colonel Valentin Eickstadt of the
Schack Regiment, showed great valor at the storming and taking of
3 positions of the fortress. Jochim Hinrich von Barner was wounded
in this battle but he continued his military career. On October
17, 1702 he was designated Lt. Colonel in his old regiment and
received the full commission of Lt. Colonel on January 17, 1705.
He was Commander at Friedrichsort on August 1, 1705 and became
Colonel and Chief of the East Zeeland Infantry Regiment on June 8,
1711. By royal orders he remained in command at Friedrichsort after
November 16, 1711 and then turned the command over on February 20,
1712 to Colonel Vogt. On September 12, 1711 he was Chief of the
North Zeeland National Regiment, the day that he retired from the
Danish military service. (1) He had the great satisfaction to see
(1) Concerning J.H.v. Barner see also: With-Seidelin &
Hansen, Felttogene i. Nordtyskland og Baahuslen i
Oestersoen og Kattegat ("Troop Movements in North
Germany") 1710-1712, Copenhagen & Christiana 1906,
Pages 154, 193, 294, 300.

- 114 his son Josua follow him as Commander of the Regiment. Jochim
Hinrich went back to Mecklenburg, residing first in GUstrow and
later in Rostock and suffered the misfortune in his old age to
lose his sight. He died in 1738. In Section 18 we discussed
Jochim Hinrich's attempts to repossess the old Barner Zaschendorf
holdings that he had petitioned the Baron Karl Leopold in 1714,
having been acquired without any official authorization.
As we have seen in the previous chapter under IX, he
was married to Margarete Juliane von Barner of the House of
Neuhof who died two years before him. Their children were:
Josua (see under III), Anna Henriette, Sophia Hedwig and Augusta
Juliane.
II. Friedrich August, the second son of the second
marriage of Heinrich von Barner of Penzin, was an Ensign in the
Royal Danish Regiment of Prince Friedrich in 1692, became a 2nd.
Lieutenant on December 24, 1694, 1st. Lieutenant on December 21,
1697, and Captain in Prince Christian's Regiment on April 3, 1700;
then Major in the Fuhen National Regiment on May 6, 1704 up until
July 4, 1710. He was then a Lt. Colonel in Zepelin's Foot Regiment and on December 20, 1712 fell in the battle at Gadebusch where
the Danish were surprised and overcome by an attack by forces under
the Swedish General Steenbock. This took place during the great
Nordic War and because of the Swedish holdings in Wismar and (New)
Pomerania, it was fought partly on Mecklenburg soil. Friedrich
August von Barner together with other Danish Colonels in March of
1712 was able to capture 250 Swedish Dragoons on the Dars peninsula
In the casualty list of the Gadebusch battle he was listed as
Colonel and Chief of the Regiment.
As we have seen on Page 100, Friedrich August von Barner
was married to Lene Christine Grubbe and thereby became part owner
of the Wedbygaard holdings which later, through Jochim Hartwig
Johann von Barner, became part of the Barner trust. After Barner's
death Lene Christine Grubbe married the Danish game warden Karl
Friedrich von Barnewitz who also died before her, namely on
February 16, 1736, and there were no children. We assume that she
had only one son by Barner, namely Heinrich August von Barner, who
was an Ensign in the Royal Danish Army in 1719 and retired as 1st.
Lieutenant on August 23, 1721. If he was a son of Friedrich August
von Barner and Lene Christine Grubbe, he must have died before his
mother in 1738, for otherwise the Grubbe part of Wedbygaard would
have been inherited by him.
III. Josua, Jochim Hinrich's son, was baptized in
Gluckstadt on December 14, 1687. His military career in the
Royal Danish Foot Lifeguards began as an Ensign. He participated
in the Spanish War of Succession in the Netherlands and was made
Captain in the Lifeguards on April 9, 1714 and, as successor to
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- 115 his father, on November 20, 17 20 became Chief of the North Zeeland
Infantry Regiment, then on December 4, 1730 Chief of the Queen's
Life Regiment in which capacity he died in 1732 sometime before
June 25.
He was married to Maria Elisabeth von Klepping, daughter
of Colonel and Royal Adjutant General Adolf Heinrich von Klepping
who died in the war in 1712. She lived as a widow in Odense and
on December 10, 1746 was still alive with a daughter and two sons
of which the oldest was a Cadet in the Grenedier corps and the
youngest living at home. The oldest, named August Bogislaus, was,
as mentioned on Page 110, heir to the holdings of Neuhof, Hanstorf,
Konow and Hastorf which had been left to him by Lt. Colonel Franz
Bogislaus von Barner. This ownership was not of long duration
for the minor child because just a year and a half later his
guardian had disposed of the property.
IV. Hinrich Adolf, Josua's son, was born on May 1, 1732
and baptized on May 3 in the castle and garrison church at Glu'ckstadt under the name of Carl which he never used. He became Ensign
in the Royal Danish Foot Lifeguards on November 18, 1750 where his
father had commenced his military career. On January 26, 1752 he
was commissioned as Ensign and on March 28, 1753 2nd. Lieutenant,
and then on November 21, 1759 was designated as 1st. Lieutenant.
His Bulow cousin Magnus Friedrich von Barner was serving as Captain
in the same Foot Lifeguards. Hinrich Adolf received his full
commission as 1st. Lieutenant in the Life Regiment and on April
24, 1765 became Captain designate, then on May 1, 1765 Company
Chief and on June 7, 1767 received his full commission as Captain.
He became Major on October 21, 1774 and on May 11, 1787 Staff
Officer of the Kronborg Battalion and Chief of the "Count Schack"
Company. He held the office of Lt. Colonel when he died at Wartegeld in Kronborg near Helsingor on May 11, 1794.
When he was a 24 year old 2nd. Lieutenant Heinrich Adolf
married Luise Theresia Brinckmann in 1756, who was born in 1736
and died on November 20, 1767 after giving birth to five children.
V. Josua, Hinrich Adolf's oldest son, was baptized at
the garris6n church in Copenhagen on December 1, 1756 and became
a Page for Queen Karoline Mathilde in 1769, and then became a
Cadet on December 30, 1773. On June 28, 1775 he advanced to Corporal and on January 30, 1777 a Sergeant in the Cadet corps; on
January 20, 1779 2nd. Lieutenant in the Zeeland Infantry Regiment
with Ensign rank since June 28, 1775. On December 11, 1785 he
retired from the military service on a pension as Major and in
1796 was appointed to the office of Postmaster in Randers; however
he died before taking this office but not in his then residence
at Skive where his three children had been born. His wife Christiane Raunstrup (born in 1760, died February 19, 1836) whom he
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from the military service.
VI. August Julius, the second son of Hinrich Adolf,
was born in 1757 and became a 2nd. Lieutenant on December 27,
1780, 1st. Lieutenant on March 6, 1789, designated Lt. Captain
on July 31, 1790 and on April 8, 1796 was commissioned Lt. Captain
with the Marine Troop. He died unwed on March 11, 1797.
VII. August Adolf, Josua's son, was born at Skive on
March 4, 1786 and became a Cadet on October 12, 1799, and on
September 28, 1805 an officer in the Third Jutland Infantry
Regiment, was promoted to 1st. Lieutenant on September 4, 1809
and then because of a physical disability retired with a pension
of 96 Reichstalers on July 15, 1814. He purchased property in
Tra"nderup on the island of Moen, married the first time on November 25, 1814 to a farmer's daughter, Karen Kirstine, who was
born on March 5, 1788 at Elmelunde, the daughter of a farmer
Diderik Jensen of Towelde, and died on June 2, 1821, having given
August Adolf von Barner four children. He married again on June
18, 1824 to Kirsten who was born in 1805, the daughter of farmer
Mads in Hjelm on Moen, and died on April 30, 1882 at Moen. August
Adolf's life ended on January 19, 1857 after having seven children
born to his second wife of which four outlived him and of which
two sons emigrated to the United States of America and there the
old noble family flourished in the New World.
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III.

ZASCHENDORF-BULOW

LINEAGE

(Family Trees G, H and J.)
Sec. 23.
CHRISTOPH von BARNER,

FOUNDER

OF THE

B*ULOW LINEAGE.

Christoph was the third son of Johann von Barner of
Zaschendorf and Bulow and of his wife Magdalene von Pentz and,
at the time that his father divided his holdings during his lifetime, he came into Bulow and Klein-Gornow. He and his older brother
Joachim who had received Zaschendorf applied to the mortgage
registry for a mortgage on May 14, 1579 (Doc. 191). Christoph's
permanent residence was at Bulow and he used a farm in the vicinity
of the Warnow as a temporary residence which had originally been
owned by one Hans Lutke. Later a substantial manor house was
constructed there in place of the temporary residence because the
old house, although possibly adequate for the Lutkes, was in no
way suitable for this noble family. When Christoph took over
Blilow the property was far from being under the complete ownership
of the Barner family. As a rule, property holdings in those times
were divided among several owners. This is seen so frequently in
documents treating the consolidation of the Bulow holdings. They
show that there were only small tracts of land, yielding small
rentals which the previous owners had reserved for themselves.
Therefore, in order to consolidate his holdings Christoph von
Barner in purchasing Bulow in 1584 was obliged to buy the Lutke
mill property on the Warnow which had originally been owned by
the Restorffs of Radepohl and sold to Hans Lutke, reserving for
themselves a rental of 12 Lubeck shillings (Doc. 194). Christoph
von Barner's purchase in 1600 resolved this situation as well as
that of another 8 shillings rental that the Radepohl Restorffs
were receiving from another Billow holding. In the same transaction
he acquired the yieldings of a bushel of seeds from the Restorff
acreage on the Warnow on account of an unpaid loan made by Barner
to Jakob Restorff when he went away to war (Doc. 203). In the
year 1602 he acquired a pond belonging to the church at Weisin
which was located on his Bulow fields (along the "edge") and that
wiped out the payment^ of 3 shillings that the church had been
collecting from the Bulow holdings (Doc. 205); in 1606 he freed
another part of the Billow holdings from Hans von Restorff who had
been collecting 8 shillings yearly rental (Doc. 214). We can
conclude that this is how Christoph von Barner, little by little,
freed Bulow from outside ownership and consequently gained control
without any outside competition.

- 118 We can see just how unsettled the property situation
was in a bill of sale dated St. Anthony's Day (January 17) 1607
(Doc. 215). There it appears that Ulrich von Barner of Schimm
sold a piece of property to his cousin Gottschalk of Weselin,
being his (Ulrich's) one-third share of a farm at Klein-Gornow
which belonged in third parts each to Ulrich, Gottschalk and
Christoph (of Bulow), and later on his (Ulrich's) share was sold
to the cottager Gruttmacher who had served Christoph von Barner
of Bu'low for 3 years, dividing the fourth year of his service
among the three (Christoph, Gottschalk and Ulrich von Barner),
each in turn on a weekly basis. One can see by this document
of 1607 how the two Barner lineages: of Zaschendorf and of Weselin,
from their earliest time of their mutual founding father Claus,
shared the ownership and held on to it. Out of the feeling of
mutual ownership by both lineages it came about that Christoph
von Barner and his Zaschendorf brother Joachim agreed to ask their
Weselin cousins for approval of the sale of Necheln, which was
granted by an instrument dated St. Anthony's Day (January 17)
1606 (Doc. 213) .
Also, through the purchase of four acreages of the
Sparow fields which belonged to the Sternberg church, Christoph
von Barner sought to increase the Bulow holdings (Doc. 197). When
the name of Joachim von Barner of Zaschendorf is also found in a
sales contract consummated at GUstrow with the Sternberg church
officers on March 8, 1590, this is only a matter of empty form
to serve the purpose; the true owner of the 4 Sparow acreages
was Christoph. Of these 4 acreages the Bulow farmers had leased
three of them and the fourth was used by a Sparow miller. Sparow
was originally a village in the Demen parish and an appurtenance
to the Pressentine manor in Prestin. This may have been the reason
for the court litigation which soon followed the sale just mentioned of the Pressentines against the Barners. There seems to
have been two legal actions pending at the same time. The one
concerned the mill at Sparow and the damming of the mill run, and
this case was settled by an agreement dated September 14, 1594
(Doc. 199). The other related to the Sparow fields and appurtenances and took longer, moving from the Mecklenburg High Court
of Justice and Supreme Court to the Kaiser's Supreme Court of
Judicature at Speier and there ended in agreement between the
Barner brothers on one side and the cousins Berend and Johann
Reimar von Pressentin of Stieten and Prestin on the other side,
which was entered into at the Sparow mill on May 2, 1604 (Doc. 208)
In the Knight's Register and Cavalry Register for the
year 1580 (while his father Johann was still living) and 1585,
1597, 1599, 1605, 1612 and 1621, Christoph von Barner was shown as
living in Bulow (Docs. 192, 195, 200, 202, 209, 221 231). But in
the last named year (1621) he had already gone into retirement.
On June 22, 1616 he decided to retire from active farming and
with his wife live in a place of retirement which he had already
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Conclusion of the Family Agreement at Bulow
dated June 22, 1616

- 120 set up. He left his holdings at Bulow and Klein-Gornow to his
five sons Johann, Hans, Claus, Henneke and Christoph, the ownership to be settled by lot, subject to a few stipulations (Doc.
228; a picture of this document is shown on Page 119). The first
property was valued at 17,000 florins; the other at 8,000 florins,
but after the matter was settled the valuations dropped to 14,000
florins for one and 6,000 florins for the other. The sons who were
left without property were each awarded 3,240 florins; the unmarried daughter Anna 2,800 florins, all paid out of those two
properties. The holdings were indebted to the extent of 10,277
florins. The brewery was to remain at Bfllow; and insasmuch as
the salt works at Sulten belonged to Christoph von Barner, it
was to go in equal shares to Bulow and Klein-GSrnow. At this
family settlement of June 22, 1616 executed at Bulow, the Bulow
holdings went by lot to Henneke and the Klein-Gornow holdings to
Claus. Among others present at this event were Christoph's brothersin-law, Henneke and Claus Barold of Dobbin and Berend von Blucher
of Renzow who was Christoph's son-in-law. In winding up this
struggle Claus and Henneke von Barner on March 27, 1617 became
legal owners of the mortgaged property, which was confirmed on
November 9, 1622 (Doc. 232).
The legal action in 1606-07 over security between
Christoph von Barner and Berend von Pressentin is of no interest
in this family history. Also, the fact that Christoph von Barner
together with other noblemen jointly acquired the mortgage rights
to Goldenbow from Franz von Grabow of Gomtow (Friedrichsruhe) in
1620 is of no great importance.
Christoph was still alive on June 15, 1626 because on
that date he gave his assent to the sale of Hanstorf (Doc. 233),
and he died approisimately in 1629-30. He was married to Anna von
Barold, a daughter of Hans von Barold of Dobbin (died April 27,
1590) and of Dilliane von Kardorff of the House of Wobkendorf
(died March 27, 1591). She was still alive during the heritage
dispute of 1616 just mentioned.
Concerning Christoph's sons: for Johann see Sec. 26,
Hans Sec. 27, Claus Sec. 28, Henneke Sec. 29, and Christoph Sec.
24. We will discuss the youngest son Christoph first since he
died during his father's lifetime and left no descendants, and
therefore does notrequire much space. Similar reasons may be
given for the treatment of the two daughters in the paragraphs
that follow.
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CHRISTOPH VON BARNER,

24.

SON OF CHRISTOPH OF

BULOW

( F a m i l y T r e e G.)

Christoph, the youngest son of Christoph von Barner
of Bulow and of his wife Anna von Barold, was born around 1600.
We know about him from the 1616 family agreement and from the
criminal records in the Baronial Archives at Schwerin where his
tragic death comes to light.
In the times of the Thirty years War when the district
of Lower Saxony was not involved but was threatened by the war,
this district had decided upon a status of neutrality. Mecklenburg,
being part of it, recruited 300 men as a district contingent and,
among others, some company cavalry which consisted in the greater
part of young Mecklenburg noblemen, one of which was Christoph
von Barner. In July 1623 this Mecklenburg force was stationed
in a camp at Hassbergen near Osnabriick.
On July 6, 1623 on the occasion of the funeral of his
aide Hans Scheuermann who had been killed by a sword at the headquarters in Nienburg, Christoph von Barner had invited his Lieutenant Christoph von Zulow together with other comrades to share
two kegs of champagne. His guests were all Mecklenburg noblemen.
They were from Cavalry Captain Christoph von Stralendorff's company and included Corporal Ernst Bibow, the brothers Christoph
and Friedrich Vieregge, Johann Friedrich von Bulow and Joachim
Stralendorff; from Cavalry Captain Full Counsellor Preen's Company
the Kornet Johann Kosse, Hans Stralendorff, Valentin Schenck,
Balthasar Vinecke, Georg Ernst Linstow, Adam Preen, Henning Glode,
Martin Kosse and Michael Diedrich Vineke. Among other activities
they spiced up their evening by shooting their pistols at steins
and plates, the wager being a pound of ammunition powder. Lieutenant von Ziilow was most active in the pistol shooting, using
weapons of his companions. Finally he asked for the use of Barner's
When, after some hesitation, a pair was brought forth, ZCflow asked
if they were the ones that he (Barner) had at some time before
promised to him (Zulow). When Barner denied it Zulow became angry
and repeatedly asked if he would be calling him a liar. Barner
replied that he did not say that and was about to walk away when
Ztllow struck him on the head and shoulders with the pistol, causing
blood to flow out of the head wound. This was too much. The noble
blood of this young warrior rebelled against suc.h a physical insult
It was only through the intervention of the other ones present that
the insulted one was restrained from his opponent; and further
violence thus avoided. Barner called out these tfords to his Lieutenant: "Lieutenant, you should never hit a man wtip is in the right.
Although I am under your command I am not about to let this pass."
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I don't call you a righteous man if you don't deserve it". A duel
was now inevitable. Through negotiations by the Junker Ensign
Hans von Stralendorff it was decided that the two adversaries
should use pistols and exchange shots on horseback at sunrise the
following morning outside of the camp. The duel required the
combattants to ride toward each other firing at the same time.
Barner fell. When the witnesses and also his adversary Zulow
rushed to him they found Barner, although still alive, so mortally
wounded that he had no time or energy to shake the hand of his
adversary von Zulow who had asked for forgiveness. The deceased
was transported back to camp in a low carriage.
The courts marshall presiding over this matter consisted
of General Magistrate Bodo Adelhorn, Hieronymus von Beverloh,
Lieutenant J oh. Rieck, Kornet Friedrich Jobst von BLflow, Kornet
Philipp Dietrich von Aldershausen and the Regimental magistrate
Johann Burchard and met on July 14 and August 1, 1623 at the
headquarters in Nienburg at which times Barner's guests were
summoned as witnesses. It is not known whether or not Zulow
suffered any punishment but there does not appear to have been
any heavy sentence against Ziilow. Afterwards on August 28, 1623
the father and brothers of the deceased appealed to Baron Adolf
Friedrich of Mecklenburg-Schwerin through Baron Johann Albrecht
von Mecklenburg-Giistrow and Baron Georg von Braunschweig and
Llfneburg who in their capacity as War and Field Commanders had
the right to pursue the matter of the murder in their behalf.
Thereafter Baron Adolf Friedrich wrote a letter requesting Baron
Georg to follow this up according to his rights.
Sec. 25.
CHRISTOPH VON EARNER'S DAUGHTERS
( F a m i l y T r e e G.)

I. Diliane (1), Christoph's older daughter was entered
into the Dobbertin cloister upon the payment of the fee of 100
florins (2). From 1612-1616 she was married to Bernd von Blucher
of Gross-Renzow and brought into this marriage a dowry of 4,600
florins which was invested in this heavily mortgaged property.
Diliane experienced great tragedy in this marriage. Of her ten
children five were lost in the year 1630. In 1628 her husband
(1) Wigger, History of the von Blucher Family.
II Pages 108-113. Schwerin 1878.
(2) The Dobbertin Cloister financial records kept by
F. von Meyenn, show only that Christoffer Barner
paid 100 florins in 1603. This could also have been
for his second daughter Anna. - Mecklenburg Yearbook 59, 197.

- 123 murdered a farmer and was immediately confined and then fourteen
years later was beheaded on a location on a path in back of the
royal stables at Schwerin (most likely on the southwesterly side
of the present day Alten Gardens). This family tragedy was the
beginning of financial ruin. The Gross-Renzow property had been
ruined by the marching of troops through it, mostly done by the
Swedes, and Mrs. Diliane had already pawned her best clothing,
linen, etc. in Lubeck. Therefore it was almost a blessing when
in 1654, upon declaration of bankruptcy, she was able to retrieve
3,000 florins from the dowry that she originally contributed. As
an additional^ interesting fact it is worth mentioning that the
widow von Blucher at the time of leaving Renzow received permission
to take with her a maid who legally had gone with the property.
From the sum of money rescued from the bankruptcy Mrs. Diliane
loaned 2,200 florins to Baltzer Gebhard von Halberstadt for the
purchase of the Gottesgabe property by way of a mortgage on the
property which paid a yearly interest of 132 florins. With her
three daughters she moved to the cloister at Ruhn and died there
and was buried on October 14, 1656.
Mrs. Diliane von Blucher, nee von Barner, was the great,
great grandmother of Fieldmarshall Prince Gebhard Leberecht Blucher
von Wahlstatt through the lineage of her son Ulrich Hans, her
grandson Siegfried Ulrich and through her great grandson Christian
Friedrich.
II. Anna von Barner, the second daughter of Christoph
of Bulow, who was still unwed at the time of the family settlement of June 22, 1616 was married the following year to Levin von
Stralendorff of Garwitz, Schlieven and Neuhof, but he died in 1626.
The young widow was again married in the next year to Albrect von
Mecklenburg who on February 29, 1628 purchased the Schlieven and
Garwitz properties of Levin von Stralendorff for 17,000 florins
by way of an agreement with his creditors. Mrs. Anna had a claim
against this property amounting to 3,000 florins, being 2,120
florins for her dowry and about 800 florins for wedding and clothing
allowance.
Anna 's second husband was the second natural son of
Baron Karl von Mecklenburg and of his housekeeper Anna Deelen.
Apart from Albrecht this illegitimate union produced three other
children (altogether two sons and two daughters). These children
were recognized by Baron Karl, raised and included in his last will.
The two sons were brought up by Pastor Andreas in Mirow and,
according to their father's will, were each to receive 5,000 florins. In the Fahrenholzer land division agreement of 1611 a trust
fund was established by Barons Adolf Friedrich and Johann Albrecht
whereby: "the two sons of Baron Carl were each to receive for their
welfare"the sum of 300 florins for 10 years.

- 124 Albrecht von Mecklenburg lived, when he was not engaged
by Baron Adolf Friedrich in the military service, with his wife
and son Karl in Garwitz until 1631. In that year he sold Garwitz
to Gebgard von Moltke of Raduhn and moved to Schlieven. He could
not have died long before May 21, 1650. His wife Anna von Barner
died in 1653. The guardians of young Karl von Mecklenburg were
not able to save the highly mortgaged Schlieven property and had
to give it up in 1655.
Sec. 26.
JOHANN VON
SON

OF

CHRISTOPH

OF

BARNER
BULOW, AND

HIS

DESCENDANTS.

(BULOW-GROSSE GIEVITZ-TARNOW LINEAGES)
(Family Tree G.)
Johann was the oldest son of his father Christoph and
when the settlement by lot of the paternal property took place in
the year 1616 he received no real estate but had to be satisfied
with a cash settlement of his share of 3,240 florins which was
divided among the brothers who did not receive real property. By
a contract dated June 27, 1618 his sum was used to purchase from
the Flotows a share at Gr-Gievitz which was subject to a twentyyear mortgage amounting to 7,600 florins (Doc. 230). The confirmation of this transaction was approved on January 19, 1619 by
the lenders, Baron Adolf Friedrich and Baron Johann Albrecht,
subject, however, to the reservation that the Barons would in no
way be bound by the mortgage contract if, in a pending court
action between the Barons and the Flotows concerning the Malchow
properties, the imperial Supreme Court of Judicature should make
restitution to the Flotows, the Gr.-Gievitz property being part
of those holdings. Johann von Barner's mortgaged ownership of
Gr.-Gievitz lasted for several years beyond the designated time.
At Johann's death on August 19, 1646 his estate went into bankruptcy. Among his creditors was a widow Ilsabe von Voss whom he
had married in 1629, the daughter of Valentin Voss of Luplow and
of Margarete von Linstow of the House of Linstow. The Barner share
of Gr.-Gievitz fell to the creditors in bankruptcy in the final
Distribution-Discharge dated October 26, 1649 which they sold to
Jurgen von Voss who was the owner of another share of the property
The authorization of this by the lenders took place on March 4,
1652 (Doc. 273).
Johann von Barner left two children: Valentin Christoph
and Anna Dorothea, the latter being in 1649 the wife of Philipp
Reinhard von Schenck of Gr.-Plasten, and in 1688 she was living
as a widow.

- 125 Through the widow Mrs. von Barner, ne'e von Voss, the
family acquired the lending right to Tarnow which remained under
the ownership of the Barners for 50 years. Tarnow was a dairy
farm which belonged to the Malzan Kittendorf holdings and which
was sold by Baron Franz Jochim von Maltzan of Penzlin to Daniel
Gebben in 1625. Ilsabe von Barner, nee von Voss, acquired the
mortgage of Tarnow for 6 years for 3,000 florins from the Gebben
heirs by way of a contract dated March 25, 1653. The authorization
by the mortgage registry took place on November 1, 1657 (Doc. 284).
The Gebben heirs had 8,000 florins invested in Tarnow. This whole
mortgage advancement was acquired by way of a contract dated April
20, 1669 (confirmed by the mortgage registry on December 12, 1672)
for 5,000 florins by Valentin Christoph von Barner (Doc. 300) most
likely after the death of his mother. After the death of Valentin
Christoph and his wife Anna von Krackewitz (of the House of Briggow)
an inheritance distribution was made on December 12, 1689 (Doc.
324) through their childrens ' guardian Dietrich Otto von Winterfeldt, the three children being: Johann Christoph, Anna Katharina
and Ilsabe Dorothea. Johann Christoph received the Tarnow
mortgaged property in this distribution. In 1690 this was leased
to Lieutenant Christoph Friedrich von Maltzan of Mdlln who was
married to Anna Katharina von Barner. The latter must have passed
away soon afterwards; in her will of December 3, 1695 she named
her husband as her principal heir and bequeathed 100 talers each
to her brother and sister.
The sister Ilsabe Dorothea later married a
Ulrich Ernst von Winterfeldt of Tieplitz and Dambeck
the Danish military service and whose first wife was
of the House of Kritzow (died in 1698) . The couple
July 7, 1728.

widower, one
who was in
Anna von Bulow
died before

Johann Christoph von Barner, a Lieutenant in the Kaiser's
service, sought to increase his holdings by taking out a mortgage
on Tarnow. For this purpose he received an authorized lending
right to Tarnow from his uncle Hans Friedrich von Krackewitz who
had obtained it on April 27, 1696 from Georg Julius von Maltzen
for 500 florins and from the imperial provisional government at
Gils trow, and on July 6, 1701 he approached Baron Friedrich Wilhelm's
mortgage registry about mortgaging Tarnow. Since Colonel Hans
Heinrich, Baron von Maltzan of Penzlin and Wartenburg had already
commenced an action leading to the ownership of Penzlin and its
appurtenances, Barner's mortgage loan of Tarnow was never consummated. In fact, on March 29, 1703 he was ordered by the Commission
under Baron Friedrich Wilhelm to release Tarnow to the said Colonel
von Maltzan. The money paid for desisting from the claim amounted
to 6,000 florins with the stipulation that Lieutenant Christoph
Friedrich von Maltzan, the present lessee of the property, be
especially compensated for his amelioration.
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through the Weselin lineage Hans Heinrich von Barner, Gossel
Heinrich's son, the sum of 2,400 florins in 1706 for the purchase
of Knorrendorf and received a mortgage on this property which was
confirmed on January 12, 1707.
On September 22, 1725 Johann Christoph von Barner, on
his own and on behalf of his sister Elisabeth Dorothea who was
married to a von Winterfeldt, together with other creditors,
requested a joint discharge of the Luplow estate in the amount of
2,064 florins which had belonged to their great grandfather Valentin
von Voss. Then von Barner appears as guardian of the two sons of
his deceased sister on July 7, 1728 as "Captain" Johann Christoph
von Barner serving as guardian for his two nephews von Winterfeldt,
being in the Danish war service, and took over the Winterfeldt
Dambeck property.
Nothing is known further about Johann Christoph's life
or about his death.
In the year 1736 a Lieutenant Jurgen Christoph von
Barner von Gustrow sued the guardianship of the children of Hans
Heinrich von Barner for overdue interest on Knorrendorf in the
amount of 210 talers for 3% years. In a promissory note dated
1706 Johann Christoph had been promised 5/o or 120 florins interest
per annum; 120 florins are 60 talers; which amounts to 210
talers for 3% years. Therefore, when Lieutenant Jurgen Christoph
von Barner sued in 1736 on the promissory note of 1706 we can
surmise that he was the son and heir of Johann Christoph who had
died sometime between 1734 and 1736. Jurgen Christoph was outside
of Mecklenburg, perhaps in the Kaiser's service just like Johann
Christoph, and can be identified with Christoph von Borner who
was named as the Saxonian Chamberlain on August 14, 1739.
Sec. 27.
HANS VON

BARNER

OF

FAULENROST

( F a m i l y T r e e G.)

Hans, the second son of Christoph von Barner of Bulow
and of his wife Anna von Barold, since he was not included in the
paternal property division of 1616, leased the shares of Faulenrost
and Rittermannshagen that had been purchased by his uncle Henning
von Barold from Ulrich Rostke. Christoph von Barner had been
willing, as he mentioned in his letter to the mortgage registry,
to act in behalf of his brother-in-law Henning von Barold, but had
been prevented by a law suit that was being litigated between his
brother-in-law and the heirs of Ulrich Rostke at the high court
in Gustrow. On June 11, 1617 this suit ended with a decision whereby
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share of Faulenrost and Rittermannshagen to Henning von Barold
for 12,450 florins (1) for 25 years. The documents do not show
how this lending right was transferred to von Barold 's nephew Hans
von Barner and extended beyond the original duration of 25 years.
Hans von Barner lived until his death at Faulenrost and was wed
to Ilsabe von Both, daughter of Balthasar of Kalkhorst and of
Leveke von Plessen of the House of Steinhusen. Although his wife
brought into the marriage 4,000 florins as dowry and 4,900 florins
that she had inherited, he probably did not live in comfortable
financial circumstances. In 1623 he had already borrowed 1000
florins from Cuno Helmuth von Pressentin of Sternberg, the loan
being co-signed by his brothers Johann of Gievitz, Claus of Go'rnow
and Henneke of Bulow as well as by Claus von Barold of Dobbin and
Levin von Stralendorff. When the debt to Pressentin was not paid
by Hans von Barner the creditor got Henneke von Barner to make
good the payment. Since Hans used his wife's capital more and
more to redeem promissory notes that were co-signed by the said
three brothers, his wife on January 12, 1632 assumed the mortgaged
estate of Faulenrost as security for the total of 8,900 florins
that she had brought into the marriage. When it appeared that
Hans von Barner was near death and that through repeated intervention by the courts parts of Faulenrost and Rittermannshagen
were awarded to von Barner's creditors (for instance, Document
256 of October 10, 1643), the wife's brother Daniel and Henning
von Both sought a baronial confirmation in her behalf whereby
the document of authorization by Baron Adolf Friedrich, as guardian
of Baron Gustav Adolf, was executed on November 28, 1650 (Doc. 269),
Hans von Barner's death must have occurred between the last mentioned date and July 1, 1651 because on that date the widow,
following her husband's death, applied for a guardianship by her
brothers Henning and Daniel von Both of Kalkhorst and Guldenhorn
for petitioning and the securing of her feminine rights. The
requested guardianship was granted by the authorities on July 10.
Hans von Barner's only child Anna Margarete married
Ernst von Below of Lebbin. This couple sold the Barner's remaining
shares of the lending rights of Faulenhorst and Rittermannshagen
to Christian Wihelm von Hahn of Remplin for 6,000 florins, which
was confirmed on August 10, 1680 (Doc. 312). Ernst von Below,
using his wife's dowry and paraphernalia, bought the Rutzenfelde
property in 1680 which was partly in Swedish Pomerania and partly
in Mecklenburg-Schwerin, and approximately in 1702 this went by
way of inheritance to Gb'ssel Ernst von Barner, a son of Henning
Ernst von Barner and Ilsabe Dorothea von Below, daughter of the
above-named Ernst von Below and Anna Margarete von Barner (Sec.
40, III).
(1) This sum was the amount that Hans von Barner of
Faulenrost was assessed in the Registry of 1637 (Doc.
249) .
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CLAUS

VON BARNER

OF KLEIN-GORNOW

(Family Tree G.)
At the property distribution of June 22, 1616 Claus,
the third son of Christoph von Barner and of his wife Anna von
Barold, was awarded the paternal estate of Klein-Gornow which
was assessed at 8,000 florins but reduced for Claus to 6,000
florins. He together with his brother Henneke who had received
Bulow at the settlement requested a confirmation of inheritance
of their properties on March 27, 1617 and after repeating the
request on November 9, 1622 received an inheritance acknowledgement on November 14, 1622 (Doc. 232). Claus was married to
Dorothea von Stralendorff, daughter of Vicke von Stralendorff
(born 1534 and died October 5, 1605) and of his wife Dorothea
von Platen (who was a daughter of Berend von Platen and of U s e
von Jasmund) and died in the year_1631. His widow remained with
her three children at the Klein-Gornow estate. A difficult time
followed for her. It was the time of the Thirty Years War; her
husband had left numerous debts and uncollectible accounts receivable. The 400 florins that Cord von Barner of Zaschendorf had
loaned to her in 1634 (Doc. 245) were but a drop on a hot rock.
When we note in the property records of 1637 (Doc. 249) that no
debts are shown next to Claus von Barner's widow of Gornow (the
property was valued at 7,618 florins), the notation is not correct.
Mrs. von Barner was barely able to hold on to the property. When
death came to her and her children everything was solved. Probably
on account of fearing the unpleasantness of war she moved to
Sternberg; then when the plague there took her youngest daughter
Dilliane in the Summer of 1638, in order to escape the horrifying
disease she fled to her home at Klein-Gornow where her Eickelberg
soul saver, Pastor Rosenow, proved to be a true friend. But even
there the death-bringing plague followed and she watched her oldest daughter Anna Dorothea and then her son Vicke Christopher die
at Klein-G6'rnow, and, finally, on August 25, 1638 she herself
became a victim of the plague. All four were buried in Eichelberg.
After the death of Mrs. von Barner the precarious situation that she had been so desperately holding together completely
crumbled. Her brother Jochim^Christoph von Stralendorff of KleinKrankow took over the Klein-Gornow property as her heir bat was
immediately made liable to his sister's creditors and those of his
brother-in-law and, together with his nephew Hans Dietrich von
Stralendorff, had to defend many court actions on account of the
debts. During the ensuing years of the long war the property
holdings continued more and more to deteriorate and came to be
described as barren and ruined. Therefore bankruptcy was inevitable.
A declaration was publicly posted at Gustrow and Wismar notifying
the creditors of Claus von Barner and his widow to come forward
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acreages among others in the village of Kaarz belonged and where
the Weselin Barners had small holdings, was assessed in the
bankruptcy distribution action at 4,648 florins, it was turned
over for the amount of the taxes to Dr. Heinrich Bilderbeck
subject however to the mortgage. In order to preserve the lending
rights on the Barner holdings a request was made by Kord von
Barner,##the son of Henneke of Bulow for a loan on the Bulow and
Klein-Gornow properties that had come under the bankruptcy proceedings and, he being the next agnate, the loan was granted and
the acknowledgement of the same was given on February 9, 1659
(Doc. 287). Also Heinrich von Barner of Penzin made an attempt
to save Klein-Gornow. He too applied for a loan on Klein-Gornow
for himself and for his children in case that his cousins Kord,
Magnus Friedrich and Christoph (the two last-named were absent
from the country) were not able to manage it themselves or in
case any of them should have died. Also, Heinrich von Barner
received an acknowledgement regarding Klein-Gornow on February
18, 1659. The ownership rights of this property now went from
hand to hand. In 1668 Dr. Bilderbeck ceded his rights to Fritz
von der Luhe for 5,200 florins and he in turn gave them to his
sister Ilsabe Katharina Soopen whose son Baron Soopen passed them
to Claus Efflandt in 1690 for 5,300 florins, and from this person
they went in 1692 to U s e Christiane von Winterfeldt, the widow
of Putlitz, for 4,900 florins. In 1696 Magnus Friedrich von Barner
tried to acquire Klein-Gornow which then had been held by persons
outside of the family for half a century. He negotiated with the
then owner, Mrs. Ilsabe Christina von Wenckstern, ne'e von Winterfeldt (formerly the widow of von Putlitz) and they went together
before the baronial chamber and obtained an order on June 30, 1696
that he should give Mrs. von Wenckstern permission to remain in
possession for six more years and after that time he would tender
the mortgage money and redeem the property for himself (Doc. 341).
A few weeks before the negotiations over Klein-Gornow were nearing
completion, Cavalry Captain Magnus Friedrich von Barner obtained
a mortgage covering Bulow, Badegow and Klein-Gornow. The lastnamed which was redeemed by way of the agreement just mentioned
is still under the ownership of the Btflow lineage today. The
Master General of Ordnance Christoph von Barner from headquarters
near Tenneswar on August 11, 1696 thanked Baron Friedrich Wilhelm
for his decision to give the Klein-Gornow property back to his
brother Magnus Friedrich von Barner, the rightful inheritor of
the property.
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HENNEKE VON BARNER

OF

BULOW,

CHRISTOPH'S

SON

(Family Tree G.)
Henneke (also called Henning) (1) received at the
distribution of the paternal property on June 22, 1616, as we
have previously seen, the Billow holdings valued at 14,000 florins
(Doc. 228). In the same manner as his brother Claus of KleinGornow, with the taking over of the property he was obliged to
reimburse his other brothers and sister Anna, all of whom received
no real estate. On St. Anthony's Day (January 17) 1618 he
borrowed from his relative (he called him "brother-in-law") Hans
Heinrich von Billow of Holdorf (2) 10,000 Lubeck marks and mortgaged
Bulow to him with the assent of his brothers and Zaschendorf
cousins (Doc. 229). Apart from the Bulow village there was a
manor, a mill and a sheepfold. We considered in the previous
paragraph the subject of Henneke's acquisition during the years
1617 and 1622. When one sees in the Knights-Service Register
in the borough of Crivitz under date of March 3, 1621 (Doc. 231)
the listing showing: "Christoph von Berner of Billow - 1 horse",
this item is not quite true because his father Christoph had
already been retired by that date and Henneke was the present
property owner. Under the registration of nobility and their
assets which had to be recorded with the official at the Registry
of Wallenstein who was then the Baron of Mecklenburg in the year
1628 the Crivitz and Sternberg holdings were not listed and should
have been included with the Bulow property. Contrary to this, there
is a listing for the year 1637 (Doc. 249) which shows the assets
and payment of contribution of the holdings of noblemen, listing
separately the assets and liabilities. According to this Henneke
von Barner's Billow property in 1637 was valued at 13,300 florins
and had liabilities of 2,000 florins. Consequently Henneke must
have paid off most of his 10,000 mark debt owed to Hans Heinrich
von Bulow.
Henneke also had holdings in Kobrow which had been in
the Barner family since the time of Claus von Barner of Sternberg
(1397). When Markwart and Hartich Preen of Crivitz (father and
son) tried to sell their four acreages at Kobrow to Baron Adolf
Friedrich in 1634, Henneke von Barner of Bulow tried to stop the
(1) Henneke (Henning) and also Hans are different forms
of the first name Johann or Johannes. Therefore,
the three brothers actually had the same first names.
(2) Hans Heinrich von Bulow was the brother of Dorothea
von Lutzow, nee von Billow, the mother-in-law of
Henneke von Barner.
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acreages encumbered under the law of emphyteusis, to have and to
hold for an indeterminate number of years. In spite of his interference the sale took place. In 1641 when Henneke borrowed 600
florins from the Administrator David Raben of Steinfeld to use
the sum for improvement of the Billow property he pledged his two
acreages in Kobrow as security, and the baronial authorization
for this transaction was issued on September 10, 1642 (Doc. 251).
These Kobrow acreages again came into the Barner family and in
1754 Magnus Friedrich von Barner sold them for 4,900 talers to
the Province Marshall August Barthold von Lutzow who in turn
relinquished them to the baronial chamber.
We can see how bad Henneke von Barner's situation was
and how much he suffered under the then existing war conditions
in a letter dated February 25, 1643 where he asked for the baronial
consent to cut down 30 oak trees in Bulow for the purpose of sawing
them into 200 floor boards to be sold to David Make of Wismar, this
being the only way that he could make ends meet. He mentions that
because of the hard times then, excessive monthly payments, constant
abuse by the army crossing his land, quartering troops, plundering,
taking his livestock, feed, and everything movable, in short,
because of the complete ruin of the Bulow property he was hit so
hard that there was no means of preservation of his family and
honorable name. In spite of this plea for help and because of
the sparse woodlands in Billow he was allowed to fell only 15 trees.
The extent to which one had to go in those times of
enemy plundering to acquire any money can be seen when Henneke
von Barner as patron of the Billow church in order to preserve the
parsonage and church found it necessary to hock a large church
bell, a red velvet communion robe, a silver chalice and silver
plate (communion plate) in Wismar in 1641. At this time we should
mention that the situation between the Pastor and patron was far
from congenial. Several letters of complaint by Pastor Senstius
indicate this.
Henneke died on March 24, 1645 before the troubles
caused by the war came to an end and this is documented by J.Balck
the baronial official at Crivitz on November 20, 1650 (Doc. 266).
He was married twice. His first wife Anna Margarete von Lutzow
was the daughter of Kord von Lutzow of_ Perlin and Banzin who died
in 1628 and of his wife Dorothea von Billow of the House of
Wedendorf-Holdorf-Hundorf. His second wife Maria von Lutzow who
died in 1675 was the daughter of the Mecklenburg high stablemaster
and chief magistrate of Plau and Domitz Magnus von Liitzow of
Dutzow, Bakendorf and Niendorf (born 1564 and died April 10, 1630)
and of Ottiliane von Behr of the House of Hugelsdorf-Kavelsdorf in
Pomerania (born 1581 and died May 9, 1645) . It is worth mentioning that in a document regarding Kobrow on August 19, 1645 this
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late Henneke von Barner". Contrary to that, in a document regarding the inheritance distribution which took place between the
Lutzow heirs over the inheritance of their mother, a sister and a
brother on March 20, 1655, she rightfully signed herself as Maria
von Lutzow widow of the late Henneke von Barner (Doc. 280). We
would like to note here that in that inheritance distribution the
sister that is mentioned, Miss Anna Sophie von Liitzow, is the
same Anna Sophia Koss, widow of Colonel Koss, nee von Lutzow, who
gave her nephew, Cavalry officer Magnus Friedrich von Barner the
mortgage rights to Bakendorf and Vietzen in lieu of a debt of 1000
talers on January 17, 1681.(Doc. 313).
Heneke von Barner produced with his first wife: Kord
(Sec. 30) and Anna Sophie who married Heinrich Barner of Zaschendorf in 1644 and died on March 9, 1651 (see Sec. 13). From his
second marriage Henneke had: Christoph (Sec. 31), Magnus Friedrich
(Sec. 32), Henning Adolf, Johann Hugo and one daughter whose name
is unknown who in 1648 was the wife of the Swedish Colonel and
Commander of Leipzig, Johann von Neer.
Little is known about Henning Adolf. He most likely
was raised by his brother-in-law Colonel von Neer, for at least
in 1650 he was residing with him. Later we find him in the Danish
military service and he was mentioned in the last will and testament of his brother Magnus Friedrich in 1676, a will that was
never executed. During the years 1692-95 he appears as godfather
in Carow and on January 29, 1696 bought the mortgage right in
Werder (in the Plau borough) from the heir of Lukas Hagemeister
of Gustrow which had previously been a farmhouse in Old-Schwerin
(Doc. 335). From the marriage between Henning Adolf and Hanna
Maria von Koppelow, a daughter of Engelke von Koppelow of KleinPritz and of Elisabeth, nee von Restorf, there was born Magnus
Friedrich von Barner who lost his life in 1709 in a battle by the
Allies in victory over the French near Malplaquet in Hennegau.
Johann Hugo (Huchel), son of Christoph of Bulow, was
seen in 1650 as being raised at Stuck with the children of his
aunt Magdalene, wife of Christoph Rabens of Stuck, and entered
the Dutch Marines where he received his training in naval warfare.
We find him in 1666 as a Naval Lieutenant in the Royal Danish
service and he became a Captain in 1672; in 1673-75 commanding
the frigate "Jageren"; in 1676-77 commanding the frigate 'Lossen"
carrying 28 cannons. He served under the Admirals Counts Tromp
and Rodsteen and participated in the great sea battles where
Admiral Niels Full was in command against the Swedes in the Baltic
Sea. In 1677 while on the frigate HLossen" he became ill and died
soon afterward in Copenhagen, unmarried with the rank of Admiral.
He was buried on April 19, 1677 at the Holmen church beneath the
floor in the West wing. At the restoration of the church in 1835
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wall behind the church pews. The gravestone carries the following
inscription:
"1677
Johann Hugo Barner is my name,
Mecklenburg was my birthplace,
A Nobleman was I,
I was known from Archangel to Banda,
The Sea fed me,
Loyally I obeyed,
As a Captain I died,
Here I rest,
May God awaken me!"
In the family archives at Billow we find a promissory
note dated at Copenhagen September 22, 1670 which was redeemed
after his death and in which the imperial Danish Naval Lieutenant
Johann Hugo Barner admitted owing 100 talers to Adam Levin von
Knudt (Doc. 298). Also there was preserved in the Billow archives
an unexecuted last Will and testament of his brother Magnus Freidrich in which he is listed as being remembered with a velvet and
fur cloak.
We would like to mention briefly what happened to the
Bulow property after Heneke Barner's death (1645). Heneke's
remaining property went into bankruptcy and all of his holdings
passed to his creditors. The Administrator of the estate was his
oldest son Kord who was living at Bulow, although the property
was leased out. Many disputes followed between Kord Barner, the
guardian of his half sisters and brothers: Christoph Raben and
Valentin von Lutzow, and the Bulow tenants. Also involved in the
dispute was Heinrich von Barner of Zaschendorf who was wedded to
Henneke's daughter by his first marriage. He moved with his family
to Biilow and upset the incumbent tenant with the claim that he was
entitled to money from the property by reason of funds brought in
by his mother when she was the head of the house. It took a baronial order to stop Heinrich von Barner from taking matters into his
own hands against the tenant of the property. On January 18, 1659
Kord von Barner received a loan from the new lender Baron Christian
(Doc. 287); he lived at that time and even later on as Administrator at Bulow. Afterwards, in 1667 the redemption of Billow through
Magnus Friedrich von Barner followed (Docs. 295, 297).
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KORD VON BARNER, SON OF HENNEKE OF BULOW, AND THE KRESSIN LINEAGE
( F a m i l y T r e e C .)

Kord was born in 1617 . His parents were Henneke of Bulow
and his first wife Anna Margarete of Lutzow. As with so many other
noble offspring, he also was drawn into the chaos of the Thirty
YearsWar. Serving in the army at that time was very different from
the present day. One chose the army that suited him best. Kord
volunteered to serve first as Lieutenant in the Emperor's army and
later as Captain for the Swedish. After the conclusion of the war
he returned to Bulow which at the time was bankrupt and had been
taken over by the creditors. Because of an interest that he had
through his mother's inheritance he also became a creditor. His
part of the inheritance at the time included the tenant farmer Hans
Pflugradt. Having been involved in the Thirty Yeas War, violence
had become so much a part of him that during a transaction involving rent his tenant accused him of a stabbing in a dispute over the
rent. The matter was settled by the Baron. To penalize this hotheaded young warrior a fine of 500 talers was imposed. Being the
trustee in bankruptcy, Kord's position was very uncomfortable. He
was repeatedly accused of mismanagement of funds by the rest of the
creditors, particularly by the guardians of his half-kin. In Sec.
28 we discussed his management of the mortgaged properties of Billow
and Klein-Gornow about the year 1659. He had been living in BUlow
until the Bulow property was redeemed by his half-brother Magnus
Friedrich in 1667. After that he moved to Kressin. It is possible
that for a while he lived in Raden. We have come across an invitation that he extended on August 18, 1651 to Landmarshall Joachim
von Maltzan of Grubenhagen to be his daughter's godfather. On
March 29, 1667 Magnus Friedrich von Barner negotiated with Kord
who at the same time was representing Kord Barner the younger, the
son of his deceased sister, to pay out the money that had been
inherited from the grandmother Anna Margarethe von LUtzow (Henneke
Barner's first wife), the amount being 4,700 florins (Doc. 295).
We should mention at this time that Kord Barner the elder brought
up his nephew Kord Barner the younger and occasionally referred to
him as his foster son.
During the bankruptcy proceedings of his brother-in-law
Christoph von Billow of Kressin (in the borough of Crivitz) Kord
Barner of Bulow bought the Kressin property from the creditors.
His wife Eva Dorothea von BUlow, daughter of Christoph von Bulow
of Kressin and of Barbara Dorothea von Passow of the House of Passow
whom he married on September 26, 1650 was awarded the sum of 3,900
florins, his sister-in-law Klara Magdalene von Bu*low a sum of 2,500
florins, and the Goldberg church the sum of 600 florins. Altogether
the amount of 8,557 florins, the value of the Kressin estate, was
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1669. After Kord took over the mortgaged property in February 1668
he received a confirmation of the sale from the sovereign justice
on July 13, 1669 (Doc. 297a).
In 1678 he received permission to cut down 90 oak trees
in the Kressin woods which were to be sold to cover his debts
arising out of war obligations. That was at the time of the battle
at Fehrbellin when, in alliance with the Danes, the victorious
Brandenburger conquered the Swedes in Mecklenburg.
Meanwhile Kord's wife Eva Dorothea von Billow passed away
leaving him with seven children and Kord remarried. On November
23, 1682 he signed a marriage agreement with Mrs. Katharina Elisabeth von Thun, the widow of von Lossow of Dallmin (Prignitz) in
front of a priest. His witnesses were Magnus Friedrich von Barner,
Henning Christian and Victor Friedrich von Winterfeldt. According
to the contract the dowry of 800 talers that she had brought into
the marriage was to be returned to her relatives in case that she
should die childless before the death of her husband. This provision of the contract was documented on December 28, 1689 by Baron
Christian Louis von Mecklenburg-Schwerin (Doc . 316) .
It might be of interest to note what Kord Barner's second
wife brought into the marriage. We find in the marriage contract
added provisions that are spelled out:
1. Twelve pairs of sheets; twelve pillow cases; twelve large
and small dish towels; twelve large and small hand towels; three
dozen napkins. One Damask and three linen table cloths.
2. As for beds - two down coverlets with cases; five matresses;
four bolsters with printed cases; four show pillows with fancy
coverings.
3. As for tin - fifteen large bowls; a night toilet bowl; a
pitcher and bowl; one dozen plates.
4. In copper - a half-tun capacity kettle, brand new; a
brand new hand kettle.
In 1697 Kord leased the Kressin estate to David Janentzki
for 6 years for a yearly rent of 300 florins and then borrowed 3000
florins from him for which he in turn mortgaged the property to
him. This contract was signed on February 6, 1697 by M(agnus)
F(riedrich) von Barner, Anna Margareta von Barner and Christiane
Maria von Barner, the latter two named persons being Kord's daughters
During the first years of the rulership of Baron Friedrich
Wilhelm he was not able to cash in on his loan because of his
advanced age but finally on January 1697 he took some action and
on February 5, 1700 he gave a power of attorney (Doc. 344).
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he was looking for peace and serenity and wished to put his house
in order. In the presence of his relatives on June 21, 1702 he
gave instructions concerning what was to be done with his holdings
up until the time of his death and afterwards. According to this
document his only son Lieutenant Christoph Magnus was to receive
at Trinity in the year 1703 the Kressin estate which was assessed
in the value of 10,000 florins. From this amount the outstanding
debt of 5,000 florins was to be paid off and, as for the remaining
5,000 florins, each of the six children (including Christoph Magnus)
was to be given 800 florins; his daughter Eva Dorothea, in appreciation of her loyalty and care of her father, was to receive an
extra 160 florins; the small remaining 40 florins were to be distributed among loving relatives. The house and contents were to
pass only to his son. Up until the time of his death the father
reserved a small garden house for his own residence and he also
provided that he should live off of the resources of the property
and receive 20 talers cash from the interest paid from a fund of
500 florins that he set up in trust to Mr. von Barner in Schonberg.
This agreement was signed and sealed by the father and
by his children, Christoph Magnus, Anna Margarete, Christihn Marie,
Dilliane Sophie and Eva Dorothea (who had not learned to write,
and a Notary Public signed for her). The daughter Meta Elisabeth
was not present at the time.
Kord von Barner died at Kressin on November 20/21, 1704
(1) and left one son and five daughters from the first marriage (2).
His second wife had died on June 21, 1702 before the signing of the
above agreement. His oldest son Jochim Christoph had passed away
at an early age at Kressin on September 28, 1670. Dilliane Sophie
was the only one of his daughters who was married.
Meta Elisabeth died at Gerdshagen on September 4, 1728.
Two days before her death she made her Will and left as her sole
heir the Privy Councillor Helmuth Friedrich von Oertzen with whom
she had been living for 20 years. That inheritance originated
from the Kressin estate and inheritances from her brother and
three sisters who had died. One living sister was never mentioned:
Ottilgana Sophia von Kruse, ne'e von Barner, of LUbz .
(1) According to the Kressin mortgage records in the Schwerin
archives witnessed by Pastor Enoch Zander of Briiz, in
1705, Kord died on December 19, 1704. But according to
the Poserin church records he died on the night of
November 20/21, 1704.
(2) "Churtvon Barner" at Bulow on Nov. 23, 1652 asked the
Pastor of Wessin to baptize his daughter who was born
the night before. His first daughter was born on Aug.
17, 1651. This would most likely be Anna Margarete.
The one born on November 22, 165 2 was probably Christine
Marie or Meta Elisabeth.
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son, took over the Kressin estate and assumed the mortgage on
February 20, 1706. In 1713 he and Christoph Hans von Grabow of
Woosten went into partnership with Johann Lukas Gundlach, a glass
manufacturer, and opened up a glass factory in the outskirts of
Kressin, also on the edge of Woosten. Gundlach was given permission
to hunt within the property limits but not with hounds; he was
also given fishing rights in the lakes. To maintain the fires in
the factory he was given permission to cut wood. For all of this
he paid 300 talers N2/3 yearly. - Christoph Magnus died on July 30,
1725. On August 10, 1726 following his death the guardianship of
his sons went to: Magnus Friedrich von Barner of Billow and Jlirgen
Christoph von Wangelin of Old Schwerin, giving them the Kressin
estate for the benefit of the sons: Kord Christian, Johann Christoph,
Magnus Friedrich and Jobst Hinrich. He named as guardian for the
two minor sons Magnus Friedrich and Jobst Hinrich von Barner a
Colonel Jobst Hinrich von Bulow of Woserin and Cavalry Captain Hans
Reimer Ehrenreich von Walsleben of Damerow. In 1746 these guardians
went to the ruling Baron for permission to sell the Kressin property. Supposedly their motive was that the third brother of their
wards (Johann Christoph) had insisted upon payment of his share of
the estate. All three brothers having fought for their country in
wars abroad, the estate was so highly mortgaged for 5,000-6,000
talers, that the sale of the property would only be beneficial to
the sons. The request was granted and, according to the contract
executed at Gustrow, the Kressin estate was leased to the present
mortgage holder, Baron Christian Wilhelm von Wendhausen from July
11, 1746 until Trinity 1786 for 19,000 talers. According to several
provisions of the contract we note that the mortgagee never insisted
upon a release. No further consideration was given to this transaction and so it is possible that Kressin became bankrupt in 1755
on account of lack of fulfillment of obligations. (The repayment
of the loan was not insisted upon at the beginning of the reign
of Baron Christian Ludwig II in 1747) .
For a few years Kressin once more came back into the
hands of the Barner family. On January 13, 1784 Cavalry Captain
Gottfried Christian von Barner (of the Zaschendorf-Welzin Lineage)
obtained the rights to Kressin from Baron Christian von Wendhausen
and openly proclaimed that "unless all creditors came forward by
May 21, 1784 no further payments would be made, or they would be
barred forever". On December 19, 1787 Gottfried Christian von
Barner sold the estate to Christian Susemihl for 28,000 talers,
executed by deed on October 3, 1788.
The Kressin lineage of Barners died out because the sons
of Christoph Magnus died unwed.
Magnus Friedrich, the second youngest, baptized in Kressin
on September 27, 1721, started his career in the Damish military
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Ensign and in 1744 Second Lieutenant; In 1747 First Lieutenant,
in 1756 Captain; in 1762 Company Commander and in 1765 2nd Major,
always in the service of the Foot Life Guards; in the same year
1765 he was promoted to Lt. Colonel of the Infantry Regiment.
On December 18, 1767 he was called to the Royal Life Guards and
in 1770 became the head, ad interim, of this regiment. Throughout
this difficult position he was not looked upon favorably by his
superiors, having antagonized them. He received a reprimand for
dereliction of duty and was sent to Norway on May 17, 1771. After
the Struense government toppled in 1772 he was called back and
again received command of the Danish Life Guard Regiment. After
January 20, 1774, upon being promoted to Colonel, he requested
retirement but it was denied to him. He became natuaralized as
a Danish nobleman on April 18, 1776 and on June 30, 1777 he became
Commander-in-Chief of the regiment and then on December 6, 1780
he became a Major General. In 1787 he again requested retirement
and it was granted and his command was taken over by Prince
Friedrich Karl Emil von Holstein-Augustenburg. For his last
residence he chose the city of Schwerin and died there on May 31,
1815 at the ripe old age of 95.
His youngest brother Jobst Hinrich von Barner, baptized
at Kressin on March 12, 1724, served in the Hanover-English army.
He was promoted in 1746 to Lieutenant; 1755 First Lieutenant; in
1757 Captain; in 1760 Major of the Guard; in 1762 Lt. Colonel;
and on September 17, 1776 retired as Colonel. He died on March
17, 1806 in Hanover at the age of 82. In his last Wills of 1799
and 1804 he named his brother Magnus Friedrich to be Executor of
his sizeable fortune, the capital to go to his god-child Heinrich
Franz von Barner, the son of the Schwerin High Marshall Levin
Joachim von Barner of Trams and Trebbow. He seems to have had a
close relationship with Levin Joachim. He had invested 1,000 talers
into his residence at New Schwerin (Sec. 34a) .
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Talel «.
I-inie Z a s c h e n d o r f - B t l l o w .

IX.

IX.

Christoph van Barner,
nuf B i l l o w , Kl. Cilrnow «aw-,
• c a . I . ™ , t <•"• I ' * 1 ,
^ o A n n a v. It;trnl<1, 11116.

S-':>.
lohann,
r.nGr.dievitf
| v o r 1 0 . H . 1041
c v lf»l**»
Ilsabe v. V o l t

,

Hans.
ni
Kaiilenrnst,
t HSoO/ftl.
~*> l U a l - e v . I l o t h .

S«7-

$2».
Vilentin
Christoph,
mil
Tarnow .
| v o r 1 2 . 1*2.
MM*.
-<o A n n a v .
Krackewitz.

Anna
Dorothea,
^
l-bilipi.
Ueinb;-i(l
v. S r l i c i i e k
m i l (Jr.
I'lavlen,
f v o r IOHS.

S 20.

Seine l.tietu.
wareineneb.
v. K a m p t z .

Anna
Margarete,
-w K r i i s t
v.
rtrlnw
anf
Itiit/.enreble
§ 2 7 ». K.

Clans,
7.11 K l . ( l o r n o w , J 1 6 3 1 .
<-\j D o r o t h e a
v. S t r a l e m l o r f f .
t 25. 8. 1638 K l . t i ' i i r n o w .
§28.

Vicke
Christoph,
f 1638 z n
Kl. Uiirnow.

Anna
Dorothea,
| HI.IH x n
K l . t.ornow.

Henneke.
a n f H u b - w . ; _-t. :". 1 0 4 5 .
-v O A n i i n M a r y . v . l . i i t r t n v a t l . I I . P e r l i n .
rv. 2 ) M a r i a v. 1 M r . w ». i l . H .
I b l t r . o w - B;tkcinh>r . | 1675.

Dilliane,
j 1 0 8 8 r.n
sternfoeiR.

\

Christoph,
7. 7. I « 8 3
III! O n e l l .
§ 24.

S 29.
I.

1. R h e .
Anna Sophie,

Kite.

Here",

• n;ii, f 20./21.
I I . ITttl.
mil
Kressin.
ew 1) K v a h o r n t h e n v. B i l l o w ,
'-vSjWwc.Knltk
K l i n , v. I.oss-.w,
•reb. v. T b n n

I H. \i. iavi,
csa l « 4 l
lleinrieb
v. l i a r lie r
zn Z a s c h e n dorf
( T a f e l B. X l

Dilliane,

1 11. It
rs> H e r m l
v . 111 H e h e r , a n t
( i r r t e i i n o w . f 164-2.
§ 2 5 , 1,

II. Klie.
Christoph,
("enerallelJ '.eii"metsler. " 2 . 2 . MiSlil It i l o w ,
-; 2 . 10. 1 7 1 1 i m 1 ajser
l*i
Speier.
(N) ' 2. 1 6 7 0 O f t | i p f n g e n :
K l s a h e t l i K n p b r o N \ ne
v. K l e n e k e ,
• 2 0 . 10. H U H , - ; - M i l l . 1VI1.
kniserl.

S 31.

§ :*».

Nachkommenschatt T a f e l H.

lohann
Christoph,
anfTarnow
bis 1708,
kniserlieher
Haupttiinnn
1734,
f 1731/36.
§ IM.

XIII.

liirgen
Christoph,

Anna
Katharina,
testiert
8. 12. 1605.
ev Lentnant
Christoph
Kriedrieb
v. M a l t / a n
a u f M«lIn,
* 15. 0. KIMS,
t 22. 1. 1722,
« l e r i n 2 . Khe
C l a u d i a .toscphn Maria
v . S r h a c k heit.

Ilsabe Dorothea,
| 1725/-*,
-vdiln.Lentnant
I ' l r i e h Krnst v.
Winterfeldt,
j v o r 7 . 7 . 1728.
Kr w a r in 1. Klie
v e r b e i r m t e t mit
A n n a v. Billow
a. il. 11. K r i t r . o w
(* 5. | 0 . I67:i,
| 1608).

Anna
Margarets,
* 17. 8. 1651
Had e n ,
j 2:1. I. 1714
xn K r e s s i n .

Christine
Marie,
in K l o s t e r
l>obbertin.
leMe nodi
17(12, w a r
t o t 172*1.
^ :t2.

Mela
Elisabeth,
t 7.u O e n l s liBRen
4. 0. 1728.
g 3n.

Christian Heinrich,
• 16. It. 1717 K r e s s i n ,
•\ 15. I. 1718 K n s s i i i .

Dilliane
Sophie.
\ 18. 7. 1736
(mi l.fibzV).
ou 1687 Lentnant. K a s p a r
Iternd
v. K r n s e ,
• 0. I I6.V2
+ u. 4. I7»».

Eva Dorothea.
* ea. 166H.
| 1722
Bobhertin.

ttortl Christian,
I si. s. I7IK K r e s s i n ,
.,.ii|, 10. K. I72»V

lochim
Christoph,
| 28. ». 1«7«
r u Kressin.

11. S h e .
M i g a a s f r i e d r i c h (1),
tint B i l l o w , K l . U O n i o w
n. B a d e p o w ,
Itiitiu.,

• c n . l 0 3 5 , i - 2 2 . 1 a . I7u:<.
-v I) m i l A n n n V e t r o n e l l f l v. N e u h o f , c o 2)
M a r g . Kli«. v. I . f l t z o w ,
* U i i 8 , t 14. 1 0 . 172.1.
§ tw, I, I I .
Nachkommenschaft
T a f e l n H. a . 1.

Christoph Magnus,
* 20. l t . 1669 K r e s s i n ,
J
, 30. 7. 1725 Kressin,
anf K r e s s i n . Hauptnmiin,
e o I K r e s s i n 19. 5. 17t;i N . N .
v o n D c s s i u , cv 2) 26. 10. I71B
K v a Magdalene Sophie
v. Itestorff, f 2. 3.1726 K r e s s i n ,
T o e b t e r des ('hristian H e i u r i c b
v. l i e s t o r H auf Mustin (f 5. 12.
1728) n n d Maria E l i s n b c t b
v. I ' a r k e n t i n a. d. H. K l n i n e n
H o t (f 1711).
ij 80.

lohann Christoph,
* 1. [i. 1720 K r e s s i n ,
boUilndiseli. Kaiiitllu,
Imnii.iviTse.her O b e r s t ,
l e b t e lioeli 8. I. 1784
zu K a l k h o r s t .

Anna f v o r 166a
endorfl
a u f G a r w i t z n. S c h l i e v e n , -t- 1626,
<v 2 ) 1027 A l b r e c h t v . M e c k l e n b u r g ,
n u t ' S c h l i e v e n , i v o r 2 1 . r». 1650.
§ 25, 11.
11. B i t e .
H tuning
Adolf.
aill
Werder
1090,
co H a n n a
Maria
v. K o p p e low.

§2*.

II. Rhe.
lohann
Hugo.
(iMniseber
Marineoflir.ier,
bejrr. xn
Kofienba v e n
10.4.1077.
Uuverin.

11. E l i e .
Toebler
N. N „
«%> ( 1 6 4 8 )
sclmed.
Oberst
•lohann
v. N e e r .
§ 20.

S 29.

Magnas Friedrich,
licl 1700
in d e r Schlnclit
bei Mnlpliopiet.

Magnus Friedrich,
27. 0. 1721 Kressin,
• 3 l . f i . 18l5Scbles\vifr.
ilitiiischer
C!eiieralnia.jot'.

l o b s t Heinrich.
XIII.
* 12. !*. 1724 Kressin,
+ 1 7 . 8 . I HM; H a n n o v e r ,
hnimoverseherOWrvt.
§ W a. K.
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II.

H

Tata! H.
Linie Z a s c h e n d o r f - B O l o w .

II.

Henneke von Barner,
auf B i l l o w , f 1645,
r o 2) M a r i a v . L i l t z o w ,
a. d. H . I r n t n o w . f 1675.
Tafel ft.
Christoph,
General feldzengineister,
anf Freyhof. f 1711.
rss v . K l e n c k e . f 1711.
5 S I . Tafel 0 , X I .

• a g n a s Friedrich ft),
R i t t m e i s t e r . a n f Billow m m . , t 1 7 0 3 ,
r v 2) Marjr. E l i s a b e t h v. I . u t x o w ,
t 1723.
e 8 2 . Tafel O, X I .

Maria Anna
Christoph
Sophie
Sophie
E n p h r o s y a a . Balthasar. Elisabeth,
Charlotte.
. 107
io.i.iiMo.
1682,
• 12. «. 1684.
t 24. I i K 0 2 .
I.7.l08n. | 2 l a b r e I 12.8. 1718,
•vHt.Ht.inr7
- v 18. 7. 1703
alt.
Cetierall'eblOberst
nnrlitC h r i s t o p h Fertl.
noisier
v. P e j r e n .lohann
fel.lt.
August
* 5. 0. 1677.
V. B i l l . ! .
| 5. 9. 1783,
anf
IlohenKibiicb, D m nan.iVetthaiis
nsw. S SI.
Mil.

M a r g a r e t e Elisabeth.
Anna Petronella Sophie.
« u 2 4 . 2 . I7.M k a i x c r l i r h c r
1705 zu Bfttxow,
Oberst wachliiicisler
*NJ 16. 0. 1735 K r n s t F r i e d r .
K r a n z l l e i u r i e b v. d e r v. S p e r l i n ? (• 17101. a u f
K e t t e n b u r g auf M a t Wesain und Gomtow
fremlorf, dessen M u t t e r
(Kriedriclisrulie).
S o p h i e Kmerenlia
1700 w n r d e von i h r a n f
v. B a r n e r a. d. H. Nenhof
S c h e i d u n g der Kbe
w a r . (Tafel B, XII).
geklagt.

Sorhta Henriette.
• 0 . 8 . 1715 Billow.-;- 0.0. 1801
Wisiiuir. <^> 23. 4. 1701 zn
B i l l o w : Oberstleittmiiit. I M inarsclinll I'lrich Karl Adolf
v B a s s e w i t * anf S c h i m m
n m l Scbniilmf, * I. 7. 1720.
i 18. I. 1708 W i s m a r .

XV.

Regina
Laara.
• ItiMtV,
•j- ins*;.

Magnus
Friedrich,
V .jlllil.'.

Macavs
Friedrich II).
auf Bnb'w.
Itm1ei*nw il.
Kl. (.'ornow,
Olierstleutn.,
* | n . 5. HiHO
Billow.fVJO.I.
1733Rostock,
rs, 1710 Klis.
S o p h i a v. d e r
LOhe, ' 12. 4.
1087Tbelkow,
f 20. 7. 1740
Billow. § 3 3 .

loliane Charlotte.
* urn 1710,
\ in Hiihu
12.11.1797,
7 8 . l a b r e alt,
-N> GrnUhriiiin.
M a j o r f'bilipp
I liristnph
v. B o l - a r t .

Levin Inacbim.
" 16. 10. 1717 Billow, f 3 1 . 12.
1801 S c h w e r i n , a n f T r a m s .
Trebbow, B r e m e n .
Ilormarschiill, ^
| 4 . I. 1760
l . u i s e v. Both. * 1 1 . 3 . 1753.
f zn Bavieuth 30. 10. 18-20.
§ 34 a.

Lnise F r i e d e r i k e .
* 13. 3. 1771. -{ 28. 12. 1836
zn P o h b e r t i n . I l o l d a m e
zu S r l i w e r i n . d a n u Koiim i t n a l i l i xn l i r d t b r r t i u .
S Mil.

Magnus
Friedrich Viklnr,
' 18. H i 1772.
t 17. 7. 1804 z u
Schimm. a u f
T r a m s , tiiiveitii.

Oorothea
Elisabeth.
«M l 7 M i O b e r borintirsebnll
Joachim
lleiurieb
v. M o l t k e
zu Z e i t z ,
sp. /.n S t i l t t -

Maria,
I .M'UE
zu
llillmv.

Christoph,
I I713 vor
Ttmninjr.
betrraben zu
Hiisntn, k m saclisischpolniseber
llanplnianii.

cart.
anf

Samow.

Anna Petreoelfa,
1685 fiir
Klosler Ribnitz
eiiiKcsrhriebeii.
l e h t e nocb 1756,
-N>I7 lOKiiininei h e r r n Gi»ssel
Krust v . l l a r i i e r
auf Kucksilorf
ll. R u l z e n f e l d c .
| 1746.
8. 32. I I I .

•

Eleonore Dorothea,
,
<v 1737 k n r b r a i i n s e b w . * !
Oberst
E h e i h n r d Heinrich
v. ( l e m K n e s e b e e . k ,
i m t G r e s s e n . Ilarlekow.
* 3. It. 1608 zu G r e s s e ,
| 12. 7. 1702 GresM'.

Barthold
Heinrich,
12. K. 17oo
meckl. Falmrich im Rep.
t ienerallentnant von
S c h w e r i n . in
der Kompnp.
d e s Brinzen
v . KonibnifT,
| 1711 a l s
L e n t n a n t in
Flandern.

Hartwig,
mecklenb.
Kainmerjunker,
Oberstleutn.
u. G e n e r a l adjutant,
•J-zu R o s t o c k
I0./20. 10.
1716.
§ 32, IV.

August,
Karl
Maria Sophia.
Eopbrosyae
f 1710 i n Dietrich.
* utn 1090,
Charlotte,
O l e n a l s f 1706 a l s f zu B l c n g o w •%> I) k n i s e r l .
kaiserl.
P a g e in
1 1 . 4. 1780.
ArfillcrieH a i i p t m . Bayretith. o o K n i s e r l . H a t , Oberst G o t t kiirphillit. Knintried K a r l
merberr.OberstJoseph
lentn. Frethcrr
v. M o l t k e
Wilhelm Frirdr.
anf
Seliertel
Wieseldorf,
v.Burtenbach
rw2)N.N.in
auf M a n r e n n n d
Osterreich.
Woldeberc
* 2 7 . 12. 1668.
§ 82, II A.

Maria Augusta.
Magna* Friedrich (III),
XMl.
f I 2 . 5 . 1 7 5 3 j m 2 0 . LeOensj.. anf B i l l o w , K l . G o r n o w , T r a i n s , T r e b b o w , Slflck n s w . , S t i f t e r d e r Fide.ikommisse
Bulow, T r a m s , Trebbow nnd Rarner-StOck, meckl. I.andrat. dtiniscber Konferenrrat,
•v25. JI.I740KarlI,cop.v
7
O r a , v e n i t z n i i f W a s c h n w " I I . 5 . 1723 Billow, f 1 " »'• I "*-* S t e r n b e r g <N) l l 4. 12. 1714 S o p h i a H e n r i e t t e
ll, P o d o w , • 1709. f 1778. v. M n l t z a n . | 1740; eo 2) 26. 12. 1750 H e n r i e t t e S o p h i a K a t h a r i n a v. Stralendorff.
Kr w a r i n 2. Klie v e r b e i - 1 1754; -«* 3i C h r i s t i n a S u s a n n a B a r b a r a v. B e u l e w i t z , f 1763; ^ o I) 26. 8. 1763 Marr a l n l m i l A n n a M a g d a l e n e g a r e t e I l s a b e v. S p e r l i n g ; ^ 5) 2*1. 1. 1781 F r i e d c H k e S o p h i e B r n e s t i n e v. U n p e n ,
v. iter K e t t e n b u r g a. il. II. v e r w i t w e t e v. S c h m k . • 0. 10. 1720 B a y r e n l b a l s T o c b l e r d e s G e n e r a t m a . j o r s u. W i r k l .
G e b e i m e n R a t s C o n r a d Kriedr. v. H a g e n n. d e r S o p h i a M a r g a r e t h a v. Arnim a. d. I I .
Matgendorf.
I-eswilz, f 10. 3 . 1805 S t e r n b e r g , g M .

I. Kbe.
Christina Wilhelmina,
' 22. 7. 1740 B i l l o w , f 3. 4. 1805,
<v I) in Billow- 2 0 . 0. 1700 R n r l h o l d
F r i e d r i c h v. B e r n s t o r ITn. S e b a r b o w ,
meckl.Obersebenk.*22. 10.1730,|vor5.
7.1770, r v 2 ) 1 7 8 I . I o a c b i m I'lrich v . S p e r l i n e a u s H n b o w . d i m . G e b e i i n r a t u.
K a i n m e r b e r r , * 2. 10. 1741, | 1. 7. 1701.

II. K b e
Magass Friedrich (IV).
3 1 . | o . 1751 Billow, | 17. 2 . I8:w; Billow, s n f B i l l o w ,
K l . G o r n o w , B a r n e r S t o c k n s w . . -%) 11.5.1774 in Billow
K i i l l m r i n a C h a r M l n v S c b a c k . " 20. 3. 1756 G r . l i n d e n ,
I 3 . 2 . 1701 Billow. T o c h t e r d e r filnften F r a n den l,nmlr a t ^ Mnplitts F r i e d r i c h I I I v. B a r n e r .
§ 3 5 . I.
Nachkoawienseaaft siehe Tafel I.

Karl F r i e d r i c h .
Ilsabe M a r g a r e t s (llsette).
• 13. I I . 1775, | 0 . 12. 1841
* 5. 2 . 177H.
T r e b b o w , a n f K l . T r e b b o w . •[• 3. 4. 1850 z n M tine b e n ,
L e n t n a n t . <N; 18. 3 . 1803 L n i s e
Konventunlin
Snp|iiev.Sp.Meken,;2.I2I8-"0
des Klnslcrs Malcbow.
zu l,ndwi(fsliist. ij 3 4 a ,
§ 34 a a. K.

Chsriotte
Sophie
Sophie l:lrike.
Wifhetmine
• 26. 2. 1782
Henriette,
Schwerin,
* 14 6 1779.
f 27. 6. I«52
f 22. H. 1783.
Ribnitz.

Heinrich F r a n z ,
Christoph X I V .
* 1 0 . 2 1 7 5 3 . f l . 3 . 1 7 8 0 zu L i t b e e k , a n f K I .
Aagnt,
T r e b b o w c. p . , P o i n h e r r zu I-Obeck, f J nn ff0 . 2 . 1781 d a n i s c h e r
Kammerherr,
co K v a F r i e d e r i k e v . P i t t e n , f April
1816 zu ( ' l i a r l o t t e n l m r p t , T o c h t e r d e s
H a i i p t m . F r i e d r i c h L u d w i ^ v. H i t t e n
a n f W e r l e u. B a l o w n . K v a O c l g a r d
L n i s e v. P i t t e n .

Heinrich F r a u z L i i d w i g ,
' I. 1. 1781 S c h w e r i n ,
f 8. 2 . 1858 T r a m s ,
anf T r a m s n. T r e b b o w ,
p r e n 8 i s c b e r Mnjnr.
§ 34 a a. K.

Wilhelm
Adolf Ulrich.
* 4. 5. 1780
Schwerin,
•(• v o r
13. 6. 1787.

Sophia Augusta
Christina Charlotte,
* 25. 12. 1780
S c h w e r i n , filr
Kloster Dobbertin
eingesclirieben.
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Ill

Tafel i.
Linie Z.-tschcnUoti-Kfilow.

III.

Magnus Friedrich (IV) von Barner,

XIV.

anf Itiilnw n s w . , f 1888,
^ j Kalli. 1'liiirl. v. S c l i n c k , f 1701.
Taf.1 H, XIV.
Magatts Friedrich.
• 11. H. 1775
Kl. II.
21. . i ; 7 n u l l . . .
\\ iiril.' m i l

III Jitlirra
.liiliiinnitii-llilli'i

Friraerica M a r g a r e l a ,
' I:i. In. I77ii
Kl. l l . ' i i i m w ,
f I!). 4. l a v . f.iilieck.
I'-iligfacliriebeil fiir
Kl.isl. , I ...1 .l.oi I in.
~w 111 5. I7IKI llillmv:
Karl H a n s v . O e v t 7 . c n
:i. Wi'iiilnrf II. I l o n p e n rail.-, * III. :i. 1774,
i 20. I'.. 1817 i n
l»ra<-Mi.rl I.. I.IIWrk.

Heiarich Kiairr.,
•2(1. Id. 1777 K l . (Jfinnnv.
| 22. 7. I8W llillmv.
anf l l i i l o w , l l n r n c r - S t i i c k
r. p.. M a j o r it. II.. I.anilr:il,
~* I) 1805 A u i a l i F r'reiin
v. J t i m c h h a n s r i i , t 1812.
~ 2) 1811 K m e s l i n r v.
Ilassc-wilr. v e r w . v . I l n r n r .
•J 185K, INJ Hi IH-'K3 Kiintin
v. I'lTsM-nl i n . y IHtil.
(j il'., I I .

Magnus Friedrich (V'»,
' 2». li. IH00 K r l i o i i r l i r r k .
$ 2tt. I I . I8R"» B o l o w .
urns (1858 -G1). seit »w:i anf IlOlow <
nml Bartirr-Stiiek e. p . .
•s- r.n H a l l e IB. 4. IflMi A n n a S n p l i i a
M a r g a r e l a 1'nirijkns.
* 5. 2. 1811 zu H a i i z i g ,
'i- iles Kaufiiiainis V a l e n t i n PVitrijfcn
Ifcinzig tinil t-mist a n t la l t a g o t z k a .

IKali.. Margarela.
• 2'.. r,. 17711
Kl. I K I n m w ,
t IBM Berlin.
~ 7.11 l l i i l o w I I . II.
I7H5 I HllTlni-I •
MH'iatcr
Clirihtiaii
F r i o . l i icll v. U n t i l
a. I l t . h l s t o r f , Huriixlorf mill C a l s o . . .
'211.SI. l 7 U 0 S r . h " i T i i i ,

; 11.0. lasBWiaiiinr.

Charlotte S u p i n e ,
• 7. 2. I7W> IK1I..W.
I 14. 5. 1811 U i i l i n
(N'iknlnil
(liepr. anf ilcin
Ile;;r;lliiiis|ilal7. v o r
ilcin I ' l r n r - l a i l e r
Tine).
Koiivrittnalin
lies
Kloslcrs llilmil*.

Ulrich
K r i c d r i c l i Rm»l I l c i m i c h K a r l .
* 14. 12. IHtM Berlin, -;• Hi. I. IH74 S c h w e r i n ,
anf K l . T r e b b o w r . n , , IVein.-l.i*ntli. i i n O a r d e - 1 >rag.R e g . , . l o b a i i n i t e r - l t e . l i t s i i l l . r. K l o s t r r - I ' m visor.
r^, |> z u l l e i z b e i g 7. I I . I & i l l.liisv v. H a r l e m .
* 2. 1. |H2.*» Berlin, ', 8. I I . I mil W i c s b i u l e n ;
~*,2) 18. 10. l * i , 7 z n T i e b b o w : C a t h a t i n n v. H a r l e m ,
* ll. ii. 1827 B e r l i n . ISeiile T ' V h l e r .les K g l . Pri-iiU.
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- 140 Sec. 31.
CHRISTOPH VON BARNER,

MASTER GENERAL OF ORDNANCE OF THE KAISER

(Family Trees G and H. - See picture Page 142)
In the Barner Family we come across many notable men
who gained their prominence and recognition in their sphere of
activity as high officers or high ranking civil servants. Among
this group Christoph excelled as the most qualified Artillery
General of his time and because of his undying loyalty to the
government of the Kaiser and to his entire country we would like
to give more attention to his accomplishments.
Christoph von Barner (1) was born at Bulow on February
2, 1633, the oldest son of Henneke's second marriage which was to
Maria von Liitzow of the House of Dutzow. At the time of Christoph's
birth the great war had not reached that part of Mecklenburg.
Sweden's King Gustav Adolf had reinstated his Mecklenburg cousins
Barons Adolf Friedrich and Johann Albrecht back into ownership of
their holdings by ridding the lands of the Kaiser's troops. Soon
afterward this peaceful situation was reversed in Mecklenburg
when, after the defeat of Baron Bernhard von Weimar at Nordlingen,
the Kaiser's troops gained the upper hand, following which the
Mecklenburg Barons participated in the peace treaty of Prague in
May 1635. From that time on Sweden considered Mecklenburg to be
its enemy and during the following years Mecklenburg repeatedly
became the arena for the passing of troops and large and small
conflicts with the Swedes on one side and the Kaiser's Brandenburg
and Saxonian troops on the other. Under those exhausting war conditions Henneke von Barner feared for the safety of his family in
his homeland and sent his young eight-year old son Christoph to
Oldenburg in Holstein to the home of his wife's brother where the
boy received his first schooling and learned reading and writing.
During the years 1644-45 Christoph received further tutoring from
his grandmother Mrs. Dilliane von Lutzow, nee von Behr, and after
her death and his father's death in 1645 his relatives and guardians
Christoph Raben of Stuck and Valentin von Lutzow sent him to Eutin
to the house of the Bishop of Lubeck to become a Page for Baron
Hans von Holstein and to receive further education there. It is
possible that Christoph in his youth, through his mistress Baroness
Julie Felicitas who was a Wurtenburg princess established his first
contact with Wurtenburg which later on was to be renewed and cultivated. Following the end of the Thirty YearsWar his brother-in-law
(1) He called himself von Borner, also von Barner. According to the following descriptions obtained
from other sources, but mostly from diaries kept
by Christoph and by his wife.
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Leipzig to Stockholm with his regiment, took him along and there
he witnessed the coronation of Queen Christina. After a not too
extensive stay in Sweden Christoph von Barner went to Denmark to
his uncle Hugo von Lutzow, the royal Vice Stablemaster of the
King and there commenced the glorious career, "the noble profession
that from his early youth he was destined to follow". He was a
Page of Count von Gyldenlbw who at the time served as General
Master of the Guard in the Spanish Royal household and followed
him in 1652 to Holland and during Gyldenlow's illness he took part
in the storming of Grevelingen and Dunkirk as an ordinary musketeer.
After his return to Copenhagen he became a Page for King Friedrich
III and during the following four years excelled "not only in the
noble exercises of dancing and fencing but also in the art of warfare and fortification", so diligently that never a day passed
without studying the intricacies of warfare. In the war that
consequently erupted between Denmark and Sweden von Barner served
as Lieutenant of Artillery and when the Swedes crossed the small
frozen waterway to the Isle of Funen he was taken prisoner. He
declined an offer to serve under Fieldmarshall Wrangel in the
Swedish army and, not to appear ungrateful in his loyalty to the
Danish King, Lieutenant von Barner remained in the Swedish prison
until the peace treaty of Roskild. Again, to show "his esteem and
confidence in him" Wrangel offered him service in the Swedish army.
Perhaps Christoph's repeated stubborn refusals and antipathy
towards the Swedes went back to his childhood when he was a witness
to the cruel destruction of his homeland by the Swedes. Loyalty to
Denmark and to his King, however, could not have been the only
reason why he stayed out of the Swedish military service because
we soon note how von Barner, on the recommendation of the King of
Denmark and the Brandenburg General Fieldmarshall von Sparr entered
the service of the Electorate of Brandenburg. Brandenburg was at
that time an ally of Poland, at war with the Swedes. Denmark was
already involved in 1658« The Great Elector of Brandenburg, jointly with the Danish troops and the Kaiser's General Montecuccoli
reinforced the struggle against the Swedes and cleared the Swedes
out of Holstein in the latter part of 1658 and in the early part
of the following year he was victorious in Swedish Pomerania. In
1658 von Barner participated in the conquest of Friedrichsodde and
was promoted to Captain at Demmin in 1659. When the Swedish-Polish
War ended with the peace treaty of Oliva Captain von Barner went
to Hungary and there in the struggle against the Turks had the
opportunity to excel through noble heroism. During the conquest
of the fortress of Serinawar he unfortunately came close to losing
his life which was avoided only by "a sheer miracle".
The Turkish War was an offshoot of the Swedish-Polish
War and the success of the Turkish forces threatened not only the
Austro-German imperial house but the entire country so that they
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- 143 were obliged to give reinforcement to the Kaiser in defense against
his enemy. The imperial army was under the command of Count
Montecuccoli. The fortress of Kanizsa was stormed by the imperial
forces in July 1664 in which action Barner participated. Also, on
August 1, 1664 he took part in a battle near St. Gotthard and with
the battery under his command destroyed a communication bridge
of the Turks, after which victory he earned special praise from
Montecuccoli. Following the defeat of the Turks a twenty-year
armistice was entered into between the Turks and the Kaiser and
then most of the troops were discharged. Because of his proven
valor and heroism and as a reward for this Christoph von Barner
was allowed to remain in the Kaiser's service as Lieutenant of
Artillery. It was at this time that the gift of two cannons by
the Kaiser to Christoph originated and these today are displayed
at the manor in Bulow bearing the date of 1668. Most likely the
actual presentation of this gift took place at a later date when
cannons were no longer in active use (see picture below).

Cannons at the Bulow Estate (see text above)

- Hu\ After 1664 following a time of peace Christoph von Barner
had the opportunity to take part in the wedding of his younger brother
Magnus Friedrich which was held at Aurich in Ostfriesland in July
1667. As we shall see later in greater detail (Sec. 32), Magnus
Friedrich married a Lady-in-Waiting Anna Petronella von Neuhof.
Among the relatives of the bride (1) there were present Colonel
Herbert Balthasar von Klencke with his daughter Elisabeth Euphrosyne,
who was 19 years of age at the time and made such an impression on
Christoph von Barner that he could not get her out of his mind and
later when he was in better and more secure circumstances he made
her his wife.
Christoph returned to his home in Mecklenburg after the
wedding of his brother and in December 1667 he was a guest of his
former guardian Christopher Raben and his aunt Magdalene Raben, nee
von Lutzow, who were residents of Stuck where many other relatives
also were living.(2) He had the great pleasure of spending some
time with his mother Maria, ne'e von Lutzow, there at Stuck. Also
present were: his brother Magnus Friedrich together with his wife
and his other former guardian and uncle Valentin von L'utzow and wife.
Christoph most likely never saw his mother again. She died in the
year 1675. To settle her estate and that of his brother Johann Hugo
who had died in Denmark in 1677 Christoph returned home again in
1680. At the settlement he received 1,225 florins as his one-fifth
share.
During the time of peace that existed from 1664 to 1673
little is known about Barner's military career. When Kaiser Leopold
became involved in the Dutch War against the French in 1673 at the
urging of the Great Elector, Barner was again a member of the Field
troops and in the absence of Colonel Johann Schaffer he assumed the
post of Artillery Commander in the battle and conquest that followed.
He also participated in the bloody battle at Senef on August 1, 1674
where the clever, heroic William von Oranien stood his ground in the
face of a storming by Conde". The promotion of von Barner to Lt.
Colonel of Field Artillery followed on April 23, 1675. The following
Winter the German troops took up Winter quarters at Elsass, Breisgau
in Schwabia and Franken and von Barner was most likely in the
vicinity of Gb'ppingen, the town of his wife-to-be. No doubt he
was able to renew an interest that had never really been interrupted.
Their engagement followed that same Winter and their marriage took
place at Gbppingen on February 6, 1676.
(1) The bride's sister Ida Maria was the wife of a
von Klencke.
(2) This St'iick was at that time named Raben-Stuck,
also Gross-Stuck, later Grafen-Stuck, and
today it is called Barner-StUck.
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on October 20, 1648 at Hilgenstein, the daughter of the Wurtenburg
War Councillor Herbert Balthasar von Klencke of Lubbeke and
Renckhausen and of his Wife Anna von Kerpen of the House of
lllingen. She spent her first years at the estates of Rippberg
and Heimstatt (Heinstetten), which belonged to her father's
brother-in-law Echter von Mespelbrunn, but were occupied by her
parents. The little von Klencke's subsequent childhood took a
tragic turn after her sixth birthday. It was then that she lost
her mother and she was given to be raised by her mother's sister
Mrs. Maria Echter von Mespelbrunn. The latter was Catholic and
tried to convert her little niece to her faith. Because the child
refused to give up her mother's religion there followed days of
harsh treatment in her aunt's home. After three years of this the
father who had believed his child to have been receiving the best
of care was informed of the situation and he immediately removed
her and entrusted her to the care of Mrs. Katharina Ursula von
Berchlingen, nee von Crailsheim, of Rosack in Odenwald who in a
true Christian spirit promised to be a better governess. When he
was promoted to Colonel and became the Overseer in Goppingen and
on this account came into a permanent residence, he took with him
his daughter who had then become twelve years of age. As she grew
older she took charge of her father's household and then even in
the early part of her marriage was most likely often at her father's
home. After a year of being married she had occasion to rush to
the aid of her husband who had been badly wounded at the storming
of Philippsburg in Baden and she succeeded in healing his wound
without further damage to his bodily constitution. Christoph was
warned that as a soldier he would be constantly exposed to the
dangers of war and when on September 20, 1677 his wife presented
him with a daughter who was given the name of Maria Anna Euphrosyne
he made a last Will in April of the following year, probably shortly before he returned to his troops . In this Will he made his wife
the inheritor of all of his "estates, money and chattels" and at
the same time made her guardian of their daughter and requested
the Council of the free city of Ulm to execute the Will in due
course. Ulm must have been the residence of his wife at that time
and also still in 1682. The war was conducted in a rather lax
manner on the part of the Kaiser and was concluded with the Treaty
of Nymwegen on February 5, 1679.
The extent to which Christoph Barner was qualified in
artillery warfare is shown by the following: The Danish representative von Liliencron at the Embassy in Vienna by order of his King
made Barner an attractive order to join the Danish Army in 1682
either as Colonel of Artillery or of Infantry to receive the compensation of a Major General. In this regard the King wrote: "we are
fully aware of his good qualities and experience, having heard this
from many sources, so that we would like to have him in our service
... when this will happen is left to him but the sooner the better".
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since, as he wrote to his wife, his religious faith being Lutheran,
further military advancement in Austria was virtually impossible.
He also wrote in his diary that any promotion over and above that
of Lt. Colonel of Artillery seemed hardly possible "since as long
as the world has existed no Colonel in the imperial Artillery had
ever been promoted without being a Catholic". Von Barner therefore wrote to the Danish King that he would be willing to take the
position that was being offered if he could presently obtain an
honorable discharge. With this in mind he made preparations for an
early removal to Denmark and forthwith gave specific instructions
to his wife who at that time was residing in Ulm how to go about
her journey by way of Nurenburg transportation since he was not
going to be able to escort her. He further instructed her: "to
draw out all their cash; when you leave also take 2,000 Reichstalers;
take all of the money you have. I do not need any and what we
might need later on at Mborg (Mecklenburg) I will manage to acquire"
"I will send you 2 horses so that you can travel with 6 horses
and 2 servants which will make your journey more comfortable. Under
any circumstances you will have to find lodgings for yourself and
see to it that the carriage is kept under cover and let Christian
sleep in the carriage. Take only Christian because he is better
than Gregor.... What you cannot take put in trunks under lock and
key and turn it over to the custodian for storage... You have no
idea how sorry I am that I have to send you alone and cannot be
with you... Do not worry about Maute (the Customs) when theyques-^ :
tion you... ". v
However, it turned out differently. The move to Denmark
never occurred because the Kaiser did not want to let his valuable
officer go and he therefore wrote to the King of Denmark telling
him that he would give Barner the same chances of advancement that
he would have received in any other location. So he stayed there
with the hope for an early promotion. However there was an Artillery
Colonel who had received his discharge during the war who was reinstated in peacetime and this proved to be an hindrance to Christoph 's own promotion and as a result nothing happened regarding
the promotion and he repeatedly requested a retirement. He was
constantly stalled with empty words and promises and eventually was
transferred to Hungary and given the job of inspecting armories.
On this journey he took quite ill at Chemnitz and in spite of the
plague that was raging at that time his wife rushed to his bedside
and personally nursed him back to complete health.
Meanwhile the Turkish wars were again threatening the
Kaiser's lands. Hungary was suffering badly through the constant
pressure and a lack of understanding by the Austrian government
and turned to the Sultan Mahmud IV for help. Being prodded by
Louis XIV he disregarded the twenty-year armistice that had been
entered into, without listening to any peace offering by the Kaiser.
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well hope for his promised promotion. Even so it still did not
come about and he strongly felt that it was being denied to him
on account of his religious beliefs and so sent a memorandum to
the Kaiser asking for an explanation of these circumstances and
either a Colonel s compensation or his retirement. This worked.
On December 17, 1682 by royal authorization Barner was promoted
not only to the true rank of Colonel over the entire Field Artillery
but also was assured of the compensation due a Colonel in either
war or peacetime for the remainder of his life. This was an action
"that never before had happened in those days to a Colonel" that
was as complimentary to the new Colonel as it was advantageous to
the royal Court. Christoph von Barner remained loyal to Austria
and to the German nation and his later war record and constant
service completely justified the confidence of his benefactor.
Barner soon had the opportunity to demonstrate his qualifications as an Artillery Commander. Kaiser Leopold I had been
able to send only a small body of troops against the one hundred
thousand Turks who were invading the country and the allies that
he had lined up for help in case of a Turkish attack did not show
up in time. Therefore the weak imperial army of the Kaiser was
not able to stem the flow of Turks when the Turks appeared outside
the ramparts of Vienna in 1683. Count Ernst Rudiger von Starhemberg
tried for two months to defend the city with only 10,000 soldiers
and with the help of the populace and students in the city against
the attack of 270,000 Turks, bringing casualties daily and raging
sickness and towards the end there was only bread and water to be
had. This is when Christoph von Barner made his mark. He was
indefatigable in his assistance to Starhemberg with his Artillery
and it is to his no small credit that the beleagured ones were
able to hold on until reserves arrived. King Johann Sobiesky of
Poland in conjunction with Baron Karl von Lothringen, the Commander
of the Kaiser's and the German troops, were able to free the
capital from the besieging forces and achieved a glorious victory
on September 12, 1683. The Kaiser returned and for Christoph von
Barner's valor during the days of the siege and in appreciation
awarded him a golden chain carrying the Kaiser's portrait, which
weighed 1,000 ducats. Following that, von Barner participated
victoriously at the besieging and conquering of Gran (October 10,
1683) and Neuha'usel (August 19, 1685) and after the conquest of
Ofens on the date of September 30, 1686 he was named Field Colonel
of the Guard. In 1687 he participated at Mohacsz and in 1688 led
the artillery siege of Belgrade with huge success. On September
18, 1688 he received a noble letter of appreciation from the Kaiser
for the conquest of Greek-Weisenbergbecause with the artillery
under his command he had "displayed excellent behavior and gave
proof of his valor in the use of firearms" and that it was apparent that his heroic action was "a glory always to be remenbered",
and he took this opportunity to express his imperial gratitude.
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1689 against the French in the Rheinland, principally at Mainz and
Bonn. On April 23, 1691 upon a written order from the Kaiser he,
together with Artillery Lt. Colonel von Rantzau, was sent to Hungary
in an action against the Turks and through his participation with
Margrave Ludwig von Baden he shared in the great victory at the
siege of Salonica on August 19, 1691. The High Vizier, head of
the Turkish army, lost his life in this struggle and the loss of
the battle by the Turks was so great that it took a long time for
them to recover from their defeat. Von Barner was wounded twice
and a third shell tore the cuff of his left sleeve and his sword
from his side and beheaded his horse. Because of his personal
heroism and participation in this glorious and ultimately victorious
siege he was again rewarded with a letter of gratitude from the
Kaiser on August 31, 1691.
At this same time Christoph von Barner suffered a personal
loss in the death of his cousin Magnus von Lutzow with whom he bad
been extremely close. As we have mentioned before, Christoph had
spent a long time during his youth with his uncle (his mother's
brother) Hugo von Lutzow in Copenhagen. This son Magnus von LUtzow
(born in 1661) went to his cousin Christoph von Barner in 1688 to
study artillery warfare under his tutelage and then he loyally took
part in all of the battles and field marches with his cousin. He
unfortunately was not physically strong and was unable to endure
that strenuous life and had to be sent back home on account of illness where on September 6, 1691 he died of consumption (1).
The fortress Gross-Wardein was besieged and conquered at
the beginning of the field marches in 1692 under the command of
General Field Marshall Count Heusler von Heidersheim. Christoph
von Barner with his Artillery had rendered great service here and
as a result he remained in command of the entire Artillery and its
appurtenances and on September 9, 1692 was promoted to Master General
of Ordnance. He retained this high military rank active until his
death in 1711, namely, for almost 20 years.
Chrisi-'oph's high rank gave him many contacts with persons
in the nobility who in turn were generous in bestowing favors to
him. For example, the elector Friedrich August I (August the Mighty)
of Saxony, later to become King of Poland, who was active in the
struggle against the Turks in Hungary in 1696, showed his appreciation to our Major General of Ordnance by hiring his nephew of the
same name, Christoph von Barner, Magnus Friedrich's son, as Page
and later made him an officer in his army.
The following year on September 11, 1697 Prince Eugen of
(1) Munck, Burial Eulogy of Magnus Lutzow. Odensee 1693.
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the Turkish High Vizier and 30,000 Turks perished and innumerable
supplies fell into the hands of the victors. Von Barner and his
Artillery were in the midst of this battle under the command of
Prince Eugen's friend Prince von Commercy (1) and contributed
greatly to the victory, mainly by using his Artillery to conquer
the ramparts of the Turks and consequently accomplishing success
for the German forces. The Sultan himself witnessed the defeat
of his troops from his look-out. Then being completely dismayed
by the heroic Prince Eugen, he entered into lengthy peace negotiations at Carlowitz on January 26, 1699 whereby the Kaiser was
awarded not only Hungary but also Siebenburg and all lands between
the Theiss and Danube rivers.
After the peace treaty of Ryswik (1697) and of Carlowitz
(1699) Germany and the Kaiser's Court had hoped to enjoy many years
of peace. However, the ambitious French King Louis XIV would not
allow this. King Carlo II of Spain died on November 1, 1700 and
Louis XIV named his second grandson Philipp of Anjou to be the
rightful heir and henceforth King of Spain. This action stirred
up the worst of all wars. Kaiser Leopold took up arms to secure
the Hapsburg heritage for his second son Karl and sent Prince Eugen
of Savoy to Italy with 3,000 men in 1701, the latter having built
up the Kaiser's army during the short period of peacetime. Master
General of Ordnance von Barner received his orders on February 26,
1701 to go to Italy (2).
The French had occupied all Alpine passes leading into
Italy, and yet with the help of the mountain dwellers the crossing
was possible. It was exceptionally difficult for von Barner to
bring his cannons through the passes. The crossing of the Etsch
and of the Mincio was made directly in the face of the enemy. Von
Barner participated with great valor in the succeeding victorious
battles of Carpi, Chiari and Luzarra. In the records of the lastnamed battle that took place on August 15, 1702 it was written:
"the repeated attempts by Vendome to gain territory were crushed
by the firm stand of Starhemberg and by the well-aimed fire of
the Kaiser's Artillery which was commanded by the Master General
of Ordnance von Barner with his customary strategy". (Arneth I,
182). In appreciation of Barner's accomplishments Prince Eugen
wrote to the Kaiser on September 28, 1702: "Could his royal Majesty
believe that in the entire world there is not a better trained
Artillery than the one that the aforementioned von Barner commanded
with such excellent form (3). Having showed his heroism, level(1) Arneth, Prince Eugen of Savoy. I, 102. (Vienna, 1858).
(2) Two letters of Prince Eugen to von Barner concerning
this Italian battle are shown on Pages 159-160.
(3) Arneth, op. cit. I, 460.

- 150 headed conduct and military knowledge, Master General of Ordnance
von Barner was not forgotten by Kaiser Leopold who thanked him
for hts contribution to the victory at Luzarra, saying that "A
great part of the victory that was achieved and subsequent glory
through the use of our arms must be credited to you and this will
be known to your posterity forever". Also in the victories at
Ostiglio and Mirandola and other encounters von Barner received
his share of the laurels and again his imperial lord expressed
his appreciation. In the Spring of the year 1704 the Master General
of Ordnance returned to Germany by way of Switzerland so that under
the command of the later Kaiser Joseph he could assist in the storming of Fort Landau, and during the following September the fortress
fell. While this siege was being made under the command of the
imperial Crown Prince, von Barner's skill and experience as Artillery General were observed and the esteem in which he was held
was even more pronounced. Even today we can see as proof of his
affection and appreciation of his old war comrade in Italy, a letter
from Count Guido von Starhemberg in which he mentions having just
heard from Count Althann, and he sends his congratulations on the
conquest of Landau, saying that his admiration for him was like
that t<5 a father, and wished him a Happy New Year and good fortune.
He concludes the letter with: Your loyal son and grateful servant
Guidobalt G. Starhemberg. Also, H. von Horn wrote to von Barner
on December 16, 1704 saying that he was sorry not to have been in
Italy and would have been happy to serve personally under the
Master General of Ordnance.
In the ensuing course of the Spanish War Master General
of Ordnance von Barner under command of Margrave Ludwig von Baden,
took part in the battle on the Upper Rhine and in Alsace and
particularly at the take-over of Drusenheim and Hagenau which were
wrested from the French leader Villars in 1706. Later, during the
years 1707/09 he was with the German army in Belgium. At this
time and in this battle area, besides the Master General of Ordnance, these following members of the Family took part: Berthold
Heinrich, the son of Christoph's brother Magnus Friedrich; Magnus
Friedrich, the son of Christoph's brother Henning Adolf, fallen
at Malplaquet in^1709; General Hans Albrecht von Barner of the
Zaschendorf-Neuhofer lineage, and Josua von Barner, son of Jochim
Hinrich, as a Danish officer. It is taken for granted that these
relatives visited their uncle and cousin, the Master General of
Ordnance-, whose high rank and quarters were common knowledge to
every soldier.
We already have on the record the active association
between Christoph von Barner and the imperial Lt. Colonel Hartwig
Siebert von Moltke. Von Barner had a close association with this
man who was the father of Gottfried Karl Joseph von Moltke who
later became an imperial Artillery Colonel and married Christoph
von Barner's niece Euphrosyne Charlotte von Barner. Perhaps the

- 151 Master General of Ordance laid the foundation for the career of
his nephew Moltke and by the introduction of these two people
brought about their marriage.
We have no records concerning the late years in the life
of the Master General of Ordnance or about his war activities .
In spite of his advanced years he remained an active Artillery
General. In the Spring of 1711 he was stationed at Postelberg
(in the borough of Kreis-Eger in Bbhmen), a holding of the German
Baron von Schwarzenberg, and in a letter thanked him for the hospitality that he enjoyed at his home. On July 1, 1711 Schwarzenberg
replied that he was glad that von Barner could put up with his
meager quarters without complaint and hoped that when von Barner
returned the following year that he would be able to look after
him personally and render the service that was due to him. This
did not come about because Christoph von Barrier's active and
glorious life ended at the age of 78 on October 21, 1711 due to
apoplexy at the Speier headquarters. His remains were embalmed
and with great pomp and ceremony and all military honors as ordered
by Prince Eugen of Savoy himself, in a cortege made up of the
general body of the Kaiser's and German pall bearers he was transported across the Rhine by ferryboat and on to Freyhof to a manor
in Schwabia that von Barner had acquired, and finally to Kirkheim
in Teck (in the Danube area of Wurtenburg) where he was buried in
the church cemetery on November 1, 1711.
Because of the high rank of the deceased this was carried
out with great magnificence and ceremony. After the earpsel
arrived at the churchyard it was removed from an outer container
and the casket placed on a slab. The funeral cover was placed over
the casket and then the crests of paternal and maternal ancestors
attached with black ribbons. The Commander staff, dagger, sword
and spurs attached on top of that. Twelve imperial master gunners
stood guard, each bearing a torch held pointed towards the floor;
eight candles surrounded the casket. At 6:00 o'clock the procession
commenced in the following sequence: First a Marshall walked
holding a long black covered staff and led the funeral procession
from the baronial garden through the Ettling gate for the burial;
the School came next with its Faculty, then again a Marshall with
a staff; then a torchbearer whose white cross torch bore the Barner
crest in two places. Then followed the corpse carried by twelve
pallbearers of the Council and Court of the City of Kirkheim and
flanked by eight torchbearing boys and six master gunners with
their torches pointing downwards. Behind the casket a torchbearer
with a white torch decorated with the Klenck crest attached by a
black ribbon; behind him a Marshall carrying a black staff and
the following people as mourners: Mr. Johann August von Pfuel,
Master General of the Guard, Colonel of the borough of Schwabia,
Commandant of the baronial Wurtenburg Cavalry Life Guards, Overseer
of Goppingen, as son-in-law of the deceased; Mr. Eh^iatoph"Ferdinand
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- 153 Baron von Degenfeldt, the Kaiser's Colonel of the Guard, son-inlaw of the deceased; Mr. Magnus Friedrich von Barner (1) Mecklenburg
Colonel of the Guard; Mr. Benjamin von Mentzingen, Steward of the
Baroness of Wurtenburg; Mr. Christoph Otto von Grunewald, Wurtenburg
Master of Forestry of Kirchheim and Mr. Ludwig Laval, Wurtenburg
Colonel. Then again there were two Marshalls leading the official
Wurtenburg representative Mr. Wilhelm Ludwig, Baron of Thurn. The
next group which was led by a sixth Marshall consisted of the
imperial Artillery Officers, etc. the Clergy and civil servants
of Baron von Degenfeldt and others, all walking in pairs. At the
end of the procession were the Incorporators and citizens of the
City of Kirchheim, also walking two-by-two.
Also present in the church was the ailing widow of the
deceased and his oiily living daughter, the Baroness von Degenfeldt
with her little daughter. After an eulogy and the usual funeral
ceremonies the Master General of Ordnance Christoph von Barner
was placed in his last resting place in a grave next to the altar
of the church. Within a few weeks his widow was interred by his
side, having followed him in death on November 19, 1711.
For years she had suffered with consumption and had required a great deal of care by doctors and most likely had tried
to help herself with home remedies. Her unsettled life style had
contributed greatly to her fragile condition and, as we have previously reported, she repeatedly had to rush to her husband's sick
bed in order to nurse him. In the early part of their marriage
she was obliged to change her residences frequently. As we have
seen, she lived at one time in Ulm. During the Winters she regularly joined her husband in Bohmen (Budweis) at the time that the
imperial Artillery had its Winter quarters there. In order to give
his family a permanent home Christoph von Barner purchased the
Freyhof estate which was situated in the vicinity of Kirchheim and
in which manor the family from that time on led a permanent, if
not too prosperous, existence.
Of the five children of the Barner couple three had died
in early childhood, namely Christoph Balthasar (born January 19,
1680, died July 4, 1680), Sophie Elisabeth (born 1682, died at 2
years of age) and Regina Laura (born 1685, died 1686). The oldest
child Maria Anna Euphrosyna, born September 20, 1677, died September
24, 1702, was married on October 31, 1697 to the General Field
Master of the Guardand Colonel of the Schwabian Circle, Johann
August von Pfuel. Perhaps she also died at Freyhof inasmuch as she
(1) This son of the brother of the deceased was at the
seat of war in the Rhineland at the time that his
uncle the Master General of Ordnance died, thereby
making it possible for him to attend the funeral.

- 154 is buried at the Kirchheim church where her well preserved
memorial (1) is situated in the northern wall by the choir's exit,
(picture Page 156).
At the death of her parents the only living child Sophia
Charlotta, born August 12, 1684, was married on July 18, 1703 to
the imperial Colonel Christoph Ferdinand Baron von Degenfeldt of
the Houses of Hohen-Eibach, Ditrnau, Neuhaus, etc. who was born on
September 5, 1677. Mrs. von Degenfeldt had a memorial constructed
for her parents which was partially destroyed by a fire in the
church and after the restoration it was moved from the grave-site
to the wall of the church where today it may still be seen, (picture
Page 155) .
Besides these two plaques there is another memorial in
the Kirchheim church. It is a wrought iron gate extending over
the church altar carrying the crest of the Master General of Ordnance embossed on it with an appropriate inscription and showing
the year 1700. It is possible that it was that year that the
couple donated this ornament to the altar room, (picture Page 157).
Although this Barner crest depicts a flaming ball over
the helmet, in the ornament over the gate of the Freyhof manor,
instead of the ball there is a beehhive shaped turban over the
helmet. One could gather that these two different helmet devices
in the crests: turban and grenade - were made by the artisan upon
orders of the Master General of Ordnance. The gate ornament with
the turban-shaped helmet stems from the year 1693 at which time
von Barner had been fighting against the Turks. Possibly this
turban was employed in memory of the time of his involvement with
the Turks. And so perhaps the grenade which later became more
popular with the family related to his involvement in an Artillery
career.
When, shortly after her parents' death, Baroness von
Degenfeldt, nee von Barner, died on August 12, 1713, being the
sole heiress she left her property to her then minor daughter.
Contained in this property were many documents concerning the
Master General of Ordance and his wife and because of their historical value to the family and overall historical value, they were
carefully preserved. Most important are the diaries written personally by Christoph von Barner and his wife and also a packet of
royal acknowledgements of gratitude from Prince Eugen of Savoy,
some of thembeing shown on Page 158 and following, etc. All of
(1) At the time of the fire in the church the plaques
that were attached to the edge of the stones carrying
the crests of their ancestors sprung off.
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- 158 these souvenirs that were inherited by the young Baroness von
Degenfeldt came into her possession at the time of her marriage
to the Burgrave Hans Eitel von Diede living in his castle Ziegenberg
at Furstenstein (in Oberhessen) where they remained in Furstenstein
long after the Diede family had died out. It was not until the
year 1902 that the Barner Family (to the great credit of Chamberlain
Ulrich von Barner of Trebbow) learned of the existence of these
important documents at Ziegenberg and contacted the present owner
of the castle, Mr. Passavant of Frankfurt on the Main about obtaining the release of these papers. Through the kind generosity of
the Passavant family many of the original documents came back into
the ownership of the Barner family,(among others, the two diaries)
but other documents, because of their great importance, had to
remain in the Ziegenberg archives. However, handwritten copies or
photographic reproductions were made.
We think that the above documentation of the Master
General of Ordnance Christoph von Barner, the highest Commander
in the imperial Artillery, gives a good picture of his life and
death, his deeds and accomplishments, in not too much depth but
the most important events have been adequately portrayed. A general
appreciation of Christoph von Barner is found in the Biography of
Kaiser Leopold (l);we would like to add here: "General Barner,
royal Master General of Ordnance and General Commander-1 of the
Artillery was a soldier whose success and merit was recognized
from the lowest to the highest echelon. He is one of the oldest
officers in Europe and had the glory of having the greatest ability
in the Artillery - I mean in characteristic actions - as possessed
by any officer. He was always in good graces with the royal Court
and his Artillery was maintained in the best order and at the highest standards. Repeatedly he has shown proof of his experience and
no man was more capable of breaching the enemy forces than he was.
He never discussed his heroic deeds because the Artillery has no use
for a man who cannot breathe the fire. Aside from everything else
he is held in the highest esteem at the royal Court and in the Army
because of his integrity. And besides the esteem that he has merited
the Bohemian provinces where the Artillery had their designated
quarters also know- how to recognize his heroic deeds."
APPENDIX TO SEC. 31.
1. Letter of Fieldmarshall Prince Eugen of Savoy as
highest Commander of the imperial army in Italy to Master General
of Ordnance Christoph von Barner during the action against the
(1) Rink, Kaiser Leopold's Life and Deeds. I, 229.

- 159 French in Italy written from the headquarters at Prattote Boino
on November 23, 1701.
"Noble Sir,
"In official reply to Your Excellency's letter under
today's date I am glad to learn that it has gone well with the
housing of the men and horses and will further see that there will
be enough forage as will be required; but should the supplies at
Ghedi not be adequate, I say that you should march on to further
places where adequate forage might be found. Regarding the bread,
I have to this date found nobody at the commissary and therefore
have been unable to give Your Excellency a proper answer about the
distribution of the food. There is no Commissioner to be found
and there is no great amount of money available and the few hundred
portions are of so little value that the Commissioner would have
a hard tpsme to make a proper distribution, whereby in this instance
he cannot expect any specific orders which were given by Your
Excellency to seek out the necessary supplies. Further, you can
give him the order but in the meantime he can use all of his ingenuity until we have enough for further distribution and I will be
most anxious to secure the necessary hard feed. Apart from this
I will inform your Excellency of any further happenings and, in
this I remain continuously at your service.
Your Excellency.
Your willing servant,
Headquarters at Prattote Boino
Eugenio of Savoy.(1)"
the 23rd. of November, 1701.
P.S. Also, I would like to give the official notice
that the War Commissary Colonel has arrived and that he will make
the necessary arrangements regarding the bread and hard feed."
2. Letter from Fieldmarshall Prince Eugen of Savoy to
Master General of Ordnance Christoph von Barner written at Marcaria
on December 7, 1701.
"Noble Sir, Your Excellency - Recently I sent an order
to you in which I requested that you send me at once 6 artillery
pieces with necessary ammunition. Since I have seen no reply I
have some doubts that you have received ray order. Therefore, I am
repeating it and remind you again to please send the 6 field artillery pieces and necessary ammunition and requisitions without
further delay.
Whereby, apart from this I remain
Your Excellency.
Your willing servant,
Signed at Marcaria, December
Eugenio of Savoy.
7, 1701.
(1) One sees that Prince Eugen's signature is in three
different languages, Italian, German and French. He
has an Italian family heritage, was born and raised
in Paris, and served in the imperial German Army,
since he disliked the French.

- 160 P.S. Also would Your Excellency please send some intrenching
tools along with the 6 artillery pieces. As soon as I am better
organized in this place I will send orders to have the rest of the
articles sent to me.
Barner.
(Address on the outside:)
The Noble Sir Christoph von Barner, the imperial Master
General of Ordnance and regarding field artillery pieces
to be obtained by Your Excellency."
3. A letter of condolence from Prince Eugen to the widow
of Master General of Ordnance von Barner written from Speier
November 9, 1711, see Page 161 and 162 for photographic copies.
4. Letter from the imperial Fieldmarshall Prince Eugen
of Savoy to the Colonel Master of the Guard Baron von Degenfeldt,
son-in-law of the deceased Master General of Ordnance von Barner,
dated at Miihlberg, October 6, 1713.
"Noble Baron: I received the letter of Sir Colonel
Master of the Guard written the 30th. of last month in which you
ask me what your imperial majesty will do after the death of
Master General of Ordnance von Barner to resolve the 3 months of
grace; I will contact the General Commissioner to find out how
things stand and will do everything in my power to serve you in
this matter, and remain
Milberg, October 6, 1713.
to Sir Master of the Guard
Your willing servant,
(In the left corner:)
Eugenio of Savoy.
H. Bar. von Degenfeldt.
(As address:)
Sir
Sir Baron Degenfeldt, Major of the order of Palffy
Cuirassier of Jesuit and Catholic Society
at
Lorsch."
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- 163 Sec. 32.
CAVALRY CAPTAIN ..MAGNUS FRIEDRICH (I) VON
OF BULOW, HENNEKE^'S SON

BARNER

(Family Trees G. and H.)
I. Magnus Friedrich was the second son of Henneke by his
second marriage to Maria von Llftzow of the House of Dutzow. Since
his older brother Christoph who later became the Master General of
Ordnance was born in the year 1633, Magnus Friedrich's birth must
have been around 1635. When after his father's death in 1645 the
Bulow estate went into bankruptcy on account of war calamities,
Hennek^'s widow had to find a residence elsewhere for herself and
for her children. Her brother Hugo von Lutzow, at the time in the
service of the Danish royal house in Copenhagen, took over the
care of Magnus Friedrich. It is possible that his education was
not completed there and that Magnus Friedrich left Denmark during
his youth inasmuch as he did not enter the Danish service, a
happening that the uncle would most likely have insisted upon,
being at that time the Vice-Stablemaster of the King of Denmark.
This is especially so considering that his brother Christoph von
Barner had commenced his career under the Danish flag. Instead,
Magnus Friedrich entered the Brunswick-Luneburg service and was
at the time of his marriage (1667) a Cavalry Captain. Most likely
he retired at that time but continued to give the Baron of Brunswick-Llineburg the benefit of his interest and knowledge. Then in
1670 we find him recruiting Melchior Dietrich von Zepelin to be a
cavalryman in the service of Baron Wilhelm von Brunswick-LuheburgCelle. (1)
Magnus Friedrich von Barner was wed at Aurich on July 21,
1667 to Anna Petronella von Neuhof (2), daughter of the late Gerdt
Wilhelm von Neuhof of Reest and of his wife Maria Sophia von Stockheim. Since the bride was the lady-in-waiting of Princess Christine
Charlotte of East Friesland, ne'e Baroness of Wurtemburg, the Princess took part in the wedding and signed the marriage contract as
a witness (Doc. 294). Other witnesses were: the bride's mother,
(1) Fromm, History of the von Zepelin Family (Schwerin
1876) Page 358.
(2) From this old Westphalian lineage also came Theodor
von Neuhof who in the battle of the Island of Corsica
against Genoa in 1730 accomplished independence from
Genovese rulership and ruled in Corsica as King for
several years.

- 164 the marrying couple, Christoph von Barner, brother of the groom,
furthermore Johann Eberhard von Stockheim, Friedrich Wilhelm von
Stockheim, the East Friesland Privy Councillor, Steward and High
Bailiff Johann Melchior von Oeynhausen (as best man), the East
Friesland Privy Councillor and High Bailiff Helfried Freiherr of
and to Croneck of Friedeburg (as best man) and Herbert Balthasar
von Klencke.
It cannot be established whether the latter was the
person whose daughter Elisabeth Euphrosyne later married Christoph
von Barner or possibly his son of the same name whose wife was the
oldest sister of the bride Ida Maria von Neuhof. Since Herbert
Balthasar von Klencke was the last to sign the marriage contract
we surmise that it was the younger one.
In the marriage contract the mother promised her daughter
Anna Petronella as a dowry a contribution of 1,000 German guldens
(200 talers in cash and 460 talers 60 kreuzer by promissory note)
rather than the bed, linen, household goods, etc. that she had given
to the older daughter Ida Maria von Kl&ncke. Accordingly, Mrs. von
Barner was not endowed by her mother with the necessary household
goods and also the wedding was not paid for by her. It is therefore
possible the Princess of East Friesland did this for her lady-inwaiting. Magnus Friedrich von Barner received as curtesy 2,000
Reichs talers (each has the value of 90 kreuzers) in cash and
pledged himself to give his wife 300 talers as a honeymoon gift
and deposit 6,000 talers in Bulow to safeguard against her becoming
a widow.
Magnus Friedrich acquired this property which had become
bankrupt after Henneke's death by contacting the creditors and
they agreed to accept a smaller amount of payment. He compensated
his half-brother Kord Barner of Kressin and his nephew Kord Barner,
the son of his deceased half-sister Anna Sophie, together with
4,700 florins in lieu of the promised widow money of Henneke von
Barner's first wife. A contract regarding this agreement was finalized before Magnus Friedrich's wedding on March 29, 1667. The receipt covering the 4,700 florins is dated December 18, 1667, therefore after the wedding (Doc. 295). His mother paid Magnus Friedrich
1,000 florins, 200 florins in May 1667 and 800 florins on December
18, 1667. Included among the creditors with small claims were the
churches of Sternberg (because of the Schonfeld acreage and the
Barner holdings in Kobrow) and Prestin, and also the Pastor of
Musselmow. Their demands were taken care of by Cavalry Captain von
Barrier and he received from the Bankruptcy Court a document certifying that he had settled with the creditors of the BUlow estate
and therefore the property was discharged from bankruptcy and became his own. The mortgage registry documentation of this acquisition followed on July 15, 1669 (Doc. 297). Thereby Magnus Friedrich
was commonly known to be the owner of his paternal estate and he
resided there following Trinity 1667.

- 165 His marriage with Anna Petronella von Neuhof was not
blessed with children. She was sickly and after almost ten years
of marriage died. The couple had made a Will on August 17, 1676
(Doc. 307; which contained the provision that Mrs. von Barner should
give her husband altogether in cash, at the Mecklenburg valuation,
6,145 florins, 8 shillings. Magnus Friedrich stipulated in his last
Will that in case of his untimely death his wife would inherit Bulow
and all other belongings and then after her death the testator's
brother Lt. Colonel Christoph von Barner should inherit the property
Further, the Barner brothers and sisters received a legacy of 2,000
florins of which 1,000 florins were invested in Bulow as puchase
money and 1,000 florins in the Winterfeld properties in Hurierland
and Balow, the mortgage of the latter having been received by him
by way of a gift from his mother on March 12, 1673. Also, the
testator distributed his clothing, weapons, etc. to his brothers
Christoph, Henning Adolf, Johann Hucholt and Kord and left the
1,000 florins in Bulow to Kord Barner's daughter Stina Marigken
in consideration of her loyal service to the couple and meticulous
care of the household. Furthermore, Mrs. von Barner made her husband the heir of her estate (7,145 florins) but in case of his remarriage he should keep 3,000florins of that amount and the balance
of 4,145 florins were to be given to her sister Ida Maria von
Klencke. Also, she remembered her brother-in-law Christoph von
Barner, saying "because we'loved one another so much". She left
clothing and various articles of silverware to her sister Mrs. von
Klencke; and to her husband she left the remainder of an interest
in Wurtenburg that had been left to her mother to enjoy for her
life-time.
Besides this couple executing this will which was dated
at Crivitz August 17, 1676, it was signed and sealed (with black
wax) by seven witnesses, among them Joachim von Barner of Zaschendorf. Inasmuch as Magnus Friedrich outlived his wife who died not
very long after the above date, the second part of the Will with
the provisions of the testatrix became a reality. Regarding the
carrying out of payments provided for to Mrs. Klencke, ne'e von
Neuhof, we learn through a notation written by Magnus Friedrich
von Barrier's second wife on the back of the Will: '*The demand
made by the Neuhof heirs were paid by my oldest son Magnus Friedrich with 1,400 Reichs talers from his personal account. I hereby
sw^ar to this. Bulow, on January 18, 1706. The Widow von Berner".
Cavalry Captain Magnus Friedrich von Barner remarried
soon afterwards. His second wife Margarete Elisabeth von Lutzow
(born 1658, died October 14, 1723) was the daughter of the baronial
Saxony-Lauenburg Administrator Barthold Heinrich von Lutzow of
Seedorf and Drellutzow(born October 8, 1609, died May 12? 1665) and
Dorothea Maria von Bulow of the House of Wedendorf-Veelbo*ken (born
September 16, 1622, married July 4, 1639, died September 10, 1693).

- 166 We believe that Barner's second marriage had already taken place
by the year 1678 and that his acquisition of half of Badegow had
been accomplished through the dowry of his second wife.
Until 1634 Badegow was a principality. On August 19, 1634
Baron Adolf Fr&fcdrich of Mecklenburg on the one side and the cousins
Kurt and Baltzer von Restorff of Radepohl and Weisin on the other
side entered into an exchange contract whereby the Restorffs in
exchange for Raduhn received the inherited Badegow village and, in
turn, because of relinquishing the vast Raduhn forests retained the
right to take out 50 cords of wood annually. Cavalry Captain von
Barner acquired Baltzer von Restorffs half of Badegow in 1678 from
Baltzer's son-in-law Engelke von Koppelow of Mentin and Repzin and
his wife Elisabeth von Restorff for 4,750 florins, the documentation
taking place on October 29, 1678 (Doc. 309). Yet in the same year
disputes erupted between Barner and Kurt's son Kurd Christoph von
Restorff who was then the other half owner of Badegow. The disputes
arose over the construction of bridges over the Warnow, work that
Barner had commenced to accomodate his flock of sheep. Soon Restorff conceded. In the following year a dispute broke out between
Barner and the Mayor, Dr. Baalcke of Parchim, concerning Flitmer
Lake which was a part of Badegow and which Baalcke was using. On
October 1, 1681 Magnus Friedrich, with the consent of Kurd Christoph von Restorffs brother, Helmuth Jochim von Restorff, purchased
from Kurd the second half of Badegow together with half of Flitmer
Lake, half of Dannenhusen and the right to take out 25 cords of
soft wood from Lewitz for 2,000 talers in coin. Barner came into
sole ownership of Badegow through this documented purchase on January 14, 1682 (Doc. 315) .
Cavalry Captain Magnus Friedrich von Barner was responsible for a dispute about the combining of the mother churches at
Wessin and Bulow. Since the Pastor of both parishes lived in Wessin
the occupants of Radepohl and Wessin, being elders of the Wessin
church, insisted that the Billow church was nothing more than an
affiliate of the mother church, whereby the Barners of Billow made
the claim that their ancestor had had^a direct authorization from
the Pope to construct the church at Bulow. On May 2, 1673 an agreement was reached at Crivitz between Magnus Friedrich von Barner on
one side and Kurdt Christoph von Restorff of Radepohl and Jurgen
Sperling of Wessin on the other, making Barner's church independent.
We can see that Magnus Friedrich von Barner was in good
financial circumstances from the following acquisitions. His aunt
Anna Sophia von Liitzow, widow of Lt. Colonel Berend Christoph von
Koss of Bakendorf, when asked to put up the sum of 1,000 talers as
collateral for Hugo von Lutzow, the Danish magistrate of Anderschow
and Korsor, for the heirs of the late Vicke Rabens of Stuck, she
turned to her nephew at Bulow to borrow the money, for which she
gave him Hugo von Lutzow's letter of redemption and also a mortgage

- 167 on the Bakendorf estate, together with a share of the Vietz village
and the mill at Vietz. The promissory note that was executed by
Mrs. von Koss at Stuck on St. Anthony's Day 1681 was retroactively
recorded at the registry as of January 17, 1681 (Doc. 313). There
is no documentation of Barner's discharge of this mortgage.
On December 30, 1693 (Doc. 327) Magnus Friedrich von
Barner, at his request, received a letter of verification regarding
Biilow and its appurtenances (also incorporating Badegow) and at the
same time he received on March 7, 1694 the order to make an affidavit regarding the loan and to produce the original mortgage and note.
The authorization did not take place on that date but on June 8,
1696, the same day on which Barner received a mortgage covering
Billow, Badegow and Klein-Gornow, together with an affidavit relinquishing the Badegow right to 50 cords of wood from Lewitz (1). He
agreed to this relinquishment because he had achieved the incorporation of the Badegow estate to become a part of Bulow and also,
by including in the deal Klein-Gornow which he did not originally
possess, he was able to extend his holdings.
As we saw in Sec. 28, the Barner's Klein-G'drnow which
had been mortgaged, after the death of Claus Barrier's widow (died
1638) through bankruptcy had fallen into other hands and had changed
ownership frequently without ever being redeemed by the Barners.
It was Magnus Friedrich von Barner who first followed up on this
and after lengthy negotiations with the current owner, Mrs. Ilsabe
Christina von Wenckstern, nee von Winterfeldt, a contract was
entered into on June 30, 1696 whereby Barner gave Mrs. von Wenckstern Klein-Gornow for six years and after that she would be able
to redeem it by the payment of a loan amount (Doc. 341). Therefore
the von Wencksterns lived on Klein-Gornow until 1702 (2) and then
relinquished possession to the Barner family.
Through the redemption of old holdings and the acquisition
of new ones Cavalry Captain von Barner secured the attainment of
family holdings for his children. Besides, he was very active in
interests concerning his fatherland, Mecklenburg. He was made a
Knighthood Deputy for the borough of Crivitz in 1684 and in 1702
and was active in negotiations between the landholders and the commoners regarding taxes, especially with reference to the method of
payment (3). In the Fall of 1690 Barner was sent to Hamburg as
first Commissioner by the Mecklenburg government and there, with
(1) Magnus Friedrich tried to rescind this right to
wood delivery from Lewitz but was unsuccessful.
(2) von Winterfeld, History of the von Winterfelds ,
II, 121.
(3) Frank, Old and New Mecklenburg, XV, 140. XVI, 131.
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regulations governing Swedish troops in their march through Mecklenburg. The negotiations between these two parties were formalized on January 3, 1691 in Hamburg and ratified by King Karl XI
on the 24th. day of the same month.
Magnus Friedrich von Barner was made the Provisor of the
Dobbertin Cloister by the Knighthood with hope of promotion to the
office of head of the cloister and had the blessing of the landed
gentry. He was not able to obtain the latter position. He died on
December 22, 1703 at eight o'clock in the morning (this by certification by the Pastor of Bulow, although the sons recorded January
4, 1704 as the date of his death (1).
In the church at Kladrum, of which parish Badegow was a
part, today we find a memorial to the Cavalry Captain Magnus Friedrich von Barner. Namely, on a church pew we can see embossed the
crests of von Barner and von Lutzow and over them written: "Magnus
Friedrich von Barner, lord of the manor of Bulow, Klein-Gornow and
Badegow, and Margarete Elisabeth von Llitzow of the House of Seedorf
in Sassen. A. 1697" (2).
II. On November 28, 1704 Mrs. von Barner, a widow, acting
as Guardian of her children in accordance with her husband's last
Will, requested in behalf of her six sons a loan for the benefit
of the estates of Bulow, Klein-G*6rnow and their incorporated appurtenances . Then when no answer was received from the mortgage registry, the sons Magnus Friedrich, Christoph, Bartelt Hinrich, Hartwig,
August and Karl Dietrich von Barner repeated the request for Bulow
including the appurtenances, Klein-Gornow, Badegow, Kobrow and the
farms of Muggenburg and Dannhusen. In an answer from the mortgage
registry then on January 24, 1705 the petitioners were asked to
produce the last note.
In her capacity as guardian Mrs. von Barner entered into
an exchange contract at Bulow on December 14, 1705 with Mrs. Agathe
Elisabeth von Rappen, a widow, nee von Winterfeldt, concerning some
small appurtenances which had previously been discussed by them.
Mrs. von Barner sold 2 acres in Kaarz for 800 florins and relinquished an acre of the Kaarz and Mewitz fields belonging to Klein-G"Ornow;
Mrs . von Rappen turned over her share of the farm in Klein-G'o'rnow to
(1) This differential perhaps is due
calendar that had just come into
an eleven day difference between
style and that of the new style.
remains.
(2) Schlie, Monuments III, 359.

to the new Gregorian
effect. It comprised
the date of the old
A differential still
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exchange followed on April 8, 1709. After the death of the brothers
Christoph, Bartelt Hinrich and Karl Dietrich a settlement was
reached between the mother and the three other remaining brothers,
Lt. Colonel Magnus Friedrich, young Nobleman Hartwig and Lieutenant
August von Barner on June 17, 1714 regarding their paternal inheritance the contents of which are as follows: The two younger brothers
were to give up quibbling over the estates and release them (Bulau,
Badegau, Gornau, Cobrau, Sparnau (1) and the aforementioned Muggenburg and Dannenhaus) to the oldest brother Magnus Friedrich for a
tax sum of 22,000 talers total land value, and for this price they
receive a right of first refusal, however not including Kobrow.
Magnus Friedrich paid the two younger brothers "as earnest money"
200 talers each upon execution of this contract. The younger August
"because his future is still undetermined" would not accept the
small amount of 200 talers and turned down the generous offer.
On the 27th. of the same month a distribution settlement
of the paternal inheritance was entered into between the mother and
the seven remaining children: 1. Magnus Friedrich, 2. the High
Marshall's wife Dorothea Elisabeth von Moltke, nee von Barner,
3. Miss Anna Petronella von Barner, 4. Hartwig von Barner, 5. August
von Barner, 6. Miss Maria Sophia von Barner, first lady-in-waiting
to her royal Highness Baroness von Sachsen-Meiningen (2), and the
Lt. Colonel's wife Euphrosyne Charlotte von Moltke, n i e von Barner.
Of the 22,000 talers that were the valuation of the holdings, after
taking care of debts 14,662 talers remained for distribution. Of
this amount 7,000 talers were set aside as a fund for the mother in
Billow with interest to be paid at 5 per cent and the other 7,662
talers were to be divided among the 7 children whereby each received
1,094 talers. This sum was not actually paid in equal amounts to
each inasmuch as some of them had already drawn some payments previously. In silverplate each child was to receive 200 lot (100
ounces).
Ill. With regard
mention a dispute that was
between the princely manor
the Dobbertin Cloister. A

to Anna Petronella, we would like to
a matter of principal and took place
of Mecklenburg and the administration of
cloister vacancy occurring in the Dobber-

(1) Most likely the purchase of four acres in Sparow
in 1590. See Sec. 23, Page 122.
(2) This Elisabeth Sophie was the daughter of the Great
Elector Friedrich Wilhelm of Brandenburg. When this
Princess lived as a widow in Komhild in Thuringen, the
widow Maria Sophia von Burtenbach, nee von Barner, was
mistress of her household. The latter wrote her last
Will at Rostock on January 8, 1773 and died at Blengow
on April 11, 1780.
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Wilhelm of Mecklenburg wrote a letter on June 26, 1706 to the
Mother Superior and the Provisor of the aforementioned cloister
requesting that the vacancy be given to Petronella von Barner, she
being a special favorite of hers (the Baroness). Because of her
husband's standing, she (the Baroness) had the privilege of naming
a novitiate to any cloister and therefore she wanted (according to
the jus primarium precum) to fill this vacancy with her appointee.
On November 29th. of the same year the girl's mother, "Maria"
Elisabeth von Lutzow, widow of von Barner, brought an action against
the cloister administration claiming that her daughter Johanna
Petronella had been refused admission on the claim that the vacancy
had already been filled. That started a furious dispute between the
landed gentry and the cloister administration. With the threat of
a vfis.caj- penalty;, the Baron, ordered the admission of Miss von Barner
and followed this up "with military force involving extreme violence
and forceful action by the executive house". Still the cloister
administration refused to admit Anna Petronella. Then the head of
the cloister von Bassewitz was ousted from his administrative job
by the Baron and a Corporal and two Dragoons were stationed in the
cloister for months to secure the execution of the order. The case
of the knightly and landed administration was appealed and on the
basis of an imperial mandate of May 9, 1713, the Baron was denied
the right to interfere (1). Baron Friedrich Wilhelm died soon afterwards and his brother Baron Christian Ludwig lost the privilege
when the legislature in 1755 passed a law (Sec. 135) providing that
there should be no more interference by the landed gentry in the
affairs of the cloisters.
Under these circumstances Anna Petronella von Barner was
simply residing in the cloister because of military might which had
forced her entry there but her presence was made so unwelcome that
she very likely found a residence somewhere else, perhaps in Parchim
where there is a record of her signing a receipt dated 1723. Since
she was registered at the Ribnitz Cloister in 1685 (2) she most
likely was horn-not too long before that date. She was at least
55 years of age when she married in 1740 the royal Polish and
princely Saxonian Chamberlain Gossel Ernst von Barner of Kucksdorf
and Rutzenfelde (born 1689). Then in 1746 she became a widow and
in 1751 her husband's estate fell into bankruptcy and was sold and
she moved to Rostock. Her name with the date 1756 is inscribed on
the old church bell at Bulow.
(1) Justissimae decisiones imperiales in causis
Mecklenburgicis No. 125. 3. Ed. 1746.
(2) It is remarkable that Anna Petronella was being
enrolled in the Dobbertin Cloister since she had
already been registered to enter the Ribnitz
Cloister.
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son Hartwig, the young nobleman under Baron Karl Leopold, came to
a tragic end. On October 19, 1716 at ten o'clock in the morning,
along with Administrator and Chamberlain von Bassewitz, he visited
the Russian General Bauer (1) and was invited to stay for lunch,
where a lot of drinking and later some dice-throwing was done. In
a somewhat intoxicated and edgy condition in the afternoon Barner
left General Bauer's residence to return to the baronial palace on
the Hopfenmarkt. There at the door he met with Captain von Krassow,
the oldest son of Major General von Krassow with whom he had frequently had trouble in the past. In his intoxicated mood he called
him a Russian curse "Durac" (idiot), to which Krassow replied "Sto
durac" (you're an idiot yourself). There followed a further oral
abuse of insults which consequently ended with the production of
weapons. On account of the sparsity of witnesses it cannot be determined who first started this. The only eye witness was the Page
Carl Gustav Vietinghoff of Riga who, because of the already commencing dusk, was not able to see very well but he did see Krassow charge
with a drawn sword against Barner who held only a hunting knife as
his weapon and then Barner, after being pierced, fell forward on
his face. Nine hours later von Barner died, Krassow's sword having
penetrated his abdomen, stomach, and as far as his spinal cord
where it cut a main artery. Krassow was arrested the same night
and later transferred to Schwerin for detention where, according
to his own and his father's letters, he suffered greatly "in a
leaden cell". After several months and before his trial he managed
to escape and the trial was never held. We should note that the
deceased's mother, Mrs. von Barner, was active at Parchim in trying
to obtain clemency for Krassow.
We will see more regarding the children of Magnus Friedrich I von Barner in the Family Tree H and in the next paragraph.
Sec. 33.
LT. COLONEL MAGNUS FRIEDRICH ( I I ) VON BARNER OF BULOW
(1680-1733)
(Family Tree H

XII)

Magnus Friedrich, in order to distinguish himself from
his father and also from his descendants who followed using the
same name, is designated by us as Magnus Friedrich II. He was born
in BUlow on May 10, 1680 as the oldest child of Magnus Friedrich von
Barner and of his second wife Margarethe Elisabeth von Lutzow. He
was registered as a student in the Latin School associated with the
(1) At that time he was in the service of Czar Peter
the Great under Baron Karl Leopold.
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Tubingen and was a candidate for the knightly office of Assessor
for the baronial House and Court of Mecklenburg. However, he never
attained this position because he was more inclined toward a
military career, probably influenced by his uncle, the imperial
Master General of Ordnance Christoph von Barner with whom he very
probably was in contact during his student days at Leiden and
Tubingen. He became an officer in the recently formed Cavalry Life
Guards created as a "Cavalry Life Regiment" by Colonel von Krassow
(1). This was a Dragoon regiment; Dragoons at that time were
infantry on horseback and only half of the troops owned horses.
Magnus Friedrich von Barner participated with this regiment in the
Spanish War of Succession and became Master of Horses in the Life
Company on December 24, 1703. On several occasions in this campaign
his regiment had the opportunity to excel, namely on August 13, 1704
at the Battle of Hochsta'dt where the two prominent Field Commanders
Prince Eugen of Savoy and the Baron of Marlborough utterly defeated
the combined French and Bavarian forces. In this battle von Barrier's
6ommander, Colonel von Krassow, in leading the regiment in an attack
on the French cavalry, was badly wounded and for his and his regiment's heroic performance received the Order of Benevolence (2).
As we have seen (Page 153) the Master Colonel of the Guard (Major)
Friedrich Magnus von Barner took part on November 1, 1711 in the
ceremonial burial of his uncle the Master General of Ordnance, this
being made possible for him with his regiment as the Mecklenburg
Reich's contingent being stationed on the Upper Rhine. In the meantime Baron Friedrich Wilhelm of Mecklenburg, because of the unhappy
situation in Mecklenburg during the Winter of 1712/13 and the bad
condition of his regiment, all efforts in Vienna for the improvement of the regiment being in vain, decided to withdraw his Reich's
contingent and ordered the regiment's then commander, Colonel von
Waldow, to leave the Reich's Army secretly and march on to Hessen.
In this undertaking Major Magnus Friedrich von Barner had the utmost
trust of his Baron as stated in parts of a baronial letter to von
Waldow dated at Hamburg on February 9, 1713 .... "You are to take
as many men as possible from the regiment and transfer them by any
way and means that you and Major von Barner find most suitable,
slowly removing yourselves and marching to Hessen and stay there
until you receive further orders; and you will be informed by Major
von Barner where meanwhile the Landgrave has reserved quarters, and
in general we shall rely on the aforementioned Major von Barner."
Barner had also received a special order from Baron Friedrich Wilhelm
that, if it would not be possible to remove the entire regiment, he
(1) In 1716 his oldest son killed Hartwig von Barner
as we just read in the previous paragraph.
(2) Von Voss, Documentation of the Mecklenburg Flag
Science in the Mecklenburg Yearbook 45, Pages 293 ff.
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horses, and march along. On March 5, 1713 the entire regiment
began a surreptitious march towards Hessen and arrived happily with
no problems at the city of their destination, an accomplishment
that was credited mostly to the cleverness and determination of
Major von Barner. In appreciation for this deed of preserving his
cavalry regiment Baron Friedrich Wilhelm promoted Major von Barner
to Lt. Colonel of the Regiment on May 5, 1713. Soon thereafter on
July 31, 1713 when this Nobleman died in Mainz, Lt. Colonel Magnus
Friedrich von Barner had the honorary distinction of transporting
the princely remains to Mecklenburg.
This was his last deed as Lt. Colonel under Baron Karl
Leopold. When the regiment was reduced to two companies after its
return to Mecklenburg von Barner most likely retired from the military service. Later it is recorded that when, for the protection
of the country against the dictatorship of the Baron, the Hanover
and Brunswick troops entered Mecklenburg, he led these troops. It
is repeatedly set forth that Magnus Friedrich as a member of the
Mecklenburg Knighthood under a regiment of Karl Leopold endured
great stress in his participation to prevent this unlawful action
by the Baron and hoped possibly to depose him. During the years
1717 and 1718 von Barner made repeated complaints regarding the
neglect and mishandling of Karl Leopold's military troops. KleinG'drnow which yielded only a yearly lease rental of 182 talers 24
shillings was divided on August 1, 1717 into six monthly payments
of 3 talers 24 shillings each, which adds up to 21 talers monthly
or 252 talers annually, an encumbrance that exceeded the annual
amount paid in by 69 Reichs talers 24 shillings. Nasty scenes
followed regarding Btilow and its environs . In Kladrum a Lieutenant
together with 28 men from the Schwerin Regiment went from house to
house impressing all able-bodied young men into the military forces.
Then their relatives, incensed by this aggresive act, followed the
forcibly taken men and begged for their release. Not only did the
Lieutenant shoot into the following crowd of farmers but he also
gave orders to his men to shoot. Thereby two Badegow farmers were
wounded and one farmhand was killed. There was also a Barner subordinate involved in the forcible taking and the physical abuse
from the baronial soldiers (1).
When Baron Karl Leopold had departed from the country and
conditions had improved under the imperial commission von Barner
participated actively in promoting the interests of the landed owners
(1) Historical documented reports of the reign of Baron
Karl Leopold . . . 1719. Appendix 612.
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the acreages he earned the gratitude of the landed gentry. With
regard to this he composed the following poem entitled "The Four
Ages of Rectification ':
"We began in a cradle in GUstrow, and yet
In Stavenhagen the pox and the measles were met;
In Stargard our earliest youth was spent
Then to Gadbusch the man in his prime was sent;
Meeting selfishness and jealousy along the way,
We lived at Schwaanen when our hair turned grey;
The land has been tilled - and the age is complete;
At last everything in the world is sweet".
We see how much 1st. Lieutenant von Barner was liked by
his peers by the fact that in 1721 he was nominated at Malchin to
the office of Administrator and in 17 29 the Knighthood delegated
him to deliver their reply to the Land Administrator Baron Christian
Ludwig dated at Rostock on May 2, 1729 regarding a new order of
handling business.
As soon as Baron Karl Leopold's regime was ousted his
residence in Danzig was given up in the Summer of 1730 and he
secretly landed in Fisehland and then by way of Demen (in the borough
of Crivitz) he suddenly appeared in Schwerin making perparations to
regain the seat of government. The members of the Knighthood and
the Schwerin area became very disturbed and left that part of the
country. Among them was Mia gnus Friedrich von Barner. He had good
reasons for this because of his forceful action in the political
arena but mostly because Crivitz was the trouble center between him
and Karl Leopold. When the defending troops gathered together in
Plate to rebel against Karl Leopold and his entourage, the baronial
commander who had received some weapons from the Baron of Schwerin
alarmed the community at Crivitz and armed some foresters, hunters
and 300-400 farmers with forks and sickles. Meanwhile an attack
was made by the commissioned troops causing the Crivitz citizens(1)
and the improvised army to flee. Although Karl Leopold was not
overly successful in his struggle against the district troops his
reappearance in the country gave reason for great concern. Magnus
Friedrich von Barner was most likely not in Billow during this unsettled time but was probably in Rostock where the seat of the imperial Land Administration was loacted and where he eventually died
on January 23, 1733.
After just studying the life and actions of Lt. Colonel
von Barner as a soldier and politician, we would like now to consider
his private and family life.
(1) Raabe, Mecklenburg Fatherland News 1023.
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his paternal holdings. Having been an officer in the Spanish War
of Succession he must have been saving his money. As early as the
year 1711 he had loaned 1,500 talers to Klaus Jochim Preen for
which he received a mortgage on the Preen estates of Bandelstorf
and Dummerstorf. On November 6, 1725 for 12,000 talers he acquired
from Hartwig Helmuth von Pressentin the Weitendorf property lease
running to the year 1762. Although this leased property did not
remain in the Barner family that long, by a reLease contract of
April 7, 1740 Major Franz Heinrich von der Kettenburg and his wife
Margareta Elisabeth, ne'e von Barner, and also Ernst Friedrich von
Sperling of Radepohl and Wessin and his wife Anna Petronella, nee
von Barber, relinquished their rights to Weitendorf to Berend
Wigand von Pressentin and Magdalena Elisabeta Amalia von Pressentin,
ne'e von Lepel at Ziilow.
In an effort to enlarge his holdings Magnus Friedrich von
Barner entered into a contract with Lieutenant Balthasar Christoph
von Pressentin in 1728 with reference to farms and acreages in
Kaarz; nothing came of this because the authorization for this
transaction was denied by Karl Leopold.
In 1710 he married Elisabeth Sophia von der L'uhe (born
April 12, 1687 at Thelkow, died July 26,1749 at Bulow), the daughter
of Vicco Otto von Der Liihe of Thelkow and Gnewitz and of Anna
Juliane von Maltzan of the House of Grubenhagen.
The descendants are shown on the Family Tree H and in
the following paragraphs.
Sec. 34.
ADMINISTRATOR

MAGNUS FRIEBRI6H (III.) VON BARNER
OF BULOW.

(Family Tree H XIII.

- His picture Page 176)

When one considers the accomplishments of the von Barners
one is not quite sure in retrospect who is entitled to the laurels.
We have examined the Master General of Ordnance Christoph von Barner's
deed and his eventual notoriety. Unfortunately, he never attained
in his country of Mecklenburg the recognition that came to some other
members of the family. But this all changes with Administrator
Magnus Friedrich von Barner. His deeds and recognition left an
indelible mark not only in the family circle but thoughout the Dukedom of Mecklenburg and in Mecklenburg history. With his intelligence
and tact and warm and winning personality as a diplomat he was able
to save the country from possible destruction during the Seven Years
War. His diplomacy in negotiating the subsequent treaties saved the
country a lot of property that otherwise would have been lost.
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- 177 Magnus Friedrich von Barner was born at Billow on May 11,
1723, the sixth child and only son of First Lieutenant Magnus
Friedrich von Barner (II) of Billow, Badegow, Klein-Gb'rnow with
appurtenances, and his wife Elisabeth Sophia von der LCfhe of the
House of Thelkow. When he was a nine-year old boy he lost his
father and consequently became the ward of his oldest sister's
husband Franz Heinrich von der Kettenburg (he was later replaced
as guardian by Captain von Lutzow) and the Chamberlain Gossel Ernst
von Barner of Rutzenfelde and Kuckstorf. The latter was married to
the ward's aunt Anna Petronella von Barner. On February 20, 1734
they were put in charge of his property. In the year 1738 a fallout occurred between the children and the widow of First Lieutenant
Magnus Friedrich von Barner. The holdings of the Billow estates,
estimated at 42,000 talers, were leased to the widow von Barner
for 1,300 talers a year and then, according to agreement, were to
be given back to Magnus Friedrich with the estimated value of
27,000 talers.
In the Autumn of 1935 Magnus Friedrich was enrolled in a
preparatory school at Rostock. On November 5, 1735 he was <euatered
on the records of the school. This was the start of his intense
education and formed the basis for the intelligence and tact that
he displayed, which was of great help to him throughout his life
in dealing with the public. His responsible career started tather
early in life. Affer his marriage which occurred when he was 21
years of age this young man was soon found to be active in political
affairs (lT. He was so well liked that very shortly he had earned
the trust of his peers, so that in 1755 he was appointed to the
office of Administrator of the Dukedom of Schwerin by Baron Christian
Ludwig. In this capacity he became the negotiator between the
landed gentry and the commoners and, in spite of long and difficult
opposition, he was able to bring about an agreeable solution by
means of property settlement legislation. On April 18, 1755 a
declaration was signed and he was the youngest of the four signatories, a law that is still in effect today. From 1755 to 1761 he was
the financial director of the Engern Commission and because of his
financial acumen he was able to reduce the debts of that locality
which in those difficult times was in excess of 700,000 Reichtalers,
bringing them down to 280,000 Reichstalers. We might add that, had
the Commission which he headed followed his advice somewhat closer,
they might have been able to eliminate the entire debt. One of his
first diplomatic missions was to Hanover where he was sent in 1757
to conduct negotiations aimed at lowering the debts and overdue
payments imposed on the highly taxed Mecklenburg borough. The
results were so satisfactory that during his stay he earned the
trust not only of his constituents but also the confidence of his
adversaries, so much so that his notoriety reached such proportions
(1) Franck, Old and New Mecklenburg XVIII, 368.
XIX, 43, 145, 148, 284.

- 178 that his accomplishments were mentioned in the records of the
Royal EleetoiaU House of Brunswick-Luheburg, as documented at Hanover
on April 30, 1757. Itfis stated there that "this Administrator
(von Barner), esteemed by all of us, has earned the love and admiration of his entire country." Indeed, it was due to his Uiplomacy
that Baron Friedrich later employed him to settle a municipal
problem in Hanover.
It is not known why King Friedrich V of Denmark appointed
Administrator von Barner on February 27, 1758 to head an Assembly.
Perhaps the influence of the Danish Minister of State Johann Hartwig
Ernst Baron von Bernstorff (1) had something to do with it. A
documented letter between these two people indicates their mutual
esteem and admiration.
There were further contributions and similar situations
and in 1758 as representative of the Strelitz House von Barner was
again able to bring about an overall satisfactory result. Baron
Adolf Friedrich IV of Mecklenburg-Strelitz in a document dated
October 31, 1758 wrote concerning the heading of the Engern Commission, "We have nothing but praise for Administrator von Barner
whose never-ending efforts can only be commended." That same Baron
In his praise of von Barner sent a hand-written letter from New
Strelitz on April 26, 1759:
"Your Excellency!
Highly esteemed Administrator!
It gave me the greatest pleasure to see that the
negotiations, thanks to your efforts, have been completed.
Not only do I have the highest praises but my deepest
thanks go to your efforts. I would also like to mention that my
stay was most pleasurable.
I remain in highest admiration
to your Excellency
Affectionately
Adolf Friedrich, Hjuee of Mecklenburg".
During the Prussian invasion at the time of the Seven
Year War von Barner and the other members of the Engern Commission
had an extremely difficult task. On the one hand the representatives
of the commoners were forced to abide by the orders of the Prussian
Commanders who were demanding money and material goods, to the end
that Mecklenburg should be spared from further distress. On the
other hand, the government of that baronial regime was upset by the
commoners' willingness to give in to such unreasonable orders.
Administrator von Barner was frequently arrested by the Prussians
and held as a hostage for the purpose of insuring their demands
(1) On December 14, 1767 Bernsdorff was prominent in
the Danish Count's service.

- 179 and consequently the King of Denmark interceded in his behalf.
Throughout this difficult time the Danish Minister von Bernstorff
was of the greatest help to his friend von Barner and as minister
of the neutral government of Denmark he used his influence against
the Prussians, which was a great advantage to the Mecklenburg homeland. Since Duke Friedrich of Mecklenburg-Schwerin together with
his official government had fled Prussia the Engere Committee was
representing the government and Administrator von Barner, as head
of this committee, stood in the middle of these negotiations. Baron
Friedrich gave von Barner a completely free hand in the negotiations
in order to arrive at a mutual agreement in dealing with the Prussians . From a letter to von Barner we can quote "Use every possible
means. You have my full support and confidence". Administrator
von Barner made use of the authority that was given to him and on
the 20th. and 24th. of March 1759 he made reports to the Baron from
Schwerin. These reports illustrate quite vividly the unfortunate
situation that was existing, as well as von Barner's personal distress when he said "I immediately went to General Major von Kleist
and tried to impress upon him that he should please use some compassion for the House of Schwerin in order to relieve the financial
burden on that country, and the Baroness was even willing to contribute her own personal silver to a fund that would be applied towards
this debt. It would be to nobody's advantage to embarrass the House
of Schwerin and bring it to the point of degredation, and any lack
of generosity would dim the prestige of the General Major. I have
high hopes that just for the benefit of a small group of people the
General Major will not compromise the honor of the House of Schwerin
.... Major General von Kleist was so moved by this display of
loyalty that tears came to his eyes and he promised me that he would
appeal at once to General Count von Dohna .... and obtain his influence in behalf of the Baron's House.... General Major von Kleist
gave me permission to go on leave for several days to look after my
own affairs but I decided that in view of the situation I should
remain. As long as my efforts can be of assistance to the Baron
my own affairs can stay in the background ....". And on March 24,
1759: ".... I will have to follow the General to Gustrow. I have
high hopes that I will be discharged from my duties there ....".
It was at that time that Administrator von Barner went
back to the University of Rostock with a letter of highest praise
from General von Kleist. On April 24, 1759 the Rector and faculty
of the school expressed their thanks in a most flattering way.
During the same Spring von Barner was deputized by the
Engere Committee to present himself at the court of the King of
Denmark. That this commission "in behalf of the Major General was
carried out with the greatest success through his tacf and diplomacy"
is to be seen in a letter of appreciation written by the Engere
Committee.
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1762 Administrator von Barner annonnced his proposed retirement
from the legislature in order to take care of his own domestic
affairs. The entire assembly implored him to continue his services
and, as an incentive, offered him a present of 2,000 Reichstalers
in old gold. However, von Barner was firm in his intention to retire
and declined the gift. He did promise that outside of an official
capacity he would continue his work and assured them that he would
always maintain his interest in the welfare of his country. The
Baron acceded to von Barner's request and on April 28, 1763 von
Barner received his retirement but continued to make himself available for further assistance whenever needed.
In the year 1765 Baron Friedrich summoned Administrator
von Barner to undertake a mission of tremendous importance which
turned out to be one of the greatest accomplishments of his career.
It consisted of recovering from Kur-Hanover eight Mecklenburg domains
that had been seized for war debts, being the boroughs of Boizenburg
(along with the Elb toll), Wittenburg, Gadebusch, Rehna, Grevesmuhlen.
Zarrentin, Mecklenburg and Bakendorf (1). During the unsettled times
of Baron Karl Leopold the Kaiser ordered the Grand Duke of Hanover
and the Baron of Brunswick to restore order in their lands. This
was done by employing an occupational army that stayed on for several
years. When Baron Christian Ludwig took over and removed the troops
from Hanover and Brunswick he was unable to collect the war debts
that had been imposed. The Kaiser formally gave the Grand Duke of
Hanover who was at the same time the King of England, and the Baron
of Brunswick these eight boroughs in 1735 to be held temporarily
under an antichresis form of ownership. After a period of time the
King of England purchased the rights belonging to the Baron of Brunswick making himself the sole owner. Mecklenburg borough tried with
all of its might to redeem its property and left no stone unturned
but a shortage of funds together with the excessive demands of the
English House of Hanover made it impossible. "It was no secret
throughout the European royal houses that George II of England was
determined to increase his holdings in mainland Europe and build up
the power and prestige of the House of Hanover". The opportunity
was ripe for him to obtain at least a part of the mortgaged Mecklenburg lands and by way of ownership of the Grevesmifhlen borough to
extend his holdings all the way to the Baltic Sea. Since the English
fleet had control of the European seas this additional acquisition
would be an asset. Negotiations were very difficult because of this
overpowering objective. For decades thenegotiations had been carried
out sometimes in Hanover and sometimes in London. The Mecklenburg
faction had a good ally in the person of the wife of the English King
(1) Compare the closer records in the Mecklenburg Yearbook
59 Pages 1-48: von Schultz, The Mortgaging of the
Boroughs of Mecklenburg under Baron Kari Leopold and
their Release.
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of Mecklenburg (-Strelitz) . The negotiations were very difficult
in spite of the influence of the Baroness of Mecklenburg and at
times came to a halt. It was about this time that the Baron, upon
the advice of his minister, Count von Bassewitz, decided that there
was a need for a more diplomatic representative and so Administrator von Barner was summoned. He was directed to contact and begin
negotiations with Councillor-President von Munchhausen. "The
selection of von Barner was very fortuitous. He held a long personal association with the Councillor-President as a representative of
the Mecklenburg province" and in 1757, as noted above, was held in
high esteem by the House of Hanover. Although he was welcomed with
open mind and heart on his mission of January 1765, von Barner's
position remained extremely difficult. The Hanover ministers had
a prejudice against the Mecklenburg house; apart from that, the
King of England did not give his ministers permission to negotiate
regarding the mortgaged property and consequently it became common
knowledge that Hanover wanted no part of returning any holdings .
That Administrator von Barner was able to make even the smallest
progress in the negotiations and dealings can only be credited to
his tact and diplomatic ability. The first conference came to an
almost hopeless conclusion. Von Barner returned home about Easter
time and because of an attack of gout he was unable to return to
Hanover until June. Upon his return he tried to resume negotiations
but they were restricted to a small part of the Council. After he
gave his reasons in an official statement why his Baron could not
forfeit ownership of the mortgaged property the Council, on orders
from London, tilted the decision in Hanover towards Mecklenburg.
On August 1 von Barner received a hearty welcome from the ministers
together with recognition for his accomplishments. He was informed
that because of the high esteem that the King held for Baron Friedrich he would not insist upon the forfeiture of the property and so
the matter was dropped. Because of a concession by the Hanover
government a great deal of unpleasantness was avoided. The only
problem remaining for Mecklenburg was the negotiating to lower
their debts and to decide how the settlement should be made. In
this capacity Administrator von Barner was instrumental and he did
his utmost.. However, when, he realized that all of his efforts
would be to no avail on account of Munschhausen's stubbornness he
persuaded his government to speed up the negotiations. Otherwise
they would be coming to a sudden halt. And so on December 14, 1765
an agreement was executed, signed by Administrator von Barner and
by the Hanover ministers, and ratified on December 31 by King George
and Baron Friedrich. These documents were exchanged on February 20,
1766 through Administrator von Barner and the chief magistrate von
Alvensleben. The terms of this agreement and the final result do
not have to be gone into because the mortgaged domains were redeemed in the Johannis Treaty of 1766 in consideration of the payment of 535,000 Reichstalers followed by the exchange of four
domains in August of 1768 upon the payment of 1 million Reichstalers. To show his appreciation Baron Friedrich bestowed lovely
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Councillor von Dewitz who had taken part in the negotiations in
London and Administrator von Barner each received a valuable
diamond ring and also a portrait of the Baron the frame of which
contained 48 large diamonds (1). In the Baron's letter to von
Barner on March 10, 1769 he stated: ".... We shall always be indebted to you for your ceaseless efforts in our behalf by way of
your negotiations and for the redemption of our mortgaged Brunswick
property and its surroundings. I am sending you this portrait in
memory of me and you shall always have my gratitude." This was
written from Schwerin. On December 9, 1765 after the negotiations
had been brought to an amicable conclusion with only the details
of the agreement remaining to be formulated, von Barner had received a letter of thanks from the Baron which said: "You have
more than fulfilled our expectations in your negotiating and your
ceaseless efforts in our behalf will always remain in our memory.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge this and to thank you for what you
have accomplished and I shall forever remain humbly grateful to you."
The Danish Minister von Bernstorff (2) also was aware of von Barner's
diplomatic success in Hanover and sent him a letter of congratulations on December 21, 1765 from Copenhagen: "You have accomplished
an almost impossible task which doubtless has brought you the deep
appreciation of the Baron's house". We should at this point mention
that in recognition of his deeds Friedrich von Barner was offered
the title of "Count" which he declined^ preferring to retain his
own honored name that had come down from his ancestors and which
he wished to have carried on by his descendants.
Throughout his busy career Administrator von Barner never
neglected either his family or his tenant farmers. Since he took
no greater pleasure than in looking out for the physical and mental
welfare of the people who depended on him, on October 12, 1762 he
donated the amount of 4,000 talers to the municipal fund of Mecklenburg. The interest of this capital sum was to be used for the
Billow schools, medical assistance and social purposes for the elderly and infirm persons and other purposes. On December 18, 1773
(and documented on February 8, 1774; this donation was increased by an additional 1,300 talers by his son Magnus Friedrich von Barner
for the benefit of the Bulow parish and the tenant farmers. A
similar donation was made for the tenant farmers of Trams, Moltow,
Little and Great Trebbow, Stuck and Boeken by Administrator von
Barner in the amount of 6,000 talers on June 12, 1784. This modest
donation was confirmed on June 9, 1785 by the young Baron Friedrich
Franz.
(1) The value of the ring was 450 talers. It was stolen
during a French raiding party at Bulow in 1806.
(2) Bernstorff was interested in the reduction of the
mortgage debt because he owned property in the
vicinity.
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to the Kobrow estate. It consisted of an inn and 2 marinas (106,260
square rods of farmland and 1,180 square rods of pasture land) for
4,900 talers to the Estate Marshall in Eickelberg, August Barthold
von Lutzow. He, in turn, immediately exchanged this property with
the Baron's Council. Because of the great distance that Bulow was
from his own property and the difficulty of overseeing it, Administrator von Barner offered the estates in Gornow and Dannhusen in
1759 to the Baron's Council for sale or exchange. In exchange for
these properties he was willing to accept the Baron's estate at
Kladrum. The Council placed a valuation based on the yearly income
from this property and Little Gornow was estimated at 355 talers
and Dannhusen being only 56 talers (not including the value of the
wood). Barner asked for the amount of 16,000 talers. Unfortunately,
because of bad financial conditions prevailing at that time at the
Baron's house neither an exchange nor sale was ever made.
Magnus Friedrich von Barner's efforts to recover the
Zaschendorf estate for the Family has already been mentioned in
Sec. 18.
By being far-sighted and with well-planned investments (1)
and with the benefit of generous dowries from marriages, Administrator Magnus Friedrich von Barner was able to amass a sizeable
fortune and was determined to leave his descendants well provided
for. In his Last Will of December 23, 1759 he stated: "All of my
well-planned investments I have made for the benefit of my children
but foremost for my sons and their heirs and descendants; also for
the benefit of the entire Barner lineage. It is my wish to leave
them well provided for and I hope that they will manage this inheritance wisely for the benefit of their descendants". By this Will
he conveyed the Billow estate into a trust which was documented on
December'31, 1759. Then on account of a dissention between the
three sons over the Bulow trust, on September 5, 1760 the inheritance
went to the second son Magnus Friedrich. The Little GSrnow and
Dannhusen estates were excluded from the trust because von Barner
was at that time negotiating with the Baron's Council over the sale
or exchange of that property. The sale price was intended to pass
to the other sons. Since the sales were never executed the Little
Gornow and Dannhusen properties became included in the inheritance
to the son Magnus Friedrich. Consequently, Magnus Friedrich acquired
Billow, Badegow, MUggenburg, Little Gornow and Dannhusen, however in
partnership with his younger brother Heinrich Franz.
By means of an assignment dated June 10, 1760 (recorded
on July 3, 1760) Administrator von Barner received from the Danish
King's Councillor von Eyben of Lutgenhof the mortgage rights in the
(1) For additional information see: Faull, Documents
of the Lineage of the Barner Family Trusts.
Schwerin, 1875.
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After the expiration of the term of the mortgage in 1764 the Loan
Council ordered von Barner to clear the title to the property
covered by the Trams loan in the vicinity of Moltow by way of
agnate conveyance and this was accomplished by a judgment in Court.
Barner took over the deed on January 29, 1765 and acknowledged the
instrument on February 1 of the same year. The Court order had been
given on August 15, 1752. In a further stipulation in his Last Will
on August 18, 1769 he put the title to the Trams estate into a
trust for his oldest son Levin Joachim von Barner. The youngest
son Heinrich Franz received title to the Zaschendorf property but
that was subjected to litigation. (Later the Administrator sold his
rights to Zaschendorf, See Sec. 18). To insure the third son an
inheritance of property the father purchased from the Chamberlain
and Registrar Leopold Count von Schmettau of Raben-Stuck and Little
Trebbow the last mentioned property, according to a sales contract
between May 6 and May 17, at Trinitatis 1774, for 23,000 talers.
The registration of the approved contract was documented on June 1,
1774. In his last Codicil on March 30, 1776 he devised the Little
Trebbow estate along with six tenant farmers located in Greater
Trebbow to his son Heinrich Franz in lieu of Zaschendorf, and this
property was to be set up in trust and remain that way.
The three sons ended up with property that was free of
mortgages and the family was well taken care of by this trust fund.
But Administrator von Barner did more than that. He purchased
property that had been leased by him previously (Raben-) Stuck and
surroundings for 42,000 talers from Count von Schmettau and he then
made this property a part of the Barner Family Trust (registered on
September 3, 1777; by way of a Codicil dated March 30, 1776 that
was recorded on September 6, 1776.
Additions and codicils to the Last Will of Administrator
von Barner were made periodically in a protocol manner on certain
family days. He showed that he was fair-minded towards his widow
and daughters in expressing his love in equal measures. He left
his widow and daughters well provided for. His widow, along with
others, received an annuity of 700 talers from the Barner-Stttck
Trust and the right to remain in the residence at Sternberg. Each
of his daughters received 19,000 talers. He bequeathed the revenues
from his investments commencing at the day of his death to his son
Magnus Friedrich of Billow, and to his two daughters and the several
children of his two oldest sons. These additions were made on June
26,5 1787.
A letter written in Sternberg on January 31, 1787 after
he had set the final seal to his Will shows how fastidious he was
in keeping the records of his holdings: "That my personally recorded ledgers will show an equal balance of assets and expenses;
I also have mentioned the few obligations that are still outstanding,
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a taler, unless in my haste in drawing my Last Will I might have
withdrawn some small amounts out of consideration for the trusteeshlp".
Administrator Magnus Friedrich
von Barner made frequent trips to Karlsbad (1790) but for the most part he
resided in Sternberg where he owned his
home. Perhaps it might have been the
same estate that his ancestor Claus von
Barner had owned in Sternberg in 1399
(See Sec. 4a). The Administrator died
at Sternberg on November 15, 1792 and
on December 1 of the same year he was
buried in Billow. His funeral was carried
out with great pomp and formality at the
cost of 1200 talers.
lew "
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Magnus Friedrich stood before
the altar five times but he had children
with just the first two wives. By the
first wife he had two daughters and one
son; by the second he had three sons of
which the youngest, Christoph August,
died when very young. His wives were:
1. On December 4, 1744: Sophia
Henriette (Henrika) von Maltzan, born
October 22, 1723 at Grubenhagen and died
on November 14, 1749 at Bulow, the
daughter of Administrator and Marshall
of the Inheritance Office Levin Joachim
von Maltzan of Grubenhagen and Christina
Wilhelmina Lc5w von Steinfurth of L'ubs .

2. On December 26, 1750: Henriette Sophie Katherina von Stralendorff,
born on January 25, 1733 at Little
Krankow and died on February 2, 1754 at
Bulow, the daughter of Kord Heinrich von
Stralendorff of Little Krankow and of
Anna Sophia von Plessen of the House of Schonfeld.

Gravestone of Administrator
Magnus Friedrich von Barner.

3. Christina Susanna Barbara von Beulewitz of Voigtland
who passed away at Bulow on February 21, 1763.
4. On August 26, 1763 at Bulow: Margarete Ilsabe von
Sperling (registered in the Malchow Cloister on July 15, 1721, the
daughter of Major Ehrenreich Heinrich von Sperling of Schlagsdorf
and of Sophia von Warnstedt of the House of Sildemow.
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Ernestine von Hagen, widow of von Schack, born October 9, 1729 in
Bayreuth, passed away on March 10, 1805 at Sternberg and was buried
on March 23, 1805 at Bulow, the daughter of Major General and Privy
Councillor' by Appointment (by the Margrave of Bayreuth) Conrad
Friedrich von Hagen and of Sophia Margareta von Arnim, widow of the
Chamberlain Hans Friedrich von Schack of Greater Raden, mother of
Katherina Charlotte von Schack, wife of Magnus Friedrich (IV) von
Barner of Bulow.
See Family Tree H and Sections 34a and 35 concerning
the Administrator's children (two daughters and four sons).

Sec. 34a.
LEVIN

JOACHIM

VON

BARNER AND

HIS

DESCENDANTS

(Family Tree H, XIV and XV.)
Levin Joachim von Barner, the second child and oldest son
of Administrator Magnus Friedrich von Barner, was born on October
16 and baptized on October 18, 1747 at Bulow, studied at Gottingen
in 1766 where, in accordance with the customs of that time and the
standing of this noble family, employed a steward to serve him.
From the fact that his father later had to pay 400 talers for
Joachim's debts we can surmise that Joachim not only devoted himself to studies but also enjoyed the social side of academic life.
After his time in Gottingen he was soon recruited for the MecklenburgSchwerin court as a court attendant and then on April 14, 1769 at
the age of 21 he married in Schwansee (Kalkhorst) Katharina Luise
Dorothea von Both, (who was born on March 11, 1753 and died at
Bayreuth on October 30, 1820), the daughter of the Captain-in-Chief
Ulrich Viktor von Both of Kalkhorst and Schwansee and of Christine
Luise von SpfJrcken. In the same year he received from his father
the Trams estate together with Moltow that had previously been put
in trust for him with a right of primogeniture. Probably it was
because of the work involved in looking after this property that
caused him to apply for his release from his position as court
attendant in 1772 and he received this release on July 23, 1772
together with a letter of recommendation reading "this is proof of
our highest appreciation for the services performed as court attendant", and with it his nomination to the office of Bailiff. Yet
after several years he again entered the service of the Royal Court
and was made a Steward (later on, Chief Steward) to the Baroness
Charlotte Sophie, a widow, the mother of the future Grand Baron
Friedrich Franz I.
In addition to his trust property of Trams and environs,
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of Jesendorf the village of Brees in the borough of Mecklenburg
which later was named Kleekamp. This estate which in the XVIIth.
century had contained 9 farmers and two other occupants had been
steadily declining but von Barner made it the basis of a farm.
However, since the buildings and acreage were in such poor condition
he erected a manor there. He had to defend a fiscal action for
doing this but the matter was resolved upon the payment of a fine.
By a contract dated at Schwerin on February 23, 1791 Joachim von
Barner sold the Kleekamp estate to Captain Johann Anton Christoph
Gerber of Lubeck in Trinity 1791 for 20,000 talers N2/3, which
received the authorization of the Registry on February 24, 1791.
On March 1, 1789 through the death of his youngest
brother Heinrich Franz, Steward von Barner took occupancy of KleinTrebbow and became owner in trust of this property so that from
that time on he owned the two properties of Trams and Trebbow by
primogeniture. After the death of his father in 1792 he became
the head of the family and representative of the Barner family
trust at Stuck. Chief Steward Levin Joachim von Barner died in the
evening of December 31, 1801 at Schwerin after an illness lasting
fourteen days.
The Trams property descended to the oldest son Magnus
Friedrich Viktor who gave an oath of allegiance on May 21, 1802
but by July 17, 1804 he had died at Schimm unmarried. Thereafter,
Carl Friedrich von Barner, the second son of Levin Joachim and
successor to the tight of primogeniture at Klein-Trebbow, declared
that he wished to retain that right of primogeniture. The trust
property of Trams and environs passed to Joachim's youngest son
Heinrich Franz Ludwig von Barner who at the time was a Lieutenant
in the Royal Prussian Life Guards, First Battalion, at Potsdam.
He swore his oath of allegiance for Trams as a Major on June 18,
1805, again on January 22, 1838 and once again on November 10,
1842. This Heinrich von Barner, after the death of his brother
Karl (died December 9, 1841) received along with Trams also the
trust property of Klein-Trebbow and after passing away in 1858
without leaving issue he left these properties to Magnus Friedrich
von Barner of Prague, his cousin by the Billow lineage, and to First
Lieutenant Ulrich von Barner. With the benefit of primogeniture
the first named chose Trams and the latter received Klein-Trebbow
which today (1909) is still in the possession of his son Ulrich.
When the Administrator Heinrich Franz von Barner died in 1861 and
left his son, the just mentioned Magnus Friedrich of Trams his
trust properties of Bulow and Klein-Gornow, Magnus Friedrich relinquished ownership of Trams in favor of Major Friedrich Magnus
von Barner of Berlin whose son Klaus Ulrich today is the present
owner.
After this quick look at the changing of ownership of
the trust properties we would like to discuss the descendants of
Chief Steward Joachim von Barner.
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von Barner of Bulow and Karl Anton von Both of Rambow. In this
regard, the Chief Steward's two older sons: Magnus Friedrich Viktor
and Lieutenant Karl Friedrich von Barner set up a kind of inheritance agreement for the protection of the younger children and the
mother. The latter had her dowry of 5,000 talers set aside for her
together with 500 talers annual income from the properties. The
youngest brother Heinrich Franz, apart from receiving his tuition
towards becoming an officer, was to receive 75 Friedrichsdor (each
valued at 5 talers) annually until reaching his majority and after
becoming of age he would receive the capital sum of 12,000 talers.
Each sister should receive 180 talers per annum until becoming of
age and after that a settlement of 6,000 talers. The house that
was located in the new city of Schwerin was sold for 9,200 talers.
A gold watch, the gift from the Baron's mother, remained in the
joint ownership of the family and was entrusted to the oldest
daughter.
She was Luise Friederike who was born on March 13, 1771,
already enrolled in the Dobbertin Cloister by March 14, 1771, and
from 1799 to 1810 she was a Lady-in-Waiting for the Baron's mother
at which place her father was the Chief Steward. The Baroness died
on August 2, 1810 and according to her Will dated April 17, 1807
Luise von Barner had received a pension for life and, together with
the other Lady-in-Waiting Christiane Margarethe Elisabeth von
Vietinghoff, each had received half of the "Points" of the Baroness,
the coffee table silverware, and each four silver candle holders,
among other things. Miss von Barner died at Dobbertin on December
28, 1836.
Karl Friedrich von Barner, born on November 13, 1775,
died on December 9, 1841, buried in Trebbow on December 15, was
Trust Commissioner of Little Trebbow, a Lieutenant in the Kalkstein
Infantry Regiment, and took part in the campaign of the Rhine. On
March 18, 1803 he married Luise Sophie von Sporcken of Ludersburg
(Lauenburg) , the daughter of Colonel and Adjutant General von Sptfrcken, but had no children by her.
Heinrich Franz Ludwig von Barner, the third youngest
living son of Chief Steward Joachim von Barner, was born at Schwerin
on January 4, 1784 and was baptized on the 8th. day of the same
month in the castle church. He studied at the grammar school in
Halle on the Saale and there excelled by receiving high grades under
the auspices of the University Chancellor and the Directors of the
Frankish monastic institution. He entered the Prussian army in the
First Battalion Life Guards of Potsdam which later became the Regimental Foot Guards. Since he was given such a good recommendation
by his Commander Major General C.F. von Hirschfeldt regarding his
conduct and maturity, upon order of the Baron on November 13, 1804
the young Ensign was declared to have become of full age. Soon
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that meanwhile he had received the Trams estate, and also that he
was the heir of his great uncle Colonel Jobst Hinrich von Barner
of Hanover, as stated in Sec. 30 at E.
After the unhappy warfare in 1806 and the subsequent
peace at Tilsit Heinrich von Barner obtained his retirement from
the military service but soon afterward he again joined his old
unit in the capacity of First Lieutenant and in 1812 advanced to
Captain and Company Commander. In the battle at Greater Gorschen
on May 2, 1813 he was struck in the left thigh by a cannonball
that fractured the bones so badly that he was incapacitated for
further war duty. After receiving the Iron Cross from King Friedrich Wilhelm III of Prussia and in 1815 the Order of Johann, upon
his request and following the conclusion of the war he received a
discharge with the commission of Major, wearing the uniform of the
First Guard Regiment. In order to recuperate and ease the pains
that were constantly present in his shattered leg he kept visiting
different spas every Summer, at first mainly at Teplitz where he
had the pleasure of meeting his war leader King Friedrich Wilhelm.
For the most part he resided at his trust property of Trams which
had been leased to his cousin Heinrich Franz von Barner. Through
the death of his brother Karl in 1841 he inherited the primogeniture
estate of Little Trebbow and by means of this he was able to afford
his well-known generosity to others who were less fortunate. It is
said of him that one never had to beg because he himself had known
less comfortable circumstances. It is quite obvious that his various tenant farmers appreciated his looking after their welfare.
His most active participation was shown in his support of the poor
houses of Horn in the Hamburg area and at Gehlsdorf. He donated
1,000 talers to the poor of the City of Schwerin. He was one of
the most highly esteemed members of the Barner Family "no less
noted for his intellect than for his general conduct and also his
esteem, generosity and good will". Major Heinrich von Barner died
unwed at Trams on February 6, 1858 and was buried on the 12th. day
of the same month at Billow. The inheritor of his alloidal property
that he left was his only living sister Ilsabe (nicknamed Ilsette)
Margarete von Barner. She was a conventual at the Malchow Cloister
but resided at the Neuberghausen castle near Munich and on April 3,
1859 died at Munich of old age as the last surviving child of Chief
Steward Levin Joachim von Barner.
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MAGNUS

FRIEDRICH (IV.) VON BARNER

OF

BULOW

AND HIS SONS

(Family Trees H. and J.)
I. Magnus Friedrich (IV) was born in Bulow on October
31, 1751 and was baptized on the same day as the second son of the
future Administrator Magnus Friedrich. When the latter on September
5, 1760 arranged to have his three sons select by lot at Schwerin
the trust properties of Bulow and its appurtenances of Badegow and
Miiggenburg, in this drawing the ticket reading "God favors this
one with Bulow" went to Magnus Friedrich who was then declared to
be the owner. The actual ownership of the holdings remained with
the father because he had first given his son Little GSrnow that
had the condition of a foeffement in trust and that estate had
served as the residence of his son Magnus Friedrich until 1779-80.
After 1780 the son lived at Bulow. He was his father's favorite
and remained loyal to him and to his principles long after the
other two sons were fighting their father and his plans in Court.
It was probably in appreciation for this loyalty that the father,
apart from the foregoing arranging for the distribution of June 26,
1787, gave him 12,000 talers. Besides that, the ring, a gift from
Baron Friedrich to the Administrator for his services in connection
with the redemption of the leased Mecklenburg boroughs, fell in
this lottery to the son Magnus Friedrich. Just like his father
he also was very active in matters regarding the estates and was
an highly respected and influential member of the Mecklenburg
Knighthood and sub-committees. Through the death of his older
brother (died December 31, 1801) he became the oldest in the family
and, as such, prosperously headed the family for several years,
just as his father would have done. While his father, the Administrator, was seeking energy and recovery of health at the springs
in Karlsbad his son was frequently traveling to Pyrmont. And so,
in 1797 Magnus Friedrich traveled with a valet and two horses to
that spa "for a complete recovery from an illness". Two years later
he returned there but made the journey by way of Dessau, Halle,
Naumburg, Weimar, Gotha, Fulda, Frankfurt on the Main, Mainz, Kassel,
Gottingen, Pyrmont. He reached the advanced age of 84 and died at
Bulow on February 17, 1836 "still too early for his loved ones".
On May 11, 1774, with a marriage contract dated May 10,
1774, Magnus Friedrich (IV.) von Barner married Katharina Charlotte
von Schack (born March 20, 1756 in Greater Raden, died February 3,
1791 in Bulow) a daughter of the Chamberlain of the Bayreut Margrave
and the Brunswick baronial Captain of Dragoons Hans Friedrich von
Schack of Greater Raden and of Friederike Sophie Ernestine von
Hagen of the House of Stieten (ZibMhl-Gultzow). In the year 1781
the latter as widow became the fifth wife of the Administrator
Magnus Friedrich von Barner, and therefore became trie mother-in-law
and step-mother of the son Magnus Friedrich von Barner.
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Charlotte von Schack had nine children: four sons and five daughters.
(See Family Tree J.) The oldest son who also bore the name of
Magnus Friedrich was at 19 years of age already a member of the
Order of Johann and he died in 1797 of putrid fever at the age of
twenty-two.
II. Heinrich Franz, the second son of Magnus Friedrich
IV von Barner of Bulow, was born at Little Gornow on October 25/26,
1777, entered the Imperial Prussian army and became a Lieutenant
in the Cuirassier Life Regiment (No.3) at Schbnebeck. Like so many
other officers following the unhappy year of 1806 when the Prussian
army was reduced, he took his retirement from the Prussian military
service. With the outbreak of the revolutionary war against the
French Heinrich von Barner offered his services to his Baron and
was commissioned as Master of Cavalry in the Mecklenburg Equestrian
Rifle Regiment and in this capacity he participated in the attack
of 1814. He took a discharge again and received the commission of
Major and henceforth devoted himself to farming. From his cousin
Major Heinrich Franz Ludwig von Barner he leased the entailed
property of Trams and with the aid of his family he greatly added
to the comfort and well-being of his disabled bachellor cousin,
providing him with the warmth of a family life. That the two cousins
with the same name of Heinrich von Barner were so campatible under
the same roof is shown by the fact that when Heinrich Franz inherited
Bulow at the death of his father in 1836 he allowed his wife to be
a companion to his cousin for a decade while he remained at Bulow
where his youngest sister Sophie looked after his household. In
the Btflow residence he made extensive improvements, enlargements
and embellishments.
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legislative assembly at Malchin to become a candidate for the office
of Administrator and the Aldermen appointed him to that office.
We can see that the welfare and well-being of his subordinates was
his greatest concern from the fact that he increased the contribution by 1,000 talers that had been made by his father and grandfather in the names of the families of Bulow, Badegow, MQggenburg
and Dannhusen whereby the six oldest men received the annual interest of 4 talers each and he also assured himself that the widows
were provided for. The day when distribution of the yearly interest
payments were made was always a joyful day for von Barner. With
friendly words he personally handed each recipient his gift. His
pastor wrote about him from a theological standpoint: "No heart more
generous by nature and true Christian and God-fearing spirit has
ever been known". In 1858 he became the head of the family through
the death of his Trams cousin of the same name and thereby became
the representative of the Barner Family trust fund in Stuck. Administrator and Major, retired, Heinrich von Barner passed away on July
22, 1861 in Bulow inflicted with tuberoiaLosis at the age of 84.
He was married three times. His first wife whom he married
on June 6, 1805 was Christiane Charlotte Wilhelma Friederike Amalie,
Baroness von Munchhausen of the House of Althaus-Leitzkow (near
Magdeburg) who was born on June 1, 1785 and died on March 26, 1812
at Althaus-Leitzkow. He married the second wife on February 14,
m m at Biftzow the evening before he left for the front. She was
Ernestine Sophia von Bassewitz, born February 4, 1784 at Schonhof,
the daughter of Lt. Colonel Ulrich Karl Adolf von Bassewitz of
Schonhof and of Sophia Henriette von Barner (a daughter of Administrator Magnus Friedrich III. von Barner). Since March 4, 1809
Ernestine von Bassewitz had been the widow of the Chief Forest
Master Friedrich Ulrich von D o m e of Btftzow and had borne only one
child by him, the Convent Councillor, Mrs. Friederike Jordan, ne'e
von D o m e of Wismar. When her mother died at Bulow on September
23, 1856 she became her mother's sole heiress inasmuch as the mother's
marriage with von Barner was childless.
Administrator Heinrich von Barner entered into his third
marriage two years later on July 13, 1858 with a 29 year old Miss
Johanna Wilhelmine Gustava Emma von Pressentin who was born on June
6, 1829 at Prestin, daughter of the retired Captain Adolf von
Pressentin of Prestin and of his wife Charlotte Schltlter (of Stralsund). This third wife died a few months before her husband on
March 21, 1861 at Biilow without leaving any descendant and therefore
her father and six sisters were her heirs.
The only child of Administrator Heinrich Franz von Barner
was by his first marriage and was named Magnus Friedrich. In 1858
at the time of the death of Major Heinrich Franz Ludwig von Barner
of Trams and Little Trebbow, being the older of two candidates for
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at which time he received Bulow. This latter property he left to
his only son Magnus Friedrich through whose death in the year 1900
the Bulow property descended by primogeniture to the Chamberlain
Ulrich von Barner of Little Trebbow.
For more about these last two persons carrying the name
of Magnus Friedrich von Barner see the Family Tree J.
III. Levin Joachim von Barner, the third son of Magnus
Friedrich (IV.) of Bulow, was born on November 24, 1780 at Bulow
and died on April 13, 1845 and was buried at Potsdam (Nicolai).
He took part in the unfortunate engagement of the Prussians against
Napoleon I in 1806 as a Second Lieutenant in the Queen's Dragoon
Regiment No. 5, that had been garrisoned in Pomerania, and also
participated in the glorious fight for independence in 1813-15. He
excelled so heroically that the King of Prussia awarded him the
Iron Cross, 2nd class, and the Czar bestowed on him the Russian
Vladimir Order, 4th. class. Meanwhile he was transferred to the
12th. Hussar Regiment (2nd. Magdeburg) that was garrisoned in
Ratibor, Ober-Glogau, Gleiwitz and Neustadt and where von Barner
was in 1817 the oldest Cavalry Captain. Soon afterward he was promoted to Major and then took his retirement as a Lt. Colonel to end
his days at the Drewitz estate near Potsdam that had been purchased
by him. In the year 1816 he married Countess Hedwig Karoline von
Bohlen (born December 4, 1781, died September 22, 1848), the daughter
of the Prussian Major and Swedish Chamberlain Count Karl Ludwig
Thuro von Bohlen and of the Countess Anna von Bohlen. This Barner
marriage was childless.
IV. Ulrich Friedrich Johann Gottlieb von Barner, the
fourth son of Magnus Friedrich IV. of Billow, was born on December
9, 1786 at Bulow and died on January 1, 1846 at Neisse as a Lt.
General in the Imperial Prussian Army.
We will set forth a necrology of Ulrich von Barner that
carries along to the i)d*;tjbfe of Page 197, assembled by the General
and Historian von Schbning, which gives us an insight into the
interesting life style and active heroic deeds accomplished throughout his life.
"On January 1, 1846 this honorable and beloved General
passed away at the garrison at Neisse; in the last hours of the
year with his strength declining, he rallied one more time to give
his troops and their divisions his final blessing and hopes for a
bright future that was being denied to him. So shocking was the
news of his death that the usual day of festivities at Neisse was
turned into a day of mourning."
"Lt. General Ulrich von Barner was born on December 9,
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was born a von Schack. As was customary, his first instruction was
given by the Pastor of the locality. The young Barner studied for
only a few years at the elementary school in Halle and then, already
by the age of 14 he was wearing the uniform of a cuirassier in the
Life Regiment. Barner began his military career at a time when the
French Revolution was creating turmoil and chaos throughout the
energetic and dictatorial administration of Napoleon Bonaparte - at
the time of the development of new systems of warfare - and, for
the Prussian Army, a time of slowly commencing improvements
The Cavalry branch had been excelling in several important engagements during these battles.... Barner entered the service of the
Life Regiment as a cuirassier in the year 1800". (It; is the same
regiment that his brother Heinrich Franz served, as we have seen
under II in these paragraphs). "We have seen that his training and
education were not of long duration. Up until that time officers
were in the habit of getting their education on the field of battle
in the midst of the cannonading and noisy discharge of ammunition.
The sword was their guide and measure. We cannot help asking the
question as to how much more education Barner would have received
had the practice been different. In those days War was the general
solution in the army. In those unsettled times (1806) Barner was
already Adjutant of the Regiment so that apparently his military
knowledge and capabilities were recognized after only a short tim>e
in the service. In 1801 he became a Cornet and a Lieutenant in
1803. He belonged to that large group of officers who, if captured,
would be released on their word of honor, or who would attempt to
escape at the risk of their lives or, if possible, would obtain
their release by an exchange of prisoners, free to fight their
enemies once more. Barner met his destiny on the banks of the blooddrenched Passarge and, being a loyal servant of His Majesty, was
welcomed with open arms. Directly following the war, in November
1807, we find him with the Markisch Cuirassier Brigade and later in
the Brandenburg Cuirassier Regiment which for many years was commanded by His Majesty the Czar of Russia. In July of the year 1811
His Majesty promoted him to First Lieutenant in the Corps of Guards.
As appealing as this change might have been for him, and any other
man would have been happy and content with it, Barner's adventurous
nature could not be satisfied with a long period of peace. He never
backed away from new dangers that might easily have landed him in
the hands of the enemy - an enemy with which his country had just
signed an alliance. Already his mind was directed towards heroic
deeds that had captured the attention of the world in the peninsula
of the Pyrenees. Barner had received his discharge from the Corps
of Guards with the rank of Staff Cavalry Captain and in the Spring
of the year 1812 he hastened by way of Portsmouth to the new headquarters . A mishap at Santarem sent him to a painful sick-bed from
which he rallied at the time that the army made its unhappy retreat
from Salamanca. He was stationed with the German legion in the
Dragoons whose forced march to Portugal was made under extreme difficulties resulting in grave losses of manpower. Following the news
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- 196 of the defeat of the French Army in Russia nothing could hold him
any longer in Portugal; he reached out for the friendly hand of
General von Massow and by way of London the two warriors returned
together to the chaotic conditions that prevailed in the homeland.
Here von Barner was commissioned as a Staff Cavalry Captain and
was made an actual Cavalry Captain in November 1813. He enlisted
in the Guards Calvalry Regiment and on September 8 of the following
year attained the rank of Major. He again entered on to the field
of combat and with his regiment shared honor and esteem throughout
this illustrious war and at the conclusion of the bloody battle of
Bar on the Aube he was awarded the Iron Cross. After the short
peacetime that followed Barner was married in Berlin (on February
28, 1815) with (Ida Heim who was b o m September 12, 1796 at Berlin
and died on January 28, 1873 at Potsdam) a daughter of the noted
Medical Privy Councillor Dr. Heim, a marriage that laid the basis
for their future joyous life. Shortly afterward a new march against
the enemy took place. Meanwhile, in February 1815 Barner was transferred into the Guard Dragoon Regiment and he returned with the
same unit in the Fall after being stationed for several months in
Paris where, in April 1816, he was transferred into the GuardUlanen Regiment (1). On April 3, 1820 His Majesty made him Commander of the Guard Dragoon Regiment and in 1824 he became a Lt. Colonel
and in 1836 Major General and Commander of the Second Cavalry
Brigade in Danzig. In this capacity von Barner was sent to Diisseldorf in 1838 as head of the 14th. Cavalry Brigade and there in 1842
he was promoted to become Commander of the 12th. Division in Neisse
and then in 1844 his promotion to Lt. General followed. Through
the auspices of His Majesty in 1845 he was made a member of the
Order of the Red Eagle Star, Second Class, and the Russian Czar
,n\
conferred upon him membership in the Stanislaus Order, First Class.
He was also a member of the Royal Hanover commemorative coin club
of the German Legion. These promotions and nominations should give
enough proof of the esteemed trust of the King, but we should also
mention in particular Barner's commanding of a notable Review at
Kalisch where he commanded a Light Brigade to which the present-day
Czechs belonged; and furthermore, upon order of the noble King,
he participated in important manoevers near Woswensz which had been
ordered by the Czar of Russia during the Summer of 1837. General
von Barner was ordered to attach himself to His Highness the Honorable Prince August and it was in his company that a journey was made
(1) At this same time one member of this Regiment was
the Mecklenburg von Kleeburg, the illegitimate son
of the Great Baron Friedrich Franz I of MecklenburgSchwerin who later was Commander of the Ludwigslust
Dragoons.
(2) According to the Rank and Headquarters list of 1817
he was at that time also a member of the Russian
Order of St. Vladimir, Fourth Class.
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the Sultan and after a few days stopover continued the journey by
way of Athens, Corfu, Trieste, Venice, Milan and Munich. Already
by the year 1833 von Barner had received a summons from the Russian
Czar to go to St. Petersburg to participate in a Review and he
returned home by way of Moscow.
These are the events which, in a few words, General von
Barner experienced throughout his lifetime. His characteristics
are apparent from the following short description: He had a thirst
for adventure which, under jeopardy of freedom and life and despite
perils and hurdles, beckoned him to the shores of the Memel, the
Duro and the Tajo. They are the high spots in Barner's life. His
love for his military career was the basis for his endless determination and loyalty and he took advantage of every opportunity
that might lead to the improvement of weaponry, which had been the
specialty of his career. In this capacity he was to be found
participating actively in every organization and institution directed
towards the improvement of garrisons, wherein he had served during
the latter part of his life as Commander, heading such institutes
and establishments. His constantly active life style - and his
fervor- brought him into contact with all classes of people so that
everyone not only knew him but also loved him and if we should
reach the conclusion that General von Barner was an example of
excellence as a military man throughout the wars, he was just as
great an officer during peacetime. Every citizen seemed to be a
close friend and he showed the same sincere interest in the youngest
officer as well as the most remote recruit. Everyone could approach
him without hesitancy and departed in good spirits. A loyal protective father and husband in his home, his household seemed to be
blessed from above. With deep sadness over his early death he left
a grieving widow and four children who were Ulrich von Barner, a
Lieutenant in the Dragoon Guards, Friedrich von Barner, a Lieutenant
with the 8th. Hussar Regiment, Auguste von Barner, the wife of
Lieutenant von Rantzau of the 8th. Ulan Regiment, and Ida von Barner
who was still unwed."
Lt. General von Barner's love for and loyalty to His
Majesty the King and to the Royal House was unsurpassed. Those
who witnessed his burial on January 5 at Neisse will attest to the
quiet solemnity of the participants by the thousands paying tribute
to him and we are speaking for them when we conclude his life story
by saying: "He fought a good fight". Thus reads the biography by
Schoning.
Ulrich von Barner (*) was a man of inordinately individual
*

For the remaining documents about Lt. General von Barner
much is contained in the regimental records of the 1st.
Dragoon Guard Regiment has been handed down by way of
his grandson Ulrich von Barner-Trebbow.

- 198 strength with a clear vision and great initiative. As a cavalryman, he was, as had been written about him, ahead of his time.
As a "hero" in the eyes of his soldiers he also stood as a lifetime
example to his subordinate officers. The famous Field Marshall
von Manteuffel who had served under him and who had occasionally
been his Aide, even when he himself had achieved the highest
military distinction, still looked up to Barner as his ideal of a
cavalry leader and expressed this sentiment several times both
orally and in writing. Barner disliked everything that was formalized and regimented. His entire aim was to develop the intelligence
of his men in order to handle any situation that confronted them.
When the commanding General of the Fourth Army Corps, von Jagow,
mentioned to the Regimental Adjutant who later became Field Marshall
General von Manteuffel, how much the regiment impressed him and how
he wished to make use of those same theoretical guidelines, the
latter replied that there were no guidelines being used. Foremost
for Barner was his deep commitment for the cavalry. In connection
with his characteristics the following event that took place in the
year 1834 was documented in the regimental records by Count Blumenthal who at the time was serving in the Dragoon Guard Regiment.
"In October Czar Nicholas of Russia arrived in Berlin at a time
when all of the reserves had been discharged and every cavalry
regiment was in the business of seeking new recruits. At a royal
soiree on October 15 which was also attended by Colonel von Barner,
the Czar, during a conversation between the two monarchs and Barner
concerning the cavalry, expressed a desire to witness a Review of
the Light Cavalry Regiment. Embarrassed and expecting that under
the circumstances Barner would excuse himself, the King turned his
attention to Barner. However, Barner replied that "if His Majesty
would order the Review, I would be very much honored to perform".
The King rejoined "Barner, Barner, do not embarrass either yourself
or me" but again Colonel Barner said "If my master gives the order
everything will be accomplished. I am willing to stick my neck out
to make this promise". Such self-confidence impressed Frederick
William III. "Then in God's name, let us have a Review of the
Regiments before the Czar on the 18th." Barner hurried from the
soiree directly to the barracks and alerted his men. On that same
night he ordered the recruits into their saddles and showed them
how to fasten their stirrups and how to hold the reins. By seven
o'clock in the morning of the 16th. the Regiment was marching to
the small exercise arena at the public gardens where the Review
was scheduled to take place. The now General Field Marshall, Baron
von Manteuffel, who was then at the military academy excused Barner
from his regular duties in order that he might lead the 1st platoon
of the Regiment. On this day everything was speedily rehearsed and
on the 17th. the dress rehearsal took place. I am not certain
whether or not the rehearsal went successfully but one thing I do
know is that out of all of the recruits who participated, none fell
down on the job, some of them having been members of the Regiment
for only 18 days. After a rainy night there was frost on the ground
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Barner said: "I want you to carry out the simulated attacks in a
very realistic manner and you can manage if you will use the spurs
behind the girdles". The Czar arrived. The platoons were in
formation and parade march and then the Review was carried out in
the same manner as on the previous day. It was extremely slippery,
especially for the side columns of the 4th. Escadrille during
their fanning out to the sides and some went down on their noses
but were just as quickly back up on their feet. All of the movements were carried out with great confidence and alacrity and
everything proceeded very well and at the conclusion of the Review
the Czar complimented the Regiment profusely. So ended this day
which later on Colonel von Barner could look back on with great
pride, as well as all of the participants who even today recall the
event with the same pride."
As has already been mentioned, as a Light Cavalry officer
Barner was ahead of his time and it was only to be expected that
his methods and manner of commanding would meet with opposition
and that objections would be vigorously voiced. The commanding
General of the Guard Corps, Baron Carl von Mecklenburg cautioned
Barner that if the Regiments would not ride at a slower tempo at
the next Review he would request His Majesty that he be transferred.
Barner had every intention of following these orders but when the
decisive moment arrived his old cavalry temperament got the better
of him. "Come what may - show what you can do". The result was
that in the presence of a group of officers Baron Carl told Barner:
"You toss the Regiment around like a ball and you show what the
cavalry is capable of. I will report to His Majesty what a splendid
Commander he has in you."
When Barner retired from the Dragoon Guard Regiment the
officers presented him with a golden sword on which was inscribed:
"From the Officers 6orps of the Dragoon Guard Regiment to their
Commander". This same sword was later on carried by his son Ulrich
von Barner and Friedrich Magnus who also was Commander of the same
Regiment, and by his son as well, Claus Ulrich who was also an
officer of the First Dragoon Guard Regiment. The last-named owner
still has possession of this weapon.
Barner insisted upon unusually high performance by the
horses, yet he knew how to get the best results from them. He once
drove in one carriage from Danzig to Berlin by way of Stettin in
three days using only one horse. Although the distance was 60 miles,
or 20 miles per day, it was accomplished easily and without great
preparations. He promoted racing and was a founder and first president of a "Club for Horse Breeding and Training" which was in
existence until 1875.
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directed his energies he followed through and therefore left many
lasting reminders of his talent for organization. The abovementioned commanding General von Jagow said: "Barner can be judged
only after his successor shall have commanded for a year and a day.
An individual like him is hard to find. If the Regiment retains
its eagerness and enthusiasm under the new command, then the colonel
has indeed laid a sound foundation on which his successors can
build. Should the Regiment not follow a path of individualism,
then the reputation of the Dragoon Guard Regiment would have been
based only upon Barner's extraordinary personality and the latter's
impression would not have been of a lasting nature."
Decades have passed and generations have followed in his
path and again it was a Barner who led the Regiment against the
enemy.
The following words were spoken of him by the King: "You
have brought honor to your name and to your Regiment".
These were the laurels that thirty years later were
placed on the grave of Colonel Ulrich von Barner.
Sec. 36.
ULRICH VON BARNER OF TREBBOW AND FRIEDRICH VON BARNER
OF TRAMS, SONS OF LT. GENERAL ULRICH VON BARNER
(Family Tree

J.)

I. Ulrich Friedrich Ernst Heinrich Karl von Barner was
born on December 14, 1819 in Berlin, the first child of the then
Major in the Ulan Guard Regiment Ulrich von Barner. On September
4, 1836 he joined the Royal Prussian Dragoon Guard Regiment at
Berlin which his father had commanded from 1820 to 1836. On September 27, 1837, not quite 18 years of age, he was made 2nd. Lieutenant in the same regiment and during July 1847 he withdrew, along
with his regimental uniform, with the commission of First Lieutenant.
He made his home in Little Trebbow , a property of which Major
Heinrich von Barner was trustee although Major von Barner was then
residing at the entailed property of Trams. When the latter passed
away in 1858 without heirs but leaving the two entailed properties,
according to Article V of the InneritarceAct of August 18, 1769
regulating the descent and distribution of property, Magnus Friedrich
von Barner of Bulow and 1st. Lieutenant Ulrich von Barner, being
the heirs next in line of succession, took over the unoccupied
trust holdings. Being the older of the inheritors and in accordance
with the Inheritance Act, Magnus Friedrich had the right to choose,
and he took advantage of this privilege by selecting Trams for his
home and he gave Little Trebbow and surroundings to his cousin
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- 202 Ulrich. Being such an active member of the Knighthood and taking
part in the discussions concerning their interests, he acquired
the complete trust of his peers, so much that at the legislative
assembly in Sternberg in 1865 he was elected to the office of
Provisor of the Ribnitz Cloister. During the military expedition
of the Summer of 1866 Ulrich von Barner had the opportunity to
serve his country nobly by attending to the sick and wounded from
this campaign. As the leading Knight of the Order of Johann which
had been organized in Mecklenburg, he was assigned during the
campaign to the Bavarian headquarters of the Grand Duke Frederick
Franz II of Mecklenburg-Schwerin. On June 25, 1867 at Sonnenburg
Prince Karl of Prussia, the Master of the Order of Johann, appointed
him to the office of Counsel of the Order. During the war years
of 1870-71 he served as head of the Johann Hospital at Schwerin
where he was noted for his remarkable loyalty and prudence. His
Majesty Kaiser William I rewarded this service by presenting him
with the Order of the Crown, 2nd. Class.
He died at Schwerin on April 16, 1874 as the result of
a stroke which he had sustained a year and a half before and was
buried at Trebbow on the 20th. He was the sort of a person rarely
to be found, of great compassion and humble nature. The following
words were inscribed on the cross at the head of his grave: "Blessed
are those who hunger and thirst for the righteousness of God for
they shall be sated". These words represent the philosophy of his
life.
Ulrich von Barner of Little Trebbow was twice wed. His
first marriage took place on November 7, 1851 at Herzberg to Luise
Friederike Marie Helmine Auguste von Harlem who was born in Berlin
on January 2, 1825, the daughter of the Privy Councillor August
Otto Johann Georg von Harlem and his wife Berta von Maltzahn of
Herzberg. After frequent visits to spas seeking help, she passed
away at Wiesbaden on November 8, 1861, having enjoyed ten blissful
years of matrimony. Her mortal remains were buried on November 19
of the same year at her home in Trebbow. Subsequently, on October
18, 1867 von Barner married his sister-in-law Katharina Sophie
Mathilde Amalie Auguste von Harlem who was born on September 3,
1827 at Berlin and presently resides in Schwerin.
A lot was accomplished by Ulrich von Barner at the trust
estate of Trebbow. Among other things, out of an old, small,
modest building he constructed the present manor house by remodeling
and adding to it. He called the chief project his "Master Plan"
in memory of the original plans for the structure that had been
developed by his father.
Four children were born to Ulrich von Barner's first
marriage: a son and three daughters. The son Ulrich, the third
child, just like his father, joined the Dragoon Guard Regiment and
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of Mecklenburg-Schwerin and resides with his wife and two sons
at his entailed Little Trebbow estate. Apart from that, as head
of the family he is the mortgagee of the Barner-Stuck family trust.
Due to the sudden and unexpected death of Magnus Friedrich von
Barner, holder of the entailed Bulow property, (died December 14,
1900) the trust properties of Billow and Little Gornow passed to him.
Further about this lineage is shown in Family Tree J.
II. Friedrich Magnus von Barner was born in Berlin on
October 24, 1821 as the second son of the then Commander of the
Dragoon Guards, Major Ulrich von Barner who later became Lt. General
On May 26, 1838 he joined the 8th. Hussar Regiment in Dusseldorf
and was made 2nd. Lieutenant of this Regiment in the Spring of
1839. As Brigade Adjutant in 1849 he took part in the campaign
against Denmark and in 1855 was transferred to Minister to be Adjutant to the Commander of the 8th. Army Corps, General von Schreckenstein. With this rank he went to Paris along with the General
as a part of the entourage of the Crown Prince of Prussia and later
to the Coronation of the Czar at St. Petersburg and Moscow. On
May 2, 1857 as Cavalry Captain and Squadron Chief he was transferred
to the Dragoon Guard Regiment that his father had commanded for 16
years and in November 1860, together with Prince Albert of Prussia,
he took part in the ceremonies conducted at the burial of the Czar s
mother, and then went to the Russian Neva residence after participating in manoevers held in the Southern part of Sweden the previous
Summer. April 13, 1861 brought the promotion of von Barner to
become Major in charge of finances of the Regiment and in the same
year he acquired ownership of the trust property at Trams that had
been vacated when the present owner Magnus Friedrich von Barner
took over the paternal estate at Billow. Major Friedrich von Barner
took an oath regarding promise of payment involving the Trams property in the vicinity of Moltow on December 28, 1861 which he repeated on September 27, 1883 after the reign of the Grand Duke
Friedrich Franz III at which time he had become a Major General.
On April 4, 1866 he was promoted to Commander of his Regiment which
now was named the 1st. Dragoon Guard Regiment. A few weeks later
war broke out against Austria and her allies. On June 3 von Barner
marched out with his Regiment and on June 23 they were situated at
Kosma on the highway running from Gorlitz to Seidenberg, being the
advance guard of the Division. (1) "Let's Go" - "William" was the
slogan and war cry. "With great enthusiasm they approached the
(1) We rely among other sources upon news items from
"The New Prussian (Cross) Newspaper" No. 20 dated
January 12, 1889 and No. 67 dated February 9, 1889.
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- 205 enemy's border and cheered at the sight of the black-yellow guard
gates. The forest-covered mountains echoed loudly and never before
was the Song of Prussia rendered with greater vigor than when von
Barner's cavalry forces entered in the morning fog upon the enemy
territory". The Regiment was a part of Prince Friedrich Karl's
army and von Barner as Regimental Commander accepted and accomplished
the difficult task after the first achievements of the Prussian Army
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to bring about union with the armies of the Crown Prince. "The
greatest day of glory for von Barner and for his Regiment was the
Battle of Koniggratz on July 3rd. His composure and his levelheadedness infected his entire regiment in spite of being attacked
by grenades and was still with them, and his daring will to fight
was shared by all and, after repeatedly requesting it, he was finally
given permission by his Division Commander to bring his regiment to
confront the enemy." "Two tremendous cavalry attacks had already
taken place at Koniggratz when, in the afternoon between 4 and 5
o'clock, a few minutes after receiving permission to face the enemy
at Stresetitz, a third encounter took place between the opposing
cavalry units. The Alvensleben Cavalry Division had moved its
regiment and brigades from Lubno in the direction of Stresetitz:
In the lead was the 1st. Dragoon Guard Regiment and further back
the 1st. Ulan Guard Regiment. At the sight of the Prussian cavalry
the Austrian brigade forces made a front at Problus and veered to
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King's Regiment to the right, opening up the attack, while the
Cuirassiers of Count Neipperg were held in reserve. It was at this
moment that Lt. Colonel von Barner with his regiment in escadrille
formation faced the Austrian cavalry at the North end of Problus.
At a short distance almost simultaneously the Blucher Husar Regiment
followed on his left flank. As soon as Colonel von Barner spotted
the oncoming Ulans of the enemy he turned to his regiment giving the
signal to gallop, forward and on, and with his regiment, himself
at the head of it, met the enemy. The confrontation was tremendous.
Both lines fought so hard that both left flanks were scattered." A
man-to-man battle ensued. The Dragoons pierced the lines of the
Ulans whose encircled right wing in the hand-to-hand battle was
thrown against the southwesterly point of Stresetitz.
In the midst
of this battle von Barner sustained a saber cut on his hand and two
enemy officers surrendered to him. "Only a few of the enemy's
cavalry were able to save themselves from death or imprisonment.
Without a doubt, von Barner's contribution can be credited to this
victory by his Regiment."
A letter (1) from an officer of the Regiment had this to
say about this struggle: " .... without being told, each Dragoon
who had broken through the enemy lines turned his horse around and
in the hand-to-hand combat chased the Ulans towards our original
front with a loud 'Hurrah', 'Strike him' and 'Attack him'. Their
swords worked with such efficiency that I was surprised to no end.
Right and left one saw the white coats tumbling off of their horses;
the combat area was strewn with horses and arms .... our Commander
Colonel von Barner, famous as always, was confronting the enemy only
30 feet away and returned with the Austrian Commander and another
officer whom he had taken as prisoners
moreover it was thanks
to his energy and know-how that we were able to accomplish the attack
The following is taken from a letter written by Colonel
von Barner to his brother in the early morning after the battle:
"I am very well; it was a beautiful day. The Austrians
fought splendidly but in spite of that we won a total victory.
In the early morning I received heavy grenade fire but I was
lucky that the projectiles passed by me; I lost only Bodelschwingk and one horse. In the afternoon I attacked a Ulan
regiment with horses completely exhausted due to having had
to ride a mile through soft terrain but overcame the situation.
Afterwards the field looked terrible; I myself was lucky; a
Ulan attacked me and caught me between my arm and body, injuring
(1) Documented in the "New Prussian (Cross) Newspaper".
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his horse and later I was able to capture a cavalry officer
and a 1st. Lieutenant as prisoners. The encounter was very
successful. Treskow handed me congratulations from the King
and later the General rode up before the Regiment and said
that in front of such a brave Regiment he should ride with
his hat off and that is exactly what he did. My officers and
men were remarkable. I have their complete loyalty. I do
have a large number of casualties, the exact amount of which
I have not been able to determine. When I was able to re-form
the troops 160 men were missing; yet I believe that the
casualties will not exceed 15-20 dead, 50-60 wounded and 20
missing of whom the majority are probably dead. During the
attack the Artillery and Infantry kept shooting in all directions, killing both friend and foe. Most of my wounded had
sword cuts - the dead mostly from shells. - Excuse the bad
handwriting, but my old thumb is swollen.
4. 7. 66.

Your loyal brother Fritz".

The battle of Koniggratz completely broke the fighting
spirit of the Austrians. Prussian troops, among them Colonel von
Barner and his Dragoons, advanced to the well-known Marchfeld, as
recorded in Austrian history, where they could see the skyline of
Vienna. Here on July 31 a Review was scheduled before the eyes of
the King, a Review such as never before has been seen. As early
as 7:00 o'clock von Barner and his Regiment readied themselves for
this event. When the King rode in front of the Review he shook
hands with von Barner, saying these words: "You have brought honor
to your name and to your Regiment". Later on he presented him with
the Commander Cross with crossed swords of the Royal House of
Hohenzollern. The Grand Duke of Mecklenburg-Schwerin added to this
military decoration the Mecklenburg Cross of Merit. On July 3, 1867
von Barner received the Order of the Red Eagle, 3rd. Class, with a
ribbon, presented with a certificate of the highest order of the
Cabinet: "I present you with the Order of the Red Eagle, 3rd. Class
with ribbon and make this an unforgetable day in memory of the
heroic deeds of the 1st. Dragoon Guard Regiment under your command
on July 3, 1866. Wilhelm." We would like to mention at this time
that Friedrich Magnus von Barner subsequently received as a Knight
many additional awards of high Orders.
As in war, so von Barner was able to lead his Regiment
during peacetime. He had, without a doubt, rare military ability,
was held in high esteem by his superiors, and had the undying
loyalty of his subordinates for whom he, in spite of his demand
for perfection, had their best interests at heart. Although he
was ridden with constant pains from gout he never slowed down his
activities and, no matter how fatigued, he remained a model for
his Dragoons. Without a doubt this young Regimental Commander
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handicapped him and later incapacitated him.
At a personal audience before His Majesty the King,
following repeated requests for release from active duty, von Barner
pleaded to be granted his retirement since he was unable to continue
actively in service. The King replied: He and the Army could not
afford to lose such an excellent officer. He hoped that in time
von Barner might recuperate and therefore would like to put him in
a reserve status. The aforementioned high Order of the Cabinet of
November 13, 1869 read: In accordance with your request for retirement as of last October, I am granting your legally entitled
pension and permission to wear the uniform of the Regiment. I have
ordered your reserve status so that you are now considered to be
an honorary Officer on half-pay. To prove to you the esteem that
I hold for you and my honorable intentions, I would like to ask you
to report back to me by the first of January 1871 whether your
health has been restored and if you would again be able to enter
into active duty.
Wilhelm".
When war commenced against France in 1870, in spite of
his extreme pain from his gout, von Barner was again back on his
horse. He was attached to the Headquarters of Prince Albert and
fought at Weissenburg, Worth and Sedan. A fall from his horse on
the evening of September 2 forced him to once again retire from
the Army.
And so when von Barner was required to follow instructions
given by the War Department at Versailles to report back about his
physical condition, on December 28, 1870 he informed them that he
was unable to remain in active duty in the Army, although "in
thoughts and deeds it would have been a blessing to be able to do
it". He received a reply by way of General von Albedyll that His
Majesty preferred to delay a decision concerning his retirement
until the end of the war. The ending of this reply read as follows:
"I am happy to add that His Majesty in his humble wisdom acknowledges this request". At the conclusion of hostilities von Barner,
who meanwhile had received the Iron Cross, 2nd. Class, remained
attached to the Army even after his promotion to Major General in
1872. At an audience as Major General before His Majesty the Kaiser,
the Royal Emperor reiterated the high esteem that he held for von
Barner to whom His Majesty himself offered a chair, motioning to
von Barner to seat himself, knowing that to remain standing would
be extremely painful to his aching limbs.
His Royal Highness gave further proof of his esteem. At
the beginning of the eighteen eighties when a memorial honoring the
soldiers of the 1st. Dragoon Guard Regiment who had fallen during
the war was being unveiled in the garrison courtyard on Belle-Alliance
Street in the presence of the King, von Barner was among the guests
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His Majesty at great length, lauding his past deeds while serving
with the Regiment.
How well his name and that of his father Ulrich remained
alive is illustrated by the following. When his nephew Ulrich von
Barner joined the same Regiment and, as an officer, tendered an
Induction dinner party, among the guests was His Royal Highness
Prince Albert of Prussia, the ex-Commander of the Regiment. During
the meal His Royal Highness arose and, after giving a toast to the
Regiment, said that when one mentions the 1st. Dragoon Guard Regiment the name Barner should also be mentioned. Both are undeniably
enmeshed. On the occasion of the entrance of von Barner's younger
generation into the Army His Royal Highness proceeded to refer to
the former Commander who bore the same nameand ended his speech
with the enthusiastic cry of "A toast to Barner". Also when the
son of Friedrich Magnus von Barner, Claus Ulrich von Barner, joined
the Regiment as an Avantageur, Prince Albert, during a dinner party
drank a toast to him in memory of his father.
On January 7, 1889 at Berlin Friedrich Magnus von Barner
died with the honorary rank of Major General of the Army entitled
to half-pay. On Friday afternoon January 11 his interment took
place with military honors at the Matthai Cemetery. Shortly before
that at the funeral home (at Heydtstrasse 6) a service was conducted
by Dr. Frommel who was the Royal and Garrison chaplain and who had
deep, meaningful words to say in behalf of the deceased. The oaken
casket with the insignia of a General was covered with wreaths and
flowers sent by members of the Royal Family, relatives, comrades
and others. A gathering of noble and high-ranking personages was
present to honor the deceased. They included: Prince Alexander of
Prussia, Prince Friedrich von Hohenzollern, Prince Aribert von
Anhalt, Field Marshall General Count von Blumenthal, Lt. General
von Pape and many other Generals. Adjutant General von Wittich
was there to represent the Kaiser. Twelve Sergeants from the 1st.
Dragoon Guard Regiment served as pallbearers. Meanwhile at the
Matthai Cemetery the funeral procession had gathered, including a
battalion of the Kaiser Franz Grenadier Guard Regimentwith banners
and a regimental band, an escadrille of the 1st. Dragoon Guard
Regiment with its trumpet corps, and a battery of four cannons of
the 2nd. Field Guard Artillery Regiment. The Commander of the 4th.
Infantry Guard Brigade, Major General von Collas, led the funeral
procession. The entire 1st. Dragoon Guard Regiment stood in formation from the gates of the cemetery to the grave. As the cortege
approached every man salwted and presented arms and, during the
lowering of the casket into the ground, the usual three salutes
were fired. (1)
(1) According to the "New Prussian (Cross) Newspaper"
No. 19 of January 12, 1889.
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noble character, his sense of righteousness and loyal heart will
remain with all who knew him".
Friedrich von Barner was married on November 10, 1873 in
Berlin to the widow of a former regimental comrade Count von Westarp,
Elisabeth (Else) Antonie Julie nee Grimm. She was born in Berlin
on September 27, 1838, the daughter of the General Staff Surgeon
of the Army and Royal personal physician, Doctor of Medicine
Heinrich Grimm and his wife Antonie Helene Rosalie Garnet.
General von Barner's wife still lives in Berlin.
The only son of this marriage, Claus Ulrich von Barner,
was born in Berlin on January 20, 1875 and was also an officer in
the 1st. Dragoon Guard Regiment which had been commanded by his
father and grandfather; his Uncle Ulrich and his cousin Ulrich
were officers in the same Regiment. At the death of his father
he became owner of the entailed property of Trams and surrounding
Moltow but, since he was still a minor, his mother was his only
guardian and so a Procurator (Faul) took the oath for Trams in his
stead on April 12, 1889. A change of regime followed the death
of the Grand Duke Friedrich Franz III and Claus Ulrich von Barner's
cousin, the Chamberlain Ulrich von Barner, took the oath on March
11, 1898.
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preiillischer Major,
c o 1750 J u l i a n e b r t c d e r i k e
v. illiicbev,
v e r w i t w e t e v. B a r o l d ,
• 1712, f 1764 a U G a t t i n
ilea F r h r . E r n s t C h r i s t o p h
v. K e y s e r l i u g k .
§ 40, V.

XIV.

Luise A g n c s a
.laquilie ( S e b a c k i n e ) .
get.uift. f f o S e n - S p r e n z
24. 10 1754, f 6 . 1.1838
zu K l o s t e r M a l c h o w ,
K o n v e n t mil in.

XVI.

Peter Karelius Mart inns,
• 31. :•>. 1837, Kniifimiiiii, ( J a s t t t i l i
in V i b o i g u. K a n d e i s ,
' s , |) a»L 0. 180ft .(.limine F r e d e r i k e
T h o r u p . * 26. 2. IM33. -;• '•'• '• IhSo.
T o c b i e t e . Ili.lbesil7.ei'- in Vends\*.sel
t.Iiitland), r w 2 ) 5 . ti. IHHI A n e K i i s l i n e
MnrkUKsen, * 21. I I . 1858, T o c h t e r
e i n e s ( i n l d s c h m i c d s in S k i v e .
Johaana
Frederike,
I. 3. ln7o,
i v H. I I . [ 8 t » Mads
K a s i n u s s . c n in
i

Odeuse, •26.4.1861.

:K —

Marie Sophie,

Hedwig,
' 15. in. |H77.

Frederike
Marie,
20. 1. 1N30,
11. 3. 18-13.

Frederike
Johanna,
23. 7. |HHl.

Thora Rcgna
Lydia,
* 21*. I. IhHIl

Emit Katinkus
lensenius,
• 20. 5. 1 8 U , Mag.,
«o 14. 10. I860
K a r e n Christine
P e t e r s e n , * 26. I.
1841, | 3 1 . 3. 1888,
T o c h t e r eines Hofh e s i t z e r s a. L a a t a n d .
Wilhelmine
Darothen.
7. I L 1HH6,
II. in. |Hfs7.

Oskar
Christian
August,
* 28. 1. I8M8.

Thercsia.
" 28. 10. 1880.

Frederik
Bencdikt.
* I860,
f 1871.

Frederik
Marius,
* 2 5 . 3 . 1844,
Kaiifinann
in N o r t n i p .

Birgitta
Johanna
Frederike
Christine.
* !l. 8. l«6'i.

Ditlev
Franziskus
Peter,
• 2ft. 0. 1845,
ist in
Australia).

Olaf,
• 2 7 . 12 1848,
•J- 22. 4. 1880
in Egcstorl
(Hannover).
Wundarzt,
co E m m a

4 Sonne
t jn«*

XVII.

X. N.
Helcne
* 2. 8. 1873,
r%» Km
A l t e n b n rg,
Musike

Hedwig,
* 1. 12. 1878.

XVIII.
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THE

WESELIN - SCHIMM

(Family Trees A,

K,

LINEAGES
and L)

Sec. 37
HERMANN

BERNER,

HIS

CHILDREN

(Family Tree

AND

GRANDCHILDREN

A)

I. Hermann Berner, the founding father of the WeselinSchimm lineages, was the fourth and next to youngest son of Claus
Berner of Sternberg. The latter was the joint founding father
and link to the entire Barner lineage that followed: the Zaschendorf and the Weselin. Hermann together with his wife Dorothea
Hosek founded a new lineage that later spread out into many branches
and still is in existence to some extent. We call this lineage
Weselin after the oldest property.
The first mention of Hermann was in January 1420 when he
appeared twice (Docs. 45 and 46), both times as a witness, the
first time together with his father. Later in 1423 he was a witness
in a dispute between the Plessen family and the Doberan Cloister
regarding certain cloister property (Doc. 49).
Through this marriage to Dorothea Hosek (1) the Schimm
property came into the Barner family. The estate had been acquired
from Tideke Hosik who had received the mortgage from the mortgage
registry. Tideke?s son, Godeke Hosek, an apprentice for Knighthood,
who in March 11, 1375 (2) had been given the rights to Schimm to
hold throughout his parents' lifetime, inherited the property at
the death of his parents and later left it to his daughter Dorothea,
the young wife of Hermann Berner. On January 25, 14 27 Baroness
Katharina of Mecklenburg, upon the recommendation of the mortgage
holder who was probably her lady-in-waiting, gave the complete title
to the Schimm property to Claus Berner and his heirs, which therefore was not to the husband but rather to the father-in-law of the
then owners (Doc. 51). We surmise that the title into Claus was
just a formality; it was designed to make the property more secure
in the Barner family. Had Hermann been the owner and died without
leaving descendants the newly acquired property would have been lost
to the Barner family. But with Claus as the owner, even at Hermann's
(1) The Hosek Family originated in the island of Poel
and^also appeared in Wismar and had residences in
Stromkendorf and Politz.
(2) Mecklenburg Book of Documents XVIII, No. 10704.
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were able to inherit, so that the property was able to stay in the
family. This chosen method later led to widespread dissention in
the family as we have seen in Sees. 4a, 5 and 9. In reality,
Hermann von Barner remained the actual title holder of Schimm. We
discover him in a document dated May 14, 1430 residing at Schimm
(Doc. 54). Again, according to documentation, he appeared on
November 10, 1430 (Doc. 55) when, together with his older brother
Gottschalk and younger brother Heinrich, the holdings were sold.
He passed away between this last mentioned date and November 13,
1455 leaving four sons and one daughter: Gottschalk, Hans, Otto,
Claus and Adelheid.
II. Adelheid was a nun in the Ruhn Cloister (near Butzow)
and in 1494 rose to the rank of Assistant Prioress (Doc. 122). When
conditions at the cloister changed during the following year and
an accounting was made regarding the support of the nuns, Alheid
Bernerrwas listed as residing outside of the Cloister (Doc. 125).
The Ruhn Cloister was much favored by the Weselin Barner family.
A century later we find, besides two novices, various students of
the family in residence (Doc. 189).
On November 13, 1455 (Doc. 63) when the brothers Gottschalk
and Hans Berner sold shares of the Schimm holdings, the two younger
brothers who were not mentioned in the bill of sale were probably
still minors. The sellers were very adamant that the sale should
be in accordance with the approval of their heirs-to-be, and the
witnesses who signed were: Heinrich Berner of Sternberg and Martin
Berner of Neperstorf. These two were the uncle and great uncle of
the sellers and therefore the oldest members of the family. Martin
of Zaschendorf on November 3, 1462 and on December 5, 1465 requested
that his oldest cousin, the Knight Apprentice Gottschalk (Goslik)
Berner be a witness at the sales of leases of the Zaschendorf holdings (Docs. 69 and 78). Both cousins were also present on March
12, 1464 as character witnesses for Baron Heinrich of Mecklenburg
(Doc. 72). Gottschalk also appeared as a witness in money matters
on January 17, 1469 when a Hans von Platen of Haven was trying to
get a loan from the Tempzin Cloister (Doc. 84), and was listed as
residing in Sternberg on May 16, 1472 when his brother Claus of
Neperstorf sold a lease of the Schimm property (Doc. 87). After
the death of his Uncle Heinrich, Gottschalk and his cousin Martin
were joint heirs of the manor house in Sternberg and therefore (1472)
resided there. As Hermann's oldest son and representative of this
lineage, together with his just-mentioned cousin Martin, a letter
of acknowledgement dated December 28, 1475 was received concerning
the ownership of Schimm by his grandfather Claus and his heirs
(Doc. 91). Again in 1476 Gottschalk was mentioned as a witness
(Doc. 92), but on October 18, 1481 he was not present when Martin
Berner sold half of the Schimm property to the brothers, Hans, Otto
and Claus Berner. Gottschalk most likely died between 1476 and
1481. He left no heirs.
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his next youngest brother Hans who previously had been living at
Schimm. At least this same brother is mentioned as residing at
Weselin between 1486 and 1489 (Docs. 109 and 114) . At that time
Schimm had no manor house and the von Barners were living in a
farmhouse in Schimm. It was Claus, Hans' son, who constructed a
manor that would justify their position, around which he built a
moat, as was customary at that time. According to his nephew,
Hans also owned in addition to Schimm and Weselin, half of Sulten,
two socages at Penzin, two tenancies at Kaarz and a third of a
share of Klein-Gbrnow which was untenanted. He was married to
Anna von Ditten of the House of Werle. He probably died between
1492 and 1500 leaving a widow and five sons: Gottschalk, Hermann,
Claus, Jakob and Lorenz. (Regarding them see under III of these
paragraphs.
Otto Berner was Hermann's third son. He lived first in
a farmhouse ori the outskirts of the village of Schimm and later
was compensated for his paternal estate of Schimm by being given
Necheln which later on again fell back into the hands of the Schimm
Barners. This Otto Berner of Necheln, through his son Otto, became
the founding father of the Neperstorf lineage.„He last appeared
on November 12, 1484 as a witness along with his brothers Hans and
Claus (Doc. 103). (About the Neperstorf lineage see Sec. 44).
Hermann's fourth son Claus Berner lived at Neperstorf,
half of which he had inherited jointly with his brothers, the other
half having been inherited by Martin Berner, the son of Tonnies,
from Martin Berner, the son of Otto of Neperstorf and Gutow. Claus
also had holdings in Schimm (1) as shown by his statements of May
16, 1472 and November 22, 1486 regarding this property. He and
three horses are documented in 1485 to have been at the baronial
headquarters at Schwaan when the sovereigns had a feud at the City
of Rostock regarding the construction of a cathedral (Doc. 105)
and he is mentioned later on April 29, 1485 and July 30, 1492 (Docs.
106 and 119) . Claus was guardian of his nephew Otto who was the
son of Otto and who died without heirs before January 14, 1506.
It was on this date that his widow was requested by the High Court
to testify regarding the aforementioned guardianship (Doc. 137).
III. The sons of Hans Berner of Weselin: Gottschalk,
Hermann, Claus, Jakob and Lorenz first appear in the year 1500
after the death of their father when they sold their share of the
Penzin leases (Doc. 131) . They appear later in a document of August
(1) According to the statement of Karsten Barner of
Neperstorf on March 7, 1580 in the suit over half
of Schimm, Claus Berner owned the entire village
of Schimm but was residing in Neperstorf.
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of ten years half of the Weselin farm, his share at Kaarz and a
hide of land in the Mewitz fields (Doc. 132). These leases later
became the basis of a law suit between the Zaschendorf and the
Necheln Barners over half of Necheln wherein the plaintiff, Johann
Barner of Zaschendorf claimed that the half of Weselin that was
leased in 1502 was in reality Necheln. The aforementioned brothers
appeared again together in a document dated November 11, 1507 (Doc.
138) where, together with their mother, an exchange was made giving
three farms in Penzin to the Tempzin Cloister for five hides of
land in Karpensee. Penzin was also a Barner holding shared between
the Zaschendorf and the Schimm Barners. Even after the exchange
the latter still had enough holdings in Penzin that Lorenz Berner
was able to make his residence there (Doc. 145) and Claus still
owned at least two hides of land (Doc. 147). Later on the Zaschendorf Barners were to be found only in Penzin.
Gottschalk, the oldest son of Hans of Weselin, resided
in Weselin. At the time of the so-called Liiben feud he and his
three brothers, being vassals under the Knights Service, were
required to furnish three horses (Doc. 136). In the land register
of the Knighthood for the year 1535 Gottschalk Berner is listed
as having been obliged to furnish two horses (Doc. 173). He also
had property in Sulten the produce from which he sold to religious
institutions in Sternberg in 1511 and 1515 (Docs. 148 and 157) and
was also a witness in 1513 and 1514 for his brother Claus to
transactions at Schimm and Tarzow (Docs. 154b, 156a and 156b).
According to a statement made in 1580 by Karsten Barner of Neperstorf, who was born after Gottschalk's death but was acquainted with
Gottschalk's brothers, a testimony that is not very reliable since
he mixes up this Gottschalk with an uncle of the same name, therefore, according to this unreliable statement, Gottschalk was never
married. Contrary to this, as seen in the older family tree,
Gottschalk is listed as having been married to a von Bernstorff
and left a son Hardenack who was married to a von Pluskow and they
had a daughter Anna who was the wife of Ulrich von Dessin of Penzlin
and Daschow.
Hermann Berner, the second son of Hans of Weselin and of
Anna von Ditten, at first was living at Necheln (Docs. 151, 152,
153, 161), but later moved to Weselin (Docs. 156a, 156b, 170 and
175). During the law suit concerning half of Necheln in 1580 a
farmer testified that Hermann owned the Weselin estate and the
Necheln estate. According to Doc. 149 he probably was not the sole
owner of Necheln because in 1511 Hermann's brother Claus sold his
estate of Necheln to their youngest brother Lorenz. Besides that
Hermann owned a part of Sulten from which he sold leases in 1518
(Doc. 161). He died sometime between 1543 and 1562 since in the
later years his son Hans was shown to be the mortgagee of Weselin.
Hermann's widow lived at Sulten following his death. Her name was
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of Thorstorf and of Adelheid von Bassewitz. Hermann Berner is the
founder of the Weselin-Sulten lineage, (see Sees. 38-40).
Claus Berner, the third son of Hans of Weselin and of
Anna von Ditten, was residing at Necheln on December 13, 1509,
which was the time that he sold produce from his Sulten estate to
the religious authorities at Bruel (Doc. 143a). On September 8,
1510 during the time that he sold the produce from Penzin to the
Tempzin Cloister (Doc. 147) he designated himself as a Knight
Apprentice living in Weselin. After Claus on August 2, 1511 (Doc.
149)exchanged with his brother Lorenz his share of Schimm for
Necheln and by way of a settlement with his other brothers he
became sole owner of the Schimm property, he constructed a manor
house surrounded by a moat. Before this time the Schimm Barners
were living in simple rude farmhouses. Consequently, Schimm remained with Claus' heirs who later could be described as the Schimm
lineage.
We note that around 1513 Claus was repeatedly borrowing
money. It was probably at this time that he incurred an indebtedness
to the wealthy Mrs. Fineke (1). In 1513 he borrowed 50 Lubisch
marks from the Rutin Cloister and in the same and following year he
received additional sums from the religious authorities of Sternberg
and Bruel (Docs. 154, 154a, 154b, 156a and 156b). It is possible
that at this time he acquired Schimm and built the manor house and
that Claus used these funds for these purposes. When on January
25, 1525 (Doc. 169) Claus again pledged the proceeds from Schimm
and, in order to guaranty the loan, his brother Hermann, his cousin
Otto of Neperstorf and his second cousin Martin Berner of Zaschendorf signed as representatives of the Barner lineage. On August 1,
1523 Claus endorsed the so-called Little Union which was a joining
together of the Mecklenburg deputies (Doc. 166, compare Sec. 6 ) .
As a sponsoring member he appeared in a Plessen financial transaction
of a baronial action for debt on February 27, 1529 and on January
13, 1533 (Docs. 170 and 171). According to testimony given by the
widow of his son Christopher in a Schimm law suit in 1605 he sold
the Tarzow property adjacent to Schimm after pulling out all of the
revenues on January 10, 1514 (Doc. 156b). In 1548 when Johann
Barner of Zaschendorf pledged his share of Necheln to his cousin
Achim Berner of Necheln, Claus was not only a witness but showed
the concerned parties the dividing line between the two holdings (2).
Claus is described as a vassal in Schimm in the Register of Horses
(1) Compare the Mecklenburg Yearbook 42, Pages 15, 19
and 21. Furthermore Doc. 144.
(2) So at least stated Johann von Barner in 1578 when
he was making a claim for half of Necheln.
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175). He must have been married twice and had his son Christopher
by the first marriage. His second wife was Dorothea von Hagenow,
the daughter of Joachim von Hagenow who passed away before 1562.
Claus Barrier's children by the second marriage were heirs to the
latter's son Karin von Hagenow of Dargeliitz, as is shown in the
inheritance settlement between the heirs and Karin's widow on
August 29, 1580 (Doc. 193). See the Family Tree and Sec. 41
concerning Claus' fourth son and two daughters.
Older genealogists (von Behr, von Pentz) give false
documentation concerning the Schimm von Barners. It is also wrong
when they indicate Claus Barner to be the son of Claus of Schimm
who with the rank of a Brandenburg Margrave General died in 1553
at the Battle of Stederburg in the vicinity of Brunswick. He was
one of the Hildesheim von Barners. Compare Sec. 47.
Also, the two von Barners, the old and the young Hans
von Barner who fought in 1569 in the Huguenot wars in France,
cannot be included with the Mecklenburgers (1).
Regarding Jakob, the fourth son of Hans Berner of Weselin
and of Anna von Ditten, little can be reported. He was registered
as a student in the Rostock University matriculation of October 15,
1508 and appears in 1512 (Docs. 151, 152, 153) and 1516 (Doc. 159)
as residing in Weselin and, together with his brother Gottschalk,
he sold the proceeds from his share of Sulten in 1515 (Doc. 157)
and later in 1517 took additional revenues from Sulten (Doc. 160).
Jakob was unmarried, according to testimony given by Karsten Barner
of Neperstorf in a Schimm law suit in 1580.
Lorenz, the fifth and youngest son of Hans Berner of
Weselin, lived at Penzin in 1510 at which time he sold revenues
from his share of Schimm (Doc. 145) . After an exchange with his
brother Claus on August 2, 1511 (Doc. 149) in which he gave his
brother his share of Schimm and in return received from him his
share of Necheln and holdings in Karpensee, he resided from that
time on in Necheln. He was married to Sophie von der Lancken of
Pomerania and died probably around 1540 because it was about the
year 1540 that his son Achim took over the Necheln holdings. For
his descendants who we designate as the Weselin-Necheln lineage
(see Sees. 42 and 43 as well as Family Trees A and L ) .
The descendants of Hermann Berner of Weselin and Schimm
are designated from that time on to be the following lineages:
1. Weselin-Sulten (Sees 38-40),

2. Weselin-Schimm (Sec.

1. Compare Lisch, von Oertzen Family History, Ila
237-240.

- 217 41), 3. Weselin-Necheln (Sec. 42), 4. Weselin-Neperstorf (Sec.
44) . The first three were founded by the brothers Hermann, Claus
and Lorenz, being sons of Hans and grandsons of Hermann. The
fourth, the Neperstorf lineage, was founded by Otto, the son of
Otto and grandson of Hermann.

WESELIN-SULTBN

LINEAGE

(Sees. 38 to 40)
Sec. 38
(Family Trees A and K)
I. In the foregoing Sec. 37 under III we discussed the
founder of the Weselin-Stflten lineage, Hermann Berner, the second
son of Hans Berner of Weselin and Schimm. As far as we know,
Hermann had only one son, Hans, who was probably named after his
grandfather. Presumably he was born about 1536 because during a
law suit in 1576 between Johann Barner of Zaschendorf and the
Pressentins as a witness he gave his age as about forty. On this
occasion he stated that he had previously owned property in Bulow
consisting of six socages and one katen. During the year 1561 or
earlier Hans fought a duel with Reimar von Pressentin. According
to Barner's version von Pressentin provoked him and as a result
Barner rendered him a weak cripple and useless human being; Pressentin was "cornered" into this defending position and was injured
and later on died. There seemed to have been no prosecution of
Barner.
In earlier times (compare Doc. 99 of February 12, 1483)
this Weselin Barner had holdings on the outskirts of the ruined
village of Scampen which was situated between Witzin and Lubzin.
These seven hides in the Schamp Fields were jointly owned by Hans
Berner of Weselin and his cousin Achim of Necheln and probably
because they were so far from their other holdings they were exchanged on June 24, 1568 for eight princely hides in the KleinMewitz Fields (1), which were properties lying nearby. Because
the Schamp hides had more value the Baron gave the cousins an
additional 600 florins in cash (Doc. 187). The cousins probably
divided the eight Mewitz hides equally inasmuch as Claus Barner of
Necheln, Achim s son, stated in 1598 that he owned four barren
acreages in the Mewitz Fields.
(1) Even before 1568 the place designated as the village
of Mewitz (Mechewitz) outside of Weselin was no longer
in existence^ and today can be located as abutting on
to Kaarz, Jiilchendorf and Kobrow.
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Hans Barner owned half of Sulten. The other half was owned by
Johann Barner of Zaschendorf. Hans made his rights known at the
time that he tried to restore the operation of a delapidated salt
works so that he could profit by its production and he stated that
the salt works with wells and veins of salt were jointly owned and
that both owners together had constructed a '"salt factory" 15 years
previously. In settling up the matter Johann gave a security of
good faith on October 2, 1577 and promised that he would get the
salt works back into operation and would reimburse his cousin for
all expenses incurred but even if he should lose in the course of
this dispute he would fully restore the operation of the salt works.
And that is as far as it went because both cousins, Hans and Johann,
died soon afterward.
Hans Barner is listed in the Knighthood Register of 1552,
1575 and 1580 (Docs. 181, 188, 192). During the last named year
he was not living. He probably died in 1579. He was married to
Ilsabe von Kleinow, daughter of Gottschalk von Kleinow of Nutteln
and of Adelheid von Bassewitz of the House of Hohen-Luckow. She is
mentioned as a witness on January 19, 1580 in a law suit concerning
half of Necheln. She was widowed at the time and gave her age as
about 40. She was still living in 1587.
II. Gottschalk (Gosslich, Gossel) Berner was the only son
of Hans of Weselin and Sulten and was not registered in the Horse
Registry of 1585 but appears later in the Register of 1597 (Doc.
200 under the Sternberg and Mecklenburg boroughs), 1599 (Doc. 202),
1603 (Doc. 206), 1605 (Docs. 210 and 211), 1612 (Doc. 221), 1621
(Doc. 231) and 1628 (Doc. 236). Since he was assessed by the Registry to furnish a one-third share of a horse his holdings could
not have been extensive. His cousins in Schimm and Necheln were
obligated to the same extent. At that time (1575) the three holdings of Weselin, Schimm and Necheln altogether were assessed just
one horse. In 1601 he owned aside from Weselin and Sulten one or
two farm acreages in Penzin as is brought out in the dispute with
Joachim Barner over certain sheepfold rights. Also he had shares
of lease holdings in Necheln. Gottschalk loaned his Necheln cousin
Claus Barner 1,600 florins to redeem Necheln and received for this
a 14 year lease of Claus ' share of Kaarz (a farm and one cottage)
from Walpurgis 1598, together with Claus' four untilled acreages
in the Mewitz Field. After the term of the lease had expired, when
this debt of 1,600 florins had not been paid, Gottschalk brought
a suit against Claus' son Christoph in 1613. He answered that he
was unable to pay the debt and agreed that Gottschalk should be able
to take the payments out of his holdings. In the year 1606 the
latter was mentioned as being in debt to the Sternberg church (Doc.
212) and on January 17, 1607 he enlarged his modest holdings in
Klein Gornow by the purchase of his Schimm cousin Ulrich's share
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and 1610 (Doc. 218) he gave his cousin permission to take out
revenues from Necheln and Neperstorf. Gottschalk's name and crest
are displayed in the Hall of Knights at Rehna. He died prior to
May 22, 1629 and had been twice wed. His first wife was a von
Dessin. The second who outlived him by many years was U s e von
Restorff who was the daughter of Christoph von Restorff of Mustin
and of Anna von Passow of the House of Passow. On May 22, 1629,
after the death of her husband a dispute arose between her two sons
by her first marriage: Adam and Jurgen Ernst, concerning her widow's
estate and, when the Weselin property fell by lot to her stepson
Adam, she went to live with her son in Sulten where she was still
living in 1666 (Doc. 276).
III. Adam Barner, the oldest son of Gottschalk of Weselin
and Sulten and of the first wife, ne'e von Dessin, received the
paternal holdings at Sulten on May 22, 1629 in the aftermath of the
caviling between the three brothers (Doc. 237). But in reality he
received only the holdings in Weselin. Gottschalk's half of Stllten
remained with the widow, Adam's stepmother, which she received as a
widow's estate as reimbursement for the money that she had brought
into her marriage. After Mrs. von Barner's death Christoph Ernst
was to receive the property in accordance with a fraternal arrangement. The Weselin property that had fallen to him by lot did not
remain very long in Adam's hands. Already by the next St. Anthony's
Day he leased it to the magistrate Paschen von der LUhe of Thelkow
for 5,154 florins, whereby Adam's wife Margarete von Restorff received the rights to the said property on account of her dowry and
betterment. Included in this lease were the smaller appurtenances
of Weselin, namely tenant farmers in Kaarz, Penzin and Klein-Gornow
as a barren location at Penzin. This lease was officially approved
on May 3, 1630 at the Regsitry by the then-governing authority in
Mecklenburg, Baron Albrecht von Walienstein (Doc. 238). Through
this lease the old Barner holdings passed out of the fiamily. In
the year 1637 after Adam Barner's death his widow Margarete von
Restorff, together with U s e von Restorff, Gottschalk Barner's widow,
negotiated at Siilten over the sale of Weselin for the price of
14,300 florins. It never came to an actual sale. The property
stayed with the leaseholders and in 1649 Paschen von der Luhe
relinquished his rights to Hans Jurgen Rappen. On September 25,
1656 the Registry reduced this agreement by authorizing the assignment to Rappen, yet left open the possibility of redemption on the
part of the descendants of Adam Barner. Such a redemption never
took place. An attempt was made to regain the lending rights to
Weselin by Adam's grandson Friedrich Otto and his mother in the
year 1696 when they were encouraged to take over. The property
remained in the hands of others.
Adam is mentioned in the Register of Nobility for the
years 1632-34 and 1637 as owner of Weselin (Docs. 242 and 249) and
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Restorff, a daughter of Johann von Restorff of Mustin and of
Magdalene von Koppelow of the House of Mentin, lived as widow at
Wismar and in 1661 commenced a suit against her step-mother-in-law
U s e von Restorff, widow of Gottschalk von Barner, concerning the
sale of Weselin but the case was discontinued. See Sec. 39 regarding Adam's only son Gottschalk Luder von Barner of Schbhberg.
IV. Georg (Jurgen)(1) Ernst von Barner, the second son
of Gottschalk of Weselin and Sulten and of his first wife, nee von
Dessin, lived and married at Gotthun near Robel in 1633 Ilse von
Kardorff, the daughter of Heinrich von Kardorff of B6*hlendorf and
his wife Anna von Restorff of Mustin who was a sister of Gottschalk
Earner's widow Ilse von Restorff of Sulten. Jurgen Ernst von Barner
lost his young wife after she bore him a son (Gb'ssel Heinrich) and
in 1635 was involved in an action against his mother-in-law concerning the promise of a dowry that she never fulfilled. Of Jurgen
Ernst's second wife the only fact known is that she bore him at
least two children: Margarete Ilse and Lucia Dorothea, both of whom
died unwed before 1686. After 1668 Lucia Dorothea as a resident
of the Dobbertin Cloister passed away there on Marcn 28, 1682. See
Sec. 40 regarding Jurgen Ernst's son Gossel Heinrich of Kucksdorf.
V. Christoph Ernst von Barner, the third son of Gottschalk
of Weselin and Sulten and the only son of his second marriage to
Ilse von Restorff, lived at Sulten with his mother (Docs. 242 and
249) after the dispute of May 22, 1629 between the brothers over
Sulten which the mother had received as a widow's estate, although
in fact Adam had gotten it by lot but had returned it to him (Christoph) after his mother's death. The mother and son who shared
their Sulten property with the Zaschendorf Barners lived there
during the hard times of the Thirty Years War. The extent to which
they had to fight to restore their holdings due to the destructions
of the war we can gather from the loans of 1644 and 1653 (Docs. 259
and 276). Chris died before 1677 because it was in that year that
his "widow" was mentioned. She was named Agnes Elisabeth von Maltzan
and was the daughter of Johann Albrect von Maltzan of Nossentin and
of his wife Elisabeth von der Capellen of the House of Bauwinkel.
She was married to the Junker Christopher Berner at the manor at
Thelkow on September 4, 1663 and passed away before March 1, 1693.
VI. Christoph von Barner left four minor children: Johann
Gottschalk, Dietrich Christoph, Adolf Ernst and Ilsabe Dorothea.
The oldest of these children, Johann Gottschalk, was an
Ensign of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel in 1689. The two other brothers,
after reaching legal age and following the death of their mother,
(1) He called himself and signed as: Jurgen Ernst.
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to sell their share of SUlten. The latter did that by leasing the
brothers' Sulten holdings on March 1, 1693 to Adam Langermann for
3,600 florins for a term of ten years. In spite of Jurgen Christoph von Barner's opposition as allegedly the next in line, the
authorization for the lease came through on March 8, 1694 (Doc. 331).
In 1698 and 1699 the brothers, the Saxsen-Weisenfelssch Junker
Chamberlain Dietrich Christoph and Lieutenant AdolflErnst von
Barner took some action concerning Sulten (Doc. 347) and tried to
preserve their rights to the leased Weselin holdings but their
request was not acknowledged by the leading authorities. In 1704
after the three children received from Langermann an extension of
the lease of Sulten for 6 more years at the price of 600 florins,
the princely authorization was granted on July 12, 1704. On July
3t, 1720 the two brothers and their sister Miss Ilsabe Dorothea
Barner received an authorization to further extend the lease until
1732, increasing the lease terms to 6,600 florins. When the actual
contract expired in 1732 it remained unofficially active with
Langermann's son. Adolf Ernst von Barner signed a final contract
extension regarding the Sulten share with the authorization of his
brother on March 24, 1746. The sister must have passed away meanwhile. Also, both brothers must have died soon after this last
mentioned date, Dietrich Christoph first. Then on March 31, 1748
Abraham Christoph von Barner and his brother Hans Leopold von
Barner, both being Lieutenants in the von Jeetz Prussian Regiment,
presented themselves as heirs of Weselin and Sulten following the
death of the Brunswick Privy Councillor von Barner, and started an
action against Adam Christian Langermann for redemption, he being
the lease owner of the Weselin shares of Sulten. After the Plaintiff
Abraham Christoph von Barner had died in 1757 during the suit, then
the Danish Lt. Colonel<Reimar Heinrich von Barner and Hinrich
Detlof von Barner of Rutzenfelde in the course of time claimed
rights to the Barner lease holdings and the guardians of the Ladyin-Waiting Albertine Sophie von Barner of Wolfenbuttel made known
her rights as the sole heiress to the lease ownership, the Administrator Magnus Friedrich von Barner of Bulow energetically opposed
the action for redemption of the two halves of Stflten in 1763, and
of Weselin and also of Zaschendorf. He was the only one of the
family to come forward to proclaim his rights to Sulten but the
whole action dragged out too long. From 1764 Albertine Sophie von
Barner, the heiress to Sulten being of legal age relinquished her
rights to the property and finally in 1775-76 both halves were
adjudicated in the baronial Chamber whereby Administrator von Barner
was compensated for giving up his legal rights.
Regarding the last two property holders of Weselin Sulten
we would like to add the following. Dietrich Christoph during the
course of his studies in Halle at the Upper School in Rinteln in
1695, wrote a dissertaion about a pledge of one's word of honor
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He was at the time a Junker Chamberlain apprentice (1) and Councillor and died in 1746-47 unmarried. His brother Adolf Ernst
began as a baronial Page at Wolfenbiittel and later on chose a
military career, starting in 1692 as an Ensign, becoming a Captain
in 1700, Major in 1708 and in 1714 Lt. Colonel, and he took part in
14 military engagements. He then was appointed Steward by Prince
Ferdinand Albrecht of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel and in 1735 rose to
the office of Chief Steward and Privy-Councillor. His wife who
was born a von Heimburg bore him only one child: Albertine Sophie
(also known as Albertine Christine and Albertine Friederike) was
probably born around 1738-39 since her guardians stated the date of
her reaching her majority as February 14, 1764. This daughter died
in 1776 and lefit her considerable estate to her cousin, the Canoness
von Heimburg of Barsinghausen.
Sec. 39
WESELIN-SULTEN-SCHONBERG

LINEAGE

(Family Tree K.)
I. Gottschalk Luder von Barner, son of Adam of Weselin
and of Margarete von Restorff, was employed from his earliest youth
by the civil service by service in the War Department, mainly in
Italy, and spent only his final vears in his homeland. He was
married to Dorothea Sophia von Luderitz, daughter of Daniel von
Liideritz and of Sophie von Schwerin. The latter, through her father
Berend von Schwerin, became half owner of the Schtfriberg estate (in
the borough of Wredenhagen in the Mecklenburg enclave on the border
of Brandenburg) and left her half to her daughter Dorothea Sophie
von Barner subsequent to borrowing money in 1668 from her son-in-law
von Barner on the strength of this property as collateral.
Major Gottschalk Luder von Barrier already was living at
Schonberg on March 14, 1673. It was on this date that he negotiated
a contract with the owner of the other half of Schonberg, Lieutenant
Hartwig Ulrich von Sporcken regarding the Schonberg Inn (Doc. 302).
Major von Barner was still alive on April 12, 1681, being mentioned
on April 3, 1682 as being deceased. She made a settlement with her
three children on July 15, 1693: Friedrich Otto von Barner, Hans
Christoph von Barner and Margarete Sophia von Buch, ne'e von Barner
and husband Captain Albrecht Friedrich von Buch (Doc. 326) whereby
the oldest son Friedrich Otto received the estate without inventory
for 2,700 talers &nd he was. obliged to pay 800 talers for her share
and 600 talers each to the other two children and 100 talers to
(1) On August 14, 1739 a Christoph von Borner was appointed
to be the Saxonian Chamberlain.
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herself at the estate. Hans Christoph was absent at the time of
this agreement, serving at the time as a Lieutenant in the Brandenburg army.
II. Friedrich Otto von Barner, Gottschalk Luder's
oldest son, was born around 1665 and died on November 15, 1728.
Before he took over his mother's Schonbergestate he was engaged
mainly abroad in service with the army. In a letter to Baron
Friedrich Wilhelm of May 1696 he requested an authorization so that
he and his brother Hans Christoph could take over the ancestral
estate of Weselin. He never realized his hopes since the mortgagee
Colonel von Rappen got the title to Weselin.
Friedrich Otto was married twice. With his first wife
Ilsabe Maria (Margarete) von Mollendorff of the House of Bergerheide
he produced two children, Matthias Christoph and Dorothea Gottliebe.
His daughters Anna Luise and Judith Maria were from the second
marriage that was consummated on October 17, 1700 with Maria Rosemunde von Jurgas, a daughter of the Cavalry Captain and Borough
Commissioner Hans Jochim von Jurgas of Gantzer, Triplatz and
Schonberg and of his wife Maria von Quast of the House of Protzen.
According to the marriage contract dated January 15, 1701 and
approved on November 8, 1701 by Baron Friedrich Wilhelm of Mecklenburg, this second wife brought 1,900 talers into the marriage as
a dowry of which 1,200 talers were to be paid by her father Jtfrgas
and 700 talers from the sale of her cloister position at the Lindau
Cloister. This contract also stated that Friedrich Otto's children
by the first marriage had an interest of 2,000 talers in the property and that the Major's elderly widow and also Captain Hans
Christoph von Barner and Mrs. von Buch were still living. After
Friedrich Otto applied at the baronial Mecklenburg mortgage registry
for enfoeffment of the Schonberg share and had properly produced
documents confirming his rights to the property, on December 1, 1701
he received authorization of ownership. After the death of Baron
Friedrich Wilhelm he repeated this procedure regarding his title
seeking confirmation from Baron Karl Leopold on July 7, 1714. By a
contract dated September 7, 1716 Friedrich Otto sold the property
during the following year to the Royal Prussian Forest Warden and
Borough Captain Hans Albrecht von Jurgas of Neustadt on the Dosse.
The Registry's confirmation of this sale was held up until April
26, 1718 due to an investigation regarding the assessed value of
the Barner Schonberg share, in case the baronial chamber should
eventually decide to take over the said property. Perhaps Friedrich
Otto was still living at Schonberg in 1719 since in that year he
appeared there as a godfather. See the Family Tree K for reference
to his descendants.
The altar in the church at Schonberg dated 1702 and
which is in baroque style was donated by C. S. v. Jorgas and wife
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Sec. 40.
THE WESELIN-SULTEN-KUCKSDORF

LINEAGE.

(Family Tree K.)
I. Gossel Heinrich (2) von Barner, son of Jurgen Ernst
von Barner and his first wife Ilse von Kardorff of Bbhlendorf and
grandson of Gottschalk Barner of Weselin, was probably born around
1633 since his documented interment as shown in the church ledger
in the City of Sulze, of which Kucksdorf is a part, dated July 30,
1706, gives his age as 74. In the Autumn of 1654 he married Margareta von Kardorff, a daughter of Henning von Kardorff of the
mortgaged Herzberg property and of his wife Anna von Plessen of
the House of Herzberg. She was most likely born around 1635 since
she gave her age on January 22, 1715 as almost 80 (3). After the
death of her parents she came under the guardianship of her uncle
Joachim von Kardorff of Schabow, Kucksdorf, Wobkendorf and Bohlendorf, who took control of her personal estate which she listed as
being in the value of 32,000 florins and later he was unwilling to
return the property to her, probably because of having dissipated
it during the harsh conditions caused by the Thirty Years War. As
some compensation he gave her his Kucksdorf holdings in 1656 which
were appurtenant to Schabow and here Mrs. von Barner together with
her husband and children lived from that time on.
Because of the unsettled ownership of Kucksdorf her husband Goslich Heinrich von Barner was dissatisfied and purchased
from his uncle Jurgen von Voss of Gievitz the Dudinghausen property
in the borough of Gustrow as a holding that could be passed along
to his heirs, paying for it 7,300 florins. On St. ^Anthony's Day in
1659 he loaned to the Mayor Lukas Hagemeister of Gustrow 1,000
florins in order to pay off an old mortgage on Dudinhausen, having
(1) Schlie, Monuments V 596.
(2) In some cases the documentation regarding Gossel
Heinrich and his son Jurgen Christoph is untrue, as
shown in the documented history of the von Oertzen
Family recorded by von Sass, Vol. VI, Sec. 598.
See also for the same Pages 8ff. and 41ff.
(3) According to the baptismal record kept by the Pastor
of the Sulze for the year 1704, Mrs. von Barner's
age was given as 75, and that of her husband as 72.
Therefore she was born around 1629-30.
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Barner ownership of Dudinghausen could not have been of long duration
if in fact Gossel Heinrich ever did become the real owner. On
September 25, 1660 Jurgen Voss sold the property subject to antichretisch title for a term of 10 years to Major Kaspar von Thun.
This certainly was a sale that cancelled out any ownership by Gtfssel
Heinrich.
The permanent ownership of Kucksdorf by Mrs. von Barner
and later by her two daughters was constantly threatened by her
disloyal guardian. It was only through a decision by the Land Court
at Parchim on October 1, 1695 that the wife Margarete received any
security in the possession of her Kucksdorf holdings. This decision
was then approved by application to the Royal Provisional government of that time at Gustrow on February 28, 1696 (Doc. 336). At
the same time a redemption of a farm property in Kucksdorf was confirmed. The holdings stayed in the family for approximately 60
years, so that the Barner ownership of Kucksdorf lasted for about
100 years.
Through a settlement on March 29, 1719 the widowed Mrs.
von Barner left her grandson Gossel Ernst von Barner, the owner by
inheritance of Rutzenfelde, her Kucksdorf estate and she reserved
only a residence there for herself and her daughter. About that
same time her son Jurgen Christoph who probably had been managing
Kucksdorf, died.
Gossel Heinrich von Barner had four sons and two daughters:
Jurgen Christoph, Henning Ernst, Liider August, Hans Heinrich,
Margareta Lucia and Ilse Maria. Concerning these see under II, III
and IV of Sec. 40 and the Family Tree K.
II. Jurgen (1) Christoph, born in 1660 as the eldest son
of Gossel Heinrich, was married around the year 1688 to Agnesa
Eleonore von Bornmann whose mother was a von Wedel, and she died in
1710. On June 18, 1688 he leased the baronial manor in Markow and
Tuzen in the borough of Stavenhagen from Ulrich Christoph von Blucher
and another Blucher interest for a term of six years. Jurgen Christoph 's wife contributed 1,700 florins as security for which a
mortgage was given to her on the leased premises (Doc. 322). After
the expiration of this lease, or rather, the term of the lease, on
September 25, 1695 Barner bought in Markow from the brothers Karl
Friedrich and Moritz Johann their enfoeffed property in Rosenow and
Galenbeck (in the borough of Stavenhagen) at the cost of 6,400
florins (400 florins for the fixtures) and he received from the
(1) He called himself "Jurgen" Christoph and not Georg
Christoph as his signature indicated, and also his
seal had the initials J.C.B.
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February 28, 1696, stipulating that he should have an option to
purchase the Rosenow estate together with its furnishings so long
as nobody else made a claim to it, as a new fief for himself and
for his male blood descendants and agnates, and the matter had to
be brought to the attention of the Baron of that time and, upon
demand, presented to him. Administrator Bugislaff Ernst von
Petersdorff loaned him 3,000 florins to complete the payment of
the purchase price, whereby Jurgen Christoph's mother Margarete
von Kardorff and wife Agnese Eleonore von Bornmann co-signed. But
Barner did not keep Rosenow and the nearby Galenbeck holdings very
long. Already by March 3, 1702 he had signed a sales contract with
Jochim Ernst von Blucher to sell these holdings for 11,000 florins.
Thereafter he entered into a sales contract to sell another estate
in or near Neubrandenburg to Hans Friedrich von Ilenfeld on April
5, 1702 with regard to Podewall in the borough of Stargard that had
belonged to the latter's brother Berend von Ilenfeld. Among others
who signed this contract was his brother Luder August von Barner.
Jurgen Christoph von Barner also got rid of this property on October
14, 1708 to the Privy Councillor of Strelitz and Marshall Adam
Friedrich von Jasmund of Trollenhagen.
Facts are not known regarding further developments during
Jurgen Christoph's lifetime, particularly where he resided with his
second wife Margarete Juliane von Oertzen, a daughter of Henning
von Oertzen of Helpte and Lubbersdorf and of Katharina Maria von
Oertzen of the House of Helpte. Perhaps he was managing his mother's
Kucksdorf property. He died in 1719. It is very unlikely that he
was a Danish Major, as has been intimated; if that were so he would
have already been serving the Danish military forces in 1688 and
would have been brought at an early age to the rank of Major. A
sister of his second wife by the name of Sabine Maria von Oertzen
who was widowed made a second marriage with Jurgen Christoph's son
Henning August von Barner of Voddow (near Wolgast) .
Regarding Jurgen Christoph's children and further descendants, see the Family Tree K. His son Reimar Heinrich went to
Denmark and carried on that old Mecklenburg noble lineage, where
it still flourishes.
III. Henning Ernst von Barner, the second son of Gossel
Heinrich of Kucksdorf, was born in 1663, married Ilsabe Dorothea
von Below, daughter of Ernst von Below of Rutzenfelde and of his
wife Anna Margarete von Barner of the House of Zaschendorf-B'ulowFaulenrost (Sec. 27). Through this marriage Rutzenfelde which had
been purchased by von Below in 1680 and had belonged partially to
Mecklenburg-Gu'strow and partially to Swedish Pomerania, for several
decades belonged to the Barner Family. There is mention that Henning
Ernst also lived at Rutzenfelde. We surmise that his son became the
real owner of this property and that he lived there with his in-laws
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Normann as guardian of Henning Ernst von Barner's son Gossel Ernst
appeared before the Mecklenburg mortgage registry to obtain confirmation of ownership of the Rutzenfelde acreage for his ward.
The Rostock University register of matriculation for the
date of June 7, 1706 lists Gossel Ernst de Berner-Rutzenfelde, a
Mecklenburg noble; inasmuch as he was born in 1689 he was at that
time 17 years of age. He studied Jurisprudence. On May 28, 1709
he borrowed 1,100 florins from Pastor Weigel of Ivenack in order
to continue his study of law at the University. Later he advanced
to become the Polish and Saxonian Royal Chamberlain (1).
In the year 1729 he made an attempt to repossess the old
Barner enfoeffed estate of Weselin that had been encumbered by his
great grandfather's brother, making a counterclaim for a revocation
but it did not bring about the repossession of Weselin. His suit
against Schimm and Neperstorf was equally unsuccessful.
As we have seen in I of this Section, the above-named
Gossel Ernst, heir to Rutzenfelde, purchased the Kucksdorf estate
from his grandmother in 1719 at a price of 11,000 florins. Since
in this purchase his grandmother had title only ex jure crediti,
he sought to acquire the property as an irrevocable foeffdom or
allodial ownership. To achieve this end on October 3, 1738 he
reached an agreement at Rostock with his second cousin Hans Wilhelm
von Kardorff who at the time was the owner of the fee to Kucksdorf
which gave him the rights of foeffdom and sole ownership. Hermann
Friedrich and Commissioner Augustin von Kardorff who were brothers
of this one who had ceded, were in full agreement with this relinquishment of title. But when Chamberlain Gossel Ernst von Barner
appeared before the Registry on September 21, 1739 to obtain approval
of his brief concerning the alloidal agreement, his request received
no results or reply. The reason for this probably was that the
incumbent liege lord, Baron Karl Leopold, had been removed from
office.
By inheritance and sole ownership he left the Rutzenfelde
estate in 1744 to Magdalene Beata von Maltzahn, the widow of Adolf
Friedrich von Waldow.
••

Gossel Ernst von Barner was already 50 years of age when
he married on May 27, 1739. His wife, several years his senior, was
Anna Petronella von Barner, daughter of the Cavalry Captain Magnus
Friedrich (I) von Barner of Bulow and of his second wife Margarete
Elisabeth von Lutzow (see Sec. 32 III). Gbssel Ernst died around
(1) There is no knowledge of this in the chief States
Archives (Letter of February 20, 1903).
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after his death Kucksdorf was put up at a sheriff's sale on April
6, 1748, the date set by the baronial registry, and was purchased
by his widow Anna Petronella for the sum of 12,000 talers. She
ceded it in 1751 to her husband's cousin Lieutenant Hans Christopher von Barner and moved to Rostock. There were no children by
this late marriage.
IV. Hans Heinrich von Barner, the youngest son of Gossel
Heinrich, was in the military service prior to his marriage. On
July 23, 1698 while a Lieutenant he married Anna Magdalene (Helene)
von Grabow at his parents' Kucksdorf estate. She was the daughter
of the mortgagee Franz Kaspar von Grabow of Kriesow and Knorrendorf
and of Anna Elisabeth von Thun. At the outset the young couple
resided at Rutzenfelde. After a fire there they moved to Knorrendorf. This place and Kriesow were previously appurtenances of
Borgfeld and were mortgaged to the von Thuns, which was how it came
into the hands of Mrs. von Grabow, nee von Thun. After her death
and that of her husband,Hans Heinrich von Barner took over Knorrendorf in 1706; he settled with his brother-in-law Jobst Heinrich
von Grabow regarding his wife's share in Kriesow and Knorrendorf.
To accomplish this he borrowed the sum of 2,400 florins from Johann
Christoph von Barner (Zaschendorf-Biilow lineage) .
Mrs. von Barner, ne'e von Grabow, made a will on January
7, 1709 making her husband her sole heir without any restrictions,
but stipulated that in case he should die before her, her heirs
would be her brother's children, mentioning Agnese Magdalene and
Henning August. On January 15, 1709 shortly after this will was
made this young woman died.
Hans Heinrich remarried during the following year. This
second wife Katharina Cacilie von Stauber bore him at least seven
children and died during a miscarriage on May 8, 1723. Her husband
followed her in death on February 5, 1725.
Guardians for the children were Gossel Ernst von Barner
of Kucksdorf and the Steward Johann Friedrich von Ferber of Varchentin and Melz. Knorrendorf was leased to Jurgen Friedrich von
Voss. When the von Marschalls, the owners of the fee to the main
Borgfeld property of which Knorrendorf was an appurtenance, and was
only leased by the Barners, tried in 1731 to have the property
released, the guardians fought this attempt, seeking to maintain
the property for their wards. There ensued a year-long court
battle with the result that Knorrendorf was lost to the Barriers.
V.

Hans Heinrich's children:

The second daughter Agneta Maria, baptized at Knorrendorf
on May 24, 1712, was twice wed. Her first husband Hans Berend von
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Wolde, was a Swedish Captain, married in his first marriage to
Marie Sophie von Waldow (died 1739)then married her on February
11, 1743 and died at Wolde on June 13, 1747. Mrs. Agneta Maria
was^ married a second time to the Danish Captain Adam Christoph von
Blucher who was born on December 1, 1696 and died on January 28,
1781. It was probably through the happening of her first marriage
that Agneta Maria was able by inheritance to obtain the Rutzenfelde
estate which her cousin Gossel Ernst von Barner had sold in 1744
to Mrs. von Waldow, nee von Maltzan. When Mrs. von Blucher, nee
von Barner, died at Giitzkow on November 5, 1767 without leaving
any heirs Rutzenfelde passed to her oldest brother Heinrich Detlof
von Barner (1). He was a Prussian Captain and was listed as such
in 1756, 39 years of age, a Grenadier at Schwerin on the Warthe
and, according to the Vassal Tablets of 1756, was shown to be a
freeholder of Rutzenfelde (Klempin and Kratz, Matriculation of the
Pomeranian Knighthood). It is therefore possible that he is the
same person listed on the Family Tree as the second son of Hans
Heinrich, who, according to the Kastorf baptismal register, was
born on August 31, 1717 and baptized on September 3, 1717. Perhaps
for one reason or another he was never called by his rightful name
by his family but was called Heinrich Detlof and this carried along.
Captain von Barner of Rutzenfelde followed his sister Agneta Maria
in death soon afterward. He died unmarried in 1768 and left his
property to his oldest sister Margarete#Katharina who, being unwed,
lived at her brother-in-law's home in Giitzkow. Rutzenfelde later
went to the Maltzans.
The youngest child of Hans Heinrich of Knorrendorf was
Hans Christopher who was baptized on May 14, 1721 (2). Just like
his brothers Heinrich Detlof and Dietrich Gotthard, he served as an
officer in the Prussian Army under King Frederick the Great. In
1751 he was still a Lieutenant when he# purchased the Kucksdorf
estate from the widow of his cousin Gossel Ernst, Anna Petronella
von Barner, nee von Barner. The Kucksdorf property had come into
the Barner Family through his grandmother Margarete von Kardorff
and had already belonged there for a century. As a Major he led
a Grenadier Battalion in a battle at Prague on May 6, 1757 with
great bravery and the use of military tactics but on June 18, 1757
he died from a bullet wound on the battlefield of Kollin. He left
no#children - only a widow. Her name was Juliane Friederike von
Blucher who was born ateGutzkow in 1712, the daughter of the Danish
Brigadier Lorenz von Blucher and of Anna Elisabeth von Dehn. She
was the widow of the Danish MajorChristoph August von Barold of
Dobbin, then married Hans Christopher von Barner on August 1, 1750
and after his death married a third time on April 17, 1759 to the
Prussian Lt. Colonel (Ret.) and Vice-Landmarshall Ernst Christoph
Baron von Keyserlingh of Gevezin whom she outlived. She died during
(1) Wigger writes differently, Family of Blucher II, 2 Page 258.
(2) At this baptism among others present were "the youngest
Barner girl of Trantow" (in Pomerania).
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It is impossible to find out under what circumstances
and when Kucksdorf left the ownership of the Barners. In 1764
Major von Ostow of Dudendorf and Kucksdorf wrote that during the
previous year he had purchased Kucksdorf from it owner Frese.
It was probably the latter who had purchased the property from
Barner.
THE WESELIN-SCHIMM

LINEAGE

Sec. 41.
(Family

Tree A.)

As we have seen in Sec. 37, III, Claus Barner, the third
son of Hans, by way of a settlement between his brothers acquired
the sole ownership of the Schimm property and constructed a substantial manor house. Also Claus became the founder of this particular
Weselin-Schimm lineage. He had four sons and two daughters: Christopher, Hans, Gottschalk, Sebastian, Dorothea and Katharina.
I. Christopher, the oldest son of Claus, was born most
likely in 1521 and as a boy spent nine years in Holstein, then
came into ownership of the fee to Schimm and made a settlement with
his brothers. He is listed in the Knighthood Registry of 1562 and
1565 (Docs. 181 and 188). In the one of 1580 (Doc. 192) his heirs
are already mentioned. Therefore he must have been dead at that
time. Also, the legal action that was started by the Zaschendorf
Barners regarding half of Schimm (Sec. 9) was brought against
Christopher's sons and heirs. Most likely he died between 1575
and 1578 and left a widow and three children: Claus, Joachim and
Margarete.
His widow was Margarete von Lehsten, a daughter of Joachim
von Lehsten of Gottin and of Margarete von Lowtzow. She played an
important role in the law suit against her sons regarding Schimm.
Soon after Easter 1605 when she was a witness she was living with
her daughter at Ribnitz and gave her age as "about 56". She must
have been born around 1549. Her daughter Margarete, the widow of
Joachim von Dechow, mentioned her age as 32 or 33 and therefore
she was born around 1573-74. Possibly she was even older because
from May 1580 to May 29, 1581 she was in the cloister school at
Ruhn (Doc. 189) and at that time would have been 6 or seven years
old. We do not believe that the mother would have let her daughter
go away at such an early age. At that time education was not of
such great importance, especially the education of little young
girls whose education was limited mostly to reading and writing
and was accomplished usually at an older age.
(1) Wigger, Family of von Blucher. II, 2. Pages 252ff.
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Dechow, ne'e von Barner, resided in Rostock. On May 6, 1633 she
signed a receipt in Rostock for 100 florins which had been given
as an installment payment on a house that had been sold to Baron
Hans Albrecht.
Christopher's two sons: Claus and Joachim died in their
youth. The first named died in Halle before his brother. By March
13, 1591 both had passed away since on that date their uncles Hans,
Gottschalk and Bastian Barner were named as defendants during the
Schimm law suit. As cousins and agnates next in line to Joachim
who had died without leaving any male heirs, on September 18, 1591
the three brothers took an oath of allegiance to Schimm and received
a confirmation from the princely feudal chancery (Doc. 198) on
January 21, 1592. See Sec. 9 concerning this action regarding half
of Schimm.
II. Hans Barner, the second son of Claus of Schimm gave
his age on January 19, 1580 as being around 60 when he was called
as the first witness in the legal action regarding half of Necheln
(see Sec. 10). This is a bit confusing since according to that he
would have been born around 1519-20. His older brother Christoph
has been mentioned as having been born around 1521 and therefore
Hans' birth at the earliest would have been in 1522 and at the
aforementioned hearing when he was a witness he should have been
only 58. During this trial he testified that although he was a
vassal he did not own any property because he had been paid off by
his brothers. Together with his brothers Gottschalk and Bastian
he was made an executor of the estate of his brother-in-law Heine
von Brahlstorf on March 15, 1576. Also, together with the aforementioned brothers he was made guardian of the children of his
brother Christoph and in 1580 together with others, including his
living brothers and two sisters he became an heir of Karin von
Hagenow of Dargelutz, the brother of their mother Dorothea von
Hagenow (Doc. 193). Hans died unmarried at an advanced age. The
date of his death might be placed anywhere between May 8, 1598 and
January 12, 1603 because at the time of the first date the Schimm
legal action was proceeding against him while at the latter date
he was not included with the defendant Necheln cousins (Docs. 201
and 207) .
Gottschalk, the third son of Claus of Schimm, was a
baronial borough Captain and appeared as such in Gustrow in 1569
until Michaelmas 1591 and during the same period in Sternberg from
1575 to 1585 and in Schwaan from 1579 to 1592. His residence was
at the castle in Gustrow. On December 2, 1586 he entertained
several guests from the city and because of the severe cold outside
the stove was heated to the fullest capacity but it could not have
been carefully attended because a fire broke out between 3 and 4
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borough Captain and the section of the castle that faced the city (1).
According to Schimm legal papers Gottschalk died between January
13, 1592 and May 25, 1592and was interred in the cathedral at Gustrow.
Prior to the restoration of the cathedral there was an ancient and
delapidated black velvet wall hanging suspended in the west end of
the chapel, depicting a very faded von Barner crest, armor with
swords and lances, and the cloth of the banner was completely rotted
(2). Nothing is known of Gottschalk's marriage.
Dorothea was the older of the two daughters of Claus
Barner of Schimm and if her statement was correct, she must have
been born about 1525 inasmuch as she gave her age at 80 on May 8,
1605 in the course of her testimony as a witness in the Schimm
trial. She was the widow of Reimer von Plessen of Bruel. Her sister
Katharina was married to Heine von Brahlstorf of Tessin who, as has
already been mentioned, gave testimony on March 15, 1576. She
retired as a widow into the Ruhn Cloister on October 19, 1580 and
died there on July 13, 1585. After she was buried four other nuns
all died on the same day, one of them being Wille Barner of Neperstorf. This being so, it appears that an epidemic was raging among
the inhabitants of the cloister at that time (Doc. 189).
III. Bastian, the fourth and youngest son of Claus of
Schimm and of Dorothea von Hagenow, was born around 1533 inasmuch
as he was 37 years of age in 1570 at the time that he acquired his
civic rights. It must have been during that time that his first
marriage took place to Anna Frese, a daughter of Jaspar Frese of
Rostock, who was descended from an old Rostock lineage of senators,
a lineage that had been in existence at least from the fourteenth
century. The only daughter of this marriage, Anna, was a student
at the cloister school at Ruhn from December 23, 1580 until August
10, 1581 (Doc. 189) and she later married a Rostock merchant, Johann
Willebrandt. Bastian Barner's second wife was also an offshoot of
a Rostock senatorial family; in the Latin eulogy given by Joh.
Cothmann in 1639 for her granddaughter Sophie Maria Barner, it was
said "Agneta Groten ex antiqua Grotiorum familia oriunda" (Agneta^
Grote descended from an old Grote Family). Agneta von Barner, nee
Grote, was born on July 8, 1549, daughter of Senator Johann Grote
in Rostock and of Anna Sassenheim, and died as a widow on August
28-29, 1619. By his second marriage Bastian had three sons and one
daughter: Claus, Ulrich, Gottschalk and Sophie. The latter was
wed before 1619 to a citizen of Hamburg, Christoph Sowke.
(1) Ungnaden, Amoenitates XVI. 1197. - Concerning his
official borough work see: the Mecklenburg Yearbook
8 Pages 166, 174; 52 Pages 237, 245. Further see
K&uver, Description of Mecklenburg II, 264. Thomas,
Gustrov. Analects. 168.
(2) Mecklenburg Yearbook 35 Page 168.
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borough Captain of the baronial Doberan borough, his actual residence
was in Rostock. At least, at the time that Baron Ulrich handed (1)
over the administration of the Rostock official body on January 31,
1581 he was given a residence in that building. He is mentioned as
being a Doberan civil servant from May 1573 until September 1582.
It is most likely that he was there both before and after those
dates. After the death of the younger Joachim Barner when the title
to Schimm passed to his uncles Hans, Gottschalk and Bastian in 1591
the three brothers settled the Schimm problem among themselves and
agreed that Bastian should receive the Schimm property. He is listed
in the handbook of 1597 and in the Horse Registry (Docs. 200 and 202)
as being the owner of Schimm. He died on September 22, 1599.
IV. Following Bastian's death, in the distribution of
his estate the Schimm property passed to his second son Ulrich who
made this his residence while his other two brothers probably were
living in Rostock. On January 22, 1601 when Ulrich offered to give
the oath of allegiance, which was done on April 16, 1602, the
confirmation of this act by the Chancery of Baron Ulrich followed.
In 1606 he was listed in the records of the Sternberg church as
owing 125 Marks on which sum he was obliged to pay an annual interest
of 5 Marks (Doc. 212). He sold his small share of ownership in
Klein-Gornow on St. Anthony's Day 1607 to his cousin Gottschalk
Barner of Weselin for 300 guldens by a sales contract that was signed
by his brothers Claus and Gottschalk. It should be noted that
Ulrich and Claus signed with the present common spelling of Barner
whereas Gottschalk signed his name as Berner and in the text of the
document the spelling of Berner is used.
The calamity of the Thirty Years War also affected Ulrich
and it was probably because of this that he incurred a debt of 1000
florins on June 1, 1633, securing it with his farmhouse at Tarzow.
(Doc. 243. There is an estimate written in Ulrich's hand giving
the expenses and damages to his Schimm and Tarzow properties from
the date of October 1, 1635 to February 1637, occasioned by the
marching of foreign troops across the land, food taken for the
benefit of the men and animals besides some animals being taken away.
He estimated a figure of 400 florins. When one examines these items
individually listed the amounts that were claimed appear to be quite
low, even considering the low prices that provisions brought in
those days. Already at that time Barner was financially ruined as
was shown by a brief notice in the Registry of Nobility of 1637
where he was no longer listed as a taxpayer but was described only
by the words "is ruined" (Doc. 249). It is peculiar that there
(1) The Chancelry was obliged to raise the Old Bishops Tax
for the incumbent Rostock archdiocese. The Chancelry
building in Rostock was at the Amberg and later on, up
until 1906, served as the office of the baronial district of Toitenwinkel. See Meckl. Yearbook 51, Pages
182, 185; 52, Page 254.

- 234 was a mortgage transaction in which Ulrich Barner offered to mortgage his Schimm property on St. Anthony's Day 1642 to his von
Stralendorff wards for 6,000 florins (Doc. 254). Added to his
financial ruin was the loss of his sons. According to statements
made by the Pastor of Jesendorf (of which Schimm was a part), on
March 4, 1651, Ulrich Barner of Schimm had been unable to learn
any news about his sons who had gone away to war as to whether any
was still alive. They were all missing in action and had probably
fallen somewhere in the battles of the Thirty Years War or even
murdered and buried by the oppressed and embittered civilians.
Ulrich Barner died around 1658. Schimm and Tarzow that were a part
of an estate that was substantially eaten up by the bankruptcy
proceedings were assigned to his creditors but it was through^the
efforts of Ulrich Barner's son-in-law, the borough official Jurgen
Elmenhoff that most of the property came into his hands. On January
4, 1658 he had purchased the defaulted Stralendorff mortgage dated
164 2 for 6,000 florins and thereby had become the chief creditor
(Docs. 254 and 285). In 1684 Elmenhoff mortgaged the Tarzow farm
that was part of Schimm for 3,500 florins for a term of 20 years
but reserved the leasing rights for the Barner Family (Doc. 320).
When Schimm went into the hands of the Maack Family in 1695 the
Bulow and Neuhof Barners made an effort to regain the old Barner
fee. On April 7, 1696 Josua von Barner of Neuhof obtained the
title in fee of Schimm from Baron Friedrich Wilhelm but later he
settled with the owners of the property and in 1697 relinquished
his fee rights.
To get back to Ulrich Barner of Schimm, he is listed in
the Register of Nobility of 1603, 1605, 1612, 1621, 1628, 1632-34
and 1637 (Docs. 206, 210, 221, 231, 236, 242, and 249). As fief
cousins the brothers Claus, Ulrich and Gottschalk Barner of Schimm
gave their consent in 1603, 1606 and 1610 to dispose of Necheln and
Neperstorf (Docs. 207, 213 and 218). Ulrich was twice wed: to a
Miss von Schack and a Miss von Stralendorff. We know little concerning his children. A son named Johann matriculated at the
University of Rostock at Easter# 1.627 . A daughter whose first name
is not known was married to a Jurgen Elmenhoff.
Ulrich did many good deeds for the Jesendorf church. In
1614 he donated 100 guldens. And in the decoration of the church
he ordered a crest to be placed in the window opposite the pew of
this Schimm family. From the viewer's position, at the bottom left
was the Schack crest and next to it the Barner crest with the signature: Ulrich Barner, and on the right that of the Stralendorffs.
Above these: on the left two civil crests with the signatures
Johann Grote and Anna Sossenheime; at the right two smaller crests,
the Barner crest with the signature of Clawes Barner and the other
very faint with the signature of Dorothea Hagenow. All of this is
a portrayal by Ulrich of his two wives and his four ancestors (the
grandparents, paternal and maternal). Ulrich's name and crest were

- 235 also in the so-called Hall of Knights at Rehna. He was the last
male offspring of the Schimm Sonder Lineage.
V. Gottschalk Barner, the third son of Bastian of Schimm,
recorded as having matriculated at the University of Rostock in
October 1596, was unable to be sworn in at the University because
of being under age (at 14 years of age) . Therefore he must have
been born after 1582 and probably attended the preparatory school
connected with the University at that age. When the Schimm property
went to his brother Ulrich in the settlement of the paternal estate
he remained in Rostock and became a citizen and probably engaged in
a civil trade. A promissory note dated 1612 mentions the receipt
of barley and in his estate there was a "Brewery" on Kosfelder Street
which was later sold for 6,500 guldens (1). The brewery trade was
flourishing in Rostock at that time and Rostock beer was being
exported. Gottschalk Barner was married to Sophia Miiller (Moller),
daughter of the patrician Matthaus Moller of Rostock and of Magdalene
von Preen of Dummerstorf. He died at Rostock on May 22, 1620 and
was interred in the choir section of St. Jacob's Church under a blue
memorial stone. His widow followed him in death soon afterward. He
left three minor children: one son and two daughters. The son
Johann died first, before March 22, 1625. The older daughter Agneta
was living at Rostock, still unmarried, in 1642 under the protection
of her former guardian Johann Miiller who was probably her mother's
brother. According to his statements, which were not reliable, she
was born around 1610. Sophia Maria, the third child of Gottschalk
Barner, was born around St. Michael's Day 1617 and passed away on
April 29, 1639, the bride of a theological student, Hermann Deutsch
(2).

(1) An inventory of the property in the estate of Citizen
Gottschalk Barner of Rostock 1620ff., in the Regional
Library at Rostock. Further, Siebrand Family records
1642-46 in the Schwerin Archives.
(2) The Latin eulogy for her, offered by Joh. Cothmann
1639, in the Regional Library at Rostock.
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THE WESELIN-NECHELN

LINEAGE

Sec. 42.
(Family Trees A and L.)
I. As we have seen in Sec. 37, III, Lorenz Barner, the
fifth son of Hans Barner of Weselin, was the founder of the WeselinNecheln lineage. As far as is known, Lorenz had only one son:
Achim probably took over the paternal Necheln in 1540,
inasmuch as in the Schimm legal action he mentioned on March 7, 1580
that he had owned Necheln for 40 years. At that time he gave his
age as 62, which means that he was born around 1518. This coincides
with Achim's statement in 1573 when he gave his age as approximately
55 years. In the law suit regarding the Sparow.acreage in 1576
when he was summoned as a witness he claimed to be 60 years old, so
that therefore his birth took place around 1516. We can be pretty
sure that he was born between 1516 and 1518. In the Sparow legal
action just mentioned he testified that he had previously owned
half of the Billow village which he had redeemed from the Plessens
of Bruel and had owned it for two years. We have no further information about this. Another item in the dark is the mortgage transaction between Achim and his Zaschendorf cousins regarding half of
Necheln (Doc. 179) which later turned into a law suit. More about
this is given in Sec. 10. From the exchanged pleadings that preceded
the actual trial it is established and worth mentioning that Achim,
according to his own admission, was incapable of either reading or
writing. Concerning the acquisition of the acreage of the Mewitz
Field (Doc. 187) we refer to Sec. 38, I.
The old family trees inform us that Achim was married to
Gertrud von Schmeling, daughter of Johann von Schmeling and of his
wife Margarete von Ditten. Achim's son Claus mentions his mother
to have been a von Schmetzhagen of Pomerania.
Achim Berner appears in the Land Registry of 1562 (Doc.
181), later in the "Listing of Feudal Horses" of 1575 (Doc. 188),
then in the Knighthood Register^ of 1580 (Doc. 192). Also, the
decision by the High Court of Gustrow on January 11, 1586 (Doc. 196)
names him as defendant and appellant. He must have still been
living at that time. The Jochim Berner of Necheln in the borough
of "Sternberg" listed in the Land Registry of 1597 (Doc. 200) and
the Registry of Nobility of February 19, 1605 (Doc. 211) was probably his son of the same name since he (the father) had already died
by that time. It is possible that the Ac«jjtim who is mentioned in
the Knighthood Register of 1580 in Neelieln in the borough of "Sternberg" was the son. We already know that before February 1, 1577
Achim (the father) had given Claus one-half of Necheln. It is
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the same time. One half most likely belonged to the borough of
Mecklenburg and the other half to the borough of Sternberg. The
Registry of Horses of 1599 (Doc. 202) which includes a "Gottshalk'
Barner of Necheln is in error in this instance. In this case it
should have been Claus instead of Gottschalk because at that time
Claus' son Gottschalk was still very young.
Achim, the son of Lorenz, had two sons - Achim (Jochim)
and Claus. We know very little about the first-named. He was
married to Armgard von Halberstadt and supposedly died in 1621.
This couple's name and crest were engraved on a church pew in
Musselmow in 1603.

Church Pew

in Musselmow

II. According to his own statement in the Schimm law suit
on April 14, 1586, Claus was 30 years old and had owned Necheln for
11 years. Therefore he must have been born around 1556 and he took
over his father's jointly owpaed property of Necheln in 1575. Claus
mortgaged his property to his cousin Gottschalk Barner, Karsten's
son of Neperstorf and during the term of the mortgage he lived at
his farm at Kaarz which generally was vacant. To redeem the property
Claus borrowed from Gottschalk Barner of Weselin-Sulten 1,600 florins
and for 14 years commencing on Walpurgis 1598 he mortgaged to him
his share of Kaarz (a farm and a group of cottages) and his four
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- 239 barren hides of land in the Mewitz Field. On account of these
1,600 florins in 1613 Gottschalk brought a suit against Christoph
Barner, the son and rightful heir of the then deceased Claus.
Christoph answered that at the time he was unable to pay his debt
and declared that he would be agreeable to an arrangement whereby
Gottschalk should take the money out of the mortgaged property.
It cannot be determined by the documents whether or not this was
done.
Claus was married to Katharina von Preen, a daughter of
Gottschalk von Preen of Nutteln and of Anna von Dambeck, and by her
he had three sons: Christoph, Gottschalk and Levin (concerning the
last-named, see V of this Sec. 42).
Claus mortgaged his Necheln property in 1603 to his cousin
Otto Barner of Neperstorf for 3,000 florins for which the Weselin
and Schimm cousins gave their consent (Doc. 207). This mortgage
was never finalized since Otto of Neperstorf never kept his promise
of payment. Soon afterward Claus left his Neperstorf estate to his
son Christoph (see Doc. 210).
III. Since father and son were constantly being pressured
by their creditors, one of whom was Gottachalk Barner of Weselin,
Christoph sold Necheln on St. Anthony's Day 1606 with a 9-year
option to repurchase, the sale being made to Jakob Schabbel of
Wismar for 3,000 florins. The consent for this was given by: the
Father Claus, also as guardian for his other two children who were
still minors, Gottschalk and Levin, also Gottschalk Barner of
Weselin, Ottoo and Gottschalk Barner of Neperstorf, Claus, Ulrich
and Gottschalk Barner of Schimm, and Achim and Christoph Barner of
Zaschendorf and Bulow. The Registry was reluctant to give its consent to a mortgage involving a commoner and on March 11, 1606 consented to only a 6-year mortgage (Doc . 213) .
Christoph as fee cousin gave his consent in 1610 to the
sale of Neperstorf (Doc. 218) and was listed as owner of Necheln
in the Horse Registry or Register of Nobility of 1612, 1621, 1632-34
and 1637 (Docs. 221, 231, 242, 249). In the statement made during
the time of the Wallenstein government concerning the owners of fees
during the year 1628 (Doc. 236) a "Johan" Behrner of Necheln is
listed. This is most likely in error with regard to the first name
since a Johann of Necheln is unknown and there was a Christoph
residing there at the time. - In June 1633 he and his Zaschendorf
cousin Kord became members of a Gun Club and paid a membership fee
of 4 guldens (Doc. 244).
In the listing of 1637 showing assessments for tax purposes
Christoph's holdings were estimated to be worth 7,000 guldens. After
reading in the documents about Christoph's financial ruin this seems
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peaceful or free from worry. The 4,000 gulder dowry that his first
wife Anna von Tarnewitz contributed was used mainly to redeem the
mortgaged Necheln. Nothing is known about the dowry of his second
wife Ilse von Ditten. One may be sure that in his later years it
was only with the help of his oldest son Christoph who was a Swedish
Knight that he was able to keep himself above water. Due to the
many war disturbances which most likely had their affect on Christoph
a horrible event occurred shortly before his death, which was caused
by one of his employees . We would like to describe this because of
the light that it throws on the insubordination and corruption existing at that time.
On a Sunday in the Spring of 1643 Christoph Barner had
given orders tohis married hired hand Karsten Groth to drive him
to church in Bruel. The servant balked at doing this and gave as
his reason that he first had to mend his coat. Christoph von Barner
drove himself to Bruel. The servant also went into the city and got
himself drunk on beer. When he returned to Necheln in the afternoon
he made demands in very strong language to have his food set on the
table. When they explained to him that the maid who had charge of
the pantry key had gone to the next village he was not satisfied
and kept going repeatedly to his master's room where the master (who
was living in a fisherman's cottage, the manor house having burned
down) was sitting by the window reading from a book of sermons. With
calm words Christoph von Barner ordered the drunken servant to quiet
down until the keys for the pantry were available. Groth, in spite
of a reprimand by his wife to lie down and sleep off his condition,
went into his master's room for the first time and "in low German"
ordered that he be given something to eat but his master repeated
the order to leave his room. He answered by grabbing a meat fork
and trying to stab his master and in the scuffle a lot of things
were knocked down in the room. Because of the small size of the
room Mr. von Barner was unable to avoid the attack by the drunken
sot and took a musket off the wall loaded with shot which discharged
and hit the servant in the legs . Although the wound was superficial
it got worse due to careless treatment and eventually led to the
servant's death. According to the testimony of various witnesses,
although Baron Adolf Friedrich did not pursue any legal action
against Christoph von Barner the outcome of the whole incident must
have:-eaten on him,, along with other set-backs that occurred in his
life.
He died during the following year and left, besides one
daughter who was married to a von Holtzendorff of that district,
two sons: Christoph and Adam Goslich, each by a different marriage.
Of the first nothing more is known other than he relinquished his
heavily indebted inheritance from his father but insisted upon obtaining the 4,000 florins dowry that his mother by marriage had
brought to Necheln.
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IV. Adam Goslich took over the ruined paternal Necheln
property which was loaded with debts and when he barely got it back
into shape in 1650 through an act of carelessness the place burned
to ashes. Since from his own resources he was unable to rebuild,
he tried to help himself by leasing and mortgaging to Major Caspar
von Winterfeldt. This was never successful. The baronial Mortgage
Registry objected to certain terms in the mortgage and lease contracts. Thereafter Adam Goslich sold Necheln to Kuno Rappen for
3,350 florins; but this sale also was never consummated since the
purchase money would have been confiscated by the creditors and the
sale was cancelled. The estate was awarded to Christoph's creditors
among whom Elisabeth von Moltke, the widow of Adam von Restorff, was
the principal creditor and she in turn sold it in 1657 for 3,350
florins to Bernhard Hartwig Rappen, the son of Kuno Rappen, who
meanwhile had died (Doc. 283). In this manner Necheln also left the
Barner ownership. The Cavalry Captain Magnus Friedrich von Barner
petitioned for the redemption of the old Barner Necheln fee on June
21, 1701 but his petition was denied.
Adam Goslich moved to the Brandenburg district, married
Dorothea Hedwig von Arenstorff, a daughter of Joachim von Arenstorff
of Wilsekow (Uckermark) and of Margareta Elisabeth von Pentz of the
House of Melkof, and through this marriage became the owner of half
of Wilsekow. The other^half was owned by his wife's sister Mrs.
Maria Katharina von Brocker, ne'e von Arenstorff, wife of Viktor von
Brocker of Altenstorf. The marital bliss of this Barner couple soon
came to an end in 1662 through a bloody act committed by the young
husband.
According to a complaint in the princely Brandenburg court
at Prenzlau (Uckermark) to the chief of the Mecklenburg Stargard
borough, Jurgen of Mecklenburg, on March 4, 1662 at a tavern in
Prenslau Adam Goslich von Barner who was living in Wilsekow, though
born in Mecklenburg, stabbed Christoph von Holtzendorff and avoided
capture by escaping. The Justice demanded apprehension of the
attacker and ordered that he be brought to Prenzlau to avenge an
innocent flowing of blood. When the borough chief asked Baron
Gustav Adolf about giving specific orders he replied that as soon
as Barner reappeared in the Stargard borough he would be arrested
and brought before the Baron for further disposition. The legal
documents ended there and it seems that the case was no longer
pressed on the Mecklenburg side. It is not known whether Adam Goslich later returned to Wilsekow or if he had to answer for his deed.
We know nothing further about his life. Concerning his only son
Otto Friedrich, see Sec. 43, II.
V. Levin, the third son of Claus of Necheln, was still
a minor at the time of mortgaging Necheln in 1606 (Doc. 213). Little
is documented about him. He was married to Anna Margarete von Heldorff, a daughter of Friedrich von Heldorff and his wife Margarete
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Sternberg and both have passed away about 1628 or earlier and left
two sons and a daughter in very destitute circumstances. The
governing Privy Councillor Paschen von der Luhe took charge of the
orphans, found places for the boys with other families and took
the frail daughter into his own home where she was still living in
1645. While the son whose first name is not known had already died
by 1645, the other, named Joachim Friedrich, enjoyed a long and
praiseworthy life. More about him in the next Sec. 43, I.
Sec. 43.
THE

WESELIN-NECHELN-GANZKOW
(Family

LINEAGE

Tree L.)

I. Joachim Friedrich von Barner, a son of Levin (Sec.
4 2, V) was born on May 20, 1625 and was only four years old when
his parents died in Sternberg. From August 13, 1629 he was a small
orphan and lived for five years in Zaschendorf with Kord Barner who
was a cousin of Joachim Friedrich's grandmother, Mrs. Margarete von
Heldorff, nee von Plessen, of Arpshagen, and here the little ward
received his first lessons. Further events in the life of the
youth Joachim Friedrich are very colorful. With the help of Lieutenant Priestaff he went to Sweden in 1634 and stayed with him and
a Captain Bj'orn Swinhufwerd until 1639. The latter took him to his
father-in-law Erik Erikson who was the Vice-President of the High
Court of Justice in Abo (Finland) and allowed him to stay in his
house for two years. Joachim Friedrich was unhappy with his work
in these strange houses and longed to return to his homeland. Then
by way of an introduction he was fortunate to become a Page for the
mighty Swedish Chancellor Court Oxenstierna. Here he had plenty of
opportunity to take part in military manoevers and therefore to be
well prepared for his career that followed. In 1644 at the commencement of the war between Sweden and Denmark his master recommended him to Field Marshall Torstenson and as a Page on the ship
of Admiral Flemming he took part in a sea battle in which the enemy's
cannonball tore a hand basin from his hands but left him unharmed.
After that he spent one year as a volunteer in the army of General
Torstenson and when they moved from Holstein to Germany he visited
his sister Katharina who had been_a guest#in the home of the High
Court President Paschen von der Luhe at Gustrow since 1628.
This visit was most likely the reason why Joachim Friedrich
was thought at the time to be missing in action. He had gone to
Paschen von der Ltlhe on October 10, 1645 and asked for assurance
that property that they had coming to them and which was then in the
hands of Johann von Plessen of Arpshagen would be secured. This
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Heldorff. Whether the guardians of the sister and brother: Hans
von Bulow of Raden and Engelke von Restorff of Mustin were capable
of securing the Heldorff heritage for their wards is not indicated
by any evidence. Since we find that Joachim Friedrich seems to
have amassed some capital through his military career and later
Katharina also appears as wealthy, we conclude that they must have
obtained the Heldorff inheritance.
For the next five years Joachim Friedrich was the Ensign
Bearer in the regiment of the Swedish Colonel Duwald. It is obvious
that he held the complete trust and confidence of the Colonel when
the latter sent him to Sweden to handle a family matter concerning
a property settlement with Duwald's brother, which von Barner handled to the fullest satisfaction. Meanwhile von Barner gained a lot
of knowledge about artillery and begged his Colonel to grant him a
leave of absence in order that he might accompany the Swedish army
to Prague to take part in the siege of that city. He was promoted
to Quartermaster in the artillery by General Field Marshall Lewenhaupt and for three months participated in the storming of the city
of Prague. He was wounded and fell into the hands of the enemy but
after seven weeks was released. The siege ended with a truce being
declared and Barner returned to the Duwald Regiment in 1648. He
remained in that regiment for only two years. In 1650 a general
release of all German regiments in Sweden was proclaimed and he
received his discharge.
Joachim Friedrich returned to his home in Mecklenburg with
a letter of recommendation to Count von Oldenburg from his fatherly
advisor von der Luhe and was hired by him as an Equery. During this
time he made a study of the systems of fortification and accompanied
the young Count Anton von Oldenburg on a tour through the Netherlands
to England. They stayed four months in London and were there during
Cromwell's time. On their return Barner stopped off in Holland and
received instruction in the science of fortification from a learned
engineer in Haag. After studying for one year Count von Oldenburg
summoned him in 1654 to put him in charge of a company and promoted
him to Captain and after four years he was made superintendent of
the Delmenhorst fortress. Joachim Friedrich no longer remained
there after an army reduction took place. He went to East Friesland
and had plans to join the fleet and sail to the East Indies. His
dreams were not to be realized for he remained in East Friesland and
in June 1663 went to Stuttgardas a companion to the Prince who was
going to marry a Wurtenburg Princess. On his return Barner entered
the service of Bishop von Muhster and accompanied the Bishop's troops
to Hungary to fight against the Turks. After the battle of St.
Gotthardt on August 1, 1664 Joachim Friedrich von Barner was promoted
to First Lieutenant in charge of the Westphalian regiment. In connection with the Battle of St. Gotthardt Christoph von Barner of
Bulow is also mentioned and later became famous as -the General
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ending of the war he returned to Mecklenburg and "Because the
Hungarian illness lingered so long" he found shelter in the Dobbertin Cloister where his sister Katharina was a nun. The High Marshall
Paul Otto von Viereck found him there and, representing Baron Gustav
Adolf of Mecklenburg-Gustrow, offered him a military position in the
Baron's and the Lower Saxonian district. After recuperation from
his illness Barner journeyed to Celle by way of Gustrow and received
his commission there as a Lieut." Colonel of the Lower Saxonian
district and that of Mecklenburg on November 1, 1664. During the
following years at Gustrow in this capacity he was frequently called
upon by the Baron to perform estate services .
This peace era was interrupted at Gustrow for a while
when war broke out between France and Germany. In October 1673
Lt. Colonel Barner led the contingent of the army of the two Mecklenburg Houses of Schwerin and Glistrow^to Hildesheim but in August
of the following year he returned to Gustrow where he retired from
his duties in the Lower Saxonian district. He retained his commission as a Mecklenburg Lt. Colonel and in 1675 when Sweden and Brandenburg declared war, jeopardizing the safety of Rostock, he was
placed in command of the garrison at Rostock. Due to advanced age
and illness Joachim Friedrich von Barner retired in 1680, thus
ending his Mecklenburg military career. During the period following
that he made his#residence alternately at his Ganzkow estate and
at his home in Gustrow.
The Ganzkow estate which was acquired on July 16, 1666
from Baron Gustav Adolf of Mecklenburg-Gustrow was his first property
in the borough of Stargard in the Staffeld area, and for the sum of
1,000 Reichs talers he purchased the rights to all yieldings from
the property (Doc. 293). By August 21, 1666 Ganzkow was in bankruptcy and was awarded to the creditors of the Staffeld holdings
and it was from those creditors that Joachim Friedrich purchased
complete title to the property on November 20, 1667 for 10,400
florins. It was probably out of personal friendship that Baron
Gustav Adolf contacted Lt. Colonel von Barner during the time that
the creditors had taken over the property to see if he would like
to become fee owner of the estate or purchase subject to the mortgage.
It is not clear why Joachim Friedrich decided upon a secured holding.
The above-mentioned mortgage deed had been executed on July 13,
1668 (Doc. 296). He later regretted his decision and repeatedly
tried without success to acquire the fee to Ganzkow. His nephew
and rightful heir to the property, Otto Friedrich von Barner, on
March 28, 1689 acquired the full title to Ganzkow from the mortgage
registry in Gustrow (Doc. 323) but he had to pay 2,000 talers in
cash and 2,000 talers by way of a promissory note. On July 20, 1701,
taking advantage of the old leasing laws, the new Baron in Strelitz,
Afolf Friedrich II cancelled that ownership and leased the property
back to Otto Friedrich von Barner.
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Friedrich von Barner by way of a contract purchased from Cavalry
Captain and Master of Hounds Johann Friedrich von Gamm of Gohren
the house located in the cathedral parish of Gustrow for 2,100
florins (Doc. 314). After his death this house was left by Barner
to the church with the stipulation that the church would set up a
small chapel to be used as a place of repose and last resting place
for him and for his unmarried sister (1). After an agreement for
this stipulation was arrived at by the elders of the church and by
Baron Gustav Adolf on October 22, 1688 the burial of his remains
was carried out with pomp and ceremony on November 7, 1688. Baron
Gustav Adolf and his honorable wife Magdalene Sibylle attended the
ceremony. Joachim Friedrich had died unmarried on September 17,
1688.
II. Otto Friedrich von Barner, the only son of Adam
Goslich of Necheln and of his wife Dorothea Hedwig von Arenstorff,
was described on the Greifswald University register at matriculation
on November 3, 1662 as a "young man" of noble birthright, just like
the brothers Franz Christoph and Conrad Adam von Holtzendorff of
the district who were his cousins. He had paid two gulders for this
inscription. Through his mother he inherited half of Wilsekow
(Uckermark) estate and through Joachim Friedrich von Barner, being
the nearest heir, he came into the Ganzkow estate which he had under
lease since 1687, later to be mortgaged and finally to obtain full
ownership as has already been mentioned under I of this Section.
Otto Friedrich, as lord of the manor of Ganzkow and Wilsekow, was married on November 27, 1690 at Cammin (Rodlin parish in
Mecklenburg-Strelitz) to Lucie Elisabeth von Jasmund. She was born
on September 14, 1669, daughter of Commissioner Christoph Friedrich
von Jasmund of Cammin, Rodlin, Greater Schonfeld and Mollenbeck and
of his wife Helene Ilsabe von Stedingk of the House of Lentzkow.
On Martin's Day (November 10) a marriage contract was prepared at
Cammin and Otto Friedrich received 6,000 guldens from his father-inlaw as a dowry, 3,000 florins in cash on the day of the wedding,
2,000 florins in good securities and 1,000 florins to be given in
cash one year after the date of the wedding. The groom promised
the bride a honeymoon gift of 100 ducats and also for her convenience
etc. 3,000 florins. The marriage contract was signed by his cousin
Kurd (Konrad) Adam von Holtzendorff as witness for the groom (Doc.
325) .
This Kurd Adam von Holtzendorff who as a youth was with
Otto Friedrich von Barner at Greifswald University, together with
his brother Otto Friedrich von Holtzendorff brought a suit against
(1) Throughout his declining years she very loyally took
care of him and she died in 1691 as a nun in the
Dobbertin Cloister where she had been since 1649.
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and his deceased sister, the nun Katharina (Doc. 325a). Through
their mother the Holtzendorffs were as closely related to the last
mentioned as was Otto Friedrich von Barner through his father.
Together they had half of the alloidal ownership through Joachim
Friedrich von Barner and the other half through his sister Katharina
von Barner by way of intestacy. The property Registry at Gustrow
declared itself incompetent to decide this action and advised the
Holtzendorffs to take their case to the civil courts. Whether the
case was followed up through the courts or whether the cousins came
to some agreement, there is nothing on the documents to show. For
Barner a peaceful negotiation was the right solution because he did
not want to deny his cousins their rightful inheritance. In any
case, later on there seems to have been a good relationship between
the cousins because Kurt Adam von Holtzendorff is shown to be one
of the guardians of the children of Otto Friedrich von Barner after
his death.
Otto Friedrich von Barner died on "Jacob's Day" (July 25)
1705 and was survived by his widow, three daughters and three sons.
(See the Family Tree L ) . The widow was involved in a Ganzkow
financial transaction on May 24, 1706 concerning the fee. She
seemed to have lived in financial comfort. In 1709 she was able to
loan the sum of 2,000 talers to the treasurer Johann Meyer and his
wife Anna Dorothea Oldenburg of New Strelitz.
Ill. After her death her oldest son Christoph Friedrich
who was a Danish cavalry officer had himself declared of age. On
February 27, 1714 he received an inheritance through his father's
and his mother's side and found himself in the center of a squabble
over the Ganzkow estate which up until that time had been owned by
the three brothers instead of by three guardians: the two von
Jasmund men and Kurd Adam von Holtzendorff. The property was estimated to be worth 17,125 Reichs talers and by drawing lots it was
awarded to the youngest son Adam Wilhelm von Barner who in 17 23 was
declared of age and on July 29, 1723 took over ownership.
Otto Friedrich's three sons had military careers in the
Danish army. For completion of the family tree we would like to
add the following:
Christoph Friedrich was a cavalry officer of the 7th.
Company in the Holstein Cavalry on December 13, 1710; on July 26,
1715 Company Chief, on October 20, 1721 the designate Major and
on July 11, 1729 promoted to Major, and died unwed in 1730.
Otto Karl was matriculated at Rostock University on April
12, 1714; became a cavalry officer on January 24, 1718 in the same
regiment as his brother Christoph Friedrich; made Lieutenant on
December 2, 1720. Unmarried. No more is known about him.
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same regiment as his brothers; later he was in the "von Rantzau"
Regiment and retired from the Danish military on April 21, 1721.
In the High-Demzin church ledger of 1723 there is a wedding recorded
"Cavalry Master of the Danish regiment" and after his death his
widow referred to him as "Cavalry Master". He received this title
shortly after his entry into the army.
IV. On September 27, 1749 Adam Wilhelm's widow and
children (see Family Tree L.) made an inheritance settlement at
Ganzkow whereby because of their military careers the three oldest
sons waived their rights to the Ganzkow estate and it passed to
the youngest brother Christoph Ernst.
A mysterious incident happened in Ankershagen in 1756
where the name Carl Alexander von Barner (Adam Wilhelm's son had
the same name) happened to appear twice. On one occasion Pastor
Schroder of Ankershagen noted: "On May 10 in the year 1756 there
was born a son to the esteemed Lieutenant Carl Alexander de Barner
and thereafter on the 11th. he was baptized here". Witnesses were:
the Pastor himself (!), his wife and a miller's wife. The death
of this child is noted in the Ankershagen church ledger: "On
August 20 in the year 1756 the little child Carl Alexander de Berner
died and was buried here in the church on the 22nd." The Pastor
made a notation on a church receipt: "On August 22 a little child
with the name of Neuhausen was buried in this church for a fee of
5 talers, one taler for ringing the bells". Pastor Schroder underwent an investigation. He was accused of making arrangements for
his own personal financial gain for women to deliver their babies
secretly. One of the cases happened on Good Friday, 1756 wherein
an elegantly dressed lady appeared at the pastor's home giving her
name as wife of a Captain Neuhausen of Hamburg. Shortly after her
arrival she delivered and left the child behind and the Pastor saw
to it that the child was kept in the village secretly. At the
investigation the Pastor's explanation was that the lady was a nee
von Bjarner and the child's father was a von Neuhausen. Because of
the conflicting statements given by the Pastor no light was ever
shed on the incident.
V. Christoph Ernst, a son of Adam Wilhelm, was born on
September 22, 1745. In 1749 when he was four years old he received
the Ganzkow estate as an inheritance on his father's side. On May
9, 1760 he was appointed Ensign in the Mecklenburg-Schwerin Regiment
at Old Ziilow and was sworn in on June 23, 1760. He appropriated his
father's seal that bore a protrusion on the helmet to which three
pennants were attached. In the von Bothschen Regiment at Schwerin
on January 29, 1767 he was promoted to Lieutenant and on January 16,
1770 with the rank of Captain he was discharged at his own request,
Baron Adolf Friedrich of Mecklenburg-Strelitz having declared him
on June 27, 1768 to be of age. He resided from that time on usually
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whom he had married on November 9, 1770. She had a daughter by the
Mecklenburg-Strelitz Administrator and Chamber Counsel von Scheve
and her maiden name was Fischer. They had no children.
By a contract dated July 20, 1794 Christoph von Barner
sold Ganzkow on St. John's Day 1795 for 112,000 talers to the
Chamberlain von Voss whose wife was a daughter of his brother
Friedrich Wilhelm. When the usual enfoeffement matter arose, whereby anyone having an interest in the fee could come forward and
make his claim, the fee holding cousins Magnus Friedrich (IV) von
Barner, Colonel Heinrich von Barner and his brother Major General
Magnus Friedrich von Barner of Kressin presented themselves. The
latter two mentioned relatives soon withdrew their claim because
they were distant cousins of the seller and there were others more
closely related to him. However, the Bulow Barner gave up his claim
in the sale of Ganzkow only after Christoph Ernst made arrangements
to obtain 15,000 talers for the cousin's entailed interest in the
title, which gave him (Christoph Ernst) a completely free hand. Thus
a trust was set up which still exists today. After his death at
New Brandenburg on December 29, 1799 Christoph Ernst left his entire
estate to his widow, his brother Friedrich Wilhelm and his sisters
Baroness le Fort and Mrs. von Gaefertsheim. The last mentioned
inherited again through her brother Friedrich Wilhelm. The lastnamed 's only son was the last male heir of the Weselin-Necheln
lineage. With his daughter, the wife of Pastor Bergau this lineage
died out in 1892.
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249 Sec. 44.

THE

WESELIN-NEPERSTORF

LINEAGE

(Family Tree A.)

I. The Neperstorf property southwest of Neukloster in
the borough of Mecklenburg was owned by the Preen and Stralendorff
families before it was taken over by the Barner family. The first
Barner was Otto Barner. According to documented evidence he lived
there around the year 14 20 and most likely was a neighbor of the
Stralendorffs. Since his son Martin had died leaving no heirs sometime before December 5, 1465, the estate was divided between Martin
Barner of Zaschendorf and the Weselin Barners. Of the latter, Claus,
the fourth and youngest son of Hermann, resided at Neperstorf and
then when he died childless around 1505 the title passed to his
nephew and ward Otto who was the son of Otto of Necheln (see Sec.
37, II at E ) .
This young Otto, the actual founder of the WeselinNeperstorf lineage, probably consolidated his holdings in Neperstorf
so that he and his descendants would become sole owners of this
property. His contemporary, Martin Barner the younger, who died
about the year 1539 also had holdings in Neperstorf which consisted
of a manor house (Rittersitz) and several tenant farmers. He had
purchased this property from Johann Barner who was Martin's son
and became sole owner.
After the death of his father Otto became the ward of his
uncle Claus Barner and after the uncle's death in 1506 he obtained
his emancipation by way of a court order, preferring not to continue
as a ward under Claus' widow (Doc. 137). In the years 1510, 1513
and 1525 the documents show him to have been a witness when his
cousin Claus took some money from the Penzin and Schimm properties
(Docs. 147, 154b and 169). In the document of 1510 Otto's signature
is written "Otto Berner". And in 1510 and 1521, just like his
cousin Martin who was involved in an ownership dispute during those
years, Otto had the same experience in 1540 because of the interests
that he had in the Neperstorf proceedings at the Schwerin courthouse.
The basis of this was overdue interest (Doc. 174). He is recorded
in the Horse Register of 1521 (Doc. 164) and in the Borough Register
in 1543 (Doc. 175) as the owner of Neperstorf and he most likely
died around 1563. In that year of 1563 his son Karsten became the
beneficiary of this village property. Nothing is known of the name
or origin of Otto's wife.
The only children of Otto mentioned are: Wille, Katharina
and Karsten.
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because at the time of the litigation over the Schimm property
(Sec. 9) in 1582 she gave her age as 60. She was a nun at the Ruhn
Cloister since May 24, 1578 and died on July 13, 1585 (Doc. 189).
We do not know much about Katharina except that in 1563
she was arrested in Crivitz. On September 16, 1563 the Crivitz
judiciary appealed to the widowed Baroness Anna of Mecklenburg, nee
the Margravess of Brandenburg, under whose jurisdiction she fell,
to decide her case. Karsten Barner pleaded for his imprisoned sister.
The judiciary acceded to his request because the prisoner had been
giving them a lot of problems. Baroness Anna turned to her sons
Johann Albrecht and Ulrich who were in power at that time for their
advice, asking them to intervene. There is no record of the outcome
of the case because there is no information after the letter of the
Baroness to her sons. The reason for the arrest also is not known.
II. Karsten (Christian) came into this world between 1532
and 1538. His testimony about his age given in the Schimm trial is
misleading. His entire testimony is vague since he said in 1582
that he had resided in Neperstorf for 17 years. According to his
testimony he took over the property in 1565 but we know that in 1563
he had already received a part of the property and had sold it to
the church at Sternberg (Doc. 183), and also in 1564 (Doc. 184).
In the year 1576 a Karsten von Claus Fineke of Gnemern who also
owned property in neighboring Jesendorf was sued for trespassing.
Fineke claimed that half of the Neperstorf Lake was a part of Jesendorf and so he made use of the fishing facilities there. In retaliation Karsten Barner destroyed Fineke's boats and fishing gear and
insisted that the fishing rights belonged to him alone, having been
in the hands of his ancestors for years. This dispute over half of
the lake seems to have gotten lost in the shuffle, as happened to
so many other court proceedings during that time.
According to the "Inventory of Enfoeffed Horses" in 1575
(Doc. 188) Karsten furnished one horse, and as is shown in the
Horse Registers of 1585 and 1599 (Docs. 195 and 202). During the
latter year Karsten bequeathed his property to his two sons: Gottschalk
and Otto who, in turn, were obliged to pay 7,873 florins for the
debts of their father and the dowries of their sisters. The remainder
of Neperstorf was their inheritance. Apparently, the father resided
partly in Neperstorf and partly in Wismar; he was known to be alive
on March 10, 1603 but was dead by November 20, 1606. His children
were: Gottschalk, Otto, Magdalene, Elisabeth and Hedwig.
Between September 22,1578 and February 2, 1580 Magdalene
was in the Catholic school at Ruhn (Doc. 189), was married in 1610
to Kord von Platen and was given a dowry of 1,200 florins from the
Neperstorf estate.
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between July 25, 1579 and May 22, 1583 and in 1614 she married a
Doctor of Jurisprudence Johann Schwartz of Parchim and became
widowed on January 24, 1630.
Hedwig lived unwed in Sternberg until 1613 where she
owned a home and depended on the interest from her Nepersdorf dowry
of 2,000 marks. In 1614 she married Henning Menemeyer of Krakow.
She withdrew her Neperstorf funds at the time that the Neperstorf
property was in the hands of von Buchwald. It is not clear what
the reason was that Hedwig von Barner placed a son in the care of
a Pastor in Jesendorf in 1610, but it gives a lot of food for
thought.
III. As for Karsten's sons, Otto was matriculated in the
University at Rostock in January 1581. Gottschalk and Otto took
over Neperstorf from their father in 1599. Shortly thereafter
Gottschalk and Otto came to an agreement that Gottschalk would be
the sole owner and he paid Otto a lump sum of 3,000 florins. This
was apparently a mistake on the part of Gottschalk. Not only did
he have to pay his brother and also his three sisters their shares
but suddendly a lot of his father's debtors put in an appearance.
Otto kept insisting upon getting the 3,000 florins that he had been
promised in the settlement. He, in turn, had promised this sum to
his cousin Claus as a loan. In consideration for this promised
loan Claus had given him the right to mortgage Necheln (Doc. 207).
Unfortunately the Necheln transaction never materialized because
Gottschalk was unable to pay his brother the sum from the Neperstorf
fund and consequently Otto was never able to make good his promise
to his cousin.
Because of the urgent demands of the father's debtors and
his brother Otto's demand, Gottschalk was forced to go to Baron
Karl von Mecklenburg on January 7, 1604 either to put up Neperstorf
for sale or to pledge it for a loan. Since this attempt failed
the only other alternative was a foreclosure. In the Summer of
1604 the Court awarded Otto the ownership of the property and he
also got the proceeds from the crops which he had already sold
before his brother's appeal was heard. After the appeal Gottschalk
again became the owner but only on a temporary basis. It was just
a postponement because eventually Neperstorf went into bankruptcy
and was awarded to the creditors to cover claims amounting to 15,000
florins (Doc. 216) on August 25, 1607. This was the amount that
Sievert von Bibow,>a brother-in-law of Gottschalk Barner, paid for
the property on April 9, 1608. Inasmuch as this transaction took
place in the interest of his sister Anna von Bibow, Gottschalk's
wife, and their son Adam and to spare young Barner any further
embarrassment that might occur, he bound himself to turn the property
over later on to Adam Barner, his nephew, when he should become of
age, the value of the property having meanwhile increased. Bibow
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residence and he leased out the rest of the property. He died
early in 1609. His heirs neither could nor would take over the
Neperstorf holdings. But Owen von Buchwald of Kiel who originally
had loaned 6,000 talers to Sievert von Bibow for the purchase of
Neperstorf stepped in and took over. On the Holy Day of the Three
Kings in 1610 Gottschalk Barner as Executor of the Bibow estate
entered into a contract at Neperstorf with Buchwald whereby the
same considerations and obligations toward Adam Barner were set
forth that had existed during the time that Sievert von Bibow had
purchased. In this contract the following were named as guarantors:
the brothers Ulrich, Claus and Gottschalk Barner of Schimm, Christoph Barner of Necheln and Goslich Barner of Weselin and Sulten.
The Baron's final seal on this contract confirmed it on February 5,
1610 (Doc. 218).with Buchwald.
It seems that Gottschalk Barner moved away from Neperstorf
soon afterwards inasmuch as the new owner was not obliged to look
out for his welfare. In 1614 Gottschalk was living in Krakow and
occasionally showed up in Gustrow, perhaps only for business purposes. It appears that the latter part of Gottschalk's life was
spent in poverty. His brother Otto died unmarried prior to his
death, sometime before 1614. In that year Gottschalk received a
letter from his brother-in-law Dr. Schwartz of Parchim in which he
mentioned that no inheritance passed to his wife.
Gottschalk was married to Anna von Bibow, a daughter of
Martin von Bibow of Berendshagen and Westenbrugge and of Ursula von
Oertzen of the House of Roggow. Her dowry amounted to 2,000 guldens.
Mrs. von Barner died sometime before June 15, 1610 and, according to
a letter written to her mother, left six children, among them four
daughters. Another document indicates that Gottschalk Barner and
Anna von Bibow had six daughters and one son. We have accurate
records of only one son, Adam. Because of the first name we conclude
that the cloister novice Ursula von Barner who passed away in 1668
or thereabouts in Dobbertin was a daughter of Gottschalk and a godchild of Ursula von Bibow, nee Oertzen. Perhaps also Dilliane
Barner, widow of Captain Nils Jenssen of Goldberg in the borough of
Bukow who shows up in 1652 (Docs. 274 and 275) was a daughter of
Gottschalk Barner of Neperstorf. It may be noted that she asked
Hartwig von der Luhe of Berendshagen and Heidenrich von Bibow of
Westenbrugge to become guardians of her children. Hardenack von
Bibow of Westenbrugge was at that time, together with Asmus von
Lutzow of Roggendorf and Gebhard von Moltke of Belitz, guardian of
Gottschalk Barner's children to assure them of the 2,000 florins
dowry of their mother.
IV. Adam von Barner, Gottschalk's son, was so named
after his uncle Adam von Bibow. On February 24, 1626 he announced
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to his home, first requesting of the Judiciary that no decisions
be made regarding Neperstorf without getting in touch with him.
Disregarding this request, Owen von Buchwald's heirs were allowed
to mortgage Neperstorf on June 6, 1639 and Adam Barner was not
notified. The Judiciary was under the impression that an earlier
letter of consent back in 1610 had given consent to the mortgage.
Judging by the attempts of Gossel Ernst von Barner of
Kucksdorf in the year 1729 and by Lieutenant Christoph von Barner
in 1748 to obtain ownership of the Neperstorf mortgage, we conclude
that Adam left no male descendants .
According to Schlie, Monuments III, 477, there is to be
found in the church at Jesendorf a zinc candlestick with the inscription: "Casten Barner and M. Preen 1712". Is it possible that he was
a resident of Neperstorf who made a donation to this church in
memory of his ancestors?
We can also consider as a possible descendant of Adam of
Neperstorf the Adam von Barner who was a member of the Danish
military forces around the year 1700 and who was married to Sophia
von Lutzow (see Page 100).

Sec. 45.
INDETERMINABLE

VON BARNERS

I. On March 8, 1702 a Captain Matthias Berner is mentioned as being as being a Mecklenburg-Schwerin Captain of Infantry
and must therefore have been a military career man but not serving
in the Mecklenburg service because he already had the rank of Captain
He then joined the Mecklenburg cavalry. In 1705 Cavalry Captain
Konrad Matthias Berner was promoted to Major in the MecklenburgSchwerin Dragoon Regiment of Krassow and on March 4, 1709 became
Lt. Colonel. He was garrisoned at Gustrow. In a wine tavern on
May 6, 1712 he got into a dispute with the former Danish Lieutenant
von Oldenburg who, later on in the day, wounded Berner in a sudden
unplanned duel that took place in front of the Hagebock city gates.
This fight with swords was extremely embarrassing because it occurred
before the eyes of his subordinate younger officers who were not
particularly partial to him on account of his earlier involvement
in courts marshall proceedings. The result was that Lt. Colonel
von Barner was discharged for dereliction of duty. He had already
been involved in military court proceedings in 1705 but had been
found innocent and with the rank of Major got his regiment returned
to him. In the file that was kept of these proceedings we can see
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standing bear facing to the right and on the helmet two open wings
with a star suspended between them. A similar seal is used opposite
his wife's signature, dated at Wrodow on September 19, 1717. Soon
after that, on December 15, 1717, Matthias Berner sealed his name
with the shield crest of the Mecklenburg family into which he was
born. The two seals of 1705 and of 1717 are pictured below.
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After his discharge from the Mecklenburg Regiment Matthias
von Berner entered the Royal Polish-Saxonian military service and
advanced to the rank of Major General. Through his marriage with a
citizen of Mecklenburg, the daughter of the baronial borough Captain
Johannes Kr'dger of Schwerin, Mecklenburg remained the country of his
domicile. Added to this was the fact that since 1717 Colonel von
Berner had been acquiring the ownership in fee of Wrodow, Lapitz
and the Penzlin Mill in the borough of Stavenhagen. Wrodow was the
family seat. Shortly before his death in April 1742 an action was
brought against him by the Deputy Exchequer for harboring Jewish
families in Wrodow.
His son Friedrich Wilhelm von Berner took over the enfoeffed
Wrodow estate. He was a Cavalry Captain in 1742 and then became a
Major at Gustrow on July 24, 1744 and here he sold his home situated
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Court, signing the sales contract with the old Barner crest (a
crown on the helmet with three little banners). It is most likely
that von Berner obtained hisdischarge from the military service and
moved to Wrodow. He had already sold his place there in 1751 to
Gotthard Karl Friedrich von Peckatel for 16,000 talers and then for
the remainder of his life until sometime in 1752 he had a mortgage
on the Buschhof farm in the borough of Mirow. His widow Anna Margarethe, daughter of Lt. Colonel Ernst Christoph Baron von Keyserlingk (1) of Gevezin, was still living at Buschhof in 1753 and
later married Major Nikolaus Otto von Pressentin of Jesendorf by
whom there were no children, and she died as his wife on June 28,
1779. She was outlived by three sons who were born to her marriage
with Friedrich Wilhelm von Berner. Wedig Christoph was at the time
a Captain in the Saxon military service at Dresden; the second son
Adolf Ludwig was a Lieutenant at Old Strelitz and in 1780 was placed
under a conservatorship for reason of debts; the third son, Lieutenant Matthias Christopher of New Brandenburg was still a minor
at the time of his mother's death and under the guardianship of his
uncle, the former Saxonian Colonel Wedig Christoph Baron von Keyserlingk of New Brandenburg.
Wedig Christoph von Barner, born at Wrodow in 1747, at
the urging of his above-mentioned uncle, entered the Saxonian military service, starting as a non-commissioned officer in 1765 in the
"Prince Albrecht Cavalry". On January 20, 1766 he advanced to Second
Lieutenant and became a First Lieutenant on August 25, 1774. On
May 16, 1778 he was made a Captain and in this capacity fought with
his regiment in the Bavarian War of Succession. In 1783 when he was
removed from "the position of Captain" by transferring him to the
"Saxonian Cavalry Regiment" he was given the 4a Escadrille of the
Fourth Company. He advanced to Major on May 2, 1789 and became a
Lt. Colonel on April 13, 1794 and as such took part in the campaign
on the Rhine against the French. On July 30, 1801 when he was
promoted to Colonel he was first given command of the Polentz Cavalry
Regiment and then on March 26, 1804 the command of his old "Prince
Albrecht" Regiment. With this regiment he participated in the
campaign of 1806 under the leadership of the Cavalry Lt. General
von Zezschwitz which was attached to the battalion corps. He headed
one of the three detachments that were able to re-group at the time
of retreat at the Battle of Jena and they were able to join up with
the Prussian troops under Blucher who was also known as the Baron of
Weimar. In November of 1806 Colonel von Barner led his regiment
back to Saxony and retained command of his regiment in spite of his
promotion to Major General on February 25, 1808. When the Saxonian
army was re-grouped he received command of the Third Brigade in the
Cavalry Regiment of Johann and Albrecht. In the roster of 1812 and
(1) This man (d. 6-10-1771) was in 1764 the third husband
of Juliane Friederike von Blucher, whose second marriage
in 1750 was to Hans Christoph von Barner of Knorrendorf
of the Weselin-Sulten lineage (see 229).
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order of February 15, 1812 and we can only surmise that during the
land campaign of 1812-13 he had found something else to keep himself
busy. Upon his own request his retirement followed on July 7, 1813
with a pension of 2,000 talers. Major General Wedig Christoph von
Barner died on June 17, 1821 at his Grochwitz manor in Saxony.
He was married twice, to two sisters, the daughters of
the Saxonian Colonel Johann Michael von Dobrowski. In 1775 he married the younger daughter, the 22-year old AlexandraJosepha Sophia
von Dobrowski and she bore him one daughter: Luise Ernestine Anna
Alexandra von Barner who must have been born around 1776. The one
year older sister Louise (Ludovica) Christiane von Dobrowskabecame
his wife in 1777 after the untimely death of his first wife. Nothing
is known about children of the second marriage. There had not yet
been any children when the young couple made their will on November
15, 1779.
Wedig Christoph von Barner, just like his father Friedrich
Wilhelm, for sealing used a signet that bore the entire crest of the
noble Mecklenburg family. As we have seen above, his grandfather
Matthias in his later years also used the shield crest with the arm
holding a torch whereas in his early years in Mecklenburg the shield
displayed a standing bear. Because of the latter circumstance and
because no connection with the old Mecklenburg Barners is proven,
we may consider that the four generations of people just discussed
having the same name possibly did not belong to the old noble Mecklenburg lineage. The very conscientious genealogist Konrad Luder
von Pentz who studied the von Barner family genealogy and who died
at Penzlin in 1782, did not include the Wrodow Barners in the Barner
genealogy. He probably knew them since they were living during his
lifetime and his residence at Penzlin was very close to Wrodow and
not far from Old Strelitz and New Brandenburg where his genealogical
work was being done at that time and where the brothers Adolf Ludwig
and Matthias Christopher von Barner lived.
In the Nobility Reference Book of the Prussian Monarchy
(Berlin#1855) I, Page 55, von Ledebur mentions a noble Berner lineage (Barner) with the Hildesheim lineage of Berner von Gottenradt
belonging to the same tree and using in its crest the shield containg the erect black bear and the two firehooks used by the Hildesheim Barners. But it is not accurate wherein von Ledebur lists the
properties of this lineage, mentioning, among others: in Mecklenburg
Buchhof 1752 and Pentzin 1775. As we saw on Page 254 Matthias von
Berner was the owner of the fee of the Penzlin Mill since 1717 until
the death of his son Friedrich Wilhelm in 1751 and he had Buschhof
until 1752. We can include Matthias von Berner and his descendants
with the noble lineage described by von Ledebur in his work and,
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1721.
II. An Anna or possibly Anna Maria von Barner was the
second wife of Cord von Restorff of Radepohl (d. 1666) and appears
in documents of October 7, 1651 as belonging to the House of Zaschendorf. Could this be Anna von Barner, the daughter of Joachim of
Zaschendorf who, as Jurgen Preen's widow, signed the family settlement on March 25, 1651? (Sec. 16, 1 ) . Then she would have been
twice wed. - Cord von Restorff's son by his first marriage, Joachim
Helmuth von Restorff in 1659 married Anna Maria von Barner, the
daughter of Cord of Zaschendorf and of Ilsabe Maria von Warnstedt
(Family Tree B). This Anna Maria von Barner was the niece (brother's
daughter) of Anna von Barner, the widow of von Preen, and if the
latter in her second marriage was married to Cord von Restorff (this
marriage would have taken place between March 25, 1651 and October
7, 1651) she would have been step-mother-in-law of her aunt.
III. Marie Elisabeth von Barner, widow of Siggelkow, died
on November 26 (or December?) 1749 at Holzendorf near Bruel (on
the outskirts of Crivitz) and was buried there on December 29 of the
same year. Her son Johann Wilhelm Siggelkow was Pastor at Holzendorf
and very likely after the death of her husband she went to live with
him. Who he and she were cannot be determined. At the birth of her
son just mentioned, which must have occurred around 1712, they
probably were living in Berlin since he gave his birthplace as
Berlin (Brandenburg) when he matriculated at the University of
Rostock in 1733.
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FRAGMENTS

OF

THE

HILDESHEIM

BARNER

HISTORY

(From the Literary Remains of the Author Chamberlain Konrad
von Barner)
Sec. 46.
"In the city of Sarstedt in a Hildesheim monastery several
noble families, particularly the Frieses and the Barners, maintained
huge manors that were constructed in the choicest locations and
these, as well as all of the buildings of Sarstedt survived in good
condition until the year 1412." (1)
The Barners also owned the Wehrstedt property which was
sold in 1500 to Hans von Steinberg and later belonged to the von der
Schulenburgs (2). It is also documented that the Barners, along
with other noble families, made "vast donations" to the cloister of
the monastery at St. Pauli (3).
These Barners, stemming from a good, old and noble heritage, for ages have been remembered with the highest esteem by
everyone, Princes, Counts and Lords (4) and in their crest they show
the two crossed firehooks on silver rods with a blue background,
which therefore differs from the crest of the Mecklenburg Barners
that contains an arm holding a torch; yet as is indicated in the
old chronicles of the old genealogists, they both had the same
ancestors and likewise the same places of origin. We can therefore
conclude that the family crests of these two lineages that bear the
same name have a certain inner relationship which indicates a common
origin. According to the documents both lineages lived close together in the provines of Hildesheim, Brunswick and Mecklenburg but
the documents fail to show any connection between them.
In the family trees that are inserted in this book we can
see that this powerful, vibrant lineage virtually went to its own
grave in 1553 with the burial of Claus Barner; this man was an
intrepid warrior and a plague to the enemies of his Fatherland, a
hero from head to toe and a sinister representative of the intellect
of his time. They called him the last of the Knights and a true
Barner (Brenner) and then 50 years after his time there were a few
monks still living and a few weak and soulless bodies of his lineage
but the lineage was on a decline.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Lauensteih, Diplomatic Episcopal :HiIdesien History
Steinberg.Family History
(II. cmpr.II 90.
Lauenstein, Hildesheim Church and Reformation History
Letzner, Hildesheim Chronicles.
(VII. I.
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that we can actually follow is that of Hans Barner commencing at the
beginning of the 15th. century.
Hans had three sons: Tilo, Vincentz and Hans.
Tilo appears several times between 1470 and 1522 and we
should note that in 1493 (1) and 1495 (2) he and several other
nobles used the expression "we and our loving sons by word and deed"
in signing an agreement for the division of inheritance in which
Baron Wilhelm the Younger of Brunswick left his principality jointly
to his sons Heinrich and Erik.
Vincentz was mentioned several times in the disputes between the city of L'uneburg and Baron Johann of Saxony because of the
undue charges during the years between 1474 and 1478 (3) which
almost amounted to robbery. In 1485 Bishop Berthold of Hildesheim
taxed the citizens with an excessive levy so much so that the city
of Hildesheim was up in arms; but peace was soon established and
it was required in the settlement that the animosity of Vincentz
Barner, Rauscheploten and others be brought to a friendly conclusion (4). Nevertheless Vincentz who already in 1486 was being mentioned as a very heroic and powerful individual, declared war on the
administration and citizens of Hildesheim (5).
He was still around in 1492 (6) but by 1516 he was dead.
The third brother Hans was mentioned only in 1490 and 1516 but his
son with the same name enjoyed a certain notoriety as a commander
for the Bishop of Steinbrucke, the city where he was killed on
September 23, 1521.
A small incident in the year 1518 grew into an enormous
feud at the Hildesheim Monastery.
The von Saldern brothers: Burchart, Hildebrand and Kurt,
held the Lauenstein castle by way of a mortgage. When the Bishop
of Hildesheim tried to redeem the castle the von Salderns refused to
accept the money. They were then removed from the castle by force
and Statius Munchhausen was made the warden of Lauenstein (7). This
naturally angered the von Salderns and, since there were other noble
families living under the same circumstances, they too were worried
(1) Treuer, Genealogical History of the von Munchhausens 108.
(2) Rethmeyer, Brunswick-Luneburg Chronicles 767.
(3) Rethmeyer, Brunswick-Luneburg Chronicles 1326 and
seq.; Kobbe, History of Lauenburg II, 189and 190.
(4) Chytrano, New Saxonian Chronicles I, 79.
(5) von Behr, Mecklenburg Affairs, book Vol. VIII, 1591.
(6) Treuer, Genealogical History of von Munchhausens 85,
105 and 106.
(7) Newspaper of the Historical Society of Lower Saxony 1858,
Page 257.
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mortgagees in possession including among others the families of
Schwicheldt, Barner, Rauscheplotte, Miinchhausen, Schenck, Saldern,
Mandesloe, Reden, Veltheim, Frese, Hardenberg, Rossing and Wallmoden met with the Prince of Brunswick and formed an organization
(1) dated June 23, 1516 and among the signatories were Tilo Barner
the elder and the younger, Hans Barner the son of Vincentz, Barward
Barner and Dietrich Barner.
On the Bishop's side was Hans Barner the son of Hans who
in 1519 was the leader of the Bishop's troops (2) and his ultimate
death was an embarrassment to his son Claus.
In the year 1519 (3), in order to defend the city of Dassel
from the Brunswick army the Bishop had hired 80 soldiers . These
soldiers turned out to be "riff-raff" who created as much trouble
for the city as they did for the enemy, and when the Brunswick army
encircled the city of Dassel and stole all of the farm animals it
would have been easy for the soldiers to avert this attack, had they
wished to. But they left the enemy alone so they could do their
destruction. When Hans Barner heard about this he immediately left
Hundsruck to face the enemy at Dassel; the encounter between the
combattants took place at Finkenwiese in Uslar and a battle ensued
wherein 48 citizens of Uslar were killed and many others struck and
wounded. Shortly afterward a battle was fought near Soltau in which
Baron Erich of Brunswick and 102 noblemen were captured. Meanwhile
the war continued. Winzenburg was conquered in 1521 and also Poppenburg and the Barons from the Brunswick forces continued towards
Steinbriick, the fortress of which was under the command of Hans
Barner, as well as a van Oberg. The citadel fell on September 23,
1521 and Baron Heinrich announced "a special interest and attention
to those who participated in the occupation, and since Hans Barner
had shown such cruelty towards the citizens of Uslar it was ordered
by the Baron that he and 37 other men should be executed by being
stabbed, and for this an executioner was needed (4), someone who
would have to come from Uslar. Rumors have it that he himself did
the stabbing.
The remains of Hans Barner were later removed from Stein
bruck to Hildesheim and were interred in the Cathedral there. His
epitaph is still there, showing a couple with five children and the
(1) Lauenstein II, 104; Rethmeyer 1866.
(2) von Behr, a.a.O. VIII, 1591; compare Hiine, History
of the Hanover Kingdom I, 644 ff.
(3) Letzner, Dassel and Einbeck Chronicles Pages 54, 58,
62 and 63.
(4) Einspanniger indicates a volunteer warrior who travels
alone. Later on here and there policemen were called
Einspannige.
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St. Matthew's Day, there was a great attack made on Steinbruck and
it was there that Hans Barner, in holy service, met his death at
thirty-seven years of age (picture on Page 263).
We will give a descriptive report of the conquest and
atrocities that followed and which were so much in the character
of Baron Heinrich, as attributed to Johann Justus Backhaus, a Notary
and citizen of Hameln wherein he relied upon eye-witnesses (1).
"From Coldingen (sic) the baronial forces reached the
front of Steinbruck; also the Brunswick army appeared with its
military train of 5,000 men and they gathered there at the "Big
Assembly" on the Saturday on which the feast of the Holy Apostles
and Evangelist Matthew (September 21) was celebrated. On this day
the fortress was protected by a wall; on the following day its
occupants were exhausted from warding off a mock attack. There was
a lot of noise being created and the Brunswick side was ready and
waiting to make an attack but it never took place. The following
Monday after St. Matthew's Day (September 23) very early in the
morning they proceeded just as they had done on the previous day
but this time they stormed the castle, setting fire to the outlying
buildings so that the entire castle was enveloped in smoke, so much
so that nothing was visible. While this was going on the baronial
forces brought two large barrels close to the gates and then in the
walls they discovered an aperture from which guns were fired and
they proceeded at once to widen this large enough for them to pass
through. All of the men who confronted them were slaughtered in a
blood bath. The defending side waved their hats from the windows
to signify a willingness to surrender but it was too late. So much
hatred had been stored up in the baronial forces towards Hans Barner
besides the pent up bitterness occasioned by the Uslar defeat. All
of the men who were involved were mindful that over 30 of their
houses had been shelled and demolished, including 20 at the "Big
Assembly" that had been razed to the ground. The Steinbruck structure was occupied by only a few farmers and they had all gathered
in one room known as the Stone Chamber and it was there that these
imprisoned men were stabbed and slaughtered. Baron Heinrich asked
that someone from Uslar be named as an executioner to help him. The
story goes that when Baron Heinrich accosted Hans Barner in the
horse stalls, he himself did the stabbing. A man named von Oberg
managed to escape and one named H. Erich also saved himself from
the bitter attackers. The cook and his two aides were murdered in
the kitchen, stripped naked, placed on a butcher's block and doused
with salt. The brewmaster and baker were killed in the brewery both found dead on the floor. One man climbed into the room of the
lord of the castle and when they chased after him he got out of a
window on to the roof and dropped from there into a moat, hoping to
swim away. There were several of the enemy outside of the moat who
(1) Steinbruck Castle and Jurgen Wullenweber. Hildesheim
Sunday News of December 1830 and January 1831. In book
form in 1848.
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money he had on him they would help him to escape. He was willing
to comply and so they held out a spear for him to grasp and pull
himself up but when they discovered that he had only 5 groschen on
him they (shot him in the head) and threw him back into the moat,
leaving him for dead. When others in the Brunswick forces heard
about this they tried to get the ones who had shot him to go back
and kill him, but he did manage to escape. In the castle which we
surmise was not filled to its capacity, altogether 37 men were
killed. Hans Barner was buried in a church tomb in Hildesheim and
a stone was placed there bearing the following inscription:
In the year one thousand five hundred and twenty
On the Monday after St. Matthew's Day
A great storming took place at Steinbruck
And there Hans Barner, in holy service, met his death.
When the tumult and shouting ended the baronial forces
passed the word that anyone who was still alive and hiding somewhere
out of fear for his life should not be afraid to come forward because a pardon would be granted. Then from the Stone Chamber came
two of the farmers who had been lying under the corpses of the
other victims and also, a nobleman named Bodo von Ohmb who came out
from under a bed where he had been quietly hiding for three days,
including two nights while the enemy was sleeping on top of him,
never realizing that he was there. Hunger had gotten the best of
him, which caused him to emerge but he too was pardoned. He got to
be an old man, living for 50 years afterwards and died in 1571 but
as long as he lived he was very mindful of the happenings at Steinbruck and never tired of talking about his experience.
The following day after the conquering of Steinbruck the
Big Assembly of the Brunswick forces joined up with the baronial army
on the outside. Steinbruck was again occupied to its capacity but
the outworks so close to the castle had been completely burned to
the ground.
The conquest is set forth in many different tales; one
version is treated in this poem that may still be seen in Leibnitz:
"Hans Barner was in the midst of it,
He was angered
That some were not allowed to live in peace,
Because the nobles had conquered the city of Peyne.
He insisted upon justice
By beating the Uslars and treading them down.
Afterward he defended Steinbrtfck for us,
A thought occurred to him;
He had to die again.
There still were his heirs to consider,
And they took his life from him,
For which the nobles all grieve,
He was overcome
He lost his life again'M
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The war ended soon afterwards but for Baron Heinrich the
death of Hans Barner was very fateful.
Barward Barner, a son of the above-mentioned Vincentz,
was on the scene between the year 1516 and the year of his death,
1565. Together with Heinrich von Hardenberg he loaned 4,750 Rhenish
guldens (1) to Baron Erich of Brunswick in 1522 and in 1530 was a
surety (2) for him when he borrowed 4,400 Rhenish guldens from the
Munchhausen brothers, Jost, Ludolph and Johann who were sons of
Stats. Again in 1531 he was a surety (3) for Baron Erich when he
borrowed 3,000 Rhenish guldens from Otto von Kerstlingerode. Barward
must have enjoyed a very favorable position with Baron Erich, being
named by this nobleman in his last will and testament (4) to be the
adviser to his wife. It was said of him that he was a very modest
and sagacious man but unduly interested in coal mining (5). In 1552
he was an Equity Court judge in Hildesheim and resided during his
last years there with his wife Margarethe von Rottorff. They both
died in Hildesheim and were buried there in the Cloister of St.
Michael.
Hans Barner, his brother, who was removed as fee owner of
Steinbrucke in 1523, was a warrior on the side of the Bishop. Along
with Tilo Barner he was a surety for Count Adolf von Holstein on
April 7, 1534 for a loan of 8,000 guldens from Asche von Mandesloh.
On December 7, 1535 and on February 25, 1550 he appeared as a witness (6) . He was a courageous and experienced fighter who served
the Emperor Karl V and his son Philip.p of Spain in all of their
wars almost to the end of his years. He brooked no immediate superiors , nor did he have any immediate subordinates. He commanded 600
men strong carrying their own special banner which they called the
"Black Flag" and they were all experienced riders, assembled because
good vocations were hard to obtain at that time. For four years he
was the High Bailiff at Pinneberg which was nearby Hamburg and in
1557 he arrested Christopher Wrisberg at Wedel when he was transporting troops to France, and in 1559 he recruited an army for the
(l)von Hardenberg History I, 169 and Treuer, History of
von Munchhausen Lineage, Appendix 131.
(2) and (3) Treuer, History of von Munchhausen Lineage 151.
04) Hardtmann, History of Brunswick-Luneburg.
(5) It probably means that he put more of his investments
into coal mines than he should?
(6) Document records of Stadthagen in the newspaper of
Lower Saxony 1898.
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this campaign that a Claus Barner was killed (1) .

it was in

In 1568 he withdrew 6 squadrons of men who had been
serving under Baron von Alba and took them to Mecklenburg.
Later, after recruiting several cavalrymen for Baron von
Alba, he passed away in Holland, and that would have been after
1568.
When he was provoked he cursed his black devils, sending
them all to Hell, - one had to be very careful of his fist.
Although he was never married1there was a woman mentioned
as being his Woman, a von Rossing, and a daughter Elisabeth who was
married to a Caspar von und zu Hardenburg.
Sec. 47.
Claus Barner, a son of the Hans Barner who was killed at
Steinbrllcke in 1521, found his own biographer in 0. Fischer, and
we would like to give a short and concise sample of it as set forth
in a paper of the German Culture History published by Miiller and
Falke, Volume III (1858).
CLAUS

BARNER

A Chronology of the Mid-Sixteenth Century (2)
by
0. Fischer.
At the time when German cities were again raising their
banners to fight for the freedom of their religious beliefs, but
were being suppressed by the might of the Barons, the last of the
Knights who had become so independent that they had forgotten how
to serve their lords, descended from the security of their fortresses
and joined the Baron's army that had built up such strength that
the Church could offer no resistance. Just as in the southwest part
(1) Letzner, 1. i. Spangenberg, Reflection of Nobility
II, 260.
(2) The sources which I (0. Fischer) used for this work
are the following:
1. Oldekop, Deacon of the Holy Cross, Chronicles
1501-1573; it appears in the passages of Bothfeld.
(cont'd on Page 266)
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once more before their era ceased and one man, Claus Barner, stood
out above all of the others, a man who had all of the characteristics
of a Knight of the fifteenth century rolled into one. By name he
was a vassal and Claus Barner was indeed his own man and what he
wanted to do he did, and his territory reached as far as his horse
could carry him. What he brought down with his own sword was to
his personal glory. His independent obstinacy and heroism could
not be controlled either by the Emperor's might or by the gentleness
of the fairer sex. The one he ridiculed and the other he dallied
with. One minute we find him at the hymeneal altar and the next in
the middle of a war. Prices were placed on his head and yet he had
the audacity to ride into the cities where he was sought. The
people who hated him at the same time were afraid of him, so much
so that he was able to manipulate them to his own advantage. When
imprisoned for an apparent crime the masses of people, helpless
under his authority, would free him. Feared and respected at the
same time by his peers - the nobility - he was the man who could
hold them together or split them apart. He created unanimity and
likewise could render it asunder at the same time. When he expired
on the field of battle he was the last of the noble Knights. Claus
Barner did not leave his name to any heirs - his spirit and his
deeds could not be left to anyone. Under differing circumstances
a warrior like Frundsberg or Schartlin, although being his enemies
at that time, called him the Plague of the Fatherland; unbiased
followers had to love him and hate him simultaneously, admire and
abhor him at the same time. In the spirit of his time he was a very
important man, a hero from head to toe.
A line of weak but very hedonistic baronial Bishops had
been taking advantage of the wealth of the monastery at Hildesheim.
Hoseman in his geographical and genealogical Regent's Room said it
in the manner of the Psalmist: The Bishop's staff has planted
itself in a place "which God has crowned in this year with fortune
and in his footsteps the fat of the land; the hills are jubilant
and the mountainside is filled with sheep, the field thick with corn
and everyxoxe happy and singing". Without concern for their successors
2. Brandis, Annals among others, Brenda Friends, Birth
and Dying, and what happened to lineages in and outside of Hildenssheim from 1513 to 1565, briefly
documented, collected and gathered together by
Mayor Tile Brandis.
3. Letzner, Dassel and Einbeck Chronicles, 1596.
4. Bunting, The new complete Brunswick and Llineburg
Chronicles, improved and added to by Meybaum, 1620.
5. Elbers, Brief History Hildesiensis (about 1700);
important because of lost manuscript of the 16th. Cent.
6. True and actual documentation of the Battle of
Sievershausen. By an eye witness; Manuscript.
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run the monastery into a tremendous amount of debt; the stately
fortresses and their wide acreages and beautiful forests were now
pledged for insignificant sums received in return and had fallen
into the hands of the monastery nobleuan. Taking advantage of the
constant financial requirements of the Bishop, the latter had already moved into the demesne and was hoping to make the place an
incontestible family possession. It was a fortunate decision made
by the members of the Chapter House in 1504 when they appointed
Johann IV who was born the Baron of Saxony, Lauenburg, Engern and
Westphalia, to become the Bishop of Hildesheim. He did not recognize
the Knight posing in the clothing of a monk and the latter was unable
to cope with this situation. Twenty-four parishes of the monastery
had been mortgaged to the noble for 280,000 gold guldens and only
the Steuerwald building, the residence of the Bishop, was free from
debt. With increasing efforts and extreme thriftiness and by ignoring the attempt by his vassals to seduce him into leading the life
of his predecessors, he was determined to make his monastery once
again debt-free. The nobles who as creditors were holding the monasteries refused to allow them to be redeemed and were so determined
to hold them that they assembled, 21 of them, to form a secret pact,
among them being Prince Erich von Kalenburg, Heinrich von Brunswick,
Wilhelm von Wolfenbuttel and Franz the Bishop of Minden. They had
all been determined for a long time to become owners of the monasteries, and on the other side of the struggle were Bishop Johann of
Hildesheim, occasionally supported by Baron von Luheburg, Count von
Schaumburg and of Lippe, Diepholz and Hoya, but always the citizens
of Hildesheim were standing behind him. Only a few of the nobility
gave their support to him fully and then only to the extent that
they felt that they had something to gain for themselves. Among
them was Hans Barner who lived in the Steinbruck house on the Fuse,
the house being situated on the Brunswick-Hildesheim boundary with
a passageway connecting to both sides. Being an experienced warrior
the Bishop had entrusted him with the defense of this monastery
which was standing as security for money that had been loaned.
The unfortunate monastery feud commenced and the plotting
on the part of the Brunswick Barons prompted the Bishop to call up
his vassals for military service, and King Christian of Denmark as
well as the Barons Erich and Heinrich the Younger were ordered to
put the plan into effect. The two last-named made the attack, the
Bishop's side being unprepared (due to an armistice having been
previously declared) and in the^attack against the monastery the
main thrust was against Steinbruck. The citadel had no military
defense installations, yet Hans Barner and a few occupants and some
farmers, totalling 40 men, tried to defend it. The onset of the
attack was tremendous. Five thousand citizens and soldiers of the
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defenders fought valiantly but were overpowered and cruelly slain
down to the last man. Baron Heinrich himself stabbed Hans Barner,
taking revenge for an act committed against the city of Uslar two
years earlier when in conquering the city Hans Barner was responsible for a blood bath among its citizens. At that time Claus
Barner was still a lad, yet several years later he was well aware
of the execution of his father by the Baron and he swore an oath
to God that "he would repay the Baron in full by his own fist or
at least die as his enemy". He carried out this resolve; he remained the Baron's strongest enemy and was constantly creating
reasons for renewing their animosity. He made more trouble for the
Baron than an entire army might have done and about the time that
Heinrich was of a mind to lay down his arms and enjoy a time of
peace, Claus Barner created more disturbances. When Baron Heinrich
adopted as his motto "M. T. M. U." (My time is filled with unrest)
it was Barner who was responsible for making that to be true.
If what Letzner said is correct, that Barner was still a
minor in 1521, he very soon afterward was able to make a name for
himself that was widely respected and feared. In the Quedlinburger
settlement regarding the Hildesheim monastery feud there was a
stipulation that all of the nobles who remained loyal to the Bishop
should return the mortgaged holdings to the Church cathedral and
receive the money that was owing to them. It was mentioned that
Johannes Barner's heirs (Claus and his older brother Franfz) were
treated in the same manner. But the cathedral had neither the ways
nor the means of paying off the indebtedness and, under a pretense
of getting what rightfully was his own he robbed and pressured where
he could and created havoc in the monastery. In 1527 Claus Barner
was described as being the man most feared among the nobles; he was
filled with hatred against the clergy and, since he had already
adopted Luther's teachings, he felt completely justified in acting
against the cathedral. He aligned the city of Hildesheim against
the Bishop and then when his words went unheeded he attacked the
citizens of Hildesheim and robbed them of their property and created
hatred among the masses by putting the blame on the clergy. When,
in spite of -^this, the people of Hildesheim showed a partiality
(1) It seems remarkable that the City of Brunswick
sided with their enemy against the Bishop whose
ally was the city of Hildesheim; but already by
1519 the "honorable" cities, particularly Brunswick
artd Hanover, had tried unsuccessfully to get
Hildesheim away from the Bishop; according to
Elbers (History of the Hildesheim Diocese) the
Bishops of Brunswick and Wagenburg acted more
like spectators at the time of taking over Steinbruck.
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in 1537 and robbed and plundered to his heart's contentthroughout
the lands of Baron Heinrich and every attempt by the Baron and by
the cities to: capture him was in vain. Loyal friends were always
able to hide him away and finally the city of Hildesheim took
advantage of his offer of friendship.

In the year 1539 on the 2nd. of August Georg Barner, the
uncle of Claus, died at Hildesheim. He was Provost of St. Moritz
at Mainz, Cathedral Provost at^Hildesheim from 1502 to 1531, and
Cathedral canon; Wilken von Munchhausen, a clergyman at the Cathedral, had mortgaged his curia for 800 gold guldens which he planned
to redeem later on. Claus Barner as the heir of the deceased refused
to hand over the mortgaged property as he had been ordered to do by
decree of the court. He directed his worst venom at Munchhausen but
when he could not get anywhere by threats and force he tried to
outsmart him. One day during the Summer of 1540 a servant went to
Munchhausen and in the name of his master Ludolf von Rauschenplat
who owned the neighboring bishopric, the Steuerwald House, and who
was a friend of Munchhausen, and asked him to come out in front of
the city gate to talk with his master. The innocent Munchhausen,
not suspecting anything, accepted the invitation and, with one of
his servants, followed the messenger. But when Munchhausen got as
far as a small garden lane a scout who had been sent ahead hurried
back with the news that not this man but rather five or six Cavalrymen were waiting at the proposed meeting place with their horses
and one extra horse. Immediately recognizing his danger, Munchhausen turned back but then Barner's servant stepped in his path
pointing a rifle barrel and tried with threats to force him to
continue along. The threats were in vain and so the servant fired
but the shot missed its mark, whereupon Munchhausen stabbed the
servant and returned into the city safely. The noise of the firing
brought the Cavalrymen to the scene and they carried the wounded
man to the Steuerwald tavern where he died; an embarrassed Court
headed by Ludolf von Rauschenplat white-washed his participation in
this betrayal, ordering the servant to be tortured on the rack. His
body was quartered and attached to the wheel but the following night
Barner's people removed him and rolled the wheel into the Innerste (Hi) .
After his plan back-fired, Barner tried open violence again.
Shortly afterwards, the Junkers whose demands in the monastery feud
had not been met, joined together in a conclave; their leader was
Barner and it was easy for him to forward a petition to the Hildesheim legislative assembly in which they were reprimanded for giving
protection to their common enemy Wilken von Munchhausen. As we have
seen, the city was unable to cope with the robbing and plundering
by the nobles and, under the circumstances, the friendship of the
(1) A river flowing alongside Hildesheim.
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assembly removed Munchhausen from the protection of the city of
Hildesheim. This he had to obey and went away to join his brother
Ludolf at the Grohnde Castle. Barner was elated and now he hoped
to complete his plan of revenge, employing a sufficient number of
armed men and hiding in the area outside of the castle. In the
morning when the gatekeeper opened the drawbridge to allow the
cattle to go out to graze Barner charged in, overpowering Wilkens
and his brother Ludolf von Munchhausen, and took them and everything
else that could be carried out of the castle.
The Hildesheim citizens had actually gained nothing by
siding with him again; Barner continued his feud with them and
they, by seeking protection from Baron Heinrich the Younger, made
themselves permanent enemies of Barner. Since they were unwilling
to give up their loyalty to the Baron it seems to have been impossible to iron out their differences with Barner. The strength and
numbers of people with whom Barner feuded never seemed to bother
him; at the same time that he was feuding with the Hildesheim
monastery, he was fighting Baron Heinrich the Younger of Wolfenbuttel, the widow of Baron Erich von Kalenberg, the City of Hanover
and several other small cities. He was on good terms only with
the city of Brunswick which was constantly fighting Baron Heinrich
in order to maintain its independence.
The relatives and friends of the Munchhausens brought an
action against Claus Barner before the Emperor; On the Monday after
Corpus Christi Day, June 20, 1541, a royal herald Lorenz von Landsberg rode to the Town Hall at Hildesheim and presented letters to
the Mayor declaring the bans of the Emperor against Claus Barner;
the Mayor was so pleased that he presented the herald with 50 gold
guldens. But Barner could care less about the ban! As a reply to
this, on July 2, the Day of Mary's Visitation, he joined with
Christoph von Haus who also was an enemy of Hanover and of the
Princess, and with other confederates from the village of Langenhagen near Hanover, kidnapped the Treasurer of the Princess, Heinrich
Lorleberg, broke open all of the iron safes which contained the
princely valuables, stole the letters and seals that were contained
there and, together with the confederates, fled towards the Elbe.
When they were aware that they were being followed his group split
up and Claus Barner's group went to the baronial estate at Luneburg.
With many followers at his heels he had to make a stop in the village
of Gifhorn with his 14 horses; his followers who were headed by
Kalenberger caught up with him there and in Banner's company there
were three other nobles, Buse von Bartensleben, Bernhard von Harling
and Claus Gropper. When Barner saw.that he was outnumbered he asked
for mercy - that they kindly drive a spear through his body, but
they decided to spare him in order that he might have a proper
judicial trial based on the ban of the Emperor. Most of the Bruns-
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to file their complaints: "now is the time to get even; everyone
has been suffering too much during recent years . But Barner's
friends were not idle either; about 20 noblemen met together and
journeyed from city to city pleading for Barner and at the same
time threatening that should he be executed they would return to
avenge his death. Many of the cities would have been happy to file
complaints but they declined, primarily because Heinrich the Younger
was more hated by them than was Barner and they did not wish to
give him the satisfaction of getting even, but more importantly
they feared the threatened retaliation by the noblemen: "they
would rather antagonize the Princes than have the noblemen for
enemies". Under these circumstances the righteous Princes had no
complainant and the prisoners ofcourse were not in the hands of
Baron Heinrich who would have made short procedure in the handling
of a trial. Baron Erich's widow can be credited for their reaching
an agreement whereby Barner should release the two Munchhausens as
well as the Treasurer of the Princess who had been captured, and
also all of the booty taken from the cities and nobility should be
returned, amounting to 11,000 talers. Christopher von Haus was
ordered to arrange for the repayment of the 11,000 talers and in
doing this he went heavily in debt. The Treasurer and Ludolf von
Munchhausen were released but the storyvvtas that Wilken von Munchhausen died during his imprisonment. The Princess who was aware of
Barner's animosity towards Wilken von Munchhausen did not believe
this story; she felt that under the circumstances the agreement
had not considered her interests and so she continued to hold the
prisoners under her protection and then in the following year after
there was no sign of Munchhausen to be seen, she allowed them to go.
Actually, Wilken von Munchhausen was dead, having been murdered by
his enemies. Some say that Claus Barner with his own hand had
stabbed him. Others say that he threw him into a cave at Schaumberg
which was also known as Mohike Cave, from which there was no exit
and he had been left there to die.
"It is", wrote Wilhelm von Grumbach who had been traveling
in advance of his master the Margrave Albrecht on Easter in 1553
"very unsafe for traveling in these Hesse, Brunswick and Westphalian
duchies; it is difficult to make any progress; if you should
happen to meet up with an enemy, he will vanquish you and carry you
away".
From that time on Barner and the cities stayed on good
terms, his relationship with the Hildesheim clergy was at least
civil, and he usually resided at his estate in Hildesheim where he
associated with the people of the city on a congenial basis, inasmuch as the city had become followers of the Augsburg creed after
the year 154 2. Elbers names Barner along with four other nobles
of Hildesheim as members of the Schmalkald Union. Barner became a
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that date a war had been raging between him and Heinrich the Younger
wherein he headed a band of 40 to 50 men plundering the countryside
of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel.
One of the most memorable days in
Barner's life was the Monday after St. Margaret's Day in 1542 when
the Landgrave of Hesse, the Elector of Saxony and the city of Brunswick declared a feud against Baron Heinrich. On the following day
he personally sent a letter of defiance to the House of Wolfenbuttel
in behalf of himself and his friends, the von Warbergs, von Stockhe ims , von Steinbergs, von Schwiechelds and other nobles. Heinrich
probably was not sure of his strength and made a get-away, leaving
the defense of the fortress to Joachim von Rautenberg. With the
master having fled, the land became prey to destruction by the victors . Wolfenbuttel and other fortresses of the country were conquered and badly plundered. In spite of receiving assistance by
way of French money, the attempt by Baron Heinrich after the enemy
had withdrawn to regain ownership of the land failed. The Landgrave
of He&se under whose banner the monastery nobles had been fighting
was victorious and took him prisoner at Kahlefeld.
For an entire year (up until 1547) we hear nothing more
about Barner. We have no way of knowing whether he was living
quietly or was fighting his little feuds or whether his warrior
nature had drawn him to other battlefields in southern or middle
Germany. It is possible that he was present along with the citizens
of Drakenburg on May 22, 1547 when an advance by Catholic arms was
halted. After the Battle of Muhlberg Baron Heinrich was released from
prison and he returned to his country after an absence of five years
but he was unable to enjoy a long sought peace and quiet. Claus
Barner singed, burned and robbed as if he were in the midst of a war
and his repeated attempts to alienate the city of Brunswick from
Baron Heinrich were finally successful in 1549. In that year he made
a pact with Brunswick against the Baron and persuaded his friends to
do the same. The war started up again and while Heinrich von Wolfenbuttel was occupying Brunswick Barner was plundering the rich villages
and instigating the most daring attacks on the city, callously raiding
the headquarters of the Baron and inflicting heavy damage. After
eight weeks of continuous attacks on each city, the respectable
cities of Magdeburg, Bremen and Hildesheim persuaded the fighting
forces to obey the Kaiser's order to make peace and discharge the
troops.
Barner did not allow his weapons to remain idle very long;
the Elector Moritz of Saxony together with Margrave Johann von
Klistrin, the Baron of Mecklenburg, the knightly Margrave Albrecht of
Brandenburg and the sons of the Landgrave of Hesse who had been
captured in an unknightly fashion, joined together for the preservation of religious freedom and to free the imprisoned Princes. It
was in the service of the latter that Claus Barner was stirring up
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waving banners were summoning them to follow this war-like leader.
With the armythus recruited he was to attach himself to the brave
Margrave of Nurnberg. This was his man, with whom he could "rob,
murder and burn, so much so that God and his angels in Heaven could
warm their feet thereon"; the Elector Moritz of Saxony who had not
yet been unmasked secretly sent tons of powder to Barner for the
Landgrave. In Hildesheim Barner and his confederates created great
fear among the Catholic clergy: "they bragged that if their raid
should prove successful and should they return home, then each of
them should do away with a priest, inherit his belongings and make
his home their own; no papal church is to be left standing and no
priest shall be allowed to live". On Sunday in Lent the Knights of
Hildesheim gathered at an assigned place inArnstadt, and on their
way they plundered and robbed Catholic churches and cloisters, taking
over the castle of the Count of Solms who had been loyal to the
Crown and arrested him and took him to Siegenhagen; together with
a large crowd of the populace they advanced toward the royal seat
in Augsburg and took it over.
We again find Barner with the military units, this time
headed by Moritz of Saxony, invading the Tyrol, threatening the
Kaiser and disrupting the Council of Trent. Shortly after that,
together with Margrave Albrecht, he stormed Mainz and occupied the
monastery at Trier. The Passau Treaty brought an end to the war,
but Barner was already making new plots against Baron Heinrich of
Wolfenbuttel. Oldekop and Letzner especially mentioned "Claus Barner
and his confederates" in an edict of King Henry II of France who,
much to the dismay of Germany, called himself the "Protector of
German liberty", the edict being enacted against Baron Heinrich, the
burden of which was that the Baron must vacate the Hildesheim monastery and turn it back to the Bishop, and that he should reimbuse
those who have suffered property losses and damages, and the same
went for the cities of Brunswick and Goslar, that 500 horses and
1,000 servants be sent to the camp of the "Christian Center".
Naturally, since Baron Heinrich completely disregarded this order,
Margrave Albrecht of Brandenburg who was not a party to the Passau
Treaty and who had fought against the Bishops of Bamberg and WUrzburg
took up arms against him in order to enforce payment by legal execution, and he sent the young, impetuous Count Volrad von Mansfeld
to Lower Saxony. He caused a lot of destruction in the Baron's land
and then aimed his attack against the city of Brunswick which had
already been worked over by Barner, Mandelsloh and Steinberg, and
they together with Mansfeld all banded together against the Baron.
The Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel country now became the battleground for
Barner's most daring and gruesome destruction; as soon as the
challenging letter was sent on the Eve of St. Gallen, he plundered
and burned all of the way from Brunswick to the neighboring Steterburg
Cloister where Heinrich the Younger's sister Domina dwelt, and he
continued on to neighboring villages, joined up with Mansfeld's
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Riddigshausen, together they stormed the castles of Lichtenberg,
Wohldenberg, the Steinbruck, Schladen and Liebenburg; the Count
Volrad closed in on the town of Bockenem and Barner beleaguered the
fortress of Alfeld (1552). Here he met up with an unexpected
counterattack and he shelled the town but on closing in on the town
he was shot from apertures in the city walls: "The shots saved the
town of Alfeld, but Claus Barner was most gallant and a rifleman
throughout" said Oldekop. The wounded man was secretly taken to
Hildesheim and carried to his home where he was nursed by his young
wife, the daughter of Veit Mandelsloh, whom he had iust recently
married but rarely ever had the chance to see. That was a genuinely
painful experience for Barner; with him out of action the fighting
spirit departed from the Baron's enemies. The beleaguered Alfeld
was relieved and the city of Brunswick made peace with Baron Heinrich
who had fled from his territory and had unsuccessfully been seeking
aid from the Kaiser; Count Volrad von Mansfeld once more plundered
through the countryside and scorched the land. He was recalled by
his father and returned to the Steinbruck castle to Barner who was
unwilling to sit quietly in that fortress, but rather turned over his
command to Wilhelm von Dutken and he himself and Count Mansfeld left
for Lauenburg. On the 25th. of May of the same year Wilhelm Dutken
turned the fortress over to Baron Heinrich, an act which occasioned
his deportation from the city of Brunswick in shame and ridicule (1).
After the retreat of his enemies and with the help of
Christopher Wrisberg, Baron Heinrich formed an army to regain the
lost villages and castles and with inhuman cruelty vandalized those
who had supported his enemies (Erich von Kalenberg, the Bishops of
Munster and Minden and the City of Bremen), therefore against his own
subordinates (2). He believed that since the Margrave Albrecht,
having made peace with the Kaiser, was entrenched in front of Metz,
he now had a free hand; but he had underestimated Barner. At Liineburg
on the first day of the year 1553 he gathered together several of the
representatives of the Hildesheim cathedral center, the newly elected
Bishop Friedrich of Hildesheim, representatives of the cities of
Brunswick and Hildesheim and six of the monastery nobles. In the
name of the latter Claus Barner obligated himself to pay a certain
sum and to return to the Bishop that part of the Hildesheim monastery
(1) Chytraeus, New Saxony Chronicles II, 47.
(2) Baron Heinrich's Field Marshall Christoph von Wrisberg
in freindly territories tied rich farmers to trees,
spread out on the two forks, placed fires under them
and left the fires to smoulder until they confessed
where they had buried their money or until they
promised to get money from their wealthy friends.
The Pastor of Klauen (a village near Hildesheim)
wrote to the Cathedral seat that the cattle were dying
in their stalls, children starving in their cradles
and everyone who was able to walk had fled.
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a successful conquest the nobles requested a further sum of money
and an inheritable position in the monastery for each of them.
Barner wanted Wohldenberg for himself, Christopher von Steinberg
the Schladen House and Heinrich von Warberg the Liebenburg. The
representatives of the Cathedral were inclined to go along with
these requests but the Bishop would not assent to the latter part
of the negotiations. The wrangling stretched out over a long time
and eventually came to nought but this was not a great disappointment
for Barner because he was being attracted to better and more prosperous jobs.
Baron Heinrich's son, the daring Philipp, as head of the
Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel forces, had, as has been previously mentioned,
recovered some lost territory and he swore revenge against his
enemies. In spite of the settlement with his father who would take
no responsibility for the actions of his son, he was threatening the
cities of Brunswick, Goslar, Hildesheim and Bremen. He demanded
justification for their pact with Mansfeld; Hildesheim was the one
most threatened by him because it offered provisions to his enemies
and shelter within its walls. Claus Barner used this to his advantage; he fueled a fire and one day when the cities got together for
a discussion of their situation he advised those who were fearing
for their independence to seek protection from the Margrave Albrecht
von Kulmbach. The latter who was just returning from the beleaguered
Metz had been##angered by the Bishops of Wurzburg and Bamberg, and by
the city of Nurnberg, all of them having taken advantage of his
absence to reclaim territories that he had taken from them. He
renewed his plundering war of robbery against the Bishops. The
Kaiser observed this wild behavior without interfering and thereupon
the Elector Moritz of Saxony, being able to get along without his
confederate, joined Heinrich the Younger and the Bishops in order to
preserve the peace and at the same time renew their secret pact with
France. This was the propitious time for the unrestrained Margrave
to accept the invitation of Claus Barner which was brought by messenger from the Lower Saxony cities to join up with him. There was no
need for Barner to use persuasion or make promises that he would
give help at a later date in order to encourage him to move to the
North as fast as possible; in this manner he was able to block the
unification of the enemy's forces. It was on the eve of Ascension
Day that Barner rode out of Brunswick, moving along day and night
and in just a few days he was back with the word that the Margrave
and his troops were following directly behind him. He recruited
avidly in both the city and the monastery of Hildesheim, pretending
that it was to be for the Kaiser's army, and he amassed a great
number of troops under his banner. Already by St. Vitus Day the
Margrave of Nurnberg was in Halberstadt and the following day he
moved towards Brunswick with 2,000 men. There he met up with Barner
and his troops and promoted Barner to Field Marshall. They moved on
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of Steinbruck and whatever Wrisberg had missed he now destroyed.
The prosperous villages: Hohen-Eggelsen, Feldbergen, Sehlde, both
Himstedts and Bettmar, burned simultaneously; in the evening Barner
with a few servants rode into Hildesheim (which had again negotiated
with Baron Heinrich for the preservation of its neutrality) and
demanded that he be allowed to speak to the Mayor (Tilo Brandis) who
was in the marketplace with several citizens. Claus Barner approached him to seek permission for the Margrave and his troops to
enter the city but the Mayor pleasantly declined the request. Barner
was not of a disposition to retreat that easily; he repeated his
request with threatening words and when the Mayor insisted upon a
denial he became enraged; now the other citizens came forward who
up until then had been standing silently, to inquire whether or not
Barner knew his place and they advised him to leave and vacate the
city. Angered over the failure of his plan to take over Hildesheim
Barner rode back towards the Margrave who had already ridden past
the city boundaries and had camped right in the vicinity of Krelah
(-berge). Claus Barner had "braided a bad stool", which is to say
that his performance had not been in the best interests of the Margrave; he considered inflicting some retribution but the citizens
stayed awake the entire night and kept shooting at the threatening
Margrave forces through apertures in the city walls. While the
Margrave was encamped facing Hildesheim he was holding twelve prominent aged men in three wagons who were hostages from Wtfrzburg,
Bamberg, Schweinfurt and Schmalkalden to try to gain entrance into
those cities . When the people of Hildesheim heard about this they
were even more determined to prevent his entrance into the city.
The Margrave was forced to leave without accomplishing his mission,
threatening revenge for injuries caused to him by the city. He
turned then to beleaguer the fortress of Petershagen in Mindenerlande
where his troops were joined by the troops of the citiesof Brunswick,
Hamburg and Bremen led by Count von Schaumburg und von der Lippe and
by numerous volunteers . When Baron Heinrich of Liineburg who had
joined the troops of the Elector Moritz followed him, the Margrave
met the challenge and both armies drew ;up on July 8 at Ruthe, not
far from Hildesheim, each facing the other on opposite banks of the
Leine, a river that interfered with their crossing. Barner was very
familiar with the territory and during the night he secretly led his
troops away through the North Forest in the Peine jurisdiction,
placing his men into a very advantageous position for battle and
there awaited the enemy. The following morning the enemy, not being
able to see their opponents, followed and tried to lure him out of
his favorable position. Barner had encamped between Bordorf and
Sievershausen so that there was only a small path open and this was
protected by three tiers of soldiers. On July 9, 1553 the Prince
Elector Moritz of Saxony, Baron Heinrich the Younger with his two
sons Philipp and Karl Viktor and the Prince of Plauen all charged
against the encampment. When they met up with the rear troops, outflanked, they experienced a tremendous defeat. Both of Baron Hein-
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destroyed. Elector Moritz followed with his men and he, too, met
his death and the destruction of his troops. At this time the
Brandenburg leader felt certain of victory but in fact he was underestimating his enemy; when Baron Heinrich learned of the death of
his sons and also the news that Heinrich Theuerdank, his illegitimate
and favorite son, was wounded he arose, halted the retreating forces
and restored their fighting spirit by both word and deed, placing
himself again at their head to face the enemy and after three hours
of heavy fighting he regained the battlefield and a victory. Margrave
Albrecht and Claus Barner were both taken as prisoners and their
insignia and swords removed. However, during the following night
both of them escaped in a miraculous way. In this battle Tilo Barner
was killed and this created a confused report concerning which Barner
had fallen. - It was believed that the Margrave had been killed when
he, to everyone's amazement, on August 1 at a time when Baron Heinrich and his men were camped near Gottingen, rode from Bremen to
Hanover followed by two flag-bearing riders and soon afterward Claus
Barner also appeared, having probably been secretly hiding in Brunswick following his escape. Their appearance was quickly appreciated
by everyone; already on the Monday after Egidi, September 4, they
moved out of Brunswick with 5_ squadrons of riders and 8 infantry
companies, passing by Wolfenbuttel, and burned villages and robbed
cattle and then rode into the Peine territory and there each farmer
was obliged to pay one gulden for each cow that he wanted to hold
on to; after the Heiningen and Dorstadt Cloisters were plundered
then the Margrave and Barner returned unscathed but loaded with
booty. When the elder Heinrich heard about the behavior of his two
enemies he uttered an oath: "For this Albrecht and Barner ought to
be stricken down with epilepsy", and he left the Gottinger territory
and moved into Brunswick with his cousin Erich von Kalenberg with
whom he had meanwhile become reconciled. Barner rejoiced at this
news, "he had pushed a wagon into the mud at Sievershausen and now
he wants to pull it out again", and also the Margrave wanted revenge
against "old Henry". Barner was determined to find out whether or
not the Baron was leading his army in person. When he was assured
that he was, he revived the old war spirit. The armies met at
Geitlingen; the Margrave had 1,500 cavalrymen and ten infantry
companies but the Baron had twice as many infantry men and many more
cavalry men; however, his outnumbering forces were actually not of
much use to him inasmuch as his soldiers had not been paid for a long
time and would have been just as willing to go over to the other side
and it was only because of the arrival of funds sent by the Bishops
of Bamberg and Wurzburg and the city of Nurnberg that they were
willing to fight for their blue pennants. The fighting was hot and
heavy; Barner leading everyone saw and heard nothing because he was
concentrating only on finding the Prince; twice the Margrave begged
him to be more careful. Barner stormed with his cavalry into the
enemy lines and a hand-to-hand struggle ensued, but Claus paid no
attention to the fighting - his eyes were intent only on spotting
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tall man he was glued to his horse like an owl so that his head was
bent forward". He was hidden behind heavily massed troops. Suddenly
Barner espied him and, blind to any danger, he caused his troops to
part so that he could get to his enemy for a fight for life or death;
this day he was intent on keeping his vow. Without any warning his
horse happened to stumble and he fell under the hooves of the animal.
His own forces were being pushed back and he found himself helpless
and could only ask that they take him as a prisoner. When he mentioned his name one of the soldiers called out: "Stab him to death don't stop; this man was caught once at Sievershausen and his insignia and weapons taken and yet he escaped - stab him to death - stab
him to death", and Barner fell by the hand of a foot soldier. It is
not unexpected that the soldier would not trust Claus Barner, considering that he had already been imprisoned and escaped, and also
for a while it was rumored that he had died at Sievershausen, but
actually there was another Claus Barner fighting on the side of the
Elector Moritz of Saxony who fell there (see Page 279 ) . Along with
Claus Barner there were three others of the robbing and marauding
nobles who were killed at the same time: Ludolf von Bennigsen, Claus
von Rottorf and Claus Pickert; these four men were stripped naked
and their belongings plundered and they were transported to the
church in Geitlingen in manure carts . - When the Margrave learned
of the death of his Field Marshall his spirit was broken, "Spurs
were his best armor"; he sped to Brunswick, having requested his
men to follow after him. - Although the three last mentioned nobles
were interred in the cemetery in Geitlingen, the old Prince requested
a special burial for Claus Barner at the Cloister church in Steterburg. "Claus, Claus" he moaned when he saw his greatest enemy
lying in front of him, "you kept your word by killing the enemy in
me - may God have mercy upon you". And in hurrying out of Brunswick,
when the Margrave was crossing the bridge he called out "I have left
all of my cavalry men behind me and my best friend Claus Barner." (1)
The Cloister head at Steterburg, who we mentioned earlier
as being Baron Heinrich's sister, wished to prevent Barner's burial
at the cloister because it was he who had twice destroyed the church
and buildings previously and had caused her as the cloister head,
damages amounting to 12,000 guldens - but Baron Heinrich wished to
honor his enemy in death and she had to concede. The city of Brunswick ordered a costly tombstone for Barner's grave as a sign of their
reverence and esteem but the Domina was determined not to have it in
her cloister - much less on Barner's grave - and the people of Brunswick were not able to carry out their wish. Claus Barner was a very
restless man; he was a product of his time - he was an accomplished
horsemari and his followers were exclusively well-trained, longbearded men who feared noone in the world except Claus Barner - men
who knew how to sing the cavalry men's song.
(1) Hortleder VIII 14 26.
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fortune; there was nobody left who would be willing to "match
strength with the old Prince", and with the ending of the only
reason that kept Albrecht in Lower Saxony, which had been Barner's
promise to help him against the Niirnbergers, after Heinrich's downfall, the Margrave pulled out; according to Oldekop, rumors have
it that after the death of his friend Barner he would never again
return to Brunswick but rode towards the Haarze with a broken spirit.
As has already been mentioned, Barner was the last of the
monastery knights; Oldekop, Brandis, Letzner, Bunting and Elbers,
those who wrote about him, although they continued for many years
to write their chronicles with painstaking care, never did they
mention any man who possessed the fighting spirit of this old Knight.
Baron Heinrich the Younger of Brunswick ruled for 15 more
years but without Barner around there was nobody else to bother him
in his quiet retirement. He therefore changed his motto of "M.T.M.U."
to the following:
In God's will I have performed
He has commanded and I have served.

Sec. 47a.
When Baron Georg of Mecklenburg and his brother Johann
led the Kaiser Karl V Army into the Schmalkald War in Bavaria in
the year 1546 in the Baron's army there was a Claus Barner who had
"acquired great prominence through his attacking" at Ingolstadt.
When Baron Georg came to the aid of Baron Heinrich of Brunswick with
his troops, 3,000 foot soldiers and several hundred on horseback,
Claus held an important position as a leader. This dispute was
settled by royal intervention but since, at the same time, Magdeburg
was declared to be an outlaw the Baron decided to throw his troops
against Magdeburg. When it became evident that this fortress would
be the reason for a lot of bloodshed and yet be difficult to conquer,
a number of them, including Claus Barner (1) suggested negotiations.
However, on December 20. 1550 Baron Georg was in an "exceptional
fighting mood" and his 'loyal" Claus Barner was not far behind him.
The Baron fell from his horse, receiving a kick in his ribs, and was
captured and taken to Magdeburg. It was not until the following
year when Magdeburg fell to the Elector Moritz of Saxony that he
and his men were released on November 7, 1551.
(1) C. Spangenberg: Adelsspiegel II. 260.
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soldiers and 130 men on horseback and led them to Frankfort on the
Main. Then on July 20, 1552 a cannonball caused him to lose his life
His men were taken over by the Elector Moritz of Saxony and followed
him to Brunswick where a great battle took place at Sievertshausen
on July 9, 1553 between the Elector and Baron Heinrich of Brunswick.
The Claus Barner whose origin is uncertain was killed in this battle.
Sec. 48.
EXTRACT FROM THE HILDESHEIM CHRONICLE OF
KNIGHTHOOD NOBILITY, THOSE WHO LIVED IN
THE HILDESHEIM MONASTERY IN EARLY
TIMES.
Documented by Johann Letzner of Hardegsen (1)
Chap. 9.
THE

BARNERS.

The Barners, descending from a good, old noble heritage,
lived for many long years in the Hildesheim monastery in the city of
"Sarstedt" by the Innerste", in surrounding villages and also in
the city of Hildesheim. They have participated in wars and expeditions by cavalry innumerable times and therefore from the earliest
days they have been held in the highest esteem by the Princes, Counts
and Lords.
Their honored crest and helmet insignia are two black,
crossed firehooks with white rods on a blue background.
It is said that Berwardus, the 13th. Bishop of Hildesheim,
brought them to this land from Schwabia in the year 999 but there
was no name mentioned for the first arrival. It is very likely that
Barwerdt von Barner descended from him in the year 1020, this man
(1) Manuscript of the Royal State Library of Munich,
in Vol. 68 of the Redinghof Collection. Bavarian
Code 2213, fol. 134-320.
Johann Letzner, author of this chronicle, was born
at Hardegsen on November 29, 1531. - except for this
one footnote, all further footnotes for these paragraphs are by Count J. von Oeynhausen, the Administrator of the Royal Heraldic Department at Berlin. This section of the Letzner chronicle with the von
Oeynhausen footnotes was documented in June 1874 by
L. von Ahlefeldt of Berlin.
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Barwerdt Barner was a cavalryman, always to be seen on horseback in
troop movements, wars and battles, he was called Barwerd Barner the
Rider. - He left two sons, Barward II, known as the 'Warrior" who
died without leaving heirs; his brother Curt founded the lineage,
producing one son: heinrich with the Beard" (bearded) who was still
living in 1194 serving at the court of Baron Heinrich the Lionhearted
The brothers Ditrich and Tilo lived in 1229. The brothers
Hans and Ditrich were living in 1314. Herbord Barner lived in 1480.
The brothers Tilo, Hans and Vincentius lived in 1490 (1). Vincentius
took for his wife a Bockin von Wulfingen who gave him two sons,
Barwerd and Hans. - Together with his cousin Barwerd received from
the Bishop of Hildesheim a house, borough and the Hundesrlick court.
His wife was Margaretha von Rottorff (2) and they had no children;
he was a meek and humble man and his chief interest in life was in
coal mines. They moved to Hildesheim and were living there at the
time of their deaths and both were buried in the Cloister of St.
Michael's.
Hans von Barner, who was Barwardt's brother and the son of
Vincentius, was a courageous and experienced warrior who served
Kaiser Carl V and his son Philipp of Spainin all of their wars until
reaching a very old age. He never rode under superiors - he had no
Knights under him; he was his own man and had a special banner and
600 men strong, being referred to as the "Black Flag", and among
these men were very experienced riders because at that time, contrary
to now, it was very difficult to obtain high commissions. This Hans
von Barner (3) was the No. 4 High Bailiff at Pinneberge, which was
(1) von Oeynhausen: The Family Tree of these brothers is:
Berner
Rutenberg
Holte
Alten
Berner
Baroness von Holte
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Tilo, Hans and Vincenz von Berner; their sister Ilsa
von Berner who was married to Henning von Reden (see
Bucelin III. 263).
(2) von Oeynhausen: daughter of Johann von Rottorff of
Hulsede-iarid Catharinen von Freiburg; she died 6-9-1566.
Barward von Barner d. 1565 Xsee Jung's Collection,
Manuscript of the Hanover Library).
(3) von Oeynhausen: In 1557 he took Christoph von Wrisberg
as a prisoner when he led his troops into France. In
1559 he recruited troops for the King of Denmark
against Dithmarsen. Berner fell in this battle (see
Spangenberg Adelsspiegel II. 260). His wife was a von
Ro'ssing and they had one daughter Elisabeth who
married Caspar von Hardenberg.
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several cavalrymen for the Duke of Alba he died in Holland. When
he was angry he cursed at the black devils and the hellish wounds;
one had to be careful to avoid his fist.
Hans Barner (1), brother of Tilo and Vencentii, were all
still living in 1490; he left three sons: Georg, Canonicus of
Hildesheim (2) and he also died there; the other whose name we do
not have was married in Oberland and left a son named Franz (3)
who had two sons, Joachim the Canon of Salzburg, Augsburg and Eichstedt who at this date is the last of this lineage, and the other's
name is unknown to me.(4)
Hans Barner, father of the Cathedral prebendary Georg and
of the other brother who was married in Oberland, owned Hundsruck
jointly with his cousin; in the so-called Hildesheim Feud in 1519
he robbed from the citizens of Uslar, taking all of their cattle
and in the course of the pursuit in the Sollinger Forest nearby
Finkenwiese this said Hans together with his confederates killed
48 of the citizens of Uslar. This exasperated Baron Erich and his
cousin Baron Heinrich considerably and they gave thought to some
manner of revenging that treatment of the Uslar citizens . When
later in 1521 the Prince of Brunswick conquered the Steinbruck Fortress and Baron Heinrich and his experienced warriors, among them
being one Stamm of Uslar and another a Hans Leve, took possession
of the structure and also of Hans Barner, it was Baron Heinrich who
stabbed the notorious Hans Barner while Stamm and Leve were themselves busy killing 37 men in the same place. When all < of the
commotion was over Hans Barner was carried from Steinbruck to Hildesheim where he was buried in the Cathedral (5). His wife was a
(1) von Oeynhausen: Hansen's wife was a Bock von Nordholz,
whose mother was a von Mollenbek (see Bucelin III. 263).
(2.) von Oeynhausen: Page 1502 (see Lauenstein Diplomatic
History of Hildesheim, Page 235).
(3) von Oeynhausen: Franz was not a nephew, but rather the
son of the succeeding Hans and of Dorothea von Bothmer.
He married Catharina von Reifferscheid from "Oberlande",
which really means from Alsace (see Bucelin III. 263).
(4) von Oeynhausen: He is called William (see Bucelin III.
263) .
(5) von Oeynhausen: The epitaph in the Cathedral portrays
a couple with 5 children, and the inscription:
Anno Dni XVCXXI Jaer des Mandages na Mauricius
schen openbaer de storm vor der Stenbruige was
grot, dar was Hans Berner in Marien denste
bleven XXXVII dot.
Hereunder his crest:
Berner
_/*S_
Bothmer
Holte
[v
i
Bock von Wulffingen
Bock von Nordholz
\ /
Eike
Mollenbek
I lA 1
Oberg

- 283 von Bothmer (1); they had one son named Claus (2) and when he was
old enough to realize how his father had been slain he vowed with
his heart, mind and soul to avenge his father's death by killing
Baron Heinrich, or die as his enemy. He was a very restless soul
and am impatient man, but an experienced horseman; even an expert
rider would compliment him for his ability and among his men were
experienced long-bearded cavalrymen who knew how to sing the cavalrymen 's song (3) .
This Claus von Barner was unable to come to terms with the
city of Hildesheim and they became enemiesand it was on the Day of
Peter and Paul in 1541 that the city of Hildesheim, through Lorenz
von Lantsberg who was the Royal Herald of the city of Brunswick,
informed him that he was outlawed. - And when all of this had happened
the notorious Claus Barner proceeded to make friends with everybody
who was an enemy of Baron Heinrich the Younger of Brunswick and it
was in the camp of Count Vollrad von Mansfeld in front of the city
of Alefeld that he was shot in the thigh on the Wake of St. Nicolai
in the year 1552. Following that in 1553 he died in the last Margrave Battle of Geitalde as an enemy of Baron Heinrich the Younger.
Tylo Barner, the brother of Hansen and Vincentii left one
son who was also named Tylo. - He married the young maiden Anna von
Golthorn, Reinhardt's daughter. - They produced two daughters and
two sons. - The one daughter married a Hogreven and the other married
a Dietrich Haselhorst and both died without leaving heirs. The one
son Hans died unwed; the other Tylo von Barner (4) married the young
maiden Anna von Holle, daughter of Johann [ Prefect of Bockelen and
Ucht and Elisabeth Munchhausen (Henning, Genealogy concerning Noble
Families in Saxony, Pages 49 and 50)] , and Eberhardt, the sister of
the Bishop of Lubeck; but when she died he married again a long time
afterward to a young maiden Elisabeth von Veltheim, the sister of
Achatii and Matthiae (5) . She produced no heirs. - But the first
one who was named von Holle bore him one son who was also named
Tylo, of whom more will be mentioned later, and a daughter Anna who
was married to Martin von Holle (6).
(1) von Oeynhausen: Dorothea von Bothmer whose mother
was a von Eike (see Bucelin III. 263.)
(2) von Oeynhausen: He was at Ingolstadt in 1546 and at
Magdeburg in 1550, serving under Margrave Albrecht,
and fell at Sievershausen on September 12, 1553.
(This last part is false since this Claus Barner
fell at Geitlingen (Stederburg).
(3) von; Oeynhausen: He was at Ingolstadt in 1546
(Spangenberg, Adelsspiegel II, 260).
(4) von Oeynhausen: died at Sarstedt on March 23, 1577.
(5) von Oeynhausen: Lucia, Achatz of Harbke, daughter of
Rectius, in 1589 became the second wife of Georg VII
of Schulenburg, and died in Brunswick on January 5, 1621.
(6) von Oeynhausen: The marriage on February 12, 1586
(cont'd Page 284)
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Hans Barner, the son of Tylen, who was a product of the
von Golterns and brother of Tylen III, was still living in 1567
and was a strange one. Hans and his brother must haveshared inequally or else he did not have good guardians acting in his behalf.
He did not possess the necessities for his livelihood and walked
across the country many times leading a very meager existence.
The just mentioned Tylo, the Younger, the son of Tylo III,
who wai
..us a product of the von Holies, died at the age of 18 (1)
without leaving any heirs, whereupon his estate passed to his
cousin Joachim von Barner, the son of Franz and the head of the
Cathedrals at Augsburg and Eichstedt; and since he had no intention
of becoming married he sold his inherited estate to a von Lenthe
and with that the old lineage died out. (2).

(6) cont'd from Page 283:
between a Holle of Felber, with no first name given,
and Tilen Berner's son, with no first name given,
was at the LUbeck Cathedral. Eberhard from Holle
(see the journal for Netherlands 1860, 237). Anna
von Holle was born at Eutin in January 1567 and died
at Limmer on October 1, 1629 (see her Eulogy).

(1) von Oyenhausen: According to the eulogy her sister
Anna was 22 years of age.
(2) von Oeynhausen: Bucelin III, 263 names Joachim and
Wilhelm von Berner in conjunction with "von Gottenradt"
as the last of the family.
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REGISTER

OF

PERSONS

I . PERSONS BORN VON BARNER

II. OTHER PERSONS

N.B. An asterisk (*) before the name indicates that
this person was married to a Barner man or woman. S. indicates Son; T. - Daughter; Br. = Brother; Schw. =
Sister; Vor. = Aforesaid. - The Arabic numerals
indicate the page number in the Family History. The letters A to L with accompanying numeral show
the Family Tree and Generation on it.
PERSONS BORN VON BARNER
No Name Magistrate of Wittenburg Adolfine, T. of Hartwig Gottfried,
1349. 30.
1796-1813. D 16.
Abraham Christoph, S. of Jurgen
Agnese Ilsabe, T. of Otto Friedrich
married name von Gloeden, d. 1775
Christoph, Hauptmann, d. ca.
L 13.
1757. 22lf. 253. K13.
Agnese Magdalene, T. of Jurgen
Achim see also Joachim.
Christoph, married Natorp 1723.
-, of Necheln, S. of Lorenz,
228. K 13.
1540. 45, 56, 62ff. 217. 246f.
Agneta,
T. of Gottschalk of
A8.
Rostock,
164 2. 235. A 10.
-, S. of Vor. of Necheln, d. 1621
Agneta Maria, T. of Hans Heinrich,
13. 238. A9.
1st marriage von Maltzan 1743,
Adam, S. of Gottschalk of Weselin
and Sulten, 1629. 219f. K 10.
2nd. marriage von Blucher 1748.
-, S. of Gottschalk of Neperstorf]
228f . K 13.
1626. 252f. A 10.
j Albertine Sophie (Christine, Friederike) , d. 1776. 222. K 12.
-, Danish Lt. Colonel, 1711. 100.1
Amalie, T. of AdamWilh., 1739.L14.
253._
Adam Goslich, S. of Christoph, of Amalie Tugendreich, T. of Helm
Gotth. the A', married Rosenkrantz
Necheln, 1650. 241f. Lll.
1768-93. C15.
Adam Wilhelm, S. of Otto Friedrich of Ganzkow, d. 1746. 246. Andreas, S. of Eggert, #1858. K18.
L 13.
Anna, T. of Martin the X. of
Adelheid, T. of Hermann of Schimm
Zaschendorf, conventual at
1494. 212. A 6.
Neukloster, 1516. 42. A7.
Adolf Ernst, S. of Christoph
-, T. of Christoph of Bulow, 1616.
wed: 1. L. von Stralendorff. 2. A
Ernst of Sulten, d. 1748. 221f.
von Mecklenburg. 120. 123 G 10.
K 11.
Adolf Ludwig, S. of Friedr.Wilh. -, T. of Joachim of Zaschendorf,
married von Preen, 1636. 13. 25
of Wrodow, 1780. 255.
(seal) , 71. 77. 257. B 10.

286 Anna, T. of Hardenack of
-, T. of Gustav Adolf, 1887. F 18.
Anna Margrete Iselin, T. of Konrad,
Weselin, married von Dessin
1910. 92. E 18.
214 . A 9 .
Anna Maria, T. of Kord of Zaschen-, married von Restorff of
dorf, married von Restorff, 1636Radepohl, 76. 257.
1714. 76. 257. B 11.
-, T. of Bastian, married
-, married von Restorff, 1651. 257.
Willebrandt. 232. A 9.
*Anna Petronella, T. of Magnus
T. of Tilo (Hildesheimer),
married von Holle, d. 1629.
Friedr. I., 1740. 169f. 228. H12.
284a.
K 13.
-, T. of Mads Peter, 1865-66.
- Sophie, T. of Magn. Friedr. II,
F 17.
married von Sperling, 1740. 175.
Anna Dorothea, T. of Johann of
H13.
Gr.-Gievitz, married von
Anna Regina, T. of Joachim the J.
Schenck, 1649. 124. G 11.
of Zaschendorf. 83. B12.
-, T. of Claus of Kl.-Gb'rnow,
*Anna Sophie, T. of Henneke of
d. 1638. 128. G 11.
Biilow, wife of Heinrich of Zasch-, Sophia, T. of Hans Heinr.,
endorf, d. 1651. 70. 133. B 10.
1715. K 13.
F 10. G 11.
Anna Elisabeth, T. of Heinrich
-, T. of Heinrich of Zaschendorf,
of Zaschendorf, married
72. F 11.
Hartwig, d. 1721. 72 and note -, T. of Joachim the J. of Zasch1. F 11.
endorf, married von Holstein.
Anna Henriette, T. of Joachim
83. B 12.
Heinrich, married von Hohndorf Antonius S. of Tbnnie.
114. F 12.
Anton Ulrich s. Rudolf August.
August, of Bulow, d. 1719. 106.
-, T. of Mads Peter, married
Skov, 1866. F 17.
169. H 12.
Anna Kath. Maria, T. of Luder
August Adolf, S. of Josua, Danish
Henning, 1695. 98. B 13.
officer, 1786-1857. 116. F 15.
Anna Kath., T. of Val. Chrph., August Andreas Joachim, S. of Aug,
married von Maltzan, 1695.
Bartru F.r,,!1763.:B 15, "
125. G 12.
August Barthold Friedrich, S. of
Anna Linya, T. of Kord of ZaschHans Gottfried, Lt. Colonel, 1712endorf, married von Rappe,
: 1780. 83. 89. B 14.
1682. B 11.
'August Bogislaus, S. of Josua, d.
Anna Luise, of Schonberg,
! 1753. 110. 115. F 13.
married von Knuth, 17xx. 223. August Josua, S. of Josua of Neuhof,
K 13.
d. 1705. 104. 106. 108. B 12.
Anna Magdalena, T. of Hans of
August Julius, S. of Hinr. Ad.,
Neuhof, married von Winterfeldt Danish officer, 1757-97. 116. F14.
1674. 102. B 11.
Augusta Jda Charl., T. of General
-, Kath., T. of Hans Gottfr.,
Lt. Ulrich, married von Rantzau,
1771. 83. B 14.
1823-51. 197. J 16.
Anna Margarete, T. of Hans of
Augusta, T„ of Ulrich, married von
Faulenrost, married von Below,
Loos, 1910. J 17.
1680. 127. G 11.
Augusta Charlotte, T. of Abraham
Christoph, 1751-1820. K 14.
-, T. of Kord of Kressin. 1697.
Augusta Juliana, T. of Joachim
136. G 12.
-, T. of Heinrich of Zaschendorf
Hinrich, 1691-1759. 114. F 12.
72. F 11.

- 287 Barthold Heinrich, S. of Magnus
Friedrich I., d. 1711. 150.
169. H 12.
Banwerd. 5.
Barward, "The Rider", S. of Vor.
1020. 5. 280.
-II, "The Warrior", S. of Vor.
5. 281.
- (Hildesheimer), d. 1565. 284a.
281.
Bastian, S. of Claus of Schimm,
Borough Chief, 1591. 13. 53ff.
58. 231. 232. A 8.
Bent Frands, S. of Christian
Leopold, 1898. C19.
Berta So. Car. Fried. Ernest.,
T. of Ulrich, 1853-76. J 17.
Birgitta Johanna Fred. Christ.,
p T . of Emil, 1869. K18.
Cacilie, T. of Leopold Theodor,
married Svendsen, 1794-1833.
C 16.
Carl, vgl. Heinrich Adolf.
-, S. of Chrn. Fred., 1838-74.
D.17.
Carl, S. of Hartwig Gottfried,
Danish Major General, d. 1883.
93ff. D 16.
Carl Friedrich, S. of Levin
Joach., of Kl.-Trebbow, d.1841
187ff. 188. H 15.
Carl Ludwig, S. of Christian,
Danish Lieut., d. 1864. 93.

C 17.
Carl Alexander, S. of Adam Wilhelm, 1729, 1775. 247. L 14.
Carl August, S. of Joch. Hartw.
J o h . , 1761-63. B 14.
Carl D i e t r i c h , S. of Magnus
F r i e d r . I . of Btilow, d. 1706
168. H 12.
Carl F r i e d r . G o t t f r . , S . of Aug.
Barth. F r . , 1842. B 15.
Carl Gustav, S . of Gustav Adolf,
1889. F 18.
Carl O t t o , S. of Mads Peter,1902
F 17.
Carl Otto F r e d e r i k , S. of Hartw.
Konr. Franz, 1874. D 18
Carl U l r i c h , S. of U l r i c h , 1910.
J 18.

C a r o l i n a , T. of Aug. Barth. F r . ,
1761-1823. B 15.
Caroline Mathilde, T. of C h r i s t i a n
Leopold, 1886. C 19.
C h a r l o t t e , T. of Aug. Barth. F r . ,
1760-1842. 90. B 15.
- , T. of F r i e d r . W i l h . , married
Schmid von M a u r i t i u s , d. 1850.L15.
*Charlotte Amalie, T. of Leopold
Theodor, 1803-49. C16.
C h a r l o t t e Auguste, T. of Jurgen
Christoph. K 1 3 .
C h a r l o t t e E l i s a b e t h , T. of Hans
G o t t f r i e d of Gr.-Welzin, wife of
D.F. von T r e u e n f e l s , 1771. 83.B14.
C h a r l o t t e E r n e s t i n e J u s t i n e , T. of
Gustav, married Bergau, d. 1892.
248. L 16.
C h a r l o t t e Sophie, T. of Kord of
Gr.-Welzin, married S t r o t h a , 1717.
B 13.
C h a r l o t t e Sophie U l r i k e , T. of Levin
Joachim, 1782-1852. H15.
C h a r l o t t e Sophie, T. of Magnus
F r i e d r . I V . , 1785-1841. J 15.
C h a r l o t t e Wilhelmine, T. of Leop.
Theod., married von E s t o r f f , 1882.
C 18.
- , T. of Chrn. Leop. 1889* C 19.
Chr Is tian,,-S . o f Le6p. Theodor of
• A l k e s t r u p , . 1SQIS64:. C 1 6 . .
- , S. of V o r . , 1833-41. C 17.
- , S. of Leop. Theodor of Eskilds t r u p , 1834. E 17.
- , S. of V o r . , 1875-96. E 18.
C h r i s t i a n F r e d e r i k , S. of Hartw.
G o t t f r . , 1801-69. D 16.
- August, S. of Tugendreich Julius,
1801-67. R16.
- Theodor, S. of Konrad, 1836-74.
E 17.
Christian Heinrich, of Kressin,
1717/18. G 13
- Julius, S. of Tugendreich Julius,
1795-1860. K 16.
Christian Leopold, S. of Leopold
Theodor, 1885. C 18.
Christian Siegfried, S. of Hans
Albrecht, 1713-32. 107. B 13.
Christiane Caroline, T. of Hinr.
Ad., 1767. F 14.

- 288 Christiane Henriette, T. of Hartw Christoph Ernst, S. of Gottschalk,
Gottfr., 1788-1860, of Guldof Sulten, 1629. 22off. K 10.
borgland and Lehn., wife: (1)
-, S. of Adam Wilhelm, of Ganzkow,
von Kaas, (2) von Rosenorn. 92.
1745-99. 247ff. L 14.
D 16.
Christoph Friedrich, S. of Otto
Friedrich, Major, d. 1730. 246.
Christiane Marg., T. of Aug.Ad.,
L 13.
married Knudsen. F 16.
Christiane Sophie Eleon., T. of
Christoph Magnus, of Kressin, 1706.
Konrad, 1833-50. E 17.
13. 26 (seal) . 138. G.12.
Christine, T. of Joachim of A" of Clara, T. of Joachim d. A. of Zaschendorf, d. 1679. Wife of Patrick
Zaschendorf, married von Billow,
Count Ruthven of Brentford. 78-80.
d. 1645. 77. B 10.
B 10.
-, T. of Aug. Ad., married Hansen
F 16.
Clara Adolfine, T. of Joach. Chrph.
Christine Hedwig, T. of Josua of
Gottfr., 1855. D 18.
Neuhof, married von Freiburg,
Clara Dorothea Elisabeth, T. of
Joach. d. J. of Zaschendorf. 83.
d. 1707. 104. 112. B 12.
B 12.
Christine Marie, T. of Kord of
Kressin, 1697. 136ff. 165. G12. Clara Maria, T. of Cord of ZaschenChristina Wilhelmina, T. of Magn.
dorf, d. 1713. 76. 85. B 11.
Friedr .III, married (1) von
Clara Wilhelmine Gottfriede, T. of
Bernstorff, (2) von Sperling,
Joach. Gottfr., 1823-25. D 17.
1749-1805. H 14.
Claus, S. of Otto of Lenschow, 1368.
Christoph, S. of Claus of Schimm,
23. 31. A 4.
1521-75. 53. 55ff. 230. A 8.
-, of Sternberg, 1387ff. 23 (seal).
-, S. of Johann, of Bulow, 155031ff. 33ff. 39. A 4.
1629. 13. 25 (seal). 47. 50. 52! -, S. of Hermann of Schimm, of
64. 65. 67. 117. A 9.#G 9.
Neperstorf, 1472. 24 (seal). 40.
-, S. of Christoph of Bulow, d.
41. 213ff. A 6.
1623. 120. 121ff. G##10.
-, S. of Hans, of Necheln, Weselin,
-, S. of Henneke of Bulow, Gener-! Schimm, 1510. 11. 13. 16. 24 (seal)
al Field Marshall, d. 1711.
42. 62. 215ff. A 7.
14ff. 26 (seal). 105. 129. 140- -, S. of Christoph, of Schimm, 1578.
162. 165. G 11. H 11.
53. 231. A 9.
-, S. of Joachim of Zaschendorf, -, S. of Johann of Zaschendorf, d.
d. before 11-12-1614. 66. B 10.
1586. 13. 46. 50. 51ff. A 9.
Christoph, S. of Claus, of Nech- -, S. of Bastian. 232. A 9.
-, S. of Achim, of Necheln, 1586.
eln, 1606. 64. 239ff. L 10.
-, S. of Christoph of Necheln,
57. 62ff. 217. 218. 239. 251. A 9.
Cavalry Captain, 1645. 239ff.
L 9.
L 11.
-, S. of Joachim of Zaschendorf, d.
-, S. of Magnus Friedr.I., d.1713
before 1614. 66. B 10.
148. H 12.
-, S. of Christoph, of Kl. Gornow,
Christoph August, S. of Magnus
1616. 1 3 . 25 ( s e a l ) . 6 7 . 120. 127.
128. G 10.
Friedr. III. 185. H 14.
Christoph Balthasar, 1680. 153.
Claus, (Hildesheimer):
- , 1540. 284a.
H 12.
Christoph Carl, S. of Reimar
- , d. 1553 a t S t e d e r b u r g . 215. 265Heinr., 1736-50. K 14.
279. 284a.
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Claus, (Hildesheimer) cont'd.:
-, of Bulow, wed von Moltke, 1710.
-, d. 1553 at Sievertshausen.
169. H 12.
Dorothea Gottliebe, of Sch'dnberg,
277-8. 280.
wed von Braeschen, 17xx. 223. K 13
-, d. 1559. 265. A7.
Claus Dietrich, S. of Joachim of Dorothea Julie, T. of Leop. Theodor
Zascehendorf. B 10.
of Eskildstrup, 1840-45. E 17.
Claus Ulrich, S. of Friedrich
Dorothea Karoline Charlotte, T. of
Magnus of Trams, 1910 . 187.
AdamWilh., d. 1776. L 14.
Dorothea Konradine Adolfine, T. of
199. 209. 210. J 17.
Joachim Gottfried, wed (1) HagerCord and Curt, see Kord.
up, (2) Soderberg, 1820-79. D 17.
Daniel (Hildesheimer), Cathedral
Dorothea
Maria Karoline, T. of Aug.
Official, d. 1529. 284a.
Barth.
Fr., 1756-64. B 15.
Detloff, S. of Cord of ZaschenDorothea
Maria,
T. of Helm Gotth.
dorf, 1650. 76. B 11.
d.
A'.,
1772.
C
15.
Detlof (Ditlev) Franz Peter, S.
Dorothea
Sophia
Luise,
T. of Adam
of Chrn. Fr. Aug., 1845. K 17.
Dietrich (Hildesheimer), 1229.
Wilhelm, 1735. L 14.
284a.
Edele Margarete, T. of Fred. Holger,
-, 1314. 284a.
wed von Leth, 1805-44. E 16.
-, 1521. 284a.
-, T. of Leopold Theodor of EskildDietrich, S. of Aug. Ad., d.1885
strup, wed Frfr. von Guldenerone,
1842-1900. E 17.
F 16.
Dietrich Christoph, S. of Chris- -, T. of Christian, wed Wilcken,
toph Ernst of Sulten, d. 17461897. E 18.
47. 221. K 11.
Eggert Darius Wilh. Marteville,
Dietrich Gotthard, S. of Hans
1867. K 17.
Heinr., Prussian Colonel, 1777 Eleonore Dorothea, T. of Magnus
Friedr. II, wed von Dem Knesebeck
229. K 13.
Dietrich Levin, S. of Adam Wilh..
1737. H 13.
1732-33. L 14.
Eleonore Sophia Johanna, T. of
Dilliane (Ottlliane) , T . of Claus Magnus Friedr. IV, 1789-97. J 15.
of Kl.-Gornow, d. 1638. 128.
Elias Andreas Martinus, S. of Chrn.
G 11.
Henr. Jul., 1824-49. K 17.
-, T. of Christoph of Bulow, wed Elisabeth, T. of Karsten of Neperstorf, wed Schwarz, 1614. 250. A 9.
von Blucher, d. 1656. 122ff.
-, T. of Joachim d. A (the Elder)
G 10.
of Zaschendorf, wed von Vieregge,
-, T. of Gottschalk of Neperstorf
wed Jenssen, 1652. 252. A 10.
1651. 77. B 10.
Dilliane Sophie, T. of Kord of
-, T. of Hans of Pinneberg (Hildesheiner), wed von Hardenberg. 284a.
Kressin, wed von Kruse, d. 1736
Elisabeth Carolina Angelica, T. of
137. G 12.
Dorette Sophie Wilhelmine, T. of
Aug. Barth. Fr., 1761-1823. B 15.
Joachim Christoph Gottfried,
Elisabeth Sophie, T. of Magnus
wed Honig, 1878. D 18.
Friedr. IV, 1790-1847. 191. J 15.
Dorothea, T. of Claus of Schimm, Ellen Marie, T. of Chrn. Leopold,
wed von Plessen, 1525-1605.
1896. C 19.
55. 59. 232. A 8.
Emil Katinkus Jensenius, S. of Chrn.
Dorothea Elisabeth, T. of Hans
Fred. Aug., 1869. K 17.
of Neuhof, 1669. 102. B 11.
Emma Kirstine, T. of Mads Peter,
1874. F 17.
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Engel Dorthie, T. of Hans GottF r i e d r i c h ( F r e d e r i k ) H o l g e r , of
fried, 1717-22. B 14.
E s k i l d s t r u p , 1765-1831. 9 2 . C 15
Erdmann, S. of Reimar Heinr.,
E 15.
1738. K 14.
1830 and
- , Sons of Aug. Ad.,
Euphrosyne Charlotte, of Bulow,
d. 1859. F 16.
wed von Moltke, 1714. 169. H 12 -, Wilh. Carl Iselin,
of Konrad,
Eva Dorothea, T. of Kord of
1871 to 1901. E 18.
of Peter,
Kressin, d. 1722. 136ff. G 12. Friedrich Jens Peter,
1866-91. K 18.
Ferdinand Albrecht, S. of Rud.
Friedrich Magnus, S. of Lt. Genl.
Aug., Colonel, d. 1797. B 13.
Franz (Hildesheimer). 284a.
Ulrich, Major General, of Trams,
Franz Bogislaus, S. of Josua, of
1821 to 1889. 187. 197. 199.
Neuhof, d. 1736. 104. 109ff.
203-210. J 1 6 .
B 12.
F r i e d r i c h M a r i u s , S . of Chrn. F r ,
A u g . , 1844. K 1 7 .
-, S. of Hans Gottfried, d. 1795.
83. B 14.
F r i e d r i c h O t t o , of Sch'dnberg, 1701
1 4 . 26 ( s e a l ) . 219. 223ff. K 1 2 .
Frederik see Friedrich
F r i e d r i c h Wilhelm, S . of Adam
Frederike see Friederike.
Friederike, T. of Aug. Barth. Fr. Wilhelm, Major, 1725-1810. 248.
1759-1827. B 15.
L 14.
-, T. of Leop. Theodor, 1789-18091 - , S . of M a t t h i a s , of Wrodow, Major,
C 16.
d. 1752. 254ff.
Friederike Johanna, T. of Peter, Fritz Hasselbalch, S. of Eggert,
1881. K 18.
1860. K 18.
Friederike Marg., T. of Magn.
|George see Ju'rgen
Friedr. IV, wed von Oertzen, i -, Provost of Hildesheim, d. 1539.
1776 to 1856. J 15.
269. 284a.
Friederike Marg. Christina, T. of Gerhardus. 8.
Abraham Chrph., wed von Lutzow, Gossel Ernst, S. of Henning Ernst,
of Rutzenfelde and Kucksdorf, d.
1753. k 14.
Friederike Marie Karol. Wilh., T.
1746. 127. 170. 177. 225. 227ff.
of Chrn. Henr. Jul, wed von
^253. H 12. K 13.
Spath, 1819-56. K 17.
Gossel Heinrich, S. of Jurgen Ernst,
Friederike Marie, T. of Chrn.
of Kucksdorf, d. 1706. 220. 224.
Fred. Aug., 1839-43. K 17.
K 11.
Friederike Mickaeline, T. of Fr. -, S. of Jurgen Christoph. K 13.
Gottfried Aug., S. of Hans Gottfried
Holger, 1792-99. E 16.
14
-. again, 1801-69. E 16
j B 14.
ian, S. of Hans
Friederike Wilhelmine, T. of Joach Gottfried Christi;
Gottfried, 1771. 83. 138. B 14
Chrph. Gottfr., 1853-70 D 18
Friedrich August, S. of Heinrich Gottfried Hartwig, S. of Hans
of Zaschendorf-Penzin, d. 1712.
Gottfried, 1725-75. B 14
72 and n.2. 85n. 100. 114. F llj.Gottfried Joach Christopher,
of
Friedrich Aug. Christian, S. of
Joach. Gottfr. , 1879. D 19.
Eggert, 1856-61. K 18.
Gottschalk, of Zaschendorf, 1397
Friedrich Benedikt, S. of Emil,
30. A 4.
1866-71. K 18.
-, S. of Claus of Sternberg, Head
Friedrich Christian August, S. of
of Church, 1430. 11. 23 (seal).
Eggert, 1861. K 18.
36. 37. 212. A 5.
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Gottschalk, S. of Hermann of
-, 14 26-35. 284a.
Weselin, 1455. 24 (seal). 40ff -, S. of aforesaid, 1490-1516. 259.
54. 56. 212ff. A 6.
284a.
-, S. of Hans of Weselin, 1502. -, S. of aforesaid, d. 1521. 260-63.
43. 214ff. A 7.
284a.
- of Schimm, Magistrate, d. 1592 -, S. of Vincenz, Bailiff of Pinneberg, d. 1569. 8. 216ff. 264. 284a.
13. 25 (seal) . 53ff. 58. 231ff
-,
S. of Tilo, d. 1569. 216. 284a.
A 8.
Hans
Albrecht, of Neuhof, Lt. GenerGottschalk, 1599. 238.
a
l
^ . 1725. 26 (seal). 104. 105.
-, S. of Karsten of Neperstorf,
1599. 238ff. 251ff. A 9.
111. 150. B 12.
-, S. of Claus of Necheln, 1606. Hans Christoph, of Schonberg, 1693.
239. L 10.
222. K 12.
-, S. of Hans, of Weselin and
-, S. of Hans Heinrich, of Kucksdorf
Sulten, 1607. 118. 218ff.
Major, d. 1757. 228. 229ff. K 13.
238ff. A 9. K 9.
j -, S. of Adam Wilh., 1727-80. L 14.
Hans Frederik Holger, S. of Leop.
-, S. of Bastian, of Rostock,
1619. 13. 25 (seal). 234-35. ! Theodor, 1833. E 17.
Hans Gottfried, S. of Kord of GrossA9.
Gottschalk Luder, S. of Adam, oft Welzin, 1689-1753. 89. B 13.
Schonberg, d. 1682. 222. K 11.i Hans Heinrich, S. of Go'ssel HeinGustav Adolf, S. of Kord of
rich, of Knorrendorf, 1707. 126.
Neuhof, * and d. 1669. 102.
228. K 12.
B 12.
- (Heinrich Detlof), S. of Hans
-, S. of Henrik Chrn., 1887. F 17 Heinrich. 229. K 13.#
-, S. of Mads Peter, 1870. F 17.1 Hans Leopold, S. of Jurgen Chrph.,
Gustav Heinr. Friedr. Wilh., S. j Lieut., 1748. 221. K 13.
of Friedr. Wilh., d. 1819. L 1. Hans Sophus Wilh., S. of Leop.
Hanne Cacilie Wilhelmine, T. of
Theodor, of Eskildstrup, 1839. E17
Helm Gotth.the Younger, wed
Hardenack, S. of Gottschalk of
Schmidten, 1818-92. C 17.
Weselin, about 1515. 214. A 8.
Hans see Johannes.
Harriet Gottfriede, T. of Joach.
-, S. of Hermann, of Schimm and
Chrph. Gottfr., 1846-92. D 18.
Weselin, 1455. 24 (seal). 41. Hartwig, S. of Magnus Friedr. I.,
53. 213. A 6.
d. 1716. 168. 171. H 12.
-, of Weselin, 1486. 24 (seal). Hartwig Friedr. Aug., S. of Joch.
Hartw. Joh., 1760-61. B 14.
53ff.
-, S. of Hermann, of Weselin and Hartwig Friedr., S. of Aug. Barth.
Fr., 1771-72. B 15.
Sulten, 1576. 46. 53. 217ff.
Hartwig Gottfried, of Barnersborg,
A 8.
-, S. of Claus of Schimm, 1580.
Danish Chamberlain, 1763-1811.
55. 58. 63. 231. A 8.
92. 101. C 15. D 15.
-, S. of Christoph of Bulow, of Hartwig Konrad Franz, S. of Chrn.
Faulenrost, d. 1650-51. 67.
Fred., 1834-92. D 17.
120. 126ff. G 10.
Hedwig, T. of Karsten of Neperstorf,
-, S. of Joachim of Zaschendorf,
wed Menemeyer, 1614. 251. A 9.
of Neuhof, d. 1652. 67ff. .71. -, T. of Peter, 1877. K 18.
80 . :' •'. B 10 .
-, T. of Olaf, 1878. K 18.
Hans (Hildesheimer):
Heinrich "with the beard", S„ of
-, 1314. 284a.
Curt, 1194. 5. 6. 281.

- 292 Heinrich, Knappe, 1291. 8.
-, of Lenschow, 1352. 7. 11 23
(seal) . 29. A 3.
-, of Sulten, 1361. 7. 11. 23
(seal) . 28. 33. A 3.
-, 1361. 23 (seal) . 29. 31ff. A
-, in Ksp. Alt-Gaarz, 1364. 31ff.
-, of Warnemunde, 1373. 31ff.
-, of Zaschendorf, 1397. 30. A 4.
-, Baron Vogt of Neubukow, 1426-

Helm Gothardt (von Barner-Charisius)
Danish Chamberlain, d. 1851. 21
(crest picture). 91. C 16.
Henneke, 1368. 33. A 3.
- (Henning) , S . of Christoph,- of
BUlow, 1626. 13. 25ff. 67. 120.
127. 131ff. G 10. H 10.
Henning Adolf, S. of Henneke of
Bulow, of Werder 1696.. 133. G 11.
Henning August, S. of Jurgen Chris49. 32.
toph, of Voddow, 1720. 226. 228.
-, S. of Claus of Sternberg, 1430
K 13.
23 (seal) . 36. 37. 212. A 5.
Henning Christoph, S. of Heinrich
-, of Gustrow, 1445-68. 31. A 5.
of Zaschendorf. F 11.
*- , S. of Joachim, of Zaschendorf Henning Ernst, S. of Gossel Heinr.
and Penzin, d. 1670. 13. 25
1663. 127. 226ff. K 12.
(seal). 67. 70ff V. 80.! 129. B 10 Henriette Margarete, T. of Leop.
F 10. g 11.
Theodor, 1788-1813. C 16.
-, S. of Hans Christoph. K 13.
Henriette Nicoline, T. of TugendHeinrich Adolf, a/k/a Carl, S. of
reich Julius, wed (1) Thomsen,
Josua, Danish Lieut. Colonel,
(2) von John-Martaville. K 16.
1732-94. 115. F 13.
Herbert (Hildesheimer), 1470. 284a.
-, S. of Josua, d. 1731. F 13.
Hermann, S. of Otto of Lenschow,
Heinrich August, Danish First
1381. 30ff. A 4.
Lieut., 1721. 114. F 12.
-, S. of Claus of Sternberg, of
Heinrich (Henrik) Christian, S.
Schimm, 1430. 23 (seal). 32. 33.
34. 36. 37-38. 56. 211ff. A 5.
of Aug. Ad., 1825-66. F 16.
Heinrich Detloff (Hans Heinrich), -, S. of Hans of Weselin, 1502. 43.
of Rutzenfelde, Captain, d.
214ff. A 7.
1768. 221. 229. K 13.
Hermann Eduard, S. of Joachim ChrisHeinrich Franz, S. of Magnus
toph Gottfried, 1857. D 18.
Friedr. Ill, of Kl.-Trebbow,
Hinrich see Heinrich.
1753 to 1789. 183. H 14.
Jakob, S. of Hans of Weselin, 1508.
Heinrich Franz, S. of Magnus
43. 216. A 7.
Friedr. IV, Administrator, of
Ida Ad. Cac. Luise, T. of Lt.
General Ulrich, wed von Luck and
BUlow, 1777 to 1861. 187. 188ff
191ff. J 15.
Witten, 1826-98. 197. J 16.
Heinrich Franz Ludwig, S. of
Ida Ingeborg Clara, T. of Joachim
Gottfried, 1878. D 19.
Levin Joachim, of Trams and
Ida
Luise Marie Augusta, T. of
Trebbow, d. 1858. 139. 187.
Ulrich,
wed von Loos, 1910. J 17.
188ff. H 15.
Ilsabe
Dorothea,
T. of Val. Chrph.
Heinrich Waldemar, S. of Mads
of
Tarnow,
wed
von Winterfeldt.
Peter, 1875. F 17.
125.
G
12.
Helene, T. of Emil, wed Altenburg
-, T. of Christoph Ernst of Sulten,
1873. K 18.
1720. 220ff. K 11.
Helene Hedwig, T. of Otto Friedr.
Ilsabe
Dor. Elis . (Lisette), T. of
wed von Kosboth, 1694-1761. L13
Aug.
Barth. Fr., 1772-1840. B 15.
Helm (Wilhelm) gotthardt, S. of
Hans Gottfried, of Alkestrup, Ilsabe Lucie, T. of Adam Wilhelm,
wed von Gaefertsheim, 1799. 248.
d. 1775. 83. 90ff. 100. 101.
L
14.
B 14. 6 14.
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Ilsabe Margarete (Ilsette) , T. of Johann (es) see Hans.
Levin Joachim, 1778-1859. 189. Johann, of Lenschow pp., 1313. 7.
H 15.
28ff. A 2.
Ilsabe Margareta, T. of Magn.
-, S. of Heinrich of Sulten, clergyFriedr. IV, wed von Both, 1779
man, 1410-17. 33. A 4.
to 1855. J 15.
S. of Tonnies of Gutow, clergyman
Ilse (Hildesheimer) , wed von Redeih of Gadebusch, baronial province,
284a .
d. 1513. 36ff. 39. A 6.
Ilse Maria, T. of Gossel Heinrich -, Cathedral Provost of Hildesheim,
1711. K 12.
1509. 284a.
Joachim (Jochim), S. of Christoph -, S. of Martin the Younger of
of Schimm, 1578. 53ff. 231. A 9
Zaschendorf, 1543. 42. 44ff. 53ff.
-, (von Barner-Gottenradt)
61ff. 218. A 8.
(Hildesheimer), Cathedral Pro- -, S. of Joachim the Elder of
vost . 284a. 284 and note 2.
Zaschendorf. 66. B 10.
- , Echini) , S . of Johann, of
-, S. of Christoph of Bulow, of Gr.Zaschendorf, d. 1614. 13. 25
Gievitz. 67ff. 120. 124ff. 127.
(seal). 42. 45ff. 48. 50ff. 52.
G 10.
53. 63. 65ff. 116. A 9. B 9.
-, S. of Ulrich of Schimm, 1627. 234.
-, S. of Heinrich of Zaschendorf. A 10.
71-72. F 10.
-, S. of Gottschalk of Rostock, 235.
-, S. of Cord, of Zaschendorf,
A 10.
Johann Christoph, of Tarnow, Captain.
d. 1682. 14. 26 (seal). 81ff.
d. 1734-36. 126. 228. G 12.
165. B 11.
- (Jochim,) see also Achim, Levin -, of Kressin, 1726. 138. G 13.
Johann Gottschalk, S. of Christoph
Joachim.
Ernst of Sulten, d. 1689. 220ff.
Joachim Christoph, S. of Kord of
K
11.
Kressin, d. 1670. 137. G 12.
Johann
Hugo, of Bulow, 1670. 14. 26
Joachim Christopher Gottfried, S.
(seal)
. 133ff. 144. G 11.
of Joach. Gottfr., 1821-66.D 17
Joachim Detlof, S. of Joachim the Johanna Charlotte, T. of Rud. Aug.,
wed (1) von Dehn, (2) von Maltzan,
Younger of Zaschendorf. 83.B12.
d. 1765. B 13.
Joachim Friedrich, Colonel, of
Johanna
Frederike Christine, T. of
Ganzkow, d. 1688. 13. 242-246.
Eggert,
1854. K 18.
L 11.
Johanna
Frederike,
T. of Peter, wed
Joachim Gottfried, S. of Hartw.
Rasmussen,
1890.
K
18.
Gottfr., of Barnersborg, 1798Johanna
Friederike
Christiane,
T. of
1824. 101. D 16.
Friedr.
Wilh.,
wed
von
Voss,
1777-, S. of Joach. Christoph Gottfr.
1849. L 16.
1874. D 18.
Johanna
Konradine, T. of Tugendreich
Joachim Hartwig Joh., Danish
Julius,
wed Recknagel, 1799 to
Colonel & Privy Councillor of
1871.
K
16.
Wedbygaardt (Barnersborg), 1699
John
Carl
Wilh.,
S. of Joach. Chrph.
1768. 91. 98ff. B 13.
Gottfr.,
1850-54.
D 18.
* Joachim Hinrich, S. of Heinrich
Josua,
S.
of
Hans,
of
Neuhof, d.
of Zaschendorf, Danish Colonel,
1706. 72. 85. 102ff. 234. B 11.
d. 1738. 71ff. 85. 112ff. 113ff
-, S. of Jochim Hinrich, Danish
B 12. F 11.
Colonel, d. 1732. 105. 113. 114ff.
Jobst Hinrich, of Kressin, Colo'l
150. F 12.
1724-1806. 138. G 13.
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Josua, S. of Hinrich Adolf, Dan-ish Co|-a. 11756 to 96. 115.F 14
Judith Maria, of Schonberg, wed
_von Blucher, d. 1773. 223. K 13
Jifrgen (Georg) , S . of Martin the
Younger of Zaschendorf, 1543.
44ff. A 8.
-, S. of Joachim of Zaschendorf,
1616. 75 note 2. B 10.
Jurgen Christoph, Lieut., 1736.
126. G 13.
-, S. of G&ssel Heinr., of Rostenow and Podewall, d. 1719.
>#221. 225ff. K 12.
Jurgen Ernst, S. of Gottschalk of
Weselin and Sulten, 1633. 220.
K 10.
Juliane Charlotte, T. of Magn.
Friedr. II, wed von Bobart, d.
1797. H 13.
Julius Heinr. Konrad, S. of Chrn.
Fred. Aug., 1833. K 17.
Justus Friedrich, 1721. 257.
Karen, T. of Aug. Ad., d. 1839.
F 16.
Karen Stine, T. of Aug. Ad., wed
Larsen, 1845. F 16.
Karl see Carl
Karsten, of Neperstorf, 1588. 13.
25 (seal) . 54. 55. 59. 250 .A 8.
- (Casten), 1712. 253.
Kaspar Friedr., S. of Jurgen
Chrph., Cavalry Captain, d.
1742. K 13.
Katharina, T. of Otto of Neperstorf, 1563. 250. A 8.
-, T. of Claus of Schimm, wed
von Brahlstorff, d. 1588. 55.

*-, S. of Fred. Holger, 1797-1853.
C 16. E 16.
-, S. of Leop. Theodor of Eskildstrnp, the Family Genealogist,
Danish Chamberlain, 1836-1903.
18. 92. 94ff. 106 note 2. E 17.
Konrad Matthias see Matthias.
Konrad Wilhelm, S. of Leopold
Theodor, 1799-1873. C 16.
Konrad Wilh. Tycho, S. of Sophus
Theodor, 1868. C 18.
Konradine, T. of Wilh. Tugendreich
wed Aagaard, 1880. D 17.
Konradine Wilhelmine, T. of Christian, wed Grafin Lerche, 183676. C 17.
Kord (Konrad), Kurd, Cord, Curt:
- (Curt), S. of Barward. 5. 281.
(Curt), S. of Heinrich. 5. 6.
-, S. of Joachim, of Zaschendorf,
1636. 71. 74ff. 79ff. 128. 242.
B 10.
-, S. of Heinrich, of Zaschendorf,
1676. 71 and note 1. 135ff. 164.
F 11.
-, S. of Henneke of Billow, of
Kressin, d. 1704. 71 and note 1.
129.134. 135ff. 164. G 11.
-, S. of Joachim the Younger of
Zaschendorf, of Gr.-Welzin 1687.
83. 87ff. B 12.
-, S. of Hans of Neuhof, Swedish
High Marshall, d. 1680. lOlff.
B 11.
Kord Christian, of Kressin, 1726.
138. G 13.
Kord Friedrich, S. of Josua of
Neuhof, 1671-73. 104. B 12.
no o A 8
Kord Gustav, S. of Josua of Neuhof,
d. 1699. 104. B 12.
-, T. of Levin, d. 1691. 242.243.
Kord Josua, S. of Joachim of
245n. 246. L 11.
-, T. of Eggert, 1864. K 18.
Zaschendorf, d. 1644. 71. 75 n 2.
Katharina Marg. Karol., T. of
79ff. B 10.
Josua, wed Schnoor, 1758. F 13. Kord Viktor, S. of Liider Henning.
Katharina Regina, T. of Josua of
98. B 13.
Neuhof, 1676. 104. B 12.
Leopold Theodor, S. of Helm Gotth.
Kay Sophus, S. of Christian,
of Alkestrup, d. 1809. 91. C 15.
1876-93. E 18.
-, S. of Christian, of KallundborgKonrad, Captain, 1562. (HildesLadegaard, d. 1868. 93. C 17.
heimer) . 284a.
-, S. of Fred. Holger, of Eskildstrup, 1809-1887. E 16.
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Leopold Theodor C h r i s t i a n , S . of ' -, T. of Joachim the Elder of
Sophus Theodor, 1 8 7 1 . C 1 8 .
Zaschendorf, d. 1645. Husband:
Leopold Theodor M a t h i a s O t t o
Cord von Plessen. 77. B 10.
I s e l i n , S . of Konrad, 1 8 7 0 - 8 7 . Magdalena Augusta, T. of Reimar,
E 18.
wed (1) von Schmaltz, (2) von
L e v i n , S . of Claus of N e c h e l n ,
Pflugk, 1734. K 14.
1606. 239. 241ff. L 1 0 .
Magdalene Dor., T. of Josua of
Levin Joachim, S . of Magn. F r i e d ,
Neuhof, d. 1715. Husbands: (1)
I I I , High M a r s h a l l , of Trams,
von Sperling, (2) von Lutzow,
Trebbow, B r e e s e n , 1 7 4 7 - 1 8 0 1 .
102. 104. HOff. B 12.
184. 186ff. H 1 4 .
Magd. Friederike Charlotte, T. of
L e v i n . J o a c h i m , S . of Magn.Fried
Friedr. Wilh., wed Schmidt von
I V . , P r u s s i a n L t . C o l o n e l , of
Mauritius, d. 1850. L 15.
D r e w i t z , 1780-1845. 1 9 3 . J 1 5 . Magnus Friedrich, S. of Henning
L o r e n z , S . of Hans of W e s e l i n ,
Adolf, d. 1709. 105. G 12.
of N e c h e l n , 1502. 4 3 . 6 2 . 216. -, S. of Christoph Magnus of Kressin
Danish Major General, 1721-1815.
A 7.
115. 138ff. 247ff. G 13.
Lovisa Dor. L i e s c h e n , T . of Luder
Henning, 1697. 9 8 . B 1 3 .
- (I), S. of Henneke, Cavalry Capt.
of Bulow , d. 1703. 14. 26 (seal).
Lucia C a r o l i n e C h a r l o t t e , T . of
129. 133ff. 141ff. 165ff. G 11.
Aug. B a r t h . F r . , 1760-1842.
H 11.
89ff. B 1 5 .
- (II), S. of the former, of Billow,
Lucia D o r o t h e a , T . of Jtirgen
Lt. Colonel. 138. 153. 168. 171ff
E r n s t , d. 1682. 220. K 1 1 .
H 12.
Ludwig V o l r a t , S . of J o c h . H a r t w .
J o h . , 1759-60. B 14.#
- (Ill), S. of the former, AdminLtider A u g u s t , S . of G o s s e l
istrator, of Billow,
d. 1792.
H
e
i
n
r
.
,
1702.
226.
K
1
2
.
26
(seal).
34.
86.
132.
175-186.
#
Luder Henning, S . of Joachim t h e
221. H 13.
Younger of Z a s c h e n d o r f , 1670-, (IV), S. of the former, of Bulow
1704. 8 3 . 9 7 f f . B 1 2 .
1751-1836. 183. 187ff. 190ff.
L u i s e see a l s o Lovisa .
248. H 14. J 14.
- , T . of H i n r i c h A d o l f . F 1 4 .
-> 0 0 , Grandson of the former, of
- , T . of Aug. A d . , wed C h r i s t Billow, 1806 to 1885. 187ff. 192ff
opher sen . F 1 6 .
200ff. J 16.
L u i s e Agnesa J a q u i n e , T . of
-, S of the former, of Bulow,
Abraham C h r i s t o p h , 1754-1838.
1867-1900. 193. J 17.
K 14.
-, S. of Henning Adolf, d. 1709.
L u i s e C a r o l i n e , T . of J o s u a , wed
133. 150. G 12.
J a r w , 1794. F 1 5 .
-, S. of Magn Friedr. IV., 1775L u i s e E r n e s t i n e Anna A l e x a n d r a ,
1797. 191. J 15.
T . of Wedig C h r i s t o p h , 1776.
-, S. of Levin Joachim. H 15.
256.
-, S. of Ulrich, 1910. J 18.
L u i s e F r i e d e r i k e , T. of Levin
Magnus Friedrich Viktor, S. of
J o a c h . , 1771-1836. 1 8 8 . H 1 5 .
Levin Joach., at Trams, d. 1804.
L u i s e Ida K a t h a r i n a , T . of U l r i c h
187. H 15.
1860-76. J 17.
Margarete, T. of Martin the Younger
Mads Peter, S. of Aug. Ad.,
of Zaschendorf, wed von Plessen,
Farmer in America, 1840. F, 16.
1545. 44. A 8.
Magdalene, T. of Karsten of
-, Cloister resident in Goslar,
Neperstorf, wed von Platen,
1528. 284a.
1610. 250. A 9.

- 296 Margarete, T. of Johann of
-, T. of Peter, 1878. K 18.
Zaschendorf, wed von Plessen, Maria Sophie Frederikke, T. of
Gustav Adolf, 1891. F 18.
1587. 48. 52. A 9.
Martin, of Lenschow, 1352. 7. 29.
-, T. of Christoph of Schimm,
A 3.
widow of von Dechow, 1605-33.
-, S. of Otto, of Neperstorf, 1455.
59. 230. A 9.
-, T. of Magnus Friedr.IV, wed
34. 212. A 5.
von Both, 1779-1855. 83. B 14. - the Elder, of Zaschendorf, 1472.
24 (seal). 32. 34. 35. 39ff. 48.
Margarete Eleonore, T. of Jiirgen
54ff. 212. 215 .A 6.
Christoph, wed Braun. K 13.
Margarete Elisabeth, T. of Hans -, the Younger, of Zaschendorf, d.
Gottfr., 1720-1813. 83. B 14.
1539. 13. 18ff. 24 (seal). 35.
-, T. of Magnus Friedr. II, wed
36. 43ff. 48. 54ff. A 7.
von d. Kettenburg, 1730. 175. Martinus Johann, S. of Peter, 1868.
H 13.
K 18.
Margarete Gottfriede, T. of
Matthias (Konrad Matthias), Major
Joach. Gottfr., 1876.D 19.
General, of Wrodow, d. 1742.
Margarete Ilse, T. of Jurgen
254ff. 256ff.
Ernst. 220. K 11.
Matthias Christoph, of Schonberg,
* Margargete Juliane, T. of Josu£. 1774. 223. K 13.
of Neuhof, d. 1736. 104. 112.
S. of Friedr. Wilh. of Wrodow,
B 12. F 11.
1779. 255
Margarete Katharina, T. of Hans Meta Elisabeth, T. of Kord of
Heinr., of Rutzenfelde, 1768.
Kressin, d. 1728. 137. G 12.
229. K 13.
Mette, T. of Joachim the Elder of
Zaschendorf, 1651 widow of H.V.
Margarete Lucia, T. of Gossel
Heinr., wed von Donner, 1717.
von Vieregge. 77. B 10.
K 2.
Nikolaus Bogislaus, S. of Reimar
Margarete Luise, T. of Heinrich
Heinr., d. 1730. K 14.
Adolf, wed von Levetzow, 1762. Nikolaus Kaspar Hartwig, S. of
F 14.
Reimar Heinr., Danish Major,
Margarete Sophia, of Schonberg,
1734-94. K 14.
wed von Buch, 1693. 222ff.K 12J Olaf, S. of Chrn. Fr. Aug., 1848Maria, T. of Magn. Friedr. I.
80. K 17.
H 12.
Oskar Chrn. Aug., S. of Peter,
Maria Anna Agnes, T. of Aug.
1888. K 18.
Barth. Fr., 1767. B 15.
Ottilde Sophie, T. of Leop. Theodor
Maria Anna Euphrosyne, T. of
of Eskildstrup, wed SteensenMaster General of Ordnance
Leth, 1871. E 17.
Christoph, wed von Pfuel, 1677- Ottilgana see Dilliane.
1702. 145. 153ff. 156. H 12.
Otto, Knight, 1302. 6. 7. 27. A 1.
Maria Augusta, T. of Magn. Fried. , S. of the former, 1336. 28. 32.
I., wed von Graevenitz, d.1753 A 2.
H 13.
the Elder, of Lenschow, 1352. 7.
Maria Elisabeth, widow of Siggel- 29. A 3.
kow, d. 1749. 257.
the Younger, of Lenschow, 1352.
Maria Luise Ermutha, T. of Hartw
29. A 3.
Konr. Franz, wed Moe, 1891 .D18
, S . of H e i n r i c h of S u l t e n , of
Maria Sophia, of Biilow, wed
N e p e r s t o r f - G u t o w , 1407-30. 23
Schertel von Burtenbach, d.
( s e a l ) . 34 . A 4 .
1780. 169 note 2. H 12.
, S . of Claus of S t e r n b e r g , d.
14 2 9 / 3 0 . 3 6 . 3 7 . A 5 .
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Otto, S. of Hermann of Schimm,
Sophia Augusta Christina Charl.,
1481. 41. 54. 213. A 6.
T. of Levin Joach., 1789. H 15.
-, S. of the former, of NepersSophia Charlotte, T. of Master
torf, 1506. 56. 215. 249. A 7.
General of Ordnance Christoph,
-, S. of Karsten of Neperstorf,
wed von Degenfeldt, 1684-1713.
1603. 239. 251ff. A 9.
154. H 12.
Otto Friedrich, S. of Adam
Sophie Charlotte Marg., T. of
Goslich, of Ganzkow, d. 1705.
Hartw. Konr. Franz, 1878. D 18.
245ff. L 12.
Sophie Caroline, T. of Hartw. Konr.
Otto Karl, S. of Otto Friedrich,
Franz, wed Barfod, 1901. D 18.
1720. 246. L 13.
Sophie Elisabeth, T. of Master
Ove Toft Hans Christian, S. of
General of Ordnance Christoph,
1682. 154. H 12.
Chrn. Henr. Jul., 1821-36 .K 17.
Sophie Emerentia, T. of Josua of
Peter, 1373. 33. A 3.
Neuhof, wed von d. Kettenburg,
-, S. of Chrn. Fred., 1845. D 17
Peter Karelius Martinus, S. of
d. 1725. 104. 112. B 12.
Sophia Hedwig, T. of Joachim Hinrich
Chrn. Fred. Aug., 1837. K 17.
wed von Zulow, 1717. 114. F 12.
Philippina, T. of Rud. Aug., d.
Sophia Henriette, T. of Magnus
1773. B 13.
Friedr.Ill, wed von Bassewitz,
Prisca Elisabeth, T. of Jurgen
Chph., wed Labesius. K 13.
1745-1801. 192. H 14.
Regina Laura, T. of the Master
Sophie Joachimine Albertine, T. of
General of Ordnance, 1685-86.
Josua, wed Sorensen, 1789. F 15.
153. H 12.
Sophia (Soffy) Julie, T. of ChrisRegitze Wilh. Luise Aug., T. of
tian, wed Otto, 1904. E 18.
Konr. Wilh., 1834. C 17.
Sophie Magdalene, T. of Joch.
Reimar Heinrich, S. of Jurgen
Hartw. Joh., 1744-51. B 14.
Christoph, Danish Lt. Colonel, Sophie Margarete, T. of Joch.
d. 1767. 112. 221. K 13.
Hartw. Joh., 1741-47. B 14.
Rudolf August (Anton Ulrich) , S . Sophia Maria, T. of Gottschalk of
of Joachim the Younger of
Rostock, d. 1639. 235. A 10.
Sophie Regitze, T. of Christian,
Zaschendorf. 83. B 12.
-, S. of Hans Gottfried, 1718-19.
wed Grafin Lerche, 1831-92. C 17.
B 14.
Sophia Wilhelmine, T. of Adam
Sile, T. of Tonnies of Gutow,
Wilhelm, wed von le Fort, 1730
Prioress at New Cloister, 1495
to 1809. 248. L 14.
36ff. 39. A 6.
Sophie Wilh. Henriette, T. of Levin
Sophie, T. of Johann of ZaschenJoachim, 1779-83. H 15.
dorf, wed Ballich, 1577. 48.A S Sophus Theodor, S. of Konr. Wilh.,
-, T. of Bastian, wed Sowke,
1832-73. C 17.
1619. 232. A 9.
Susanna Augusta Friederika, T. of
-, T. of Joachim the Elder of
Aug. Barth. Fr., 1759-1827. B 15.
Zaschendorf, wed von Both,
Therisia, T. of Peter, 1889. K 18.
1651. 77. B 10.
Thomas, 1507. 284a.
-, T. of Kord of Zaschendorf (?), Thora Regna Lydia, T. of Peter,
1680. 76. B 11.
1883. K 18.
- (Elisabth Sophie), T. of Magnus Thorwald Emil, S. of Mads Peter,
Friedr. IV, 1790-1847. 191.J If
1878-82. F 17.
Sophia Amalia, T. of Otto Friedr. Tilo (Hildesheimer), 1229. 284a.
-, 1424. 284a.
wed von le Fort, 1717. L 13.

- 298 T i l o , 1470-1522. 259. 284a.
- , S . of former, d. 1553. 284a.
- , S . of former, d. 1577. 284a.
- eJ S . of former. 284a.
Tonnies (Antonius) , S . of Claus
of S t e r n b e r g , of Gutow, 14222 5 . 32. 36. A 5 .
T u g e n d r e i c h , S . of F r e d e r i k
H o l g e r , 1794-1802. E 1 6 .
Tugendreich F r e d e r i k K a r l , S . of
Chrn. F r e d . A u g . , 1829-84.K 17,
T u g e n d r e i c h J u l i u s , S . of N i k .
Kaspar H a r t w . , Danish Major,
1770-1839. K 1 5 .
Tugendreich J u l i u s K a r l Conrad,
S . of Chrn. H e n r . J u l . , 1817.
K 17.
U l r i c h , S . of B a s t i a n , of Schimm,
d. 1658. l l f f . 1 3 . 1 1 8 . 233.
A 9.
- (Friedr. Joh. Gottlieb), S. of
Magn. Friedr. IV, Lt. General,
1786-1846. 193. 200. J 15.
- (Friedr. Ernst Heinr. Carl), S,
of former of Kl.-Trebbow, 18191874. 187. 197ff. 200ff. J 16.
- (Heinr. Friedr. Aug) S. of
former, Mecklenburg Chamberlain
of Trebbow and BUlow, 1910. 48
154ff. 202ff. 209. 210. J 17.
Ursula, of Dobbertin, d. 1668.
252. A 10.
Valentin Christoph, S. of Johann,
of Tarnow, 1669. 124ff. G 11.
Vicke, S. of Joachim of Zaschendorf, Magistrate, d. about
1648. 67. 73ff. B 10.
Vicke Christopher, S of Claus of
Kl.-Gornow, d. 1638. 128. G 11
Vinatus, about 1300. 8.
II.

Vincentz (Hildesheimer), d. before
1516. 259. 284a.
Waldemar August, S. of Christian,
d. 1864. 93. C 17.
Wedig Christoph, S. of Friedr.
Wilh. of Wrodow, Major General,
d. 1821. 256ff.
Werner, 1336-53. 28. A 3.
Wilhelm (von Berner-Gottenradt),
(Hildesheimer). 284a. 284 n2.
Wilhelm Adolf Ulrich, 1786. H 15.
Wilhelm Christian, S. of Chrn.
Fred., 1836-1902. D 17.
Wilhelm Franz, S. of Aug. Barth.
Fr., 1769-1803. B 15.
Wilhelm Frederik Sophus, S. of
Hartw. Konr. Franz, 1876. D 18.
Wilhelm Tugendreich, S. of Hartw.
Gottfr., 1800-80. D 16.
Wilhelmine Dor., T. of Peter,
1886 until 1887. K 18.
Wilhelmine Marie, T. of Mads Peter,
1880-1900. F 17.
Wilhelmine Theodore So. Ernest,
T. of Friedr. Wilh., wed von le
Fort, 1768. L 15.
Willa (Wille), T. of Otto of
Neperstorf, member of the convent
at Ruhn, 1578. 57. 249ff.
A 8.
Winandus, S. of Gerhard. 8.
Wulf, S. of Joachim the Younger
of Zaschendorf. B 12.
Wulfiane Marg. Elis . Siebin,
T. of Kord of Gr.-Weselin,
B 13.

OTHER

PERSONS

*Aagaard, Olaf H C.J. , 1880. D17 Adelhorn, Bodo, 1623. 122.
v. Abercron, Carl, of Meischens- v A d e r s t e d t , H e i n r i c h , 1302. 27
A d l e r , F r i e d r . , Danish P r i v y
torf and Testorf. J 17.
*-, Claire Henr. Sophie, T. of
Councillor, 1731. 9 1 .
* - , Lovisa Chr. C h a r l . Magd., T .
former, wed (1) Count von
of t h e former, 9 1 . C 1 4 .
Bassewitz, (2) von Barner,
See L e n t e - A d l e r .
1910. J 17.
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Adolf Friedrich I, Baron of
Mecklen. 73. 77.
- IV, Baron of Meckl.-Strel.,
1758. 178.
Albrecht VII, Baron of Meckl.
44ff.
-, Prince of Prussia, 1860. 203.
209.
v. Aldershausen, Phil Dietr.,
Kornet, 1623. 122.
- (von Oldershausen), Ursula,
wed von Rossing. 284a.
Alexander, Prince of Prussia,
1889. 209.
*Altenburg, Karl. K 18.
v. Alvensleben, Hanover bailiff,
1766. 181.
*Andersen, Jacobine, 1853. K 17.
Anna Maria, wife of Baron Ad.
Friedr.I. of Meckl. 1629. 73.
v. Arenstorff, Karl Friedr. and
Moritz Johann, 1695. 225.
-, Joachim, of Wilsekow. 241.
*-, Dor. Hedw., T. of former,
1662. 241. L 11.
-, Maria Kath., sister of former,
wed von Brocker. 241.
Aribert, Prince of Anhalt, 1889.
209.
v. Arnim, Sophia Marg., wed von
Hagen, 1729. H 13.
August, Baron of Brunswick, d.
1666. 81.
-, Prince of Prussia, 1837. 197.
Baalcke, Dr., Mayor of Parchim,
1679. 166.
*Ballich, Henning, Baronial
magistrate of Schwerin and
Parchim, 1577. 46. 50. A 9.
Baner, Swedish General, 1635. 78
*Barfod, Agner, 1901. D 18.
v. Barnekow, 1462. 39. 57 note 1
-, Jurgen, 1586. 57.
Barner, Berner, simple:
- Those of Elbing. 8ff.
-, Jacob, of Wittstock, 1415. 9.
-, Hans, of Salzwedel, 1366. 9.
-, (no name) of Lubeck, 1187. 9.
-, Heinrich, of Lubeck, 1373. 9.
-, Johannes, of Lemgo, 1608. 67n

v. Barnewitz, Joachim, Danish
Alderman, 1635. 109.
- Karl Friedr. d. 1736. 100. 114.
F 11.
v. Barold, Hans, of Dobbin, d.
1590. 120.
*-, Anna, T. of former, 1616.
120. G 9.
-, Henneke and Claus, Brothers of
former, of Dobbin, 1616. 119.
126ff. 127.
-, Christoph Aug., of Dobbin,
Major, d. 1746. 229.
v. Barsse, Wulf, of Rambow. 82.
*-, Wulfiane, T. of former, d.
1676. 82ff. B 11.
v. Bassewitz, Adelheid, wed von
Pluskow. 215.
-, Adelheid, wed von Kleinow,
1540. 218.
-, Head of Cloister, 1706. 170.
-, Administrator, 1716. 171.
-, Count, Meckl. State Minister,
1765. 181ff.
*-, Ulr. Carl Ad., of Schonhof.
192. H 14.
*-, Ernestine Sophia, T. of former,
wed (1) von D o m e , (2) von Barner,
1784-1856. 192. J 15.
-, Kuno, Count, of Perlin. J 17.
v. Baudissin, elector of Saxony,
General, 1635. 78.
Bauer, Russian General, 1716. 171.
*Bay, Hanne Wilh. Const.,
1837-98. D 17.
v. Behr, Ottiliane, wed von Lutzow,
1581-1645. 132ff. 140.
*v. Below, Ernst, of Rutzenfelde,
1680. 127. 226ff. G 11.
*-, Ilsabe Dor., T of former. 127.
226ff. K 12.
*Bendtzen, Berta Johanna, 1803-89.
K 16.
v. Berchlingen, Ursula, ne'e von
Crailsheim, 1657. 145.
*Bergau, Pfarrer. L 16.
de Berne, Bernardus, 1300. 8.
*v. Bernstorff, (no name) wed von
Barner about 1510. 214. A 7.
*-, Barth. Friedr., of Scharbow,
1730. H 14.
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v. Bernstorff, Joh. Hartwig,
Count, Danish Minister, 1767.
178. 182.
Bernwardus, Bishop of Hildesheim,
999. 5. 280.
*v . Beulewitz, Christina Sus.
Barb., d. 1763. 185. H 13.
v. Beverloh, Hieron., 1623. 122.
Beyer, Adam, of Kuppentin. 74.
v. Bibow, Marta, Asst. Prioress
at# New Cloister, 1497. 37.
-, Jurgen, of Berendshagen, 1578.
53.
-, Ernst, Corporal, 1623. 121.
-, Anna, wed von Zulow. 97.
*-, Anna, d. 1699. 102. B 11.
-, Martin, of Berendshagen. 252.
-, Sievert, Son of former, 1608.
252.
*-, Anna, Sister of former. 252.
A 9.
-, Hardenack, of Westenbrugge,
1652. 252.
-, Heidenreich, of Westenbrugge,
1652. 252.
v. Bielcke, Count, Swedish States
Councillor, 1690. 167-168.
Bilderbeck, Heinr., Dr., 1658.
129...
*v. Blucher, Berend, of Gr.Renzow, d. 1642. 113. 122. G10,
-, Ulrich Christoph, 16881 225.
-, Jochim Ernst, 1702. 226.
*- , Adam Christoph, of Giitzkow,
1696-1781. 229. K 13.
-, Lorenz, of Giitzkow, 1712. 229,
*- , Juliane Frederike, T. of the
former, wed (1) von Barold, (2)
von Barner, (3) von Keyserlingk
d. 1764. 229ff. K 13.
*- , Asmus Joh. Gottschalk, of
Rosenow, d. 1751. K 13.
-, Sophie Charlotte Marie, wed
von Lowtzow, 1839. E 17.
v. Blumenthal, Count, 1834. 198.
209.
*v. Bobart, Philipp Christoph,
Major. H 13.
v. Bohlen, Count, Karl Ludw.
Thuro. 193.

*-, Hedw. Karol., T. of former,
1781-1848. 193. J 15.
Bohnsack, Henneke, of Raden,
1361. 30.
Borchhorst, Mette Dor., wed Munk,
1809. E 16.
v. Bornfeld, Lt. Colonel, 1703.111.
*v. Bornmann, Agnesa Eleonore,
d. 1710. 225. K 12.
v. Both, Balthasar, of Kalkhorst.
127.
*-, Ilsabe, T. of former, 1623.
127. G 10.
-, Daniel and Henning, Brothers of
former, 1650. 127.
*-, Henning, of Kalkhorst, 1651.
77. B 10.
-, Ulrich Viktor, of Kalkhorst. 186.
*-, Luise, T. of former, 1753-1820.
186. H 14.
*-, Christian Friedr., of Rohlstorf,
1766-1825. J 15.
-, Carl Anton, of Rambow, 1801. 188.
*v. Bothmer, Dor., 1521. 282 notes
3 and 5. 283 note 1.
*v. Braeschen, (no name) 223. K 13.
*v. Brahlstorff, Heinr., 1576.
55. 231ff. A 8.
*Braun, Magistrate of Wollin. K 13.
v. Brentford, Branford see Ruthven.
*Brinckmann, Luise Theresia, 1736
until 1767. 115. F 13.
v. Brocker, Viktor, of Altenstorf
and Wilsekow. 241.
Bruns, Pet. Nik. C 16.
*-, Mikkeline Charl. Flor. Lud.,
T. of former, 1802-84. C 16.
*v. Buch, Albrecht Friedr., Captain,
1693. 222ff. K 12.
v. Buchwald, Owen, 1610. 252. 253.
-, Schack, 1716. Wed: D.J. von
Sperling. 111.
v. Billow, Friedr., Bishop of
Schwerin, 1368. 31.
*-, Sophie, about 1510. 44.
47 (crest) . 48. A 7.
-, Vicke, of Harkensee, 1580. 55.
-, Jurgen, of Zibuhl, 1580. 63.
-, Hans Heinr., of Holdorf, 1618.
131.

301 v. Bulow, Dorothea, Sister of the *-, Jacobine Marie, T. of former,
wed: (1) v. Barner, (2) Eslev,
former, wed von Lutzow. 131 n2
d. 1862. C 16.
132.
v.
Charisius, So. Elis., d. 1741.
-, Johann Friedrich, 1623. 121.
wed: (1) v. Marselis, (2) von
*-, Jurgen, of Kressin, d. 1648.
Rodsteen. 91ff.
77. B 10.
-,
Christine Charl., wed Krabbe.
-, Ernst, S. of former, 1651. 77.
91ff.
C 15.
-, Friedrich Jobst, Kornet, 1623.
Charlotte
Sophie, heir to the
122.
reigning
Prince
of Meckl.-Schw.,
-, Dor. Maria, wed von Lutzow,
d.
1810.
186.
187.
1622 until 1693. 165. •
Christian, King of Denmark. 1543.45.
-, Hans, of Raden, 1645. 243.
IX. King of Denmark, 1864. 93.
-, Christoph, of Kressin. 135ff.
Christoph, S. of former, 1668.1 Christine Charl., Prince of East
Friesland, ne'e Prince of Wurten135ff.
burg, 1667. 163.
*-, Eva Dor., Sister of former,
Christoph, Baron of Meckl. d. 1592.
1650. 135. G 11.
-, Klara Magd., Sister of former,
v. Cicignon, Er. Chr., wed Krabbe,
1668. 135.
1766. C 15.
-, Hille, Wed (1) S. Grubbe, d.
1672; (2) M.F.von Lutzow. 100. v. Crailsheim, Ursula, wed von
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